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ABERDEEN, 25 September 2019. Minute of Meeting of the STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY.

Present:

Councillor Marie Boulton, Chairperson; Councillor John Cox, ViceChairperson; and Councillors David Aitchison, Bell, Copland (as a
substitute for Councillor Cooke), Graham, Mair, Mollison (as a
substitute for Councillor Latham), Topping and Yuill.

Apologies:

Councillors Cooke and Latham; Mr R Gray, Head of Service,
Planning and Building Standards, Aberdeenshire Council; and Mairi
Stewart, Planning Manager, Aberdeenshire Council.

Officers:

Strategic Planning Authority: Ms S Lamont and Mr T Walsh,
Senior Planners;
Aberdeen City Council: Ms G Beattie, Chief Officer, Strategic
Place Planning; Ms L Christie, Solicitor, Governance, Mr D Dunne,
Policy and Strategy Manager, Strategic Place Planning; Ms K
Gatherum, Trainee Solicitor, Governance; Mr A Thomson, Solicitor,
Governance; Mr M Orchard, Committee Lead, Governance, and Ms
E Robertson, Committee Assistant, Governance;
Aberdeenshire Council: Chris Smith, Accountant

In Attendance:

Ms A MacDonald, Senior Audit Manager, Audit Scotland; and Rab
Dickson, Transport Strategy Manager, NESTRANS.

DECLARATION OF MEMBERS' INTERESTS
1.

There were no declarations of interest.

MINUTE OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING OF 14 JUNE 2019 - FOR APPROVAL
2.

The Authority had before it the minute of its previous meeting of 14 June 2019.

The Authority resolved:
to approve the minute.
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY
25 September 2019

2018/19 ANNUAL AUDIT REPORT
3.
The Authority had before it the external auditor’s 2018/19 Annual Audit Report
of the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority’s (SDPA)
annual accounts.
The Authority received an overview of the report from Ms Anne MacDonald, Senior
Audit Manager, Audit Scotland. She explained that Audit Scotland had provided an
unqualified opinions on the annual accounts; and the audited part of the remuneration
report, management commentary and the annual governance statement were all
consistent with the financial statements and prepared in accordance with proper
accounting practices.
The report recommended:that the Authority consider and note the auditor’s report.
The Authority resolved:
to note the auditor’s report.

AUDITED ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2018/19
4.
The Authority had before it the independent auditor’s, Audited Annual Accounts
in respect of 2018/19 for approval.
The report recommended:that the Authority (i)
acknowledge the Audit Scotland’s unmodified opinion on the Annual Accounts
for 2018/19; and
(ii)
approve for signature the audited Annual Accounts for 2018/19.
The Authority resolved:
to approve the recommendations.

FINANCIAL REGULATIONS
5.
The Authority had before it a report by Alan Wood, Treasurer, proposing the
adoption of revised Financial Regulations.
The report recommended:that the Authority note the revision to the Strategic Development Planning Authority’s
Financial Regulations.
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY
25 September 2019

The Authority resolved:to approve the recommendation.
QUARTER END BUDGET
6.
The Authority had before it a report by the Treasurer on the budget monitoring
position for 2019/20 as at 31 August 2019.
The report recommended:
that the Authority
note the budget monitoring position as at 31 August 2019.
The Authority resolved:
to approve the recommendation.

BULLETIN REPORT
7.
The Authority had before it a bulletin report which provided a brief overview of
strategic planning matters involving or relating to the work undertaken by the
Authority.
Sheena Lamont, Senior Planner, spoke to the report and provided updates on:
• Examination of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan;
• Planning Act;
• Other Relevant Decision from Scottish Ministers;
• Local Development Plan; and
• Strategic Infrastructure.
The Authority resolved:
to note the bulletin report.

DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS
8.

The Authority had before it proposed dates of future meetings as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

13 December 2019, 2pm at Woodhill House
18 March 2020, 2pm at Aberdeen Town House
26 June 2020, 2pm at Woodhill House
23 September 2020, 2pm at Aberdeen Town House
11 December 2020, 2pm at Woodhill House
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY
25 September 2019

The Authority resolved:to approve the future meeting dates.
- Councillor Marie Boulton, Chairperson.
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ABERDEEN CITY & SHIRE
STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY
Date: 29 January 2020
Report Title: Report of Examination on the Proposed Aberdeen City
& Shire Strategic Development Plan Examination in Public
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

The purpose of this Report is to
a)

advise the Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA) on the
published Report on the Examination in Public of the Aberdeen City &
Shire Strategic Development Plan, and the Reporter’s recommendations;
and

b)

outline the next steps in the process post Examination.

2.

Background

2.1

The SDPA agreed the content of the Proposed Aberdeen City & Shire
Strategic Development Plan (the “Proposed Plan”) on 24 August 2018. This
decision was subsequently ratified by Aberdeen City Council on 10 September
2018 and Aberdeenshire Council on 27 September 2018.

2.2

The Proposed Plan was accompanied by a number of supporting documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposed Action Programme
Housing Methodology Paper
Strategic Environmental Assessment
Habitats Regulation Appraisal
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Cumulative Transport Appraisal
Equalities and Human Rights Impact Assessment

2.3

Representations on the Proposed Plan and associated supporting documents
was invited over a ten-week period from 8 October to 17 December 2018, and
a total of 67 representations were received from a range of individuals,
organisations and developers. From these representations, over 500 separate
comments and proposed changes were suggested to the Proposed Plan.

2.4

The Schedule 4 documents (summaries of all unresolved issues) relating to
the Proposed Plan, covering 22 unresolved separate issues were submitted
along with all full background documentation on to the Scottish Government
on the 22 April 2019. We were advised on the Reporter allocated on the 28
May 2019, and on 22 June 2019 we were advised that a second Reporter was
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allocated for the Examination of the Proposed Plan, to aid the speedy delivery
of the report. The Examination commenced on 25 June 2019.
2.5

Following completion of the examination of the Proposed Plan, an
Examination Report is prepared with recommendations to Scottish Ministers.
Circular 6/2013 “Development Planning” makes clear that in practice, Ministers
expect to take on board the Reporter’s recommendations, unless there is a
strong justification to depart from them.

2.6

There is no opportunity for others beyond the Examination process to consider
further any unresolved representations, and therefore no further formal
opportunity for parties to submit further representations to Scottish Ministers.
Circular 06/2013 makes clear that Ministers do not normally expect to enter
further detailed consideration of the issues considered at the Examination.

2.7

The Report of Examination (Appendix 2) was submitted to Scottish Ministers
on the 17 January 2020. The SDPA officer team received a copy of the
Report of Examination for information on the same date.

3.

The Examination on the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
Formal Hearings and Further Information Requests contributing to the
Examination

3.1

Circular 06/2013 makes clear that there is no provision, for either those who
have made representations or the SDPA, to submit any further material to the
Examination unless invited and required to do so by the Reporter. This the
Circular states “reinforces the importance of front-loading the process,
ensuring that the reporter, the planning authority and other interested parties
have the relevant information from the start of the Examination”. The scope of
issues to be considered through Examination are those issues raised and
remain unresolved representations.
Hearings

3.2

Two hearings were held regarding unresolved representations to the Proposed
Plan.
a) The first hearing related to transport matters which had been raised by
Transport Scotland; and
b) The second hearing was held to explore more fully the housing land supply
issues raised through a number of representations.
Further Information Requests

3.3 Of the six Further Information Requests received during the Examination two
related to Resource issues, while the other four related to matters discussed at
the formal hearings. The agreed changes are covered within the individual
sections of Plan within the discussion below.
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4.

Discussion
The Examination Report and Reporter’s Recommendations

4.1

The Examination Report follows the format set by within the Schedule 4 as
submitted by the SDPA, and previously reported.

4.2

A summary table highlighting the unresolved issues considered during the
Examination, and which have recommended modifications are listed in the
table in Appendix 1. A copy of the full Report of Examination is appended as
Appendix 2.

4.3

A number of changes to wording have been initially agreed as a result of
Further Information Requests to the SDPA, prior to finalisation of the
Examination Report, and these were:
•

•
•
•

The inclusion of a Wind Energy Capacity Diagram for the Strategic
Development Plan Area showing where there may be further development
subject to Local Development Plan Policy (see Our Resources section
below, paragraph 4.30);
Partial wording agreed regarding overall aggregate availability within the
region (see Our Resources section below, paragraph 4.32);
Modify the Proposed Plan to incorporate the mediated textual changes
agreed between the Strategic Development Planning Authority and
Transport Scotland (see Our Connections section below); and
Modify the Proposed Plan to update its Table 3 – Local Development Plan
Housing Allowances to use the Housing Land Audit 2019 to inform the
Total Effective Land Supply (see Our Communities below).

Our Plan
4.4

Seven respondents commented on this section of the Proposed Plan.
Comments ranged from the level of direction the Proposed Plan gives to Local
Development Plans, to the decision to prepare this Plan as a refresh of the
extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 rather than formulate a completely
new Spatial Strategy and direction.

4.5

The Examination Report recommends no modifications to this section.
Our Vision

4.6

Twenty-one respondents commented on this section. A high level of support
was given to the Proposed Plan’s strategic Vision and Aims, but other
respondents considered the Plan to not be ambitious enough, and that more
focus should be given to individual matters such as climate change, economic
opportunities, and infrastructure constraints.

4.7

The Examination Report recommends 3 modifications to this section: (1) Add
the words “and, where appropriate, enhancing” after “protecting” in the second
bullet point in paragraph 2.2 on page 7; (2) Add the words “and support” after
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“help create” in the third bullet point in paragraph 2.3 on page 7; and (3) Add
the words “available and” before “attractive” in the final bullet point in
paragraph 2.3 on page 7.
Our Spatial Strategy (Issues 3, 4, and 5)
4.8

This section of the Proposed Plan was one of the most commented-on
sections of the Proposed Plan. There are eight separate Schedule 4 forms
which cover the different Issues that were highlighted in the representations
received on the Spatial Strategy section. These reflect Issues 3 ,4 and 5
covered in the Examination Report.

4.9

The Examination Report recommends one modification, which replaces the
words “native and semi-natural woodlands” in the final sentence of paragraph
6.2 on page 38 with “native and ancient semi-natural woodlands”.
Strategic Growth Areas

4.10 A range of comments and detailed suggested changes were received for each
of the Strategic Growth Areas set out within Proposed Plan. There are 4
Strategic Growth Areas identified within the Proposed Plan namely Aberdeen
City, Aberdeen to Peterhead, Aberdeen to Huntly, and Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk. These are considered under Issues 6, 7, 8, and 9 of the
Examination Report. The policy framework for the Local Growth and
Diversification Areas and Regeneration Areas are also included in this section
of the Proposed Plan.
4.11 The Examination Report recommends two modifications in response to the
submissions made to the Proposed Plan, and these modifications relate only
to the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area and the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
Strategic Growth Area. A further 3 modifications are recommended in relation
to the Local Growth and Diversification Areas and Regeneration Areas.
4.12 For the Aberdeen Strategic Growth Area, the modification is to add “and active
travel modes” at the end of the last sentence of paragraph 3.24 on page 14.
4.13 The modification to the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Strategic Growth Area is
that Figure 5 (Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk) on page 21
should depict the A90 and the main east coast railway line by showing an
interaction with Stonehaven and Portlethen and the railway line should follow
the coastline from Stonehaven to Aberdeen. The grey settlement dots should
be consistent in size. The Examination Report also notes that this
recommendation may require consequential changes to other figures included
in the plan.
4.14 For the Local Growth and Diversification Areas, the following 3 modifications
are recommended:
i.

Add the text “vision,” before “aims” in the third sentence of paragraph
3.47 on page 23;
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ii.

iii.

Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 3.54 on page 25
“The Formartine and Buchan Way is one of ‘Scotland’s Great Trails’. It
connects with these towns and provides a key tourism opportunity.”; and
Add the words “and historic” after “natural” in the final sentence of
paragraph 3.54 on page 25.

Our Communities (Issues 12, 13, 14 and 15)
4.15 Further Information Request 3 set out that Unresolved Issues; 12 – Housing
Supply Target, 13 – Housing Land Requirement, 14 – Additional housing
Allocations, and 15 – Housing Market Areas that might be considered at a
potential Hearing Session. Further Information Request 3 also included
additional questions raised by the Reporter relating to the Unresolved Issues.
It comprised 10 topics of consideration to be addressed by responding to 32
detailed questions. As a result of responses from the Strategic Development
Planning Authority and respondents who had made submissions on these
Unresolved Issues, a hearing was held on the 30 August 2019. It was attended
by Strategic Development Planning Authority officers, officers from both
Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council, and representatives of
development industry respondents and Homes for Scotland.
4.16

At the hearing concerns and issues were explored sequentially through the
framework of the questions set out in Further Information Request 3 and
covered such subjects as affordable housing need and delivery, the
justification for the Housing Supply Target, and the percentage split of the
Housing Market Areas. Potential changes to the Proposed Plan were
proposed by the Reporter through the updating of the Proposed Plan’s Table 3
– Local Development Plan Housing Allowances. The Reporter proposed that
Table 3 could be updated and informed by the most recently approved
Housing Land Audit 2019. The effect of this would an updated baseline figure
in Table 3 for the Total Effective Land Supply for both Councils and both
Housing Market Areas.

4.17

Further Information Request 6 resulted from the Hearing on housing land
supply. It asked for comment on a revised Table 3 – Local Development Plan
Housing Allowances informed by the Housing Land Audit 2019. It was sent to
the Strategic Development Planning Authority and those parties which had
made submissions on the issues listed in Further Information Request 3. The
Strategic Development Planning Authority responded to the revised Table 3
and that the use of the Housing Land Audit 2019 was acceptable in principle.
This was followed with a further opportunity for all parties to make comment on
their initial responses to Further Information Request 6.

4.18

The Report of Examination recommends 6 modifications to this section of the
Proposed Plan which are outlined below:
i.
ii.
iii.

Delete the words “If we are” from the start of paragraph 4.1 on page 26;
Insert “,where practicable,” after “Local Development Plans must” in the
first bullet point under the heading;
Replace the second sentence of paragraph 4.11 on page 28 with: “An
increase to the Housing Supply Target of 10% “generosity” is focussed
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iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

4.19

on the 2016 to 2019 period with 20% applied for the period 2020 to
2032 to cover the next Local Development Plans.”;
Replace Table 2: Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area,
Local Authority and Tenure Mix on page 29 with the table set out below
to reflect a 10% margin added to the housing supply target for the
period 2016 to 2019;
Insert a new final sentence at the end of paragraph 4.11 on page 28 as
follows: “The allowances for this period are indicative and will be
subject to future review.”;
Replace the first sentence of paragraph 4.19 on page 31 with:
“Allocations should be of a scale which would not inhibit the delivery of
current strategic allocations and should not be extensions to any
existing, strategic, development sites that have been subject to a
masterplanning exercise”; and
Replace Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances and
footnotes on page 30 with the table set out below (see Appendix 1 for
full table).

The headline result of the modification to Table 3: Local Development Plan
Housing Allowances is a reduction in the effective land supply for period 20202032 as it is based on the Housing Land Audit 2019. The Proposed Plan
based its programming of effective land supply on the Housing Land Audit
2016 which was higher than that of the Housing Land Audit 2019. As a result,
the Local Development Plan Housing Allowances for the period 2020-2032
have now increased from the original 8,335 new homes to 10,214 new homes
which is an increase of 1,879 homes. Both the Aberdeen Local Development
Plan and the Aberdeenshire Local Development will assess this proposed
modification in the context of the housing land allocations for their emerging
plans.
Our Economy

4.20

Fifteen respondents commented on this section of the Proposed Plan.
Comments ranged from the importance placed on opportunities for tourism
and retail, to concerns about ambition for growth and supporting infrastructure
requirements.

4.21

The Examination Report recommends 2 modifications which are: (1) Add a
further bullet point at the end of the “How to Meet the Targets” section on page
36 to read “Encourage opportunities for home-working, live-work units, micro
businesses and community hubs.”; and (2) At the end of the second sentence
of paragraph 5.6 “Town Centre First” on page 35 add “Local development
plans will identify a network of centres, which is likely to include the city centre,
town centres, local centres and commercial centres and be organised as a
hierarchy.”
Our Resources

4.22

Fifteen respondents commented on this section of the Proposed Plan and a
large number of changes were suggested. Comments ranged from strategic
issues about water supply availability to meet the level of development of the
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Proposed Plan, to detailed comments on the Targets set in the Proposed Plan
and how they would be achieved in practice.
4.23

Two Further Information Requests were received regarding issues raised on
resources. One of these (Further Information Request 4) related to the
absence of a Wind Energy capacity diagram within the Proposed Plan. A new
diagram to be included within the Plan was prepared by the SDPA and sent to
the Reporter. This is referred to in paragraph 4.30 below.

4.24

Further Information Request 5 was received and related to Aggregate Supply
position that would meet the Proposed Plan’s development requirements. The
suggested wording by the Reporter was not favoured and an alternative
wording suggested, and in part the promoted alternative was agreed. These is
discussed further in paragraph 4.32 below.

4.25

The Examination Report recommends 9 modifications to this section of the
Proposed Plan which are listed below with some comment.

4.26

The first modification relates to paragraph 6.6 on page 40, to replace the last
sentence with “Appropriate mitigation and adaptation measures will have to be
taken to deal with this matter. Any variation of the water abstraction licence
would be the responsibility of the Scottish Environment Protection Agency.”. It
is considered appropriate that the responsibility for water abstraction licencing
lies with Scottish Environment Protection Agency.

4.27

At the end of paragraph 6.7 on page 40 add: “For the City Region there is
proposed to be two regional marine partnerships to cover the marine areas of
Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City, but they have not been established yet.
The regional marine partnership work is intended to take forward the National
Marine Plan and allow more local ownership and decision-making about
specific issues within their respective areas.”. The modification is factually
correct and raises no issues.

4.28

Replace the word “possible” with “unacceptable adverse” in the third sentence
of paragraph 6.8 on page 40. While the reporter recognised that the
preceding sentences set the context to the phrasing within the Proposed Plan,
this modification in wording is thought to better reflect Scottish Planning Policy
and makes it clear the possible negative effects that will be most pertinent.

4.29

Insert the title “Heritage Assets” prior to paragraph 6.12 on page 40 and
replace the current sentence with “Structures, sites and areas and their
appropriate settings are valued for their contribution to the historic
environment, they also contribute to a sense of place, the economy and the
natural environment and should be protected from unacceptable impacts of
development.”. This responds to a submission from Scottish Government and
is included to reflect more fully Scottish Planning Policy relating to Listed
Buildings.

4.30

This modification is to add at the end of paragraph 6.15 on page 41 “Figure 7
identifies, at a strategic scale, areas with potential for onshore wind farms.
Local development plans will provide detailed spatial frameworks indicating
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the minimum scale to which the framework relates and provide criteria to
assess wind energy proposals.”; and the insert of the ‘Figure 7: Spatial
Framework for Wind Farms over 15 metres in height’ into the Our Resources
section of the plan. [Note: the plan submitted by the authority in response to
Further Information Request 04 should be used.]. SDPA officers prepared the
diagram for the Reporter and it broadly, because of map base used, reflects
the local development plan wind energy frameworks previously prepared and
using the same data on which they were based.
4.31

A modification is recommended to replace the final word “possible” with
“feasible” in the second sentence of paragraph 6.20 on page 41. This
modification refers to the potential conversion of traditional buildings, reflects
the Scottish Government view that economic viability is a key consideration in
whether to retain or demolish a traditional building.

4.32

This modification relates to overall aggregate availability within the region and
it recommends the addition of a new paragraph on page 41. This new
paragraph 6.21 is to be as follows: “Sufficient hard rock aggregate is available
across the region with sites identified in local development plans. The position
regarding sand and gravel is less clear as availability of sites, demand, and
the monitoring of use for any large infrastructure project is less easy to gauge.
There are also opportunities for recycling of secondary aggregate. Policy
should be put in place in the local development plans to allow supplies of
construction aggregates to be made available within the plan area to support
the development needs of the City Region over the plan period. Local
development plans should also identify areas of search for minerals and
safeguard where practicable all workable mineral resources which are of
economic or conservation value, and ensure that these are not sterilised by
other development. As an alternative, a criterion based approach may be
taken.”. This modification again reflects Scottish Planning Policy, but also
highlights the importance for monitoring at the national, regional, and local
level.

4.33

The final modification relates to the first bullet point of “Targets” on page 42 by
adding the words “and natural” after “historic”. The Reporter considered the
lack of reference an omission and considers that it is necessary to ensure that
local development plans make sure that the natural environment continues to
be protected and improved, and that designated sites are afforded appropriate
protection.
Our Connections

4.34

Seventeen respondents commented on this section of the Plan on issues
ranging from the commitments to alternate fuel sources to the need for greater
emphasis on digital connectivity across the SDPA area. Comments were also
received on the Cumulative Transport Appraisal, which accompanied the
Proposed Plan in terms of its methodology and extent of consideration.

4.35

Further Information Request 1 stated that unresolved issues relating to the
“Our Spatial Strategy” and “Our Connections” sections of the Proposed Plan
would be considered at a Hearing on the 5 July 2019. The Hearing was
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attended by Strategic Development Planning Authority officers, Nestrans,
Transport Scotland and officers from both Aberdeen City Council and
Aberdeenshire Council. The Hearing was held relatively early during the
Examination process due to; Transport Scotland’s objection and also that at
the time SESPLAN’s Proposed Strategic Development Plan had been recently
rejected by Scottish Ministers.
4.36

Transport Scotland’s concerns were explored, and it was confirmed by
Transport Scotland at the Hearing that the unresolved transport issues, which
were the reason for the Scottish Ministers rejection of SESPLAN’s proposed
Strategic Development Plan, did not apply to the Proposed Plan.

4.37

Further Information Request 2 followed the Hearing and set out textual
amendments to the Proposed Plan for both parties to consider, or for parties to
agree their own alternative wording. Strategic Development Planning
Authority officers actively engaged with Transport Scotland in order to mediate
an agreed form of words which would be acceptable to both parties and
resolve the issues. A mediation meeting was organised by Strategic
Development Planning Authority officers in conjunction with Transport
Scotland, Nestrans, officers from Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire
Council. At this mediation meeting textual amendments were agreed which
were acceptable to all parties. A joint letter to this effect was sent to the
Department of Planning and Environmental Appeals therefore resolving the
issues relating to the “Our Spatial Strategy” and “Our Connections” sections of
the Proposed Plan.

4.38

The Examination Report recommends 8 modifications to the text of the
connections chapter, all relating to the transport issues raised by Transport
Scotland. A further modification is a revised table of transport interventions.
All modifications are those mediated between the SDPA and Transport
Scotland. The modifications are as follows:
i. Add the following text to the end of paragraph 3.7 on page 8:
“The proposed interventions listed in Schedule 1 will be subject to further
relevant detailed appraisal and design work which will inform the
requirements for developer contributions for their appraisal and/or
delivery.”;
ii. Remove the words “where” and “may be required” from the first sentence
of paragraph 7.7 on page 44;
iii. Add the following text to the end of the second bullet point under the
heading “How to Meet the Targets” on page 45 “The interventions listed in
Schedule 1 will be considered through Local and Regional Transport
Strategies subject to their appropriate appraisal, review, development and
programming, and included in local development plans as appropriate.”;
iv. Add the following text to the end of paragraph 8.7 on page 47: “The
interventions listed in Schedule 1 shall continue to be reviewed,
appropriately appraised, developed and programmed in association with
the Regional Transport Strategy, the Local Development Plans, and other
delivery mechanisms.”;
v. Remove the word “potential” from the heading in Schedule 1 on page 49;
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vi. Remove the words “may be required to” in the introductory paragraph in
Schedule 1 on page 49;
vii. Add a new paragraph to Schedule 1 on page 49 as follows: “The appraisal
work undertaken to date has been proportionate and based on the
approach outlined within Transport Scotland’s Development Planning and
Management Transport Appraisal Guidance (DPMTAG). The proposed
interventions listed in this schedule will require further appropriate
appraisal and review but are, at this stage, required to assist the delivery of
the spatial strategy.”; and
viii. Update Schedule 1 on page 49 of the Proposed Plan to reflect the textual
changes previously agreed between the SDPA, Local Transport
Authorities, Nestrans, and Transport Scotland. This table entitled
“Summary of Transport Intervention Options” is included in detail on the
last page of appendix 1 to this report.
Our Future
4.39

Four responses commented on this section of the Plan, all of which focused
on the commitment given in paragraph 8.7 of the Proposed Plan to a
comprehensive review of the Plan’s Spatial Strategy in the next five years, and
the need for this to consider “Western Expansion” in light of the recent opening
of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.

4.40

The Examination Report recommends no modifications to this section.

5.

Approval or Rejection of the Proposed Plan by Scottish Ministers

5.1

The Environmental Planning and Appeals Division has submitted the Report of
Examination (Appendix 2) with recommendations to Scottish Ministers.

5.2

Scottish Government Circular 6/2013 Development Planning para 50 states “In
practice, Ministers expect to take on board the reporter’s recommendations,
unless there is a strong justification to depart from them”. As the Examination
process is complete, there is no further formal opportunity for parties to submit
further representations to Scottish Ministers. Ministers do not normally expect
to enter into further detailed consideration of the issues considered during the
Examination.

5.3

Scottish Ministers can now approve the Strategic Development Plan in whole
or in part (with or without modification), or reject the plan. There is scope for a
two-month period of consideration of the Proposed Plan within which Scottish
Ministers formally approve or reject the Proposed Plan.

5.4

As there has been an Examination of the Proposed Plan, Ministers may make
modifications in approving the plan, and will set out reasons for these.

5.5

Where Scottish Ministers propose to modify the Proposed Plan, Ministers
undertake any necessary assessment of the plan as if it were modified, for
example in accordance with Part IVA of the Habitats Regulations.
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5.6

6.

The Strategic Development Planning Authority will place copies of the
approved plan in local libraries, advertise in a local newspaper, as well as
notify people who made representations on the plan that the Approved
Strategic Development Plan has been published and where it is available for
inspection
Legal Challenge

6.1 Should the Proposed Plan be approved by Scottish Ministers, a person
aggrieved by the Proposed Plan who desires may question the validity of the
plan on the ground:
a) That it is not within the powers conferred by Part II of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1997, as amended; or
b) That any relevant requirement of that Part or of any regulations made
under that Part have not been complied with.
6.2 Any such application must be made within six weeks from the date of approval
by Scottish Ministers.
7.

Next steps

7.1 Should the Proposed Plan be approved by Scottish Ministers and not be
subject to a legal challenge, officers will:
•
•
•
•

8.

print and submit the Approved Plan to Scottish Ministers;
publish the Approved Plan;
advertise and notify respondents of the Plan’s approval; and
Officers will update the Environment Report and Delivery Programme to
reflect the modifications resulting from the Examination and Scottish
Ministers’ approval.

Recommendations

8.1 It is recommended that the Strategic Development Planning Authority:
• Note the contents of this report and the outcomes of the Report of
Examination of the Proposed Plan; and
• Note the next steps of the Plan process.
Report Prepared By:
Sheena Lamont
Senior Planner
Strategic Development Planning Authority
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Gale Beattie
Chief Officer Strategic Place Planning
Aberdeen City Council

Paul Macari
Head of Planning and Environment
Aberdeenshire Council
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ISSUE

REPORTER’S RECOMMENDATION

01 Our Plan
02 Our Vision

No modifications.
1. Add the words “and, where appropriate, enhancing” after “protecting” in the second bullet point in
paragraph 2.2 on page 7.
2. Add the words “and support” after “help create” in the third bullet point in
paragraph 2.3 on page 7.
3. Add the words “available and” before “attractive” in the final bullet point in paragraph 2.3 on page 7.
1. Replace the words “native and semi-natural woodlands” in the final sentence of paragraph 6.2 on page 38
with “native and ancient semi-natural woodlands”.

03 Our
Spatial
Strategy General
04 Our
Spatial
Strategy –
Amendments
to Strategic
Growth Areas
05 Our
Spatial
Strategy –
The
Aberdeen
Western
Peripheral
Route
06 Strategic
Growth Area
– Aberdeen
City

REPORT
PAGE
NO
9
23

48

No modifications.

62

No modifications.

74

1. Add “and active travel modes” at the end of the last sentence of paragraph 3.24 on page 14.

89

1
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REPORTER’S RECOMMENDATION

07 Strategic
Growth Area
– Aberdeen to
Peterhead
08 Strategic
Growth Area
– Aberdeen to
Huntly
09 Strategic
Growth Area
– Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk
10 Local
Growth and
Diversification
Areas and
Regeneration
11 Our
Communities
- Placemaking
12 Our
Communities
– Housing
Supply Target
13 Our
Communities
– Housing
Land

No modifications.

REPORT
PAGE
NO
97

No modifications.

104

1. Figure 5 (Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk) on page 21 should depict the A90 and the
main east coast railway line by showing an interaction with Stonehaven and Portlethen and the railway line
should follow the coastline from Stonehaven to Aberdeen. The grey settlement dots should be consistent in
size. [Note: this recommendation might require consequential changes to other figures in the plan.]
1. Add the text “vision,” before “aims” in the third sentence of paragraph 3.47 on
page 23.
2. Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 3.54 on page 25: “The Formartine and Buchan Way is
one of ‘Scotland’s Great Trails’. It connects with these towns and provides a key tourism opportunity.”.
3. Add the words “and historic” after “natural” in the final sentence of paragraph 3.54 on page 25.
1. Delete the words “If we are” from the start of paragraph 4.1 on page 26.
2. Insert “,where practicable,” after “Local Development Plans must” in the first bullet point under the heading
‘How to Meet the Targets’ in the Our Economy section on page 36.
No modifications.

116

1. Replace the second sentence of paragraph 4.11 on page 28 with:
“An increase to the Housing Supply Target of 10% “generosity” is focussed on the 2016 to 2019 period with
20% applied for the period 2020 to 2032 to cover the next Local Development Plans.”.

172

2

126

143
161
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PAGE
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Requirement

2. Replace Table 2: Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area, Local Authority and Tenure Mix on
page 29 with the table set out below to reflect a 10% margin added to the housing supply target for the period
2016 to 2019. [Note: Table appended to the next page.]
Table 2:
Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area, Local Authority and Tenure Mix
2016-2019
Affordable

Market

2020-2032
Total

Affordable

Market

2033-2040
Total

Affordable

Market

20162040
Total

Global
Total

Aberdeen Housing Market Area
Rural Housing Market Area

4,180

6,436

9,610

17,846

27,456

5,766

10,708

16,474

50,366

748

1,396

2,144

2,402

4,462

6,864

1,442

2,676

4,118

13,126

Aberdeen City Council

1,502

2,788

4,290

6,006

11,154

17,160

3,604

6,692

10,296

31,746

Aberdeenshire Council

1,502

2,788

4,290

6,006

11,154

17,160

3,604

6,692

10,296

31,746

3,004

5,576

8,580

12,012

22,308

34,320

7,208

13,384

20,592

63,492

Aberdeen City and
Shire

14 Our
Communities
– Additional
Housing
Allocations

2,256

Total

1. Insert a new final sentence at the end of paragraph 4.11 on page 28 as follows:
“The allowances for this period are indicative and will be subject to future review.”.
2. Replace the first sentence of paragraph 4.19 on page 31 with:
“Allocations should be of a scale which would not inhibit the delivery of current strategic allocations and
should not be extensions to any existing, strategic, development sites that have been subject to a
masterplanning exercise”.
3. Replace Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances and footnotes on
page 30 with the table set out below. [Note: the table is appended to the next page.]
Table 3:
Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
Housing Supply
Allowances
Housing
Housing
Allowances
Allowances Allowances
Total
supply 2016- supply 20332020-2032
2033-2035
2036-2040

3
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AHMA
RHMA
Aberdeen City
Council
Aberdeenshire
Council
Totals

REPORT
PAGE
NO

2032*1
26,325
6,361

2040*2
2,767
821

8,172
2,042

7,200
1,800

6,402
1,602

21,774
5,444

16,719

1,733

5,107

4,500

4,002

13,609

15,967

1,855

5,107

4,500

4,002

13,609

32,686

3,588

10,214

9,000
27,218

8,004

27,218

36,274
Housing Land
Requirement

63,492

*1 Comprising completions 2016-2018 (6,223); effective supply 2019-2023 (13,067); programming of sites 2024 to 2026 (5,876);
and extrapolated programming 2027 to 2032 (7,520) all based on the agreed 2019 housing land audit.
*2 Compiled from extrapolated programming from the agreed 2019 housing land audit.
Note – components may not sum to totals due to rounding. Allowances will not include sites of less than 5 homes.

15 Our
Communities
– Housing
Market Areas
16 Our
Economy

17 Our
Resources

No modifications.

210

1. Add a further bullet point at the end of the “How to Meet the Targets” section on page 36 to read:
“Encourage opportunities for home-working, live-work units, micro businesses and community hubs.”.
2. At the end of the second sentence of paragraph 5.6 “Town Centre First” on page 35 add: “Local
development plans will identify a network of centres, which is likely to include the city centre, town centres,
local centres and commercial centres and be organised as a hierarchy.”
1. At paragraph 6.6 on page 40 replace the last sentence with “Appropriate mitigation and adaptation
measures will have to be taken to deal with this matter. Any variation of the water abstraction licence would

227

4

262
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REPORTER’S RECOMMENDATION

REPORT
PAGE
NO

be the responsibility of the Scottish Environment Protection Agency.”.
2. At the end of paragraph 6.7 on page 40 add: “For the city region there is proposed to be two regional
marine partnerships to cover the marine areas of Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City, but they have not been
established yet. The regional marine partnership work is intended to take forward the National Marine Plan
and allow more local ownership and decision-making about specific issues within their respective areas.”.
3. Replace the word “possible” with “unacceptable adverse” in the third sentence of paragraph 6.8 on
page 40.
4. Insert the title “Heritage Assets” prior to paragraph 6.12 on page 40 and replace the current sentence with
“Structures, sites and areas and their appropriate settings are valued for their contribution to the historic
environment, they also contribute to a sense of place, the economy and the natural environment and should
be protected from unacceptable impacts of development.”.
5. At the end of paragraph 6.15 on page 41 add: “Figure 7 identifies, at a strategic scale, areas with potential
for onshore wind farms. Local development plans will provide detailed spatial frameworks indicating the
minimum scale to which the framework relates and provide criteria to assess wind energy proposals.”.
6. Insert ‘Figure 7: Spatial Framework for Wind Farms over 15 metres in height’ into the our resources section
of the plan. [Note: the plan submitted by the authority in response to FIR04 should be used.]
7. Replace the final word “possible” with “feasible” in the second sentence of
paragraph 6.20 on page 41.
8. At page 41 add a new paragraph 6.21 as follows: “Sufficient hard rock aggregate is available across the
region with sites identified in local development plans. The position regarding sand and gravel is less clear as
availability of sites, demand and the monitoring of use for any large infrastructure project is less easy to
gauge. There are also opportunities for recycling of secondary aggregate. Policy should be put in place in
the local development plans to allow supplies of construction aggregates to be made available within the plan
area to support the development needs of the city region over the plan period. Local development plans
should also identify areas of search for minerals and safeguard where practicable all workable mineral
resources which are of economic or conservation value and ensure that these are not sterilised by other
development. As an alternative, a criteria based approach may be taken.”.
9. Modify the first bullet point of “Targets” on page 42 by adding the words “and natural” after “historic”.
18 Our

287
5
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Connections

1. Add the following text to the end of paragraph 3.7 on page 8:
“The proposed interventions listed in Schedule 1 will be subject to further relevant detailed appraisal and
design work which will inform the requirements for developer contributions for their appraisal and/or delivery.”.
2. Remove the words “where” and “may be required” from the first sentence of paragraph 7.7 on page 44.
3. Add the following text to the end of the second bullet point under the heading “How to Meet the Targets” on
page 45:
“The interventions listed in Schedule 1 will be considered through Local and Regional Transport Strategies
subject to
their
appropria
te
appraisal,
review,
development and programming, and included in local development plans as appropriate.”.
4. Add the following text to the end of paragraph 8.7 on page 47:
“The interventions listed in Schedule 1 shall continue to be reviewed, appropriately appraised, developed and
programmed in association with the Regional Transport Strategy, the Local Development Plans, and other
delivery mechanisms.”.
5. Remove the word “potential” from the heading in Schedule 1 on page 49.
6. Remove the words “may be required to” in the introductory paragraph in Schedule 1 on page 49.
7. Add a new paragraph to Schedule 1 on page 49 as follows:
“The appraisal work undertaken to date has been proportionate and based on the approach outlined within
Transport Scotland’s Development Planning and Management Transport Appraisal Guidance (DPMTAG).
The proposed interventions listed in this schedule will require further appropriate appraisal and review but
are, at this stage, required to assist the delivery of the spatial strategy.”.
8. Replace the table in Schedule 1 on page 49 with the table below. [Note: the table is appended on the next
page.]

6
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REPORT
PAGE
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Summary of Transport Intervention Options
Enhanced bus service provision through developing cross city bus services, bus stop review and optimisation of
services with new bus priority infrastructure
Additional rail station car parking capacity at Dyce, Stonehaven, Portlethen, Laurencekirk and Huntly Rail Stations.
Improved interchange at Inverurie Station
Potential new rail stations to the north and south of Aberdeen which will be required to be considered through the
STAG appraisal process and in accordance with rail station investment guidance
Range of active travel infrastructure initiatives improving accessibility
Package of behavioural change initiatives encouraging car-sharing, public transport use and active travel
Optimisation of the performance of the network and new transport investments following the monitoring and
evaluation of post-AWPR travel conditions
Road traffic signalisation or equivalent capacity enhancement measures at AWPR Cleanhill, A944, A947 and
Kingswells North intersections to be considered following monitoring and evaluation period and through further
detailed traffic assessment
Aberdeen City Centre
Road Junction
Urban Corridors
Wellington Road, Persley Bridge & Parkway, Parkhill, A96,
and
Dyce Drive, Bridge of Dee corridors
operational
efficiency
A90 North Toll of Birness/Ellon, A90 South and A947 corridors
Rural Corridors
enhancements
Dualling the A96 between the east of Huntly and Aberdeen

19 Our Future No modifications.
20 Glossary
No modification.
21
No modifications.
Miscellaneous
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Telephone: 01324 696455 Fax: 01324 696444
E-mail: brian.archibald@gov.scot

Mr J McNairney
Scottish Government
Planning & Architecture Division
Sent by e-mail
Our ref: SDP-005-1
17 January 2020
Dear Mr McNairney
PROPOSED ABERDEEN CITY & SHIRE STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT PLANNING)
(SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2008
SUBMISSION OF THE REPORT OF THE EXAMINATION
We refer to our appointment by the Scottish Ministers to conduct the examination of
the above proposed plan. Having satisfied ourselves that the planning authority’s
consultation and engagement exercises conformed with their participation statement,
our examination of the plan commenced on 25 June 2019. We have completed the
examination, and now submit our report.
In our examination, we considered all 21 issues arising from 317 unresolved
representations which were identified by the planning authority. In each case, we
have taken account of the original representations, the planning authority’s
summaries of the representations and the planning authority’s responses, and we
have set out our conclusions and recommendations in relation to each issue in our
report.
The examination process included two hearing sessions and further written
exchanges on transport interventions and housing land supply and, for some other
issues we requested additional information from the authority and other parties.
It is now for Scottish Ministers to consider the report and decide whether or not to
approve the proposed plan, with or without modifications.
It would be helpful to know in due course whether or not Ministers approve the plan
as submitted or if any modifications are proposed.
Yours sincerely

J Alasdair Edwards

Martin Seddon

Reporter

Reporter

4 The Courtyard, Callendar Business Park, Falkirk, FK1 1XR
DX 557005 Falkirk
www.dpea.scotland.gov.uk=
www.gov.scot/Topics/Planning/Appeals

abcde abc a
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
EXAMINATION

Reporters:

J Alasdair Edwards MA(Hons) MRTPI
Martin Seddon BSc MPhil DipTP MRTPI

Date of Report:

17 January 2020
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Examination of conformity with the participation statement
1. Section 12(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
firstly requires an examination by the appointed person (reporter) of whether the strategic
development planning authority’s actions with regard to consultation and the involvement
of the public at large with respect to the proposed plan have conformed with, or gone
beyond the requirements of, the participation statement of the authority which was current
when the proposed plan was published.
2. Section 20B of the Act requires each strategic development planning authority to
prepare a development plan scheme at least annually. The scheme should set out the
authority’s programme for preparing and reviewing its development plan, and must include
a participation statement. This publication should state when, how and with whom
consultation on the plan will take place, and the authority’s proposals for public
involvement in the plan preparation process.
3. Scottish Government Circular 6/2013 on Development Planning states that “The Act
restricts the Examination to the actions of the authority concerning consultation and public
engagement in respect of the Proposed Plan, rather than the extended plan preparation
process. In carrying out this assessment, Scottish Ministers envisage that the reporter will
only refer to existing published documents such as the Participation Statement itself, the
authority’s statement of conformity with this, and any representations relating to the
authority’s consultation and public involvement activities”.
The participation statement
4. The proposed Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Development Plan (SDP) was placed
on public deposit for 10 weeks from 8 October 2018 to 17 December 2018. During this
period the authority’s ‘Development Plan Scheme and Participation Statement
March 2018 - March 2019’ was current.
5. The scheme and participation statement sets out the programme for preparing and
reviewing the SDP for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire. Its stated purpose was to
promote openness and help people get involved in the plan preparation; and ensure that
people’s expectations were met.
6. With respect to the proposed SDP, the scheme includes a participation statement
which suggests a tailored approach to aid contributions from different interested parties:
councillors; key agencies; public and private sector stakeholders; community councils and
the general public. The statement advises that opportunities to comment would be
advertised in the local press with notification directly to those with an interest. All
documentation would be available online on the authority’s website. A database of
contacts would be utilised to keep parties informed with regular email updates alongside
website updates. All press releases would be provided in local newspapers, in some
national media organisations, and the authority’s website. The proposed plan would be
written in an accessible manner and equal opportunities to access the proposed plan
would be made.

1
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The report of conformity
7. The strategic development planning authority has submitted a ‘Report of Conformity
with Participation Statement March 2018 – March 2019’ detailing how it prepared,
published and involved interested parties.
8. The report of conformity confirms that the council ran a 10 week representation period,
exceeding the minimum statutory period, from October to November 2018 allowing for the
submission of comments to the proposed plan. The following actions were undertaken
during this period:
 Email notification to interested people/parties and those who commented on the
main issues report.
 Statutory postal notification.
 Letters or emails enclosing a copy of the proposed plan, supporting documents, a
response form and advice sheet was sent to key agencies.
 Community councils, SDP board members, the Head of Planning at Aberdeenshire
Council and Chief Officer Strategic Place Planning at Aberdeen City were also
given copies of the proposed plan and supporting documents (or provided with
details to participate).
 The Scottish Ministers Development Plan Gateway was notified.
 Copies of the proposed plan and supporting documents were made available at
Marischal College, Woodhill House, all Aberdeenshire Council Area Planning
Offices (6), all public libraries in Aberdeen City (17) and those Aberdeenshire
libraries (35) within the SDP authority boundary.
 The proposed plan, supporting documents, response form, advice note and privacy
notice were made available on the SDP authority’s website.
 A newsletter was distributed to interested parties on 5 October 2018.
 The consultation period was publicised through social media (Twitter, Facebook,
Linkedin) and press releases on Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire’s websites.
 A public notice was published in the Press and Journal on 8 October 2018 advising
the period of representation and where documentation could be viewed.
 Consultation events were held on 10 occasions throughout Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire.
 Elected members were sent a copy of the proposed plan and supporting
documents.
9. During the representation period a total of 67 representations were received to the
proposed plan from individuals, organisations and developers raising over 500 separate
comments and proposed amendments.
Conclusions
10. Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority has successfully
published and promoted the proposed plan providing the required period for
representations required by statute. The authority has met the statutory obligations in
relation to the period for representations and statutory notification.
11. No representations submitted to the examination suggest that the authority has not
conformed with its participation statement. However, some representations raise concerns
regarding consultation (as set out in Issue 21 Miscellaneous). I have summarised the
concerns below together with the actions of the authority in each case.
2
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Michael Robson suggests that communication between local government and
communities is often lacking; that decision-making is undertaken remotely; and that
notification is not sufficient. Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community
Council further suggest that not all the supporting documents were available on a
CD-ROM issued; and that there was a disparity between the documents available
online and those provided on the CD-ROM. The authority confirms that
documentation available on its website and sent on CD-ROMs match and were
available for inspection. In relation to communication, the authority also confirms
that it prepared its annual development plan scheme and participation statement
and involved people in the way it promoted.

12. Having considered all the evidence, I find that the authority has consulted on the
proposed plan and involved the public in the way it said it would in its participation
statement. Being satisfied, the examination of the proposed plan can commence.

J Alasdair Edwards
Reporter

3
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Issue 1

Our Plan

Development plan
reference:

Section 1: Our Plan
Page 5

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18019
PP18024
PP18039
PP18041
PP18044
PP18059
PP18065

Dr Tom Straiton
Mearns Community Council
Michael Robson
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
Professor Carole Gray
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Cults, Bieldside & Milltimber Community Council

Provision of the
Section 1: Our Plan, Page 5
development plan
This Section provides an introduction to the Proposed Strategic
to which the issue
Development Plan and its scope and content.
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PP18065: The respondent is generally supportive of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan.
Refresh of the Strategic Development Plan 2014
PP18059, PP18024, PP18039, PP18019: The respondents consider that the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan is lacking, comes across as a "refresh" of the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014, and there is not much in the document that is new or
visionary.
PP18041: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, and
some of the research on which it is based, is out of date and in need of revisiting, plus
some of the detail and data is incorrect. The respondent considers the Proposed Plan to
lack structure and coherence. The respondent notes that the Proposed Plan comes to
around 600 pages, and therefore is not concise.
Focus of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
PP18041: In commenting on paragraph 1.2, and use of the term “City Region”, the
respondent considers this to be a deliberate use of language to subjugate Aberdeenshire
by Aberdeen City Council. The respondent considers that such language makes the
whole Proposed Strategic Development Plan appear to be about the growth of Aberdeen
City at the expense of those living and working in Aberdeenshire.
PP18039: The respondent considers the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to be
focused more on the two partner Councils rather than local communities. The
respondent also considers there to be a greater focus on Aberdeen City and not enough
focus on Aberdeenshire.
4
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PP18041: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
does not provide sufficient direction to create meaningful Local Development Plans.
PP18044: The respondent is generally in favour of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan’s proposals and objectives for the environment; but would like to see a commitment
from both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils that implementation will be faithful
and consistent.
PP18041: The respondent does not consider the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
to align with Section 1 of Scottish Planning Policy in that the Proposed Plan focuses too
much on housing with only little reference to other strategic matters such as the economy
and infrastructure.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Refresh of the Strategic Development Plan 2014
PP18059: The Proposed Strategic Development should be more than a refresh of the
Structure Plan 2009, and more than an update of the extant Strategic Development Plan
2014. This is required in order to take into consideration the changes that have taken
place in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire since 2009, particularly in terms of
infrastructure investment, development completions and the changing local economy.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be bolder and more ambitious and
reflect the changing circumstances in both the national and local economy.
Focus of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
PP18039: The respondent would like to see the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
include more of Aberdeenshire, and have a greater focus on people and communities.
PP18041: Amend paragraph 1.2 to refer to the area covered by the Plan as the “Region”.
PP18041: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be rewritten with a topdown approach. First, provide a strategic vision of how the economy will grow in a
sustainable way and then develop the strategic plan of how the infrastructure and
housing will be developed to support that vision.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Support for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is noted and welcomed.
Refresh of the Strategic Development Plan 2014
Paragraph 1.8 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan recognises that the Plan is a
refresh of the extant Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD: 58),
which itself updated the Aberdeen City & Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD: 60). As further
noted in paragraph 1.8, the Spatial Strategy formulated in the Structure Plan 2009 has
been successfully pursued for almost ten years, and the Proposed Plan seeks to
continue to promote the delivery of this Strategy. This approach is in accordance with
paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning (CD 7) and paragraph 30 of
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40), which note that Plans should be visionary
5
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documents which look 20 years ahead, but also be sustainable and deliverable in order
to provide confidence to stakeholders that the outcomes and priorities can be achieved.
Although much of the fundamental content of the Proposed Plan remains the same as
that in the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014, a number of important updates have
been made to both its content and its presentation. In terms of presentation, the
structure and flow of the Plan has changed in order to try and enhance readability and
understanding. The content of the Plan has also been updated to take into account
changes in national, regional and local legislation, policy and guidance since the
preparation of the extant Strategic Development Plan. Notably this includes Scottish
Planning Policy 2014 and National Planning Framework 3 2014. The Proposed Plan also
takes into account changes in socio-economic circumstances such as the agreement
between Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeen City Council, Opportunity North East and the
United Kingdom and Scottish Governments to a City Region Deal in 2016 (CD:61).
PP18041 notes concern that the production of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
is based on flawed and out of date data. This matter is further dealt with in Issue 21 Miscellaneous. In terms of structure and coherence, as noted above, the Proposed Plan
has been reviewed in order to try and enhance readability and understanding from the
extant Strategic Development Plan 2014. Further, the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan itself totals 58 pages, not 600 pages as quoted by the respondent. The Proposed
Plan is concise and visionary, as per paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development
Planning (CD 7).
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Focus of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
Paragraph 1.2 confirms that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan covers the local
authority areas of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, except that part of Aberdeenshire
which is within the Cairngorms Nation Park. It goes on to note that this area is referred to
throughout the Plan as the “City Region”.
The term “City Region” is appropriate to describe the area covered by the Proposed Plan
as it is the term used in paragraph 3 of Circular 1/2013: Strategic Development Plan
Areas (CD 120) to describe those areas where the Development Plan comprises both a
Strategic Development Plan and a Local Development Plan. The term “City Region” is
also appropriate in the content of the City Region Deal signed in 2016.
There is no evidence to support the claim that the Proposed Plan considers, treats or
refers to one local authority area more favourably than another. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan is required to establish a common approach to matters dealt with in
Strategic Development Plans by paragraph 6 of Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on
Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4). One example of this is the approach
taken to ensuring that both partner Councils are allocated an equal split in relation to
housing allocations. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is the settled view of
Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and the Strategic Development Planning
Authority, thereby meaning that each partner agrees with the approach set out in the
Proposed Plan in respect of its individual area.
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In responding to the request that the partner Councils will implement the Proposed Plan
in a faithful and consistent way, we refer to Section 16 (6) of the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (CD 48) which requires that, where land to which a Local
Development Plan relates is within a Strategic Development Plan area, the Planning
Authority preparing the Local Development Plan are to ensure the plan prepared is
consistent with the Strategic Development Plan.
The Proposed Plan is focused at an appropriate level to consider strategic, cross
boundary issues. Local Development Plans and Local Outcome Improvement Plans
within both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Council areas will be better placed to
consider the individual issues of local communities, and the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan provides sufficient direction to allow the production of such other plans
and strategies.
It is unclear what the respondent considers to be Section 1 of Scottish Planning Policy
2014 (CD 40), however we assume this to be the Section titled “Introduction” which
covers pages 4 to 8. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is in line with this
section, and the associated Vision and Outcomes of Scottish Planning Policy.
Although a key focus of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is undoubtably on
Housing and Communities, appropriate focus is also given throughout the document to
other strategic matters such as the economy and infrastructure (for instance in Proposed
Plan Section 5 “Our Economy, Section 6 “Our Resources” and Section 7 “Our
Connections”.)
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The general support for the proposed plan in representations is noted but requires no
examination.
Refresh of the Strategic Development Plan 2014
2. Section 1: Our Plan indicates how the proposed plan has been prepared, its aims and
context, its role in informing local development plans and refers to the action programme.
The section states that the proposed plan is a refresh of the extant Aberdeen City and
Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014), which itself was developed and informed by
the previous Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009. The proposed plan seeks to
continue the spatial strategy that was formulated in the structure plan and continued in
the extant strategic development plan.
3. Paragraph 30 of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) advises that development plans
should be consistent with its policies, including the presumption in favour of development
that contributes to sustainable development. It further suggests that plans should be
flexible enough to adapt to changing circumstances over time, support existing business
sectors, be up-to-date and place-based. In addition, plans should set out a spatial
strategy which is both sustainable and deliverable, providing confidence to stakeholders
that the outcomes can be delivered.
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4. Representations consider that the proposed plan relies too much on the structure
plan model, lacks ambition and a progressive strategy. Undoubtedly, the proposed plan
area will face new challenges and opportunities over the next 20 years, including
population increase and responding to climate change and the effects of global warming.
Some of these issues will need resolution at an international and national level.
However, the proposed plan has to be realistic in terms of what can be achieved at the
regional level and through land-use planning. Section 1 is a general introduction to the
proposed plan, its content and how it will be used. Section 2: Our Vision sets a vision
that by 2040, Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire will have grown and evolved to become
an even more attractive, prosperous, resilient and sustainable European City Region.
Section 2 also sets out aims which include to “take on the urgent challenges of climate
change”.
5. In addition, as mentioned in paragraph 3 above, the proposed plan’s spatial strategy
must be sustainable and deliverable. The plan seeks to provide a generous housing land
supply without compromising the viability of allocated sites or undermining existing
allocations as well as providing sufficient marketable land for business and employment.
It advises that local development plans should consider ways to ensure that new
development is “future proofed” to take account of climate change and that a coordinated
approach should be taken to flood prevention. It also seeks to improve building energy
efficiency and recognises the need for a more diverse range of renewable energy
sources. Improving bus and train services and maximising the opportunities for charging
and re-fuelling electric and hydrogen powered vehicles would also be encouraged
through the proposed plan, with the aim of securing the city region as a world leader in
transport and energy technologies. In consideration of the above, I find that there is no
need to modify section 1 as the proposed plan is sufficiently progressive and ambitious.
6. Although some of the research which informed the proposed plan is judged to be
out-of-date, no specific examples are provided. The matter regarding incorrect data is
dealt with in Issue 21 Miscellaneous below.
7. Paragraph 41 of Scottish Government Planning Circular 6/2013 on ’development
planning’ indicates that Scottish Ministers expect strategic development plans to be
concise visionary documents that set clear parameters for subsequent local development
plans and inform decisions about strategic infrastructure development. I find that the
proposed plan is a concise document comprising 55 pages of text and illustrations and
that the authority has changed its content and presentation to assist the reader. It meets
the requirements of the circular by setting out a realistic spatial strategy for guiding
subsequent local development plans.
Focus of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
8. Paragraph 26 of circular 6/2013 advises that in the four largest “city region” areas, the
development plan includes a strategic development plan. These are to address land use
issues which cross local authority boundaries or involve strategic infrastructure. The
SDPA Designation Orders of 2008 established strategic development plan areas in the
Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow “city regions”. Scotland’s Third National
Planning Framework (2014) also refers to “Aberdeen and its wider city region”. The term
“city region” to describe the area covered by the proposed plan is therefore established,
entirely appropriate and in line with national planning policy.
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9. I do not agree that the use of the term “city region” implies that the proposed plan has
been skewed in any way in favour of Aberdeen city. For example, paragraph 3.43 of the
proposed plan indicates that most of Aberdeenshire is identified in the plan for local growth
and diversification in order to recognise the vital role that these areas play to the region’s
economy. The proposed plan has been agreed between the two councils and I note that
there will be an equal share of housing development between the city and Aberdeenshire.
10. Although argued by Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council, I
consider that the proposed plan provides an appropriate and reasonable top-down
approach to spatial planning which takes account of a sustainable approach to the
provision of housing, employment land and infrastructure.
11. The proposed plan is criticised as being focused on the two partner councils rather
than local communities. However, the proposed plan is aimed at the strategic, rather than
local, level. Circular 6/2013 advises that strategic development plans are to address
strategic land use issues. The local development plans will provide more focus on the
issues affecting the individual communities throughout the area. Nevertheless, the
proposed plan does have a section entitled “Our Communities”. I am satisfied that the
plan addresses the strategic needs of local communities in the plan area, as opposed to
the needs or requirements of the partner councils.
12. Having regard to the representation regarding the green belt and environment,
faithfulness and consistency in implementation, I note that both councils have agreed the
strategy in the proposed plan and, as stated at the end of section 1 of the proposed plan,
that they are committed to the benefits of regional spatial planning in the city region.
Both authorities have to ensure that local development plans are consistent with the
strategic development plan. For these reasons I consider that the proposed plan will
provide a sound basis for guiding decision-making in a consistent manner.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 2

Our Vision

Development plan
reference:

Section 2: Our Vision
Page 6 - 7

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18009
PP18016
PP18017
PP18019
PP18020
PP18023
PP18024
PP18034
PP18035
PP18036
PP18037
PP18038
PP18039
PP18043
PP18044
PP18049
PP18051
PP18052
PP18058
PP18059
PP18063

Ythan Community Council
Buccmoor LP
Woodland Trust Scotland
Dr Tom Straiton
Scotia Homes Ltd
Dunecht Estates
Mearns Community Council
Bennachie Community Council
Historic Environment Scotland
Elsick Development Company
The Grandhome Trust
Hatton of Fintray Community Council
Michael Robson
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Professor Carole Gray
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
CHAP Homes Ltd
FCC Environment Limited
Union Square Developments Ltd (Hammerson plc)
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Drum Property Group

Provision of the
Section 2: Our Vision, Page 6 - 7
development plan
This Section sets out the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
to which the issue
overarching Vision and Aims.
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General
PP18024, PP18051: The respondents consider that the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan should give greater recognition to the economic development opportunities in the
Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Strategic Growth Area.
PP18034, PP18039: The respondents consider that existing and rural communities
should receive greater focus in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
PP18036, PP18037: The respondents consider that the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan should make more of the successes achieved thus far in developing mixed
communities with high standards of placemaking. In this the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan should support existing sustainable communities and recognise the
scale of development required in their delivery.
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Vision
PP18052, PP18023, PP18016, PP18017, PP18020, PP18035, PP18036, PP18037,
PP18038, PP18043, PP18044: The respondents are supportive of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan Vision.
PP18039: The respondent expresses concern that the Vision fails to address challenges
such as global warming, social deprivation, loss of employment in oil, agriculture and
fishing industries, the conflict between tourism and carbon footprint associated with air
travel, as well as issues associated with commuting to work.
PP18049, PP18051, PP18059, PP18063: While supportive of the Vision, the respondents
do not consider the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to be ambitious enough to
deliver the Vision. The Vision fails to acknowledge the diversity of the region and that
resilience and sustainability cannot be uniformly applied across the region.
Aims
PP18016, PP18017, PP8020, PP18036, PP18037, PP18049: Respondents are
supportive of the Aims.
PP18019: The respondent notes that the City Region has benefited economically from a
vast amount of engineering and technological expertise and innovation over recent years.
The potential of this expertise to address future changes and challenges, particularly in
the areas of sustainable energy production and transport, should be emphasised more
strongly.
PP18049, PP18059: The respondents are concerned that the Aims do not include a
defined balance of importance. Therefore, a meaningful application of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan’s policy is difficult.
PP18052: The respondent is supportive of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s
aims but considers that an additional ‘Aim’ should be added regarding a ‘brownfield land
first priority’ ensuring sustainable use of brownfield land for other appropriate
development types that are not considered suitable for residential development.
PP18038, PP18058: The respondents consider that Proposed Strategic Development
Plan paragraph 2.3 should be amended to clarify that transport to the City Centre and
rural areas are essential.
PP18023, PP18051, PP18063: The respondents support the existing aims in paragraph
2.2 and suggest that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should promote new
development that creates the high-quality places and where people will enjoy living and
working.
PP18024, PP18039: The respondents note that the population of the region is expected
to rise and note concern about commuting times and access to housing close to family
members and the impact that can have on family life. In commenting on paragraph 2.2,
note that delivery of the Aims listed in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan will
require considerable financial resources - it must be realistic and not just a wish list.
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PP18009: The responded believes that greater emphasis should be placed on access to
high-speed internet.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 2.3 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan,
the respondent notes that the natural environment and soil quality will not be preserved
by building roads to serve windfarms on peatland.
PP18024: The respondent notes that challenges ahead include energy efficiency in
relation to global warming. The respondent notes that tourism may soon be regarded as a
drag on energy efficiency due to air travel, and food production adapting to climate
change locally to reduce carbon footprint will be vital to avoid global migration. Fishing
also depends on our current climate.
Policy
PP18051, PP18059, PP18063: The respondents consider that the Policy within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is too generic, and difficult to apply in a meaningful
manner when assessing developments as there is no defined balance of importance.
PP18039: The respondent considers that the Proposed Plan Policy is designed to isolate
rural communities and ignore the opportunities taken in many other European countries.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18039: The respondent requests that policies on employment "particularly on location
and relocation" are reviewed in order to better support existing communities across
Aberdeenshire, reduce carbon footprints, and benefit family and community life.
The respondent requests that Councils and Government agencies work more closely with
local communities. The Proposed Plan should acknowledge the percentage of jobs
provided by targeted sectors and widen the scope for new innovative subjects with
relevance to international markets. The Proposed Plan should locate more jobs in
settlements in order to build stronger communities and reduce commuting. A greater
focus on Aberdeenshire is required, and that this should include a specific policy on
growing the economy in Aberdeenshire rather than focus everything new in Aberdeen
City.
PP18051: The Proposed Plan should recognise key economic development
opportunities supported by a significant improvement in connectivity to the south of
Aberdeen as a result of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and Stonehaven
Fastlink.
Vision
PP18009: The Vision for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan must include urging
the telecommunications industry and the Scottish Government to keep their promises to
deliver high speed communications to 100% of the population.
PP18024: The Proposed Plan Vision should promote stronger ties with Tayside,
particularly at a local level, in order to promote joint policies that would increase
sustainable economic growth both in the Mearns area and North Angus.
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PP18049, PP18051, PP18063: The Vision should be expanded to reflect the wideranging character of the City Region and the opportunities afforded by development in
easily accessible areas close to the City and towns. This should include supporting new
development in locations where people would like to live. The Proposed Plan should
interpret a more ambitious vision into plan-based strategies that help the whole City
Region prosper on the back of recent significant infrastructure investment.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest under bullet point 2, the
phrase "where appropriate" should be removed, and for this bullet point to therefore read
as follows:
"the City Region’s unique built, historic and natural environment, which will be protected
and enhanced as a key asset in underpinning a high quality of life and place."
PP18052: The Vision should acknowledge that a brownfield land priority for development
land should be adopted for all development types
Aims
PP18019: The respondent considers that the importance and impact of climate change,
and the changes that will be required to address it, needs to be more “up front” in the
Vision/Our Plan sections, not relegated to the last bullet point of paragraph of 2.2.
Related Targets should be modified as necessary. The potential of the City Region to
address future changes and challenges, particularly in the areas of sustainable energy
production and transport, should be emphasised more strongly. Related Targets should
be modified as necessary.
PP18024: Local government must be closely aware of both the impact of recent changes
and the possible solutions created by innovative centres of excellence worldwide. The
Proposed Plan should identify the global critical issues which are currently excluded from
development considerations.
PP18036, PP18037: Amend the third bullet point under paragraph 2.3 of the Proposed
Plan to read as follows:
"help create and support sustainable mixed communities, and the provision of associated
infrastructure, which will meet the highest standards of placemaking, urban and rural
design, and cater for the needs of the whole population"
PP18038: Amend Fifth Bullet under paragraph 2.3 to include public transport being
available as well as attractive.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest the second bullet point
under paragraph 2.2 should be amended to remove "where appropriate", and for this
bullet point to therefore read as follows:
"promote the need to use resources more efficiently and effectively whilst protecting and
enhancing our assets".
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency ask that second bullet point in
paragraph 2.3 should be amended to remove the words "where appropriate", and for this
bullet point to therefore read as follows:
"protect and enhance our valued assets and resources, including biodiversity, the historic
and natural environment and our cultural heritage"
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PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency ask to amend the Policy at the
end of paragraph 2.3 to include the words "and consider linkages", and to therefore read
as follows:
"In assessing proposals for development, we will balance the importance given to each
Aim and consider linkages in coming to a decision, taking into account the Vision, Spatial
Strategy, Objectives and Targets of this Plan."
PP18049, PP18051: Add a fourth bullet point to paragraph 2.2 to read as follows:
'Allow all areas of the City Region to prosper, recognising the differing character across
the City Region and their differing needs'.
PP18052: An additional ‘Aim’ should be added into this section regarding a ‘brownfield
land first priority’.
PP18059, PP18063: The balance of the Aims should be more explicit and supported
through a presumption in favour of sustainable development (economically, socially,
environmentally and in terms of the mix of uses). Add a new aim:
“Allow all areas of the City Region to prosper, recognising the differing character across
the City Region and their differing needs.”
PP18058: Amend paragraph 2.3 to read as follows:
"To support these aims, this plan will need to: make the most efficient use of the transport
network, reducing the need for people to travel unsustainably and making sure that
walking, cycling and public transport are attractive choices"
Policy
PP18049, PP18051, PP18059: The Policy within the Proposed Plan should be more
detailed in respect of the importance of local circumstances and the circumstances where
development can be supported. The balance of the Aims should be more explicit and
supported through a presumption in favour of sustainable development (economically,
socially, environmentally and in terms of the mix of uses).
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency ask to amend the Policy at the
end of paragraph 2.3 to include the words "and consider linkages", and to therefore read
as follows:
"In assessing proposals for development, we will balance the importance given to each
Aim and consider linkages in coming to a decision, taking into account the Vision, Spatial
Strategy, Objectives and Targets of this Plan."
PP18063: The Policy should be more detailed in respect of the importance of sustainable
economic development and housing development can support that.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan was prepared in the context of Scottish
Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) and National Planning Framework 3 (CD 23), and is
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consistent with these documents. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan delivers the
Vision, Aims and objectives through (among other things) significant allowances for
housing and employment, well beyond anything delivered in the area over the last 20
years. The detail of these matters is set out under separate Issues. As stated in
Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 1.5, the Plan the should be read as a
whole rather than as individual sections.
The Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Development Plan Main Issues Report 2018 (CD
73) was accompanied by a Monitoring Statement (CD 122) which highlighted that many
of the key issues facing Aberdeen City and Shire have progressed positively since the
extant Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) was approved
by Scottish Ministers in 2014. A change to the Vision was proposed by the Main Issues
Report and developed following public consultation on the proposed new wording.
The Aberdeen City Region Deal (CD 61) was signed in November 2016 and is one of the
mechanisms to support the delivery of the Spatial Strategy and the wider economic vision
for the region. This sits alongside the Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80) which sets
out how Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils will work together to address the
challenges currently facing the Region and to capitalise on the substantial opportunities.
Given this fact, it was appropriate to include text in the updated Vision to reflect the
Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80). Maintaining the area as an excellent place to live
and developing our high quality of life will involve making sure that the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan works alongside high-level strategies for education, health
and community facilities as well as strategies of other infrastructure providers.
The Vision is high level but is relevant to how the City Region should develop. It would
not be appropriate to single out particular issues for inclusion in the Vision such as the
city centre or rural communities as these are adequately addressed elsewhere in the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan and in the relevant Local Development Plans.
Each section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan puts forward Targets. The
need to monitor the Plan is set out in paragraphs 8.6 and 8.7 (Page 47). Progress against
the Vision will be assessed using a series of indicators. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan is accompanied by a Proposed Action Programme (CD 78) which
provides a framework outlining the specific actions which must be undertaken to facilitate
the implementation of the Plan. Action 83 outlines that, as well as preparing a Monitoring
Statement, the Strategic Development Planning Authority will also prepare Bulletins to
present up-to-date information and measure how the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan is performing.
The Plan preparation process is iterative and while the Proposed Plan covers the period
up to 2040, this is by no means an end-date. Under current legislation Strategic
Development Plans are required to be reviewed and updated every 5 years. Within this
time frame any significant changes within either the City Region or national priorities can
be reflected.
The Vision for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is concise and holistically
encapsulates the assets, resources and aspirations of the Aberdeen City and Shire City
Region. While the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Strategic Growth Area is a component of the
City Region it does not serve to mention specific areas in the Vision while excluding
others. The strengths and opportunities of the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Strategic
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Growth Area are adequately dealt with in Proposed Plan Section 3: “Our Spatial
Strategy”.
The Vision for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan views the City Region equally. It
does not refer to specific locations in the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development
Plan area rather it refers to what the City Region will be recognised for by the expiration
of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan in 2040. The Vision covers the City
Region’s; economic strengths and opportunities; its expansive built, historic and natural
heritage; and the issues its leadership will face in order to meet future challenges. As
stated previously it does not serve to mention specific areas in the Vision while ignoring
others. The strengths and opportunities of existing and rural communities are adequately
dealt with in the Our Spatial Strategy section of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan.
The role of the Vision is to set the aspirations for the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan over the medium to long term. While there have been considerable achievements
with regard to housing and employment land allocations and their delivery as a result of
the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 and the Strategic Development Plan
2014 this Vision sets the tone for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and what the
City Region plans to achieve over its lifespan. Therefore, it is not appropriate for a Vision
to be reflective but should be more forward looking.
Vision
Support noted and welcomed.
Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities
(CD 4) requires Strategic Development Plans to set out a clear vision for their area.
The Vision promotes improved digital connectivity in paragraph 2.3 bullet point four
(page 7) which states “encourage opportunities for greater digital connectivity across the
City Region”. Digital connectivity is further addressed in paragraph 7.8 (Page 45) of the
Our Connections section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority believes that bullet point two on page 6
should not be changed. Not every built, historic or natural environment should or needs to
be enhanced. Any enhancement should be assessed against the merits of a proposal or
location.
The Vision is expansive in nature as it encapsulates the aspirations of an entire City
Region. It focuses on creating an attractive, prosperous, resilient and sustainable City
Region which is recognised as an excellent place to live. As such the issues raised in the
sought modifications have already been considered and included in the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan’s Vision.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Aims
Paragraph 1.5 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan highlights the fact that the
Plan needs to be read as a whole, while paragraph 2.1 stresses that many organisations
will be involved in delivering the Vision.
It is acknowledged in paragraph 2.3 (page 7) that for the Vision to be realised the
Strategic Development Plan will need to encourage opportunities for greater digital
connectivity across the City Region. Digital connectivity is expanded upon paragraph 7.8
(page 45) in Section 7: “Our Connections”.
The Vision addresses transportation in paragraph 2.3 (page 7). Sustainable energy
production and transport, and targets where applicable, are dealt with more expansively
in Proposed Plan Section 3: “Our Spatial Strategy” and Section 7 “Our Connections”.
In responding to PP18019, the Vision contains the aim to “provide a strong framework for
investment decisions which will help to grow and diversify the regional economy in a
sustainable manner”. Additionally, the Vision aspires for the region to be continued to be
recognised as a leader in the energy sectors while diversifying its economy, in line with
the themes of the Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80). The issues raised in this
representation have already been sufficiently considered and promoted within the text of
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Vision and Aims.
The Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80) is best placed to consider global issues and
worldwide centres of excellence. The Regional Economic Strategy promotes the creation
of Innovation Hubs and the themes these Innovation Hubs promote are supported in the
Vision.
In terms of the weight to be applied to each Aim, there is commitment to all the Aims, with
the need for an integrated approach to the delivery of the Vision. The Aims carry equal
weight and importance and need to be taken into account in the decision-making
process. Balancing often conflicting interests in different situations is a large part of the
planning process.
In responding to PP18052, the Vision clearly supports the use of brownfield land, and no
additional Aim is required. The use of brownfield land is addressed in Section 4: “Our
Communities” paragraph 4.8 (page 27) and its Targets which aim for 40% of all new
residential sites to come from brownfield sites.
PP18058: The Vision aims to reduce the need for all travel. The addition of the word
“unsustainably” to paragraph 2.3 bullet point five (page 7) does not enhance the aim of
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to reduce travel movements as a whole.
PP18043, PP18043: The Strategic Development Planning Authority believes that
paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 (page 7) do not need to be modified as suggested by the
respondent. Any enhancement should be assessed against the merits of a proposal or
location so that due consideration is given to its context.
PP18038: The addition of the word “attractive” to paragraph 2.3 (page 7) in relation to
public transport is open to interpretation as different stakeholders may have different
views as to what constitutes attractive public transport. Such a consideration is better
pursued through reviews of the Local and Regional Transport Strategies.
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PP18023, PP18051, PP18063: Paragraph 2.3 (page 7) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan states it will “help create sustainable mixed communities, and the
provision of associated infrastructure, which will meet the highest standards of
placemaking, urban and rural design, and cater for the needs of the whole population”.
The respondents allude to the Vision and its Aims allocating land in areas of low demand.
The allocation of housing land is addressed in detail in Proposed Plan Section 4: “Our
Communities”.
PP18039, PP18043: The concerns raised in these representations are addressed in
paragraph 2.2 (page 7) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan which specifically
promotes the need to use resources more efficiently and effectively whilst protecting our
assets in the pursuit of the Scottish Government’s goal of Sustainable Economic Growth.
PP18024, PP18039: Health and wellbeing are over-arching themes which are already
reflected in the Vision of the Plan (for example, an attractive, prosperous, resilient and
sustainable place, an excellent place to live, visit and do business, high quality of life and
place). Sustainable mixed communities and active travel are also Aims which relate to
these themes.
The Aberdeen City Region Deal (CD 61) is the primary mechanism to support the
delivery of the Spatial Strategy and the wider economic vision for the region. The City
Region Deal is valued to be worth £826.2 million over a ten-year period. There are
numerous references throughout the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to the need
for public, private and voluntary sectors to work together to deliver the plan and its Vision.
It will not be one organisation or sector which will be required to finance the delivery of
the Vision.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan acknowledges that to support its Aims there
will be a need to protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and
resources, including biodiversity, the historic and natural environment. Throughout the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan there is ample consideration of the benefits and
responsibility to protect the City Region’s natural heritage with particular focus in the Our
Resources section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
Consideration of the impacts of the development of a windfarm and its impacts on soil
quality would be governed by policies contained within a Local Development Plan.
PP18019, PP18024: The Vision makes specific reference to both Councils taking a
proactive approach towards development that can deal with climate change. One of the
Vision’s Aims is to take on the urgent challenges of climate change and it is irrelevant as
to the ordering of the Aim as each Aim carries equal weight. There is no need for a
further aim which would take away from this holistic perspective.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of this representation.
Policy
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan Policy (page 7) has been carried forward from
the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58). The Policy sits within the context of
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Vision and Aims.
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It is not necessary for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to repeat paragraph 28
of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) and its presumption in favour of development
that contributes to sustainable development given there is extensive reference throughout
the Vision to sustainable use of resources and sustainable economic growth.
An integrated approach will be required in order to deliver the Vision and there is equal
weight attached to the supporting Aims. These Aims need to be taken into consideration
during assessment and the decision-making process for development proposals.
Balancing of aims can be conflicting in different situations but is a challenge of the
planning process.
It is unclear why the amendment by PP18043 has been sought, or what benefit including
the phrase “and consider linkages” offers to improve the Policy. As stated previously
Proposed Plan paragraph 1.5 (page 5) states the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should be read as a whole and therefore links between its sections are implicitly
considered.
The Policy takes a holistic view of the Vision, Spatial Strategy, Aim and Targets of the
plan and therefore is not be biased against isolated rural communities.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
General
1. The general support for the vision of the proposed plan in several representations is
noted but requires no examination.
2. I acknowledge the locational advantages of Mearns and Laurencekirk which have
been put forward by Mearns Community Council and CHAP Homes Ltd. However, I find
that it would be inappropriate to refer to particular parts of the city region in the vision for
the proposed plan because of its strategic focus. The Aberdeen to Laurencekirk strategic
growth area reasonably sets out development proposals in more detail.
3. Although meeting the requirement for house building is important, I do not agree with
Bennachie Community Council that this is the main focus of the proposed plan and its
vision. The proposed plan has a section devoted to Our Communities and paragraph 2.3
seeks to “help create sustainable mixed communities and the provision of associated
infrastructure, which will meet the highest standards of placemaking, urban and rural
design, and cater for the needs of the whole population”.
4. I note the representation from Bennachie Community Council that not enough
emphasis is given to retaining facilities and services for smaller, long established rural
communities which are the “heart and charm of Aberdeenshire” as well as the expressed
disadvantages of employment hubs. The Grandhome Trust and Elsick Development
Company also seek support for existing sustainable communities in the city region. The
vision recognises the importance of the city region’s “unique built, historic and natural
environment” and the need to for it to be “protected and where appropriate, enhanced as
a key asset in underpinning a high quality of life and place”. Moreover, Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) indicates that the planning system should encourage rural development that
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supports prosperous and sustainable communities and businesses whilst protecting and
enhancing environmental quality.
5. These aspects of the vision, spatial strategy and Scottish Planning Policy would guide
decision making at the local level. In addition, the section in the proposed plan on
placemaking (in Our Communities) provides a commitment to working with local people
and community planning partners to focus on creating sustainable and mixed
communities and successful places. This would apply to all settlements and
communities, whatever their location or size. However, I agree that as well as creating
sustainable mixed communities and exemplary design standards communities need
investment and support to be successful. Accordingly, I consider that the word “support”
should be added to the third aim in paragraph 2.3 of the proposed plan.
6. Although a greater focus on Aberdeenshire and its economy is requested by Mr
Robson, both councils have endorsed the content of the proposed plan. The aims in
paragraph 2.2 refer to the growth and diversification of the region’s economy rather than
that of the city alone. The aims to make the vision a reality do not, in my opinion, suggest
that the policy on page 7 of the proposed plan is designed in any way to isolate rural
communities, or to ignore opportunities, and I see no basis for changing the policy
wording in that respect. In terms of the quality of communication between local
government and communities, the proposed plan refers to working with local people, as
mentioned above, and in my view, along with the normal public participation procedures
involved in development management, forms sufficient intention to involve communities in
notification and decision taking.
Vision
7. The proposed plan has a broad overall vision for the city region as an excellent place
to live, visit and do business. The vision seeks to contribute towards the Scottish
Government’s central purpose of increasing sustainable economic growth through three
main aims which would form the basis for balanced decision making. Scottish
Government circular 6/2013 on ‘development planning’ advises that vision statements
should provide a realistic expression of what the plan area could be like in 20 years’ time
and a useful springboard for the spatial strategy of the plan. Although I agree with
representations that the region has a wide-ranging character, I consider that the vision
should not be expanded to reflect the opportunities afforded by development in easily
accessible areas close to the city and towns and where people want to live and work, as
opposed to low demand areas. The proposed plan defines strategic growth areas to
guide the preparation of local development plans. The allocation of land for development
and its location is a matter for the local development plans to address, having regard to
the proposed plan and the principles of achieving sustainable economic growth.
8. Paragraph 2.2 of the proposed plan has three main aims, including to provide a
strong framework for investment decisions which will help to grow and diversify the
regional economy in a sustainable manner. This would involve the authority and two
councils working with adjacent areas (including Tayside) to increase sustainable
economic growth. However, I consider that it would not be balanced if only Tayside was
included in the text as an adjacent area in this respect and that no reference to stronger
ties with Tayside is therefore appropriate.
9. The proposed plan seeks to encourage high speed digital communications in
accordance with the representation from Ythan Community Council and, consequently,
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no change is necessary. Paragraph 7.8 of the proposed plan advises that Aberdeen is
subject to a roll-out of high-gigabit speed broadband. One of the aims of making the
vision for the plan a reality is to encourage greater digital connectivity across the city
region.
10. Challenges referred to by Mr Robson and Dr Straiton include global warming, loss of
employment in oil, agriculture and fishing industries, the need for accessible employment
land, new and alternative forms of energy production and transport, and the conflict
between tourism and carbon footprints associated with air travel. These are dealt with in
Issues 16 Our Economy and 17 Our Resources below. The National Planning
Framework (2014) and Scottish Planning Policy recognise that the planning system
should support the transformational change to a low carbon economy. This is supported
by the aims of the proposed plan in paragraph 2.2 which include the need to use
resources more efficiently and effectively and to take on the urgent challenge of climate
change. Reduction in commuting would be consistent with these aims. The vision for the
proposed plan is to ensure the sustainable use of natural resources, the ability to live
within the area’s environmental capacity, deal with climate change and create a more
open, inclusive society. I consider that this forms sufficient context to meet the
challenges raised in the representations.
11. I consider that the inclusion of “where appropriate” in the second bullet point on
page 6 should be retained because it may not always be necessary or desirable to
enhance the city region’s unique built, historic and natural environment.
12. The matter of developing brownfield land first is dealt with at Issue 16 Our Economy
below. Priority would be given to the development of brownfield sites for housing as well
as employment uses in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy. The proposed plan at
paragraph 4.8 (Our Communities) advises that opportunities for redeveloping brownfield
sites need to be a clear priority. No change to the vision is, therefore, required to refer to
brownfield priority.
Aims
13. The proposed plan refers to dealing with climate change at the start of the Our
Vision section and one of the four main aims is “to take on the urgent challenges of
climate change”. The policy on page 7 advises that in assessing proposals for
development the importance of each aim will be balanced in coming to a decision, taking
account of the vision, spatial strategy, objectives and targets of the proposed plan. I
consider that there is sufficient reference to the importance and impact of climate change
in the proposed plan, and by including it in the aims, it is recognised as a priority.
14. The vision seeks “an even more attractive, prosperous, resilient and sustainable
European city region”. The aims seek to make the vision a reality. I consider that it is
unnecessary to include the additional aim suggested by MacTaggart and Mickel Homes
Ltd and CHAP Homes Ltd of “allow all areas of the City Region to prosper, recognising
the differing character across the City Region and their differing needs”. This would be
an overall objective rather than a factor to be balanced in importance with the other aims
when making decisions. I note the representations from CHAP Homes Ltd, CALA Homes
(North) Ltd and the Drum Property Group that balancing the importance of the aims might
be difficult. However, planning decisions often involve balancing different and sometimes
conflicting circumstances while having regard to the individual merits of each proposal.
The nature of balancing aims means that it would not be straightforward to be specific in
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relation to the circumstances where development can be supported. The presumption in
favour of development that contributes to sustainable development (economically,
socially, environmentally and in terms of the mix of uses) in Scottish Planning Policy
would be a material consideration in planning decisions and it is not necessary to make
specific reference to this in the vision policy.
15. Contrary to the summary above, the representation from the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency does not request the deletion of the words “where appropriate” from
the second bullet in paragraph 2.2. The body requests the addition of the words “and
enhancing” after “protecting” in relation to assets in the bullet point. The objective stated
in section 6 (our resources) intends to safeguard and, where appropriate, enhance
assets. Therefore, I find that a small change to the second bullet point of paragraph 2.2
is justified with a caveat as it may not always be necessary or desirable to enhance the
city region’s assets. The phrase “where appropriate” should be retained in the second
bullet point in paragraph 2.3, for the same reason.
16. Having regard to paragraph 2.3 of the proposed plan I agree with the authority that
the objective is to reduce the overall need for travel, and it would be inappropriate to alter
the paragraph to state “reducing the need for people to travel unsustainably”. However, it
is important that sustainable modes of transport are available for sustainable access to
services in the city centre. Paragraph 2.3 includes “making sure that walking, cycling and
public transport are attractive choices”. I agree with Hatton of Fintray Community Council
that the point should include public transport also being available, as well as attractive,
choices. A change is therefore recommended to address this point.
17. In terms of finance to support the proposed plan and its aims, the authority confirms
that Aberdeen City Region Deal (valued at £826 million over a ten-year period) is the
main source of funding to support the delivery of the spatial strategy and the wider
economic vision for the region. I acknowledge that the size of budget, whether from
public or private sector sources is a critical factor to support the plan and its aims and that
the document must be more than “a wish list”. However, the proposed plan is supported
by an action programme which indicates how the goals will be realised with the help of
partners. The action programme and financial resourcing are not however matters
subject to this examination.
Policy
18. The proposed policy on page 7 has been carried forward from the extant strategic
development plan. The policy essentially concerns assessing proposals and coming to a
decision based upon the aims for the vision and the plan as a whole. I consider that
adding the words “and consider linkages” to the policy would have little value.
19. As explained at paragraph 5 above, I do not consider that the policy is designed to
isolate or exclude rural communities. The policy seeks to balance the aims concerning
the economy, the efficient use of resources and urgent challenges of climate change and
I see no reason to change it in relation to the challenges and opportunities associated
with rural development.
20. As referred in paragraph 14 of my findings above, Scottish Planning Policy includes
a presumption in favour of sustainable development which applies when determining
development proposals. Consequently, I consider that it is unnecessary to add this to the
policy on page 7 in the proposed plan.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Add the words “and, where appropriate, enhancing” after “protecting” in the second
bullet point in paragraph 2.2 on page 7.
2. Add the words “and support” after “help create” in the third bullet point in
paragraph 2.3 on page 7.
3. Add the words “available and” before “attractive” in the final bullet point in
paragraph 2.3 on page 7.
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Issue 3

Our Spatial Strategy - General

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Reporter:
Pages 8 – 25
Alasdair Edwards
Figure 1: Spatial Strategy
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Development
plan reference:

PP18011
PP18015
PP18017
PP18018
PP18019
PP18020
PP18022
PP18023
PP18024
PP18034
PP18036
PP18038
PP18039
PP18040
PP18041
PP18043
PP18047
PP18048
PP18049
PP18050
PP18052
PP18055
PP18056
PP18057
PP18059
PP18061
PP18063
PP18067

Aberdeen Shopping Centre Ltd
Bancon Homes
Woodland Trust Scotland
Fyvie, Rothienorman and Monquhitter Community Council
Dr Tom Straiton
Scotia Homes Ltd
Scottish Natural Heritage
Dunecht Estates
Mearns Community Council
Bennachie Community Council
Elsick Development Company
Hatton of Fintray Community Council
Michael Robson
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
North Kincardine Rural Community Council
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
Various Developers and Landowners
FCC Environment Limited
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
The Comer Group
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Barratt North Scotland
Drum Property Group
Transport Scotland

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Pages 8 – 25
Figure 1: Spatial Strategy
This Section provides the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s
Spatial Strategy, which focuses growth in a limited number of
places, i.e. the Strategic Growth Areas.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Provision of the
development
plan to which the
issue relates:

Support for Spatial Strategy in Principle
PP18049, PP18061, PP18055, PP18056, PP18059, PP18047, PP18011, PP18015,
PP18057, PP18043, PP18036, PP18048, PP18040, PP18038: The respondents offer
general support to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Spatial Strategy.
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Object to Spatial Strategy in Principle
PP18050: The respondent considers there to be fundamental deficiencies in the Spatial
Strategy, stemming from the original Strategy taken from the Aberdeen City and Shire
Structure Plan 2009, and that these deficiencies have been concealed within the
Proposed Plan. An alternate approach based on the Pole Growth Model should be
considered. The respondent provides commentary and associated Tables detailing the
current and historic status of development sites in Aberdeenshire in order to support their
position (RD: PP18050).
Spatial Strategy – General
PP18049, PP18061, PP18055, PP18056: The respondent generally welcomes the
Spatial Strategy however believes that it should be updated to ensure it is fit for purpose
and looks towards 2040.
PP18023, PP18020: The respondents note concern that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan’s Spatial Strategy and proposed housing allowances will mean that
achieving the Plan’s Vision and Aim to provide a strong framework for investment
decisions are unlikely to be achieved.
PP18063: The Spatial Strategy should be amended to increase more flexibility in terms
of future directions of growth for the City of Aberdeen. The Proposed Plan should set out
options, in strategic terms, for future urban expansion beyond the current housing land
allocations. It is important that the Proposed Plan provides guidance for where Aberdeen
can expand on a long-term basis. The opportunities provided by the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route should be taken into account.
Spatial Strategy – Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraphs 3.1 – 3.6
Paragraph 3.1
PP18039, PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.1, the respondent notes that
Aberdeen City’s opinion may differ from Aberdeenshire’s, and that Aberdeenshire should
not be abandoned in favour of the City.
Paragraph 3.2
PP18024, PP18039: In commenting on paragraph 3.2, the respondent believes that the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is dependent on private developers, and that this
will create imbalances and will fail to support new or existing settlements.
PP18019: In commenting on paragraph 3.2, the respondent considers that the term
"certainty for communities" has already been broken through manipulation of the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014 and the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017.
The respondent considers that local communities should expect that the Development
Plan will be adhered to, especially when prepared and agreed after extensive public
consultation. In this context, and in referring to a recent decision made at Kingsford,
Aberdeen, the respondent believes that ensuring public trust in the planning system
should be a key working principle.
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Paragraph 3.3
PP18039, PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.3, the respondent warns that past
performance should not be taken as a guarantee for future performance and that the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan should identify the failures as well as the
successes from the Aberdeen City & Shire Structure Plan 2009.
Paragraph 3.4
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.4, the respondent notes that South
Aberdeenshire demonstrates more failures than successes, with numerous failures in
provision and growth of economic, social and leisure opportunities for residents. The
respondent notes that there are moves to double the population of Laurencekirk, but no
efforts to develop employment land.
PP18047: In commenting on paragraph 3.4 the respondent notes that it will be important
for development in the Strategic Growth Areas to be accompanied by investment in new
school, community facilities and sustainable infrastructure.
Paragraph 3.5
PP18043: In commenting on paragraph 3.5, the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
queries how the partner Councils will use the Spatial Strategy to determine planning
applications, and notes that the timelines to produce the Strategic and Local
Development Plans are different.
PP18018: The respondent considers that relevant Community Councils should have the
opportunity to be fully involved in any Development Plans for their areas.
Paragraph 3.6
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.6, the respondent is concerned that the City
Region Deal does not mention Aberdeenshire in its objectives and leaves residents with
little hope of employment opportunities being supported outside Aberdeen City.
Paragraph 3.7 - Infrastructure/Developer Contributions
PP18067: Transport Scotland considers the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, and
associated Cumulative Transport Appraisal, to not fully align with the guidance set out in
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 and Development Planning and Management Transport
Appraisal Guidance (DPMTAG) in relation to identifying transport infrastructure required
to deliver the Spatial Strategy. Transport Scotland do not consider that the Cumulative
Transport Appraisal has tested potential transport interventions in relation to their
feasibility or deliverability. Further, they consider that the Cumulative Transport Appraisal
has not been concluded to identify specific solutions and means of delivery or provide
guidance on how the work can be progressed to identify appropriate and deliverable
strategic mitigation measures for Local Development Plans. As such, Transport Scotland
consider that they cannot support the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Transport
Scotland does not consider it to be clear what transport interventions will be needed to
assist in the delivery of the Spatial Strategy going forward, their appropriateness in
relation to mitigating the cumulative impact and if they can be funded and delivered
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through a developer contribution mechanism or other financial options available. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan should instead provide robust information to
enable both Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to be able to make
decisions on the allocation of land in their respective Local Development Plans. However,
they consider this will be problematic without a complete Transport Appraisal on which to
base decision making, thereby encumbering the Local Authorities and/or Regional
Transport Body to complete the Cumulative Transport Appraisal work. They consider
that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should therefore provide clear information
on the Cumulative Transport Appraisal undertaken and the steps that need to be taken to
progress the work in relation to how interventions will be funded and delivered.
PP18067: Transport Scotland consider that the Proposed Plan should include information
on what is being done to assist in the delivery of development in absence on the Strategic
Transport Fund. Without this they do not consider that planning applications can be
robustly or consistently dealt with in relation to strategic mitigation and delivery.
PP18039, PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.7, the respondents note that stamp
duty charges and the costs of infrastructure are challenging for home owners. In addition,
denser housing allocations place additional challenges on quality of life.
PP18020: In commenting on paragraph 3.7, the respondent notes that contributions
sought in relation to necessary infrastructure must be in accordance with the criteria set
out in Circular 3/2012 Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements.
PP18019: In commenting on paragraph 3.7, the respondent considers that developer
contributions should be focus on the local area, and should not be used to meet other
Council priorities. Developers should also better take into consideration the implications
of things like temporary road closures as developments are built out.
PP18043: In commenting on paragraph 3.7, the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
expect developer contributions to include blue-green infrastructure as a primary
infrastructure type.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage seek specific mention of green infrastructure
developer contributions.
Strategic Growth Areas – General
PP18034: The respondent considers that, although Strategic Growth Areas have been
identified, these will only be realised if there is a strong economic plan.
PP18052: The respondent is supportive of the identified growth corridors, but transport
corridors that traverse these areas should also be seen as potential investment and
development corridors.
PP18043: While the Scottish Environment Protection Agency generally agree with the
Spatial Strategy, they consider that areas identified for development should be areas
which can also provide improvements and enhancements to the natural environment.
PP18041: By concentrating development in the Strategic Growth Areas, the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan will lead to further congestion, reductions in air quality and
an increase in the risk of accidents. The respondent refers to the Road Safety section of
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the Cumulative Transport Appraisal Executive Summary as evidence to support this
position.
PP18017: The respondent notes a concern that in identifying significant areas for
economic development throughout Aberdeenshire that some of this development could
have direct or indirect impacts on any ancient woodland present in those areas.
Strategic Growth Areas - Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraphs 3.8 – 3.13
Paragraph 3.8
PP18024, PP18039: In commenting on paragraph 3.8, the respondents believe this is an
inhumane and anti-community based policy which will drive away businesses and affect
rural communities who will have to commute to find employment.
Paragraph 3.9
PP18024, PP18039: In commenting on paragraphs 3.9 and 3.10 the respondents note an
emphasis on Aberdeen City. They are concerned that there is little choice outside
Aberdeen and query the assumption that people would wish to travel in and out of
Aberdeen from elsewhere.
PP18020: The respondent welcomes the clarification in paragraph 3.9 that the Strategic
Growth corridors, outwith the City, are up to 5 kilometres wide.
Paragraph 3.10
PP18038: The respondent considers that paragraph 3.10 should also include a statement
ensuring these areas are connected to high speed digital infrastructure.
Paragraph 3.11
PP18017: The respondent is unclear what is meant by "appropriate new planting will play
an important role" in paragraph 3.11 of the Spatial Strategy.
PP18039: In commenting on paragraph 3.11, the respondent queries how areas outside
of Aberdeen City will be developed.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.11, the respondent notes that attractive,
accessible settlements are available across Aberdeenshire, while Aberdeen is considered
to be a centre of social deprivation. The respondent is concerned that the Proposed Plan
is more likely to extend urban deprivation rather than create utopia.
Paragraph 3.12
PP18024, PP18039: The respondent supports towns as sustainable mixed communities
and asks what has gone wrong to date.
PP18052: The respondent supports the focus for sustainable mixed communities
described in paragraph 3.12, however notes that other environmental and policy
restrictions apply to the Strategic Growth Areas, e.g. the Green Belt.
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PP18038: In commenting on paragraph 3.12, the respondent considers that the Proposed
Plan should clarify if the referenced areas for food growing are for communities or
commercial purposes.
PP18059: The respondent considers that the principles of Strategic Growth Areas should
focus on creating sustainable mixed communities with the services, facilities and
infrastructure necessary for the 21st Century. It is suggested that appropriate sites are
identified for deliverable, measured residential allocations such as at Friarsfield, Cults
and Kingswells.
Paragraph 3.13
PP18024, PP18039: The respondents are supportive of the research and development
hubs noted in paragraph 3.13. These should be located in accessible and desirable areas
in order to attract the best workers.
Key Diagram – Figure 1: Spatial Strategy (Page 9)
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest that the Spatial Strategy
key diagram should show areas for potential environmental improvements and
enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas to ensure high quality natural
environments.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Object to Spatial Strategy in Principle
PP18050: The respondent wishes to see a complete review and replacement of the
Spatial Strategy and the associated distribution of housing allocations in Aberdeenshire.
Spatial Strategy – Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraphs 3.1 – 3.6
Paragraph 3.2
PP18019: Paragraph 3.2 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be
amended or extended to state that the "certainty" referred to is supported by a
commitment that the Strategic Development Plan and the Local Development Plans will
be adhered to unless there are very extenuating circumstances, typically at the level of
national priorities.
Paragraph 3.3
PP18024: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should identify the negative as well
as the positive impacts of the Spatial Strategy from the Structure Plan 2009.
Paragraph 3.5
PP18043: Suggest that paragraph 3.5 includes an explanation on how planning
applications will be assessed against the Spatial Strategy and Local Development Plans.
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PP18018: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should ensure that relevant
Community Councils have the opportunity to be fully involved in any Development Plans
in their area.
Paragraph 3.7 - Infrastructure/Developer Contributions
PP18067: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should provide robust information
to enable Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to be able to make decisions
on the allocation of land in their respective Local Development Plans. The Proposed
Strategic Development Plan should provide clear information on the Cumulative
Transport Appraisal undertaken and the next steps needed to progress the work. If this
change is not made then further explanation should be set out within the Action
Programme, including:
-

-

The potential mitigation measures identified in the Cumulative Transport Appraisal
work required to be fully appraised to determine their appropriateness in mitigating
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Spatial Strategy for the respective
Aberdeen City and Shire areas,
Information on how the identified measures will be realistically funded and delivered,
Clarity on who will undertake this work,
Confirmation that this work will be required to inform Local Development Plans
decision making on land use and transport.

PP18020: Amend paragraph 3.7 to confirm that any contributions sought must be in
accordance with the criteria set out in Scottish Government Circular 3/2012 Planning
Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements. Specifically, it should make clear that
where an obligation is considered essential it must have a relevant planning purpose and
must always be related and proportionate in scale and kind to the development in
question.
PP18019: Amend the last sentence of paragraph 3.7 to read "Developers will also have
to accept the need for fair and proportionate contributions towards necessary
infrastructure (…) the price paid for land." The wording of this paragraph should also be
amended to add text such as: "Developments should be planned to ensure minimum
inconvenience to the public during the construction phase." Related Targets should be
modified as necessary.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage recommend that paragraph 3.7 include reference to
green infrastructure to ensure developer contributions could be sought for green
infrastructure.
Strategic Growth Areas – General
PP18052: Support should be clearly given to investment growth within the transport
corridors that pass through the Strategic Growth Areas
PP18041: The Proposed Plan must include a strategy to improve public transport in the
Strategic Growth Areas and, at the same time, improve road safety by modifications to
road junctions and by reducing speed limits on major routes.
PP18017: A provision should be included in this section to ensure no further loss of
ancient woodland.
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Strategic Growth Areas - Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraphs 3.8 – 3.13
Paragraph 3.8
PP18039: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should create employment
opportunities close to existing settlements.
Paragraph 3.10
PP18038: Amend paragraph 3.10 to include a statement ensuring these areas are
connected to high speed digital infrastructure.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency ask that Paragraph 3.10 is
amended to include the phrase "protecting and enhancing blue-green infrastructure", and
for this paragraph to therefore read as follows:
"The Strategic Growth Areas will make housing, employment opportunities and services
sustainable by ensuring that these uses are in close proximity to each other, protecting
and enhancing blue-green infrastructure and connected by high quality active travel
networks and public transport."
Paragraph 3.11
PP18017: Paragraph 3.11 should be amended to clarify what is meant by "appropriate
new planting will play an important role". If this is tree planting, then this should be
specified. Specific mention should also be given here to native tree planting.
PP18039: There should be additional effort to address poverty and deprivation.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest that Paragraph 3.11 is
amended to include additional phrase: "and should allow for community engagement
throughout the design process" and for this paragraph to therefore read as follows:
"It will therefore be important for Local Development Plans to explore opportunities to
expand and connect strategic walking and cycle networks, building on current and
planned networks where these are available. This should provide opportunities to
improve the natural environment by linking habitats and open spaces through green
infrastructure and networks and should allow for community engagement throughout the
design process. Appropriate new planting will also play an important role. These networks
should consider how best to link in with plans for a National Long Distance Cycling and
Walking Network as they are developed in conjunction with the Regional and Local
Transport Strategies."
Paragraph 3.12
PP18039, PP18024: The Proposed Plan should emphasises that people and
communities should be put first.
PP18052: Within the Strategic Growth Areas, the need for specific locational
development to be given special consideration/exemptions should be recognised.
A statement should be made within the Proposed Plan to support the case for the local
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planning authorities to consider revising their land use designations within the strategic
areas to achieve the required and focused growth e.g. Green Belt review.
PP18038: Proposed Plan paragraph 3.12 should be clarified to show whether referenced
areas for food growing is for communities or commercial purposes.
PP18059: Allocate land at Friarsfield, Cults as an appropriate site for development.
PP18043: Amend second bullet point under paragraph 3.12 to read as follows:
"multifunctional green networks and green spaces, incorporating above ground surface
water drainage features and including areas for food growing;"
Key Diagram – Figure 1: Spatial Strategy (Page 9)
PP18043: Amend the Spatial Strategy key diagram (Proposed Strategic Development
Plan, Figure 1) to show areas for potential environmental improvements and
enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas to ensure high quality natural
environments. This could include Priority Rivers for restoration.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Support for Spatial Strategy in Principle
The support given to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Spatial Strategy is
noted and welcomed.
Object to Spatial Strategy in Principle
The Spatial Strategy set out in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan has been
successfully pursued for ten years, having originated from the Aberdeen City and Shire
Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60). Preparation of the Structure Plan was informed by detailed
consultation on, and technical consideration of, a range of Options in order to develop a
Preferred Strategy (CD 92). This assessment including consideration of the “growth pole”
model which was deemed to be undesirable as it would likely be counterproductive,
harming both the economy and movement towards sustainability (refer: paragraph 4.4 of
Report to Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Planning Committee, 28 September 2007
CD 93).
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Spatial Strategy – General
Given the long term nature of the Spatial Strategy, it remains fit for purpose and it is still
at a relatively early stage in terms of its implementation. The Local Development Plans
responsible for implementing the Strategy have allocated and masterplanned a number of
strategic sites for housing and employment land, as well as the sustainable new
communities at Chapleton, Grandhome and Countesswells. These sites all lie within the
Strategic Growth Areas, but delivery on the ground has been slow due to changes in
economic circumstances both nationally and regionally. Despite this difficult economic
picture, the fundamental principles of the Spatial Strategy remain entirely relevant. As
discussed further in Issue 4, we consider that reasonable opportunity should be given to
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allow the Strategy to take effect before any amendments are considered. This will
provide confidence in decision making across both the public and private sectors. No
amendments to the Spatial Strategy are considered necessary at the time of this review,
and no alternate Spatial Strategy, moving away from the Strategic Growth Area
approach, is considered necessary.
The Spatial Strategy is the primarily delivery mechanism for the Proposed Plan’s Vision
and Aims. As noted in Proposed Plan paragraph 2.1, many organisations will be involved
in delivering the Vision, not just the two Councils. No changes to the Spatial Strategy are
required in order to better ensure that the Vision will be met. With regards to the Aim to
provide a strong framework for investment decisions, the confidence that the Spatial
Strategy will not be amended at this stage, before it has had the opportunity to be fully
realised, will help ensure confidence for future investment decisions.
Issue 4 addresses suggested amendments to the Strategic Growth Areas in detail, and
Issues 4 and 5 address the implications of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route on
the Spatial Strategy.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Spatial Strategy - Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraphs 3.1 – 3.6
Paragraph 3.1
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is the settled view of Aberdeen City Council,
Aberdeenshire Council and the Strategic Development Planning Authority, thereby
meaning that each partner agrees with the approach set out in the Proposed Plan in
respect of its individual area.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.2
As noted above, many organisations will be involved in delivering the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, not just the two Councils. The Councils do not have the resources
themselves to deliver all the requirements or objectives for this area. By working together
and ensuring through the Development Management system that checks and balances
are in place will ensure that existing and new communities are supported.
By continuing to support the existing Spatial Strategy, both communities and developers
can have certainty around the general preferred focus and extent of new development
across the City Region. Section 37 (2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997, as amended, (CD 48) requires that decisions on planning applications be made in
accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Guidance on the term “material consideration” is provided in Annex A of Circular 03/2013
Development Management Procedures (CD 6). The Circular notes that the range of
considerations which might be considered material in planning terms is very wide and can
only be determined in the context of each case. Examples of possible material
considerations can include national planning policy, environmental impact, design and the
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view of consultees/the public. As such, it would be unreasonable to insert the wording
suggested by PP18019 into paragraph 3.2.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.3
The Strategic Development Planning Authority remain confident in the rolled-forward
Spatial Strategy continuing to be the best approach for the City Region until a further
review of the Plan can be undertaken in the context of the planned research committed to
in Section 8 “Our Future”. Local Development Plans have successfully allocated land in
line with the requirements of the existing Spatial Strategy. By allowing the Local
Development Plans the ability to set the precise boundary of the Strategic Growth Areas,
sufficient flexibility is also allowed to adapt to changing circumstances. It is unreasonable
to suggest that all sites allocated will come forward for development, and that is why a
level of flexibility is required. In reviewing their Local Development Plans the partner
Councils will consider whether sites which have not performed to expectations should be
deallocated.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.4
Paragraph 3.4 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan explains the Spatial Strategy
of the Proposed Plan is to direct growth to a limited number of places, i.e. the Strategic
Growth Areas.
The corridor from Aberdeen to Laurencekirk is included as one of these Strategic Growth
Areas, and it is for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to set out where precisely
in this Growth Area, or in individual settlements that land for employment and housing
would be best located. We note the respondent’s view that South Aberdeenshire has
seen failures in terms of the provision and growth of economic, social and leisure
opportunities but do not agree. Focusing around Laurencekirk, a major new community
campus was opened in 2014 and Laurencekirk Primary School also received planning
permission from Aberdeenshire Council in 2015 (APP/2015/3238) to alter and extend the
school and nursery.
All the larger settlements in South Aberdeenshire (e.g. Marykirk, Fettercairn,
Laurencekirk) have recreation grounds, which are safeguarded in the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 123) under Policy PR1 Protecting Important
Resources and as Protected Land in the Settlement Statements. Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan Policies P2 and RD2 also require developers to provide public open
space in new residential developments of four or more homes, and developer
contributions when a need is identified for communities facilities. The Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan also includes a specific policy for new social facilities - Policy P6
Community infrastructure.
In responding to PP18047, we refer to paragraph 4.3 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan which focuses on the creation of sustainable mixed communities, and
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in doing so notes that this involves consideration of education and other infrastructure
provision.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.5
Section 37 (2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, as amended,
(CD 48) requires that Planning Authorities have regard to the provisions of the
Development Plan in the consideration of planning applications. Paragraph 3 of Circular
1/2013: Strategic Development Plan Areas (CD 121) states that the Development Plan in
the four largest City Regions, of which Aberdeen is included, comprises the Strategic
Development Plan, the Local Development Plan and any Supplementary Guidance.
Development Management Officers within each Planning Authority are therefore required
to consider the Strategic Development Plan, including not only the Spatial Strategy, as
part of the Development Plan in the consideration of planning applications. As this will be
undertaken on a “case by case” basis, it is not considered necessary or desirable to
provide any additional guidance in Proposed Plan paragraph 3.5 as it is for the decisionmaker to determine the appropriate weight given to the Development Plan and other
material considerations in each case. Paragraph 6 of Circular 2/2008: Statutory
Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4) also states that
Strategic Development Plans should not seek to form a detailed handbook for
development management.
In responding to PP18018, we agree with the respondent that Community Councils
should have the opportunity to be fully involved in the preparation of the Development
Plans relevant to their area. Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) is clear in paragraph
7 that Planning Authorities should ensure that appropriate and proportionate steps are
taken to engage with communities during the preparation of Development Plans. The
Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (CD
49) also require Planning Authorities to send a notice advising of Development Plan
consultations (both Strategic and Local) to Community Councils operating within the
relevant areas. The Conformity with Participation Statement (CD 83) sets out how
Community Councils were consulted and engaged during the preparation of this
Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.6
In November 2016, Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeen City Council and Opportunity North
East agreed a City Region Deal with the United Kingdom and Scottish Governments
(CD 61). The Deal supports investment in innovation, internationalisation, digital
connectivity and infrastructure across the whole City Region, not just within Aberdeen
City. In terms of employment opportunities, the Deal is expected to create around 3,300
new jobs across the City Region, split across both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
(CD 61).
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Paragraph 3.7 - Infrastructure/Developer Contributions
The comments submitted by Transport Scotland on the Cumulative Transport Appraisal
(CD 65) and the Strategic Transport Fund are addressed in detail in Issue 18. In
summary, the Cumulative Transport Appraisal which supports the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan generally accords with the requirements of paragraph 274 Scottish
Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) and Development Planning and Management Transport
Appraisal Guidelines (CD 14). The Cumulative Transport Appraisal has given due
consideration to previously allocated and committed sites and the quantity of new
housing allowances in Table 3 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan for the period
2020 to 2032 (Proposed Plan, page 30). The Cumulative Transport Appraisal assesses
the Development Plan. Paragraph 2 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning (CD 7)
states that “The development plan comprises a local development plan supported by
supplementary guidance. In the four largest city regions, the development plan also
includes a strategic development plan”. As such, neither the Strategic Development Plan
or Local Development Plans should be considered in isolation, but should be considered
holistically and as part of the entire “Development Plan”.
The matter of density in housing allocations is dealt with in Issue 11. In considering
planning obligations, it will be necessary for partner Councils to set the levels for
contributions in consultation with relevant services and providers, and ensure that
contributions are collected in line with Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations and Good
Neighbour Agreements (CD 5). There is no need for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan to explicitly state that contributions must be collected in accordance
with this Circular.
Proposed Plan Paragraph 3.7 does not provide an exhaustive list of where development
contributions could or should be requested, and it would not be appropriate for a
document of this nature to do so. Instead the Local Development Plans are best suited to
set detailed policy on contributions, and this could include blue and/or green
infrastructure if so required.
Given the strategic nature of this Plan, it is not necessary or desirable to add in the
suggested text from PP18019 on ensuring that developments are undertaken with
minimal inconveniences during the construction phase. Local authorities will consider
this during the development management process.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Strategic Growth Areas – General
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan has been prepared in the context of the
Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80) which sets out a Vision for the economic future for
the next 20 years. The Regional Economic Strategy is supported by an Action Plan 2018
– 2032 (CD 81) that aligns activity by partners to ensure the maximum economic impact
is delivered by activity and investment.
The Spatial Strategy set out in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan has been
successfully pursued for ten years, having originated from the Aberdeen City and Shire
Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60). As stated in paragraph 3.7 of the Structure Plan 2009, the
Strategic Growth Areas are centred on Aberdeen and the main public transport routes.
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Preparation of the Structure Plan was informed by detailed consultation on, and technical
consideration of, a range of Options in order to develop a Preferred Strategy (CD 92).
Amending the Spatial Strategy to focus additional investment and development on
transport corridors which traverse the Strategic Growth Areas would not align with the
preferred approach to focus development in a limited number of places where investment
can be focused, as described in Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.4.
In responding to the Scottish Environment Protection Agency’s (PP18043) comment,
there will certainly be areas within the areas identified for development that will provide
opportunities to improve and enhance natural environments, and partner Councils should
be well placed to identify such opportunities when allocating and masterplanning sites in
the context of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
In responding to the points raised by PP18041, reference is made to road safety in the
Cumulative Transport Appraisal’s Executive Summary (CD 65). This is expanded upon in
Paragraph 4.12.1 of the Cumulative Transport Appraisal which states that “In general,
increased traffic flow on the network can be considered to increase the risk and incidence
of accidents”. The Cumulative Transport Appraisal has not considered local road
accident issues. It notes that the opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route will
increase vehicle kilometres travelled. An increase in vehicle kilometres has the potential
to increase the risk and incidence of accidents on the network. In short, more movements
and more kilometres travelled has the potential to increase the risk of incidence or
accident. Mitigations to reduce the likelihood of accidents at a local road level will be
considered during local transport planning and detailed road design.
We note the suggested modification by the Woodland Trust Scotland (PP18017) to add a
provision to ensure no further loss of ancient woodland. This matter is dealt with further
in Issue 17, but in summary we refer to paragraph 6.2 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan which offers protection to native and semi-natural woodlands. Ancient
woodland has sufficient protection under this paragraph, as well as national policy such
as paragraph 216 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40, without any need to be more
specific within this Section of the Proposed Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Strategic Growth Areas - Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraphs 3.8 – 3.13
Paragraph 3.8
We do not agree with the suggestion that paragraph 3.8 (which states that the Strategic
Growth Areas will be the focus for development across the area) to be either inhuman or
anti-community. Paragraphs 3.43 – 3.48 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
make it clear that the Local Growth and Diversification Areas are fundamentally important
to Aberdeenshire, and that continuing to encourage sustainable mixed communities and
sustainable economic growth in these areas will be essential.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Paragraph 3.9
We note and welcome support for the continued clarification in paragraph 3.9 that the
Strategic Growth Areas outwith Aberdeen City will be around 5 kilometres wide.
We do not agree that either paragraphs 3.9 or 3.10 are biased towards Aberdeen City.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is required to establish a common approach
to matters dealt with in Strategic Development Plans by paragraph 6 of Circular
2/2008: Statutory Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4).
Aberdeen is the recognised Regional Centre and, in line paragraph 60 of Scottish
Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40), where the most significant proposals for retail, commercial
leisure, offices and community/cultural uses should be directed. It is also the City
Region’s main transport hub, with road, rail, sea and air links.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.10
The suggested modification to paragraph 3.10 by PP18038 is not supported as it is not
only the Strategic Growth Areas which should benefit from improved speeds and
connections to better digital infrastructure. This is made clear in paragraph 7.8 of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan within the “Our Connections” section. The
suggested modification by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) is also
not supported as this paragraph is specific in referring to travel and transport
connections, and introducing a reference to another infrastructure type would be
inappropriate within this paragraph. We also refer to the fourth bullet point under “How to
Meet the Targets” on page 42 of the Proposed Plan which already offers protection to
blue and green features when Councils are identifying land for development, preparing
masterplans and assessing development proposals. To restate this elsewhere within the
Proposed Plan would be unnecessary repetition. As stated in Proposed Plan paragraph
1.5, the Plan should be read as a whole document rather than as individual sections.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.11
Paragraph 3.11 refers to all Strategic Growth Areas, not just Aberdeen City. By
promoting sustainable mixed communities across the City Region, it is hoped that this will
help address existing problems associated with poverty and deprivation across the entire
area.
The sentence within paragraph 3.11 that refers to “appropriate new planting” does not
refer only to tree planting, but any new planting that may be appropriate to improve the
natural environment. Being specific as to only “tree” planting would not be appropriate as
it may not always be the most appropriate type of planting for the individual site situation.
As such, the suggested change by Woodland Trust Scotland (PP18017) is not supported
The suggested modification by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) is
also not supported as the detailed design process for strategic walking and cycling
networks will not be addressed through the Strategic Development Plan but rather, as
paragraph 3.11 of the Proposed Plan clearly states, developed in conjunction with the
Regional and Local Transport Strategies. Best practice would ensure that community
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engagement in this process is encouraged, but it would be inappropriate for the Strategic
Development Plan to dictate this.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations
Paragraph 3.12
Support for the creation of sustainable mixed communities is noted and welcomed. This
is, however, an ongoing process and not a “tickbox” exercise against which success can
be easily scored and consistently measured. Paragraph 1.1 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan makes it clear that this Plan tells the story of where and how we want
our City Region to grow, and the Vision on page 6 sets our desire to make the City
Region “an excellent place to love, visit, and do business”. This, in additional to the
ongoing references throughout the Proposed Plan to creating sustainable mixed
communities, has people and communities at its heart.
It is not suggested or implied in paragraph 3.12 that other policy restrictions, for example
the Green Belt, do not apply within the Strategic Growth Areas. Section 6 “Our
Resources” discusses such issues in detail and, as stated in Proposed Plan paragraph
1.5, the Plan should be read as a whole document rather than as individual sections.
It is a matter for the Local Development Plans to allocate specific sites for development
within the Strategic Growth Areas. As such, any amendment to this paragraph in line
with the suggestion by PP18052 would not be supported, as this is a matter for the Local
Development Plans to address individually. Allocating land for development in line with
the Housing and Employment Land allocations would likely necessitate a review of land
use designations by default. It would also be inappropriate for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan to direct a partner Council or Local Development Plan to allocate or
identify any specific development site, as per the suggestion by PP18059.
The second bullet point under paragraph 3.12 makes reference to food growing. This
bullet is not specific as to whether this may mean production at a local or commercial
scale as the flexibility should be offered by the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to
allow for either to order to help address issues such as resilience to climate change and
landscape management plans and strategies.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) suggest amending this second
bullet point to include reference to above ground surface water drainage features. This
bullet point does not, and should not, try and include a list of all types of green networks
and spaces which might be required in the Strategic Growth Areas. We feel that this
matter is already sufficiently addressed under Section 6 “Our Resources” (such as
paragraphs 6.8 to 6.12) and all other references to green infrastructure throughout the
Proposed Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Paragraph 3.13
We note and welcome the support for the Innovation Hubs listed under paragraph 3.13.
As stated in the last sentence of this paragraph, it will be for the Local Development
Plans to identify the specific locations for the Hubs.
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No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Key Diagram – Figure 1: Spatial Strategy (Page 9)
Regulation 2 of The Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland)
Regulations 2008 (CD 49) requires that Strategic Development Plans contain a map or
diagram (or combination thereof) describing the Spatial Strategy set out in the Plan.
Figure 1: Spatial Strategy Diagram on page 9 of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan fulfils this requirement by describing graphically the Plan’s inherent Spatial Strategy
of directing growth to focused locations, i.e. the Strategic Growth Areas.
It has been a conscious decision not to include any detailed allocations or proposals to
this diagram in order to ensure that the Plan’s Spatial Strategy can be cleared expressed.
Further detail on some specific proposals has however been provided on the diagrams
accompanying the individual Strategic Growth Areas (Figures 2 – 5), however not all
proposals or objectives set by the Proposed Plan are repeated on these diagrams. Doing
so would result in too much detailed information on strategic diagrams of this type, thus
rendering the diagrams difficult to interpret. The second bullet point under Proposed Plan
paragraph 2.3 makes it clear that in order to deliver the Aims of the Plan, we will need to
“protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and resources, including
biodiversity, the historic and natural environment and our cultural heritage”. Paragraph 6
of Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities
(CD 4) states that Strategic Development Plans will focus on key land use and
development matters that cross planning authority boundaries, and that Local
Development Plans sitting below will provide further detail on the issues specific to the
Local Authority area. As such, sufficient context is given to allow Local Development
Plans the opportunity to identify potential environmental improvements and
enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas at a more detailed Local Authority level,
and that this could include Priority Rivers for restoration as described by the respondent.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of this representation.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support for spatial strategy
1. The general support for the spatial strategy is noted but requires no examination.
Objection to the spatial strategy in principle
2. The spatial strategy of the proposed plan continues the long-term strategy of the
previous Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 and extant Aberdeen City and
Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014) by focussing growth primarily within strategic
growth areas with housing shared across the two local authority boundaries in the
Aberdeen and rural housing market areas.
3. I note the following arguments presented by Case Consulting (on behalf of various
landowners and developers) to modify the spatial strategy:


That the assumptions taken in the housing need and demand assessment (2016)
equally split housing allowances between Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
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despite their differing characteristics of urban centre and rural environment with
separate demands and needs.
That there is a greater demand for housing land in locations accessible to
Aberdeen City, primarily in the Aberdeen housing market area.
That the decisions to focus on strategic growth areas, and equally split housing
allocations across the authorities, have compounded issues of housing delivery.
That land allocated for housing in the rural housing market area has been, and
continues to be, constrained.

4. The process and methodology used in the housing need and demand assessment
which informed the proposed plan was passed by the Scottish Government’s Centre for
Housing Market Analysis as robust and credible on 8 March 2018. Where this is the
case, as stated in Scottish Planning Policy (2014), “the approach used will not normally
be considered further at a development plan examination”. I find no justifiable basis to
assess the assumptions and methodology of the housing need and demand assessment
in this examination. Consequently, the choice now, and historically, to allocate housing
on a 50/50 basis between the two local authorities is not a matter which I can consider.
Similarly, I find no compelling reason to revisit historic decisions regarding the adoption of
growth models which informed the 2009 structure plan.
5. The Aberdeen housing market area might present more attractive opportunities for
housing development and the rural housing market area has, undeniably, suffered from
constraints in effectiveness arising generally (as indicated in the agreed 2019 housing
land audit) from marketability and ownership issues. However, housing has been
delivered in the rural housing market area and the majority of land allocated in the
housing market area is, according to the housing land audit, considered to be effective.
There is demand and need for housing in the rural area and, as presented by the
authority at the housing hearing (see Issues 12-15), there is also a desire to support and
sustain local communities with the provision of housing and employment.
6. Furthermore, the authority has recognised a need to address the proportion of
housing allocated in each housing market area with the proposed plan increasing
allocations from 75% to 80% to the Aberdeen housing market area (and a reduced
allocation in the rural housing market area from 25% to 20%). This matter is further
addressed in Issue 15 Our Communities - Housing Market Areas.
7. The spatial strategy is more than simply the allocation of land for housing. Section 3
of the proposed plan (our spatial strategy) seeks to deliver positive change across the city
region by directing development, infrastructure and investment in a limited number of
places to benefit wider quality of life and provide flexibility to meet the needs of local
communities. I am also mindful that the 2009 structure plan, extant 2014 strategic
development plan, and proposed plan have a shared vision which extends to a
considerable period from 2009 to 2040. A decade has passed since the spatial strategy
was first promoted during periods of economic downturn but where the city region has
succeeded in delivering development in the locations envisaged and promoting sites for
development through local development plans and master-planning exercises.
8. I further note that the main issues report (March 2018) promoted a preferred option to
continue the spatial strategy noting that “there has been widespread support for this
strategy over almost 10 years, with few suggestions for another approach”.
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9. I consider that there is little justification to support a complete review and replacement
of the spatial strategy and do not agree that there are “fundamental deficiencies” in the
approach. I find that there is no justification to adopt a different approach to the
promoted, and continuing, spatial strategy presented in the proposed plan which is
reasonable and appropriate.
Spatial strategy – general
10. As expressed in my conclusions above, I do not agree that the spatial strategy is not
fit-for-purpose. As a continuation of previous spatial strategies, I consider that the
proposed plan’s strategy provides continuity and certainty to developers, investors and
communities. Those raising concerns regarding the strategy are, generally, in support of
it but promote the allocation of land for development in alternative locations. The
redirection of housing to the Aberdeen housing market area is discussed above but also
addressed in Issues 12-15 of this report where conclusions on housing allowances are
provided. Opportunities for development in the vicinity of the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route are addressed in Issue 5 Our Spatial Strategy – The Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route and Issue 18 Our Connections. In addition, the expansion of the
Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area, or identification of a new strategic growth area, to
incorporate Westhill are dealt with in Issues 4 Our Spatial Strategy - Amendments to
SGAs and 6 Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen City.
Paragraphs 3.1 to 3.6
11. As stated by the authority, the spatial strategy has been agreed by both Aberdeen
City and Aberdeenshire councils. The proposed plan represents their “settled view”. The
statement in proposed paragraph 3.1 that different areas will perform different roles does
not diminish the importance of Aberdeenshire in the city region. No change to this
paragraph is required.
12. While I recognise that anticipated development in communities has not been
delivered, the private sector is required to enable the delivery of the spatial strategy.
Public investment would not be sufficient to provide sufficient housing, employment land
and the infrastructure required. However, applicants for development are required to
adhere to the provisions of the statutory development plan unless material considerations
indicate otherwise. The development plan, including allocations, designations and
policies, should provide certainty to communities (and developers/investors) as stated in
paragraph 3.2 of the proposed plan. No modification to paragraph 3.2 is required on this
basis.
13. Proposed paragraph 3.3 highlights the successes of the spatial strategy endorsed
since 2009. I note that there is no mention of failures but the difficulty in development
delivery, particularly to deliver housing in the rural housing market area, is acknowledged
by the authority. Section 8 of the proposed plan (our future – how this plan can make a
difference) recognises the need to monitor and review the plan and the need for further
research to aid delivery. The proposed plan also allows for councils, when preparing
their local development plans, to adopt a flexible approach to the boundaries of strategic
growth areas. In addition, there is the opportunity for future local development plans to
assess the effectiveness of current allocations and reverse these if necessary. I consider
that the spatial strategy should plan progressively and positively for the future and that
there is no need for paragraph 3.3 to refer to any past negatives.
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14. Parties suggest past difficulties in delivering investment in south Aberdeenshire,
particularly in Laurencekirk. Proposed paragraph 3.4 highlights that development is to be
focused on a limited number of places where investment can take place, including
schools, community facilities and transportation, to enable delivery and community
benefits. Laurencekirk is identified on the spatial strategy map (figure 1) located within
the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Strategic Growth Area. Paragraph 3.40 of the proposed
plan identifies significant investment in a grade-junction at Laurencekirk which the plan
suggests could unlock development in, and around, the settlement. I consider that this
intervention may provide a catalyst for the delivery of housing and employment in this
location. However, as noted by the authority, it will be for the forthcoming Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan to review the current allocations and any alternatives; and also
to ensure that there is sufficient capacity for education and provision for investment in
schools to accommodate growth. No change to the wording of paragraph 3.4 of the
proposed plan is required in relation to the situation in south Aberdeenshire.
15. Paragraph 3.5 of the proposed plan identifies that planning applications will be
assessed against the provisions of the proposed plan’s spatial strategy and relevant local
development plans. I consider that there is no need, as suggested by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency, for paragraph 3.5 to be explicit in how planning
applications would be assessed against the spatial strategy. It is likely that applications
would be assessed against their location in terms of the mapping shown in figure 1
(spatial strategy) and how a proposal aligns with the spatial strategy. Local development
plans should take the spatial strategy forward in their provisions and, therefore, proposals
would also be assessed against their, more detailed, requirements. No change to
paragraph 3.5 is required on this basis.
16. In response to the comment from Fyvie, Rothienorman and Monquhitter Community
Council, I note that community councils have been engaged in the production of the
proposed plan and that there is a requirement (through the Town and Country Planning
(Development Planning) (Scotland) Regulations 2008) for them to be informed in the
production of development plans. The commentary from the community council requires
no change to the proposed plan.
17. As indicated by the authority, the Aberdeen City Region Deal is for the entire city
region and covers both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire with an expectation for the
creation of 3,300 new jobs. Paragraph 3.6 of the proposed plan refers to the city deal
and other investment across the two local authorities. No change is required to this
paragraph to indicate that the city deal is region wide and includes Aberdeenshire.
Paragraph 3.7 – infrastructure/developer contributions
18. The concerns of Transport Scotland relating to the cumulative transport appraisal
(2018) and the delivery of transport infrastructure are dealt with in Issue 18 Our
Connections.
19. The issue of housing density raised by Mearns Community Council is dealt with in
Issue 11 Our Communities – Placemaking below. However, in terms of density impacting
on the quality of life of residents I note that section 4 of the proposed plan (our
communities) requires the highest standards for placemaking and that new homes are
well-designed and respect local distinctiveness. Detailed local development plan policies
also require high standards of design and usually contain amenity safeguards to create
sustainable communities and protect residents living standards. Although there may be a
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shift to higher density living in some locations, I find that no change to the proposed plan
is required to ensure a suitable quality of life is maintained/achieved.
20. While stamp duty may be challenging to home owners that is an taxation issue
which the proposed plan has no influence. Furthermore, although infrastructure costs are
highlighted as a concern for home-owners I consider that the text of proposed
paragraph 3.7 requiring infrastructure provision is directed to developers/house-builders
rather than individuals. No change to the plan is required to address these matters.
21. Clearly as a Scottish Government policy the content of Circular 3/2012 on ‘planning
obligations and good neighbour agreements’ should be taken into account when
assessing the need and scale of any contributions. However, as a national policy I agree
with the authority that it is not necessary for the proposed plan to repeat the policy tests
set out in the circular. The tests would apply in any case whether cited in the plan or not.
22. Contributions (or planning obligations) should, among other factors, relate to the
proposed development and be reasonable in sale and kind. Obligations could,
depending on circumstance and evidence, relate to items at the local and wider level. I
agree with the authority that it would not be appropriate for the wording of paragraph 3.7
to prescribe set circumstances for local contributions as these are likely to be directed in
the local development plans and any associated supplementary guidance. Investigation
and assessment at the planning application stage may also highlight matters which
require to be addressed through an obligation. Similarly, any issues to do with controlling
localised impacts (including temporary road closures) during construction and/or
operation of a development could be suitably addressed through conditions/obligations
through the development management process. Consequently, I find that no change to
the wording of paragraph 3.7 is required to address the above matters.
23. While I note that contributions towards green and blue infrastructure are important I
agree with the authority that it is reasonable and appropriate for the strategic
development plan to include a broad narrative rather than prescribe items to which a
development might be required to contribute. The local development plans and any
associated supplementary guidance could suitably identify the circumstances in which
any green and blue infrastructure was required. No change is required on this basis.
Strategic growth areas – general
24. The proposed plan is supported, and was written in the context of, the Regional
Economic Strategy (2015) which, as identified by the authority, provides a 20 year vision
to support economic growth in the region. This document should provide a strong
economic plan to support delivery of the development in the strategic growth areas. The
commentary from Bennachie Community Council on this matter is, therefore, noted but
requires no modification to the proposed plan.
25. Transport corridors which traverse the strategic growth corridors are identified on
figure 1 (spatial strategy) of the proposed plan including A-roads and small sections of
trunk roads. There is no dispute that these routes may attract investment. The spatial
strategy (as stated in paragraph 3.8 of the proposed plan) focusses on the strategic
growth areas with an aspiration for 75% of all homes and employment to be developed
within these areas. However, that aspiration still allows opportunities for investment in
areas outwith the strategic growth areas. Therefore, I find that there is no need to include
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a clear indication that investment along routes which connect strategic growth areas
should be given support.
26. Proposed paragraph 3.12 of the plan requires new and improved infrastructure in
developments including “multifunctional green networks and green spaces”. In practice,
local development plans would identify sites for development and the allocation of sites
which provide investment/enhancement of the natural environment would likely be part of
the selection criteria. I consider that it is sufficient for the strategic development plan to
promote investment in the natural environment without any need for further amendment
as promoted by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency.
27. Concentration of development in strategic growth areas is acknowledged by the
authority as having the potential to increase the risk of road traffic accidents. I also note
that increasing the population may lead to increased air pollution particularly where
private carbon-fuelled vehicles are congested. However, the proposed plan includes a
vision to deal with climate change and “make the most efficient use of the transport
network, reducing the need for people to travel and making sure that walking, cycling and
public transport are attractive choices” (page 7). By concentrating development within
strategic growth areas there are likely opportunities to invest in public transport and
encourage active travel. Development proposals would also be assessed in relation to
transport impacts and mitigation could be built-in to help reduce the need to travel. I find
that there is no need to modify the proposed plan to react to issues of road safety,
congestion or air pollution.
28. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) suggest the protection of “ancient semi-natural
woodland”. The importance of ancient woodland is further expressed in Scottish Natural
Heritage’s ‘a guide to understanding the Scottish Ancient Woodland Inventory”. I note
that the matter of setting a target to protect ancient woodland is addressed in Issue 17
Our Resources. However, Woodland Trust Scotland seeks a statement in the spatial
strategy to ensure no further loss of ancient woodland. I observe that the spatial strategy
focusses on where development is to be promoted while the remaining subject chapters
of the proposed plan set out other factors to be considered. Therefore, I consider that it
would be appropriate for paragraph 6.2 of section 6 (our resources) to refer to ancient
woodland rather than in the spatial strategy section. This paragraph currently refers to
protection of “native and semi-natural woodlands” and so should be modified slightly to
refer to “ancient semi-natural woodlands”.
Paragraphs 3.8 to 3.13
29. Proposed paragraph 3.8 refers to an expectation of some 75% of housing and
employment being located within the strategic growth areas. There is no bias against
local communities in this statement. As identified by the authority, the proposed plan
recognises the local growth and diversification areas outside the strategic growth areas
as “vital” to the region’s economy. There are communities spread throughout the region
and the proposed plan does not aim to disadvantage any community based on its
location. As stated in paragraph 25 above, the spatial strategy does not prevent
development outwith the strategic growth areas or the growth of rural businesses. I find
that no modifications are required to address this matter.
30. I agree with the authority that the statements in proposed paragraphs 3.9 and 3.10
are not biased towards Aberdeen City. The paragraphs confirm that strategic growth
areas outwith the city will be relatively narrow (around five kilometres wide) and promote
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sustainable development. It is reasonable for the area covering the city to not be limited
in size as it is the regional centre and a general focus for investment. I note that
commuting to the city is not always desirable and that there should be local opportunities
for employment. However, the proposed plan addresses this point in that it endorses
economic diversification and growth in the local growth and diversification areas to meet
local needs and encourages sustainable mixed communities and sustainable economic
growth in these areas (paragraphs 3.44 and 3.45). Therefore, I consider that the
provisions of paragraphs 3.9 and 3.10 are reasonable without the need for modification.
31. Section 7 (our connections) of the proposed plan refers to high speed digital
infrastructure throughout the region. In addition, proposed paragraph 3.12 of the plan
refers to the need for “enhanced digital connections” in all strategic growth areas. I
consider that these references are sufficient without the need to include a statement in
paragraph 3.10 on high speed digital infrastructure as requested by Hatton of Fintray
Community Council.
32. Proposed paragraph 3.10 relates solely to transport infrastructure. Therefore, I
agree with the authority that it would not be appropriate to refer to blue-green
infrastructure (as promoted by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency) in this
paragraph.
33. The authority has clarified in its response above that “appropriate new planting”
referred to in paragraph 3.11 of the proposed plan relates to any planting which would
improve the natural environment. There is, therefore, no need to refer specifically to
“trees” or encourage native tree planting in the paragraph.
34. As explained by the authority above, paragraph 3.11 relates to development in all
strategic growth areas in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire. Paragraphs 3.43 to 3.48 of
the proposed plan set out the position for locations in the local growth and diversification
areas. Therefore, no change to paragraph 3.11 is required to clarify the approach to
development outside Aberdeen.
35. The vision for the proposed plan includes an inclusive society. The plan also aims
to create sustainable mixed communities (including the provision of affordable housing);
improve quality of life; provide sustainable economic growth; and reduce the need to
travel. This approach would likely help tackle poverty and deprivation in the region and is
not solely focussed on Aberdeen City. I do not consider that the spatial strategy would
extend urban deprivation into Aberdeenshire. No modification to paragraph 3.11 is
required to address these issues.
36. The focus of proposed paragraph 3.11 is to require local development plans to
explore opportunities for transport and other connections. The development planning
process includes periods of statutory consultation. In addition, it is likely that other
publications feeding into local development plans would also be subject to consultation,
including the regional and local transport strategies and any open space strategy.
Consequently, I find that there is no need to refer explicitly to any community
engagement in paragraph 3.11 as promoted by the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency.
37. Proposed paragraph 3.12 supplies a focus for strategic development areas to create
sustainable mixed communities. While I note that not all development envisaged by the
structure plan in 2009 has been delivered there is a strong emphasis in the proposed
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plan to support sustainable mixed communities – be it investing in existing or creating
new communities. The plan promotes improved living, access to employment, provision
of homes; creation and improvement of green infrastructure; improved transportation
networks and access to public transport; and high standards of design and placemaking.
I consider that all of these aspects are focused on people and improving the quality of life
for those living in the city region. No change is required to spatial strategy to emphasise
that people and communities should be put first.
38. I note that there are environmental constraints which would apply to locations within
the strategic growth areas including, for example, the green belt. I further note that the
expectation for 75% of development to occur within the strategic development areas may
require a review of some environmental constraints to allow a full assessment of
preferred and deliverable sites. However, I agree with the authority that this is a matter
for the local planning authorities in preparing their local development plans (if deemed
necessary). I do not consider that it would be reasonable for paragraph 3.12 of the
proposed plan to direct local development plans to carry out reviews of environmental
constraints (including the green belt). No change is required to address this matter.
39. In addition, while I note that the deliverability of housing might be improved by
proximity to services, facilities and infrastructure, I find that as the proposed plan is
focussed at the city region level it would be inappropriate for it to specifically allocate
individual sites or localised areas for housing, including that promoted at Friarsfield. That
is a matter for future local development plans in finding land for the housing allowances
presented in the proposed plan.
40. I note that the authority has confirmed above that the second bullet point in
paragraph 3.12 referring to new/improved green networks/spaces includes areas for food
growing which could be community or commercial in nature. I consider that keeping this
aspect open and not closed to one or the other operator is reasonable. No change is
required to prescribe the nature of food growing in paragraph 3.12.
41. The plan should be read as a whole. Therefore, I also agree with the authority that
section 6 of the proposed plan (our resources) provides sufficient and appropriate
references to surface water management without the need for reference in
paragraph 3.12.
42. The support for innovation hubs mentioned in paragraph 3.13 is noted but requires
no further examination. As stated by the authority, the location of these hubs is a matter
for local development plans.
Key diagram – figure 1: spatial strategy
43. I note the desire of the Scottish Environment Protection Agency to show potential
areas for environmental improvements/enhancements on the spatial strategy diagram.
However, as identified by the authority in its response above, the regulations on
development planning and the Scottish Government’s statutory guidance to strategic
development planning authorities suggests that the spatial strategy diagram concentrates
on key matters to clearly express the spatial strategy. There are other diagrams in the
proposed plan which show environmental constraints and priority areas; and there is also
text within the plan which supports enhancement and improvement of the environment. I
consider that the elements selected to be shown in the spatial strategy diagram (the
strategic growth areas; trunk roads; A-roads; rail lines; regeneration priority areas; and
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local growth and diversification areas) are appropriate and reasonable. Other items,
including those related to environmental improvement, can be identified in local
development plans.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Replace the words “native and semi-natural woodlands” in the final sentence of
paragraph 6.2 on page 38 with “native and ancient semi-natural woodlands”.
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Issue 4

Our Spatial Strategy – Amendments to Strategic Growth Areas

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Development plan
Reporter:
Pages 8 – 25
Alasdair Edwards
reference:
Figures 1 - 5
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18002
PP18003
PP18013
PP18023
PP18040
PP18045
PP18048
PP18049
PP18051
PP18055
PP18056
PP18059
PP18060
PP18061
PP18063

Alexander Watt
Aileen Osborne
Mr & Mrs S Cheyne
Dunecht Estates
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Alan Duncan Fail
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
CHAP Homes Ltd
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Farmingham Planning Limited
Barratt North Scotland
Drum Property Group

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy – Strategic Growth Areas
Provision of the
Pages 10 - 21
development plan
Figures 1 - 5
to which the issue
This Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan discusses
relates:
the four Strategic Growth Areas.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Western Corridor – Overarching Summary of Issue
PP18045, PP18003, PP18013: These respondents all consider the existing Spatial
Strategy to be sound in not promoting additional growth to the West of Aberdeen at this
time.
PP18023, PP18055, PP18040, PP18060, PP18056, PP18059, PP18048, PP18051,
PP18049: These respondents all consider the existing Spatial Strategy should be
amended to allow focused growth to the West of Aberdeen to be supported. There are
different views on how this should be achieved:




PP18023, PP18055, PP18040, PP18060: These respondents consider that Westhill
should be included in a Strategic Growth Area, but do not necessarily have a
preferred means for achieving this objective, with most recognising that there are
two options: amending the existing boundary of the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth
Area or creating an entirely new Strategic Growth Area from Aberdeen to Westhill (/
surrounding area).
PP18059, PP18056: These respondents propose amending the current boundary of
the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area to encompass Westhill.
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PP18048, PP18051, PP18049: These respondents propose the creation of a new,
fifth, Strategic Growth Area.
- Respondent PP18048 suggest that this should stretch from Aberdeen along the
A944 to Westhill and its surrounding area.
- Respondents PP18051 suggest that this should stretch from Aberdeen along the
A93 to Banchory (RD18051A, RD18051B, RD18051C and RD18051D).
- PP18049 suggest that this new corridor should encompass both
Banchory/Deeside and Westhill and could sit at a “lower tier” than the existing
Strategic Growth Areas.

PP18061: The respondent considers that the Spatial Strategy should recognise the
strategic importance of the A944 corridor from Aberdeen to Westhill, but does not provide
any further detail or request any specific modifications to allow this.
PP18063: The respondent considers that the Spatial Strategy should be amended to
increase more flexibility in terms of future directions of growth for the City of Aberdeen. It
is important that the Proposed Plan provide guidance for where Aberdeen can expand on
a long-term basis. The opportunities provided by the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
should be considered in this regard.
Western Corridor – Detailed Points for Consideration
Support for Current Approach
PP18045: The respondent supports the Proposed Strategic Development Plan position
of not supporting Western Expansion towards Westhill at this time. The respondent is
concerned that expansion of Westhill (for example through the development of
Aberdeenshire Council Bid Sites GR039, GR040 and GR041) could result in problems
with existing infrastructure and amenities and result in additional road congestion. Loss
of agricultural land and impact on landscape are also noted as concerns.
PP18003: The respondent agrees that Western Expansion to Westhill should not be
considered. The respondent is concerned that further western expansion of Westhill
would lead to the coalescence of Mason Lodge with Westhill and provides detailed
comment on three potential sites currently being considered as part of the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan review. If strategic growth were to take place West of Aberdeen,
the respondent is concerned that prime agricultural land could be lost to development
and that there would be an increase in demand for existing local amenities. The
respondent is concerned that development could also lead to the loss of heritage sites as
well as areas of countryside. The respondent is concerned about the impact
development could have on the Loch of Skene, and also raises concerns about an
increase of traffic on the A944.
PP18013: The respondent objects to western expansion of Westhill and considers that
doing so would have an irreversible effect on the local landscape, infrastructure and
communities of the surrounding areas. The respondent provides detailed comment on
three potential sites being considered in this area as part of the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan review. (Note - the respondent does not specifically refer to the
Strategic Development Plan approach in their response).
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Object to Current Approach
PP18023, PP18055, PP18040, PP18060 - Westhill should be included in a Strategic
Growth Area, but there is not necessarily a preferred means for achieving this objective.
PP18023: The respondent notes a general support to the Spatial Strategy, but considers
a consistent anomaly is the continued failure to include Westhill within a Strategic Growth
Area. Westhill should be included within a Strategic Growth Area and should further
benefit from substantial housing and employment land allocations.
PP18055: The respondent considers that the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area
should be extended to include Westhill, or alternatively a new growth corridor should be
created to the west of Aberdeen. Westhill is promoted as a sustainable option for new
homes, with employment opportunities and good connections to Aberdeen City. The
proximity of Westhill to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is also highlighted.
PP18040: The respondent objects to the failure of the Proposed Plan to identify Westhill
as a Strategic Growth Area and, accordingly, benefit from substantial residential and
employment land allocations. The respondent notes the proximity of Westhill to
Aberdeen City and the housing and employment land it has delivered in recent years.
Consideration is also given to completion rates relating to comparative settlements within
Strategic Growth Areas. Reference is also made to Aberdeenshire Local Housing
Strategy 2018 - 2023 which identifies Westhill as an area of high priority of housing need.
While Westhill does not have a rail link it is served by quality road links and public
transport. It is considered that transport issues resulting from additional development at
Westhill could be addressed through developer contributions.
PP18060: The respondent believes it is a missed opportunity to not include Westhill in a
Strategic Growth Area. The respondent considers that major strategic expansion
westwards would meet and satisfy the general objectives of the Proposed Plan, as
articulated in paragraph 2.3, and the specific objectives for Strategic Growth Areas
articulated in paragraphs 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12.
PP18059, PP18056 - Amending the current boundary of the Aberdeen City Strategic
Growth Area.
PP18059: The respondent proposes the expansion of the Aberdeen City Strategic
Growth Area to include Westhill. Westhill is promoted as having already seen a
significant amount of investment and infrastructure improvements – examples including
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, Prime Four Business Park and the forthcoming
Kingsford Stadium. The respondent considers it to be sensible to capitalise on these
projects and use them to stimulate further interest and investment in an area where the
market for such development is strong, and that the expansion of the Aberdeen City
Strategic Growth Area westwards would allow for this. The respondent also notes that
Westhill is accessible by public and active transport networks.
PP18056: The respondent considers that the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area
should be extended to include a West Aberdeen Growth Corridor. The area west is
promoted as a desirable location for housing as it has employment opportunities and
good connections to Aberdeen City. The proximity to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route is also highlighted.
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PP18048, PP18051, PP18049 - Creation of a new Strategic Growth Area.
PP18048: The respondent objects to the failure of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to identify Westhill as a Strategic Growth Area. The respondent proposes that a new
Strategic Growth Area should be created which would take the form of a Western Growth
Corridor following the A944 to the west of Aberdeen to encompassing the area around
Kingwells, Countesswells, Prime Four, Westhill and its surrounding area. Westhill is
promoted as a sustainable option for new homes, with past and future completion data
from the Housing Land Audit highlighted. The town is also noted to have employment
opportunities and good connections to Aberdeen City. The proximity of Westhill to the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is also highlighted, and it is proposed that any
capacity issues could be addressed through developer contributions.
PP18051: The respondent promotes an additional Strategic Growth Area along the A93,
which would include land at Park Quarry for development (RD18051C). The respondent
notes that this corridor is on a strategic walking and cycling network and that Banchory is
a key commuter town. The respondent considers that all of the points noted in Proposed
Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.12 could be supported by this new Strategic
Growth Area. A western growth corridor is considered necessary to support future
prosperity in the A93 corridor, but is also considered justifiable in relation to existing
active and public transport networks, and desirable in relation to creating high quality
developments where people want to live.
PP18049: The respondent agrees with the strategy of improving connectivity options in
relation to walking/cycling where required, however queries the absence of Banchory/
Deeside and Westhill/Kingswells corridors. Banchory and Westhill are considered to
have excellent cycle and pedestrian networks linking to Aberdeen City and are locations
in which to live and sustainably commute to work. The respondent notes that the best
cycle routes don’t follow the proposed Strategic Growth Areas, and there is scope to
incorporate these within a revised Strategic Development Plan Strategy. To address
this, a western corridor around Banchory and Westhill should be added to the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan strategy. This could represent a ‘lower tier’ of development
corridor than the Aberdeen City/A90/A96 Strategic Growth Areas, but supportive of a
higher level of future development than a ”‘Local Growth and Diversification Area”.
Fraserburgh
PP18002: The respondent considers that Fraserburgh should be located within a
Strategic Growth Area. The respondent considers that because Fraserburgh is not
located within a Strategic Growth Area it is at a disadvantage in terms of development
and investment opportunities, as well as provision of market and affordable homes. The
respondent believes that Fraserburgh should be afforded the same opportunities as
Peterhead in terms of town centre improvements.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Western Corridor – Extension to Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area/Designation of
New Strategic Growth Area
PP18023, PP18055, PP18040, PP18060 - Westhill should be included in a Strategic
Growth Area, but there is not necessarily a preferred means for achieving this objective.
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PP18023: The Spatial Strategy should be amended to include Westhill within a Strategic
Growth Area. This could either be through the expansion of the Aberdeen City Strategic
Growth Area or the identification of a new Westward Strategic Growth Corridor along the
A944 encompassing Westhill and settlements such as Dunecht and Kirkton of Skene.
The respondent notes the second option as their preference.
PP18055: The boundary of the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area should be extended
to include Westhill, and all relevant text throughout the Plan updated accordingly.
Alternatively, a new Strategic Growth Area should be created to the west of Aberdeen.
PP18040: The respondent requests that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is
modified to include Westhill as a Strategic Growth Area and offers two Options as to how
this may be achieved:




Option 1 - extend the existing Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area boundary slightly
to the west to encompass Westhill and its surrounding area to allow for growth. This
would require some textual modifications within the associated paragraphs on
Strategic Growth Area: Aberdeen City, to highlight its inclusion, as well as removal of
any reference to Westhill within the section addressing Local Growth and
Diversification Areas. Similarly, a number of maps identifying the
various Strategic Growth Area would need to be updated to include Westhill within
the Aberdeen Strategic Growth Area boundary. This would include Proposed Plan
Figures 1, 2, 4, and 6.
Option 2 - provision of a new Strategic Growth Area following the A944 corridor to
the west of Aberdeen to encompass Westhill and its surrounding area to allow for
growth. This option would require more substantial changes to the Proposed Plan,
including a new section dealing specifically with a new western growth corridor. This
would provide a summary of the strategic importance of the corridor to the North
East’s economic prosperity, with a highly skilled workforce operating out of large
employment parks based in Westhill, which have clear synergies with Prime 4 at
Kingwells, as well as Aberdeen City as a regional employment centre. As per
Option 1, the illustrative maps would need to be appropriately updated to reflect a
new western growth corridor focussed along the A944.

PP18060: The Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area should be extended along the A944
to encompass Westhill and Elrick or, the A944 corridor should be recognised as a
standalone new Western Strategic Growth Area.
PP18059, PP18056: Amending the current boundary of the Aberdeen City Strategic
Growth Area.
PP18059: Expand the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area to include Westhill
PP18056: The boundary of the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area should be
extended to include a Western Corridor and all relevant supporting text within the
Proposed strategic Development Plan updated to align with this approach.
PP18048, PP18051, PP18049 - Creation of a new Strategic Growth Area
PP18048: Create a new Strategic Growth Area to the west of Aberdeen along the A944,
to include Kingwells, Countesswells, Prime Four, and Westhill and its surrounding area.
A new section in the Proposed Plan would therefore be required in order to provide a
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summary of the strategic importance of this corridor. Remove any reference to Westhill
within the Local Growth and Diversification Areas section. Figures 1, 2, 4, and 6 updated
to include the new Western Growth Corridor.
PP18051: Amend the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to introduce a new western
development corridor running from Aberdeen to Banchory along the A93.
PP18049: A western corridor around Banchory and Westhill should be added to the
current Proposed Strategic Development Plan strategy. This could represent a ‘lower tier’
of development corridor than the Aberdeen City/A90/A96 Strategic Growth Areas, but
supportive of a higher level of future development than a ‘Local Growth and
Diversification Area’.
Fraserburgh
PP18002: Extend the Aberdeen to Peterhead Strategic Growth Area to include
Fraserburgh.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Support for Current Approach
Support is noted and welcomed. Detailed consideration of individual development sites
is not a matter for the Strategic Development Planning Authority and will be considered
by Aberdeenshire Council through their Local Development Plan review.
Object to Current Approach
As discussed in Issue 3, the Spatial Strategy set out in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan has been successfully pursued for almost ten years, having originated
from the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60) and continued into the
extant Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58). Preparation
of the Structure Plan 2009 was informed by detailed consultation on, and technical
consideration of, a range of Options in order to develop a Preferred Strategy (CD 93).
The matter of whether or not the Spatial Strategy should be reviewed to include
amendments to the established Strategic Growth Areas was previously addressed under
the Examination of the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 under Issue 10: Spatial
Strategy – General (CD 57). In considering this Issue, the Reporter concluded that “I
note that the spatial strategy established in the current structure plan is at a relatively
early stage in its implementation. Both local development plans implementing the spatial
strategy (established in the structure plan) were adopted as recently as 2012. I agree
with the authority in general terms that it ought to be afforded reasonable opportunity to
take effect” (paragraph 1, page 129, CD 57). Given the long-term nature of Spatial
Strategy, the Strategic Development Planning Authority contend that the same
conclusion should equally apply now, and that no amendments or modification to the
Strategic Growth Areas are required in order to improve the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan.
Carrying on from the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014, paragraph 3.4 of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan makes it clear that significant growth is focused in
a limited number of places in order to make the best use of resources and to focus
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investment into public infrastructure. There is simply not the capital, or revenue funding,
available at this time for the two partner Councils to consider spreading this growth more
thinly by either expanding the boundaries of the current Strategic Growth Areas, or by
the creation of entirely new Strategic Growth Areas.
In addition, no detailed transport modelling has been carried out to assess the
implications or transport interventions required to support additional levels of growth over
a wider geographical area. A commitment is however set out in Section 8 of the
Proposed Plan “Our Future” in paragraph 8.7 to undertake such modelling now once the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route has fully opened in order to inform consideration of
whether changes to the existing Strategic Growth Areas would be warranted during the
next review of the Strategic Development Plan/its Spatial Strategy.
As discussed in Issue 5, the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route has been one of the
largest infrastructure projects in Scotland. The 58 kilometre road forms part of Transport
Scotland's commitment to improving travel in the City Region, and opened in its entirety
in February 2019. In the first year of opening, the number of vehicles using other trunk
roads and local roads in Aberdeen is expected to be reduced by thousands. It will,
however, take time and detailed studies to fully understand the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route’s impacts on traffic movement across the City Region, and the
operational characteristics at key interchanges. The current review of the Strategic
Development Plan cannot be held back in order to allow these studies to happen. The
Strategic Development Planning Authority consider the most sensible route is to allow
the current Spatial Strategy to progress further, with a full review of the Spatial Strategy
undertaken in the context of updated transportation (and other) studies as relevant.
Westhill is identified in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan as within a Local
Growth and Diversification Area (Proposed Plan paragraph 3.45). Local Growth and
Diversification can help widen opportunities, grow the local economy, and deliver
sustainable mixed communities.
The matter of whether or not Westhill should be located in a Strategic Growth Area was
previously addressed under the Examination of the extant Strategic Development Plan
2014 under Issue 10: Spatial Strategy – General, and the Report of Examination
(CD 57) concluded under paragraph 17 on page 132 that there was insufficient strategic
justification to either extend the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area to include Westhill,
or to designate a new Strategic Growth Area for this Corridor.
Although the opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route represents a change in
circumstances from the time the Reporter came to this conclusion; for the reasons set
out above, the Strategic Development Planning Authority consider it premature to
contemplate any amendments to the Spatial Strategy in this area until a full
understanding of the Route’s impacts on traffic movement across the City Region can be
gained. In particular, the Westhill Public Transport and Access Study 2017 (CD: 120)
concluded in Section 6 that “Transport modelling of the road network has forecast
significant future pressures on the junction of the A944 with the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route; until greater certainty can be gained around the future congestion on
the network, the short-term promotion of further development may be considered to pose
a high risk of increasing congestion”.
As was recognised by the Strategic Development Planning Authority in the previous
Report of Examination, it is clear that Westhill has seen substantial growth over recent
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years on the back of the previous development plans, including the Aberdeenshire Local
Plan (2006) (CD 109). Westhill grew at a time when housing and employment allocations
in Aberdeen itself were limited. This is now no longer the case, with a substantial supply
of both. Indeed, substantial residential and employment allocations have been made by
Aberdeen City Council within the A944 corridor at Kingswells (including 50 hectares of
employment land at Prime Four Business Park) as well as the creation of a new
sustainable mixed community at Countesswells. Substantial allocations have therefore
been made in close proximity (2-3 miles) of Westhill and these are still to be fully
delivered.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Creation of a new Strategic Growth Area – Banchory
A small number of representations suggest the creation of a new western Strategic
Growth Area which extends further along the A93 from Aberdeen towards Banchory.
Again, this matter was previously addressed under the Examination of the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014 under Issue 10: Spatial Strategy – General, and the
Report of Examination (CD 57) concluded under paragraph 17 on page 132 that there
again was insufficient strategic justification to extend or create any new growth area
toward Banchory.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority consider that it remains undesirable and
unjustified to consider a new Strategic Growth Area in this area, and that doing so would
dilute the effectiveness of the Spatial Strategy and would not be in the interests of
sustainability. We would also reject the suggestion that any new corridor in this area
could sit at a “lower tier” that the current Strategic Growth Areas, as this would represent
a complete re-examination of the existing Spatial Strategy which is unwarranted and
unevidenced, with no detail provided from the respondent on how this could work in
practice.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Fraserburgh
Fraserburgh is identified in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan as within a Local
Growth and Diversification Area (Proposed Plan paragraph 3.45) and also as a
Regeneration Priority Area (Proposed Plan paragraph 3.50) in line with Aberdeenshire
Council’s Regeneration Strategy 2016 (CD 96).
The matter of whether or not Fraserburgh should be located in a Strategic Growth Area
was previously addressed under the Examination of the extant Strategic Development
Plan 2014 under Issue 10: Spatial Strategy – General, and the Report of Examination
(CD 57) concluded that the now extant Strategic Development Plan 2014, “establishes a
suitable framework for the ongoing regeneration of Fraserburgh” and that this “would not
be enhanced by the significant extension of the SGA northwards, which instead would be
likely to dilute the effectiveness of both designations” (CD 57, Issue 10, paragraph 6,
page 130). It remains undesirable and unjustified to include Fraserburgh in a Strategic
Growth Area at this time.
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As explained by the Strategic Development Planning Authority during the last
Examination, Fraserburgh is not identified within a Strategic Growth Area because the
town does not offer the same strategic opportunities as some of the alternate locations.
This remains the case today. Including Fraserburgh within a Strategic Growth Area
would not be the most appropriate tool to address the key challenges and opportunities
within the area, and its designation as a Regeneration Priority Area continues to be
wholly appropriate.
The respondent is specifically concerned that, due to its location outwith a Strategic
Growth Area, Fraserburgh is disadvantaged in terms of development and investment
opportunities, as well as provision of market and affordable homes. As recognised by
Proposed Plan paragraph 3.45, Fraserburgh will continue be one of the main focus
points for investment outwith the Strategic Growth Areas and it will be for the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to determine specific allocations in the area to
meet local needs and opportunities. Proposed Plan Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area –
Aberdeen to Peterhead also recognises the important links between the existing
Aberdeen to Peterhead Strategic Growth Area towards Fraserburgh. In terms of Town
Centre improvements, Aberdeenshire Council’s Fraserburgh 2021 initiative is a long term
regeneration effort to restore the built heritage of the town, improve the town centre and
improve health and wellbeing (http://fraserburgh2021.org/).
In terms of supporting the economy and its diversification, the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan promotes energy industry related opportunities for coastal
communities, and the role of Fraserburgh specifically is promoted within the Proposed
Plan as a renewable operations and maintenance base (e.g. on Proposed Plan
Figure 3). In relation to accessibility; recreational and active travel opportunities are
promoted, along with improvements to the A952 to Fraserburgh. These opportunities will
be defined further through the Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy and through the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Site and locational concerns
1. Concerns raised in representations regarding the development of bid sites in
Aberdeenshire; loss of agricultural land; coalescence; road congestion; and potential
impacts on infrastructure, amenities, heritage assets, landscape and communities are
detailed matters related to the identification and assessment of sites for development.
2. The proposed strategic development plan includes provisions to direct growth and
mitigate potential impacts including on infrastructure and natural and built environment
assets. These provisions should be considered when selecting/assessing sites for
development as part of the statutory development plan. Similar provisions are contained
in the adopted local development plans for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire. In addition,
when reviewing sites for inclusion in future local development plans an assessment
process would likely be undertaken to allow consideration of potential impacts arising from
inclusion of bid sites. On this basis, I find that no change to the proposed plan is required
in response to the concerns raised in representations regarding particular development
sites or locations west of Aberdeen.
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Strategic growth areas - context
3. Before addressing particular issues, I note the following context in relation to strategic
growth areas:





The spatial strategy has been promoted since the Aberdeen City and Shire
Structure Plan 2009, maintained in the extant 2014 strategic development plan, and
continued in the proposed plan where development has been, and would be,
directed to a limited number of places.
Strategic growth areas are the main focus for development with an expectation that
at least 75% of all homes and employment land would be developed within them.
“The strategic growth areas will make housing, employment opportunities and
services sustainable by ensuring that these uses are in close proximity to each
other and connected by high quality active travel networks and public transport” (as
stated at paragraph 3.10 of the proposed plan).

4. In addition, I note that the call for the inclusion of land west of Aberdeen, specifically
but not solely Westhill, to be included within a strategic growth area was addressed in the
examination of the extant Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014. The
examination report found at Issue 10 Spatial Strategy – General that there was “no
strategic need for further housing or employment land allocations beyond those provided
for in the proposed plan” and that “any recommendation to bring Westhill within a strategic
growth area would necessarily come at the expense of reduced allocations elsewhere”.
Therefore, the report concluded that “there is insufficient strategic justification to extend
the SGA to include Westhill (or to designate a new SGA)” and that “any extension of a
strategic growth corridor to Banchory, incorporating Westhill and Lower Deeside, is not
justified. As would be the case with any extension of the northern SGA to Fraserburgh,
such an extension would tend to dilute the effectiveness of the spatial strategy and would
not be in the interests of sustainability”.
5. The matter of expanding, or designating new, strategic growth areas was also
highlighted in the main issues report (2018) at paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9 under the heading
‘potential growth west of Aberdeen (A93 and A944)’. The report noted the attractiveness
of Westhill and Banchory to the development industry but highlighted “infrastructure
challenges (particularly for transport and education) if there is to be growth”. An
assessment of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and impact of the City Region
Deal would need to be undertaken to identify solutions, particularly to the issue of
transport, and gauge opportunities for growth to the west of Aberdeen. The report
concluded that “it would be a very risky strategy to identify western expansion for strategic
levels of growth before a realistic and deliverable solution is identified”.
6. The strategic environmental assessment which accompanies the proposed plan also
identifies significant infrastructure challenges for Westhill including transportation,
education and availability of water within the River Dee catchment. Again, this
assessment concludes that “it is considered premature to identify Westhill for strategic
levels of growth in advance of realistic, deliverable and viable solutions being identified”.
7. Furthermore, the authority’s report dated 24 August 2018 presenting the proposed plan
for approval as the settled view of the Strategic Development Plan Authority states at
paragraph 3.8, when discussing the spatial strategy and possibility of western expansion,
that “officers have spent considerable time evaluating this option, and have consulted with
senior officers and elected members from both councils on the possibility of amendments
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to the spatial strategy and the implications of western expansion. The conclusion of this
exercise is that western expansion is still considered to be premature and is not supported
at this time, however the proposed plan commits to undertaking a range of studies over
the next five years in order to explore whether any amendments to the spatial strategy will
be necessary within the next strategic development plan”.
8. Some support has also been expressed through representations to maintain the
position of the proposed plan and restrain additional growth west of Aberdeen.
9. As identified in Issue 16 Our Economy below there is no need to find additional
employment land over that already allocated in the proposed plan (and as rolled forward
from the extant strategic development plan). However, Issues 12, 13 and 14 (on housing
land supply/requirement and allowances) recommend additional housing over that
proposed in different periods to 2040. Consequently, additional land for housing would
likely need to be identified through future local development plans.
Westhill and surroundings
10. Although it is anticipated that the majority of development would occur within strategic
growth areas the proposed plan also supports development within local growth and
diversification areas in which Westhill is located. Indeed, paragraph 3.45 of the plan states
that “the scale and level of opportunities for new growth will vary from place to place, with
larger towns such as Fraserburgh, Alford, Banchory and Westhill being the main focus for
new investment. Levels of growth in individual settlements should relate to local needs,
with different places having different potential”. Paragraph 3.47 also provides
opportunities to justify development meeting greater than local needs within the local
growth and diversification areas.
11. Westhill and its surroundings are further identified in the proposed plan as being
within the Aberdeen Housing Market Area where 80% of all new housing allocations are
directed (as identified in paragraph 4.16 of the plan). Although paragraph 4.18 of the plan
suggests that the focus for allocations should be within strategic growth areas it also notes
that “appropriate levels of local growth can be provided across the rest of the City Region”.
Therefore, where justified, there would remain opportunities for growth in Westhill and the
surrounding area if not identified within a strategic growth area.
12. Representations describe a possible boundary for the expansion of the Aberdeen City
strategic growth area, or the creation of a new strategic growth area, to include Westhill
and follow the A944 with, some suggest, the inclusion of land around Kingswells,
Countesswells, Dunect, Elrick, Kirkton of Skene and the Prime Four business park.
However, no diagram has been provided to illustrate an area that could be shown in the
proposed plan. I understand that it is for local development plans to identify the detailed
boundaries of strategic growth areas but the absence of any graphics makes identification
of land for an expanded or new strategic growth area challenging as it would require
judgements, through the examination, on the location of a new or revised strategic growth
area boundary.
13. This situation is further problematic as there is limited evidence of community
engagement with respect to a revised or new strategic growth area in west of Aberdeen.
While the matter was addressed at the last examination of the extant strategic
development plan and highlighted in the main issues report for the proposed plan both
reports dismiss any change to strategic growth areas. I further note that the
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Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan Main Issues Report 2019 identifies an alternative
option of designating green belt to the north and west of Westhill to avoid coalescence but
does not refer directly to growth west of Aberdeen. These publications provide no
indication that land to the west of Aberdeen could be identified as a strategic growth area.
However, the fact that a few representations express support for the current situation west
of Aberdeen demonstrates that there is some level of public awareness in relation to this
matter and I note that elected members have been involved in decision-making on this
matter. In any case, I consider that it would be unreasonable for this examination to
determine the specific extent and draw a boundary of an extended or new strategic growth
area without the opportunity for landowners, the community and other interested parties to
be involved.
14. I note that Westhill and its surroundings are in close proximity to employment
opportunities locally and in Aberdeen City. The area is also well served by road links and
public transport. I further note the recent investment in infrastructure projects locally which
could be capitalised upon; and that Westhill has priority housing need and a history of
housing delivery. However, no supporting assessments (including environmental,
transportation or education capacity) have been provided by those making representations
to suggest that the impact of extending the Aberdeen City, or creating a new, strategic
growth area could be achieved without any negative impact on resources and/or the
proposed spatial strategy of the focus of growth in limited locations. I acknowledge that
developer contributions could aid mitigation in some circumstances but the need for
contributions, when they might be required and how they would be delivered are unknown
in the absence of any studies. As stated in the authority’s response, the proposed plan
identifies a series of studies to occur in the next five years which would include
assessment of the extents of strategic growth areas and the impact of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route.
15. In addition, each strategic growth area has a dedicated section within the proposed
plan. No representation has provided any supporting text that could be presented within
the proposed plan to refer to Westhill and its surroundings.
16. While there is likely a need to find additional housing land arising from the findings of
this examination the allowances are allocated to separate periods to 2040 and could likely
be accommodated within the existing spatial strategy. This additional need does not justify
the expansion, or creation of a new, strategic growth area. Following the reasoning set out
above, I find that it would not be appropriate or reasonable to define an extended, or new,
strategic growth area to cover Westhill and its surroundings at this time.
The strategic importance of the A944
17. The spatial strategy diagram (figure 1) of the proposed plan identifies all A-roads,
including the A944. The transport interventions stated in the plan also include junction
improvements and road traffic signalling measures along the A944. While I note that the
A944 is an important east-west transport corridor connecting Alford and Westhill to
Aberdeen I consider references to the A944 in the proposed plan sufficient without the
need for further recognition.
Banchory and Deeside
18. Alongside its representation CHAP Homes Limited submitted an amended spatial
strategy diagram which illustrates the potential extent of a new strategic growth area
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following the A93 from the edge of the Aberdeen City strategic growth area to land
immediately west of Banchory with the inclusion of the settlements of Drumoak and
Crathes. However, there is no supporting text provided for inclusion in the proposed plan;
there are no supporting assessments related to the potential impact of identifying this area
as a strategic growth area on infrastructure and/or the spatial strategy; and there is no
mention of any community involvement in relation to its identification. I appreciate that
there is supporting information (a transport assessment and bid-site report) for a site
promoted by CHAP Homes Limited at Park Quarry (south of Drumoak) to be included in
the forthcoming Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. However, these
publications primarily focus on the quarry site and not the wider strategic growth area
proposed. The strategic development plan does not allocate individual sites for
development and the acceptability of Park Quarry for development is a matter reserved for
the local development plan and/or for the assessment of any formal planning application(s)
for the site.
19. The identification of a strategic growth area to include Banchory was addressed at
the last examination of the extant strategic development plan which, as noted in
paragraph 4 above, concluded that inclusion of the settlement was not justified at that
time. Similar to my findings with respect to Westhill (as detailed above), I find that there
continues to be insufficient justification to recommend inclusion of land around the A93
corridor as a strategic growth area. However, there is the opportunity for this matter to be
re-addressed following the authority’s future studies as noted in paragraph 14 above.
Identification of a “lower tier” strategic growth area
20. There is no dispute that Westhill and Banchory are well served by active travel
routes. However, I agree with the authority that it would not be reasonable or appropriate
for the proposed plan to include a new spatial element (or tier) sitting between the strategic
growth areas and local growth and diversification areas. There is no explanation from
Mactaggart and Mickel Homes Limited of how this tier would function; no supporting
material provided to show the geographical extent of a new tier; and no proposed text to
inform those using the plan of the provisions for development within the new tier. As
expressed by the authority, there is also no assessment of the promoted tier in relation to
the extant and continuing spatial strategy. Therefore, I find that a new lower tier strategic
growth area around Westhill/Banchory should not be identified.
Fraserburgh
21. I agree with the authority that identification of Fraserburgh within a strategic growth
area would not be appropriate. The findings of the last examination report to exclude the
settlement from a strategic growth area remain accurate and there is no new information
supplied by Mr Watt which would justify inclusion in the proposed plan.
22. The proposed plan identifies Fraserburgh in the local growth and diversification areas
where (as directed at paragraph 3.45 of the plan and quoted in paragraph 10 above) the
settlement is identified as being a primary focus for investment. Furthermore, the
proposed plan continues to include Fraserburgh within a regeneration priority area where
there is a focus on investment and tackling challenges. In addition, the plan promotes
Fraserburgh as a renewables operations and maintenance base and improvements to the
A952 are also proposed. I further note the Fraserburgh 2021 initiative to improve the town
centre and well-being in the settlement. Paragraph 4.18 of the proposed plan also
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promotes a specific focus on regeneration priority areas, including Fraserburgh, for
housing (local growth) which would include affordable provision.
23. I find that the proposed plan provides a sufficient framework to focus development
investment in Fraserburgh; promote market and affordable housing; and improve the town
centre without the need for it to be identified within a strategic growth area. No change to
the plan is required on this basis.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 5

Our Spatial Strategy – The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Reporter:
Page 10
Martin Seddon
Paragraph 3.14
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Development
plan reference:

PP18012
PP18011
PP18017
PP18020
PP18023
PP18024
PP18036
PP18039
PP18040
PP18048
PP18049
PP18051
PP18052
PP18053
PP18055
PP18056
PP18057
PP18058
PP18059
PP18063
PP18066

Standard Life Assurance Ltd
Aberdeen Shopping Centre Ltd
Woodland Trust Scotland
Scotia Homes Ltd
Dunecht Estates
Mearns Community Council
Elsick Development Company
Michael Robson
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
CHAP Homes Ltd
FCC Environment Limited
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
The Comer Group
Union Square Developments Ltd (Hammerson plc)
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Drum Property Group
Nestrans

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy – Strategic Growth Areas
Page 10
Paragraph 3.14
This paragraph of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
provides guidance for Local Development Plans on considering
proposals adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Provision of the
development
plan to which the
issue relates:

Support/General
PP18066: Nestrans consider it essential that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
protects the junctions of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route from inappropriate
speculative development. Paragraph 3.14 is welcomed, and Nestrans agrees it would be
insufficient and inappropriate to allow traditional Transport Assessments to identify that
there is modelled spare capacity and therefore allow development to take place to fill
such capacity without sanction.
PP18058, PP18057: The respondents support the provision of avoiding high footfall
generating uses near the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route’s junctions, and to make it
explicit that development proposals should only come through the full and open
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development plan process.
PP18012: The respondent supports the confirmation that any new retail development
adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route will be resisted.
PP18017; The respondent welcomes the statement that proposals which are not
allocated through the Local Development Plans will not be supported.
PP18017, PP18011: The respondents support the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
insofar as it seeks to restrict new development adjacent to the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route unless is has been considered through the Development Plan process
and identified by a Local Development Plan.
PP18063: The respondent considers that a flexible approach is required to allow
individual authorities to agree how they would like to tackle development at the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route junctions and retain opportunities for as yet unknown
developments to be considered against the key planning criteria of sustainable economic
development.
PP18051, PP18063: The respondents consider it would be logical to wait for information
on the use of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route before taking a decision on future
development strategies, especially as this document will become the basis for a 20 year
development strategy. They suggest that no decision on a Western Growth Corridor/the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is taken until that information is available.
PP18058: The respondent considers that paragraph 3.14 should be amended to
strengthen the position on development which would undermine the established hierarchy
of centres.
PP18011: The respondent considers it would be beneficial to further specify parameters
in terms of the boundaries of those such areas for which paragraph 3.14 apply.
PP18036: The respondent does not consider that the strategic importance of the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is stated strongly enough and is concerned that the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not distinguish between planned and
speculative developments adjacent to the Route. In particular, the respondent considers
that the Proposed Plan should be mindful of connections to and from the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route that are committed and are needed for it to function effectively
as a strategic route. The respondent makes particular reference to the "Fastlink" in this
context.
Objections
PP18056, PP18055: The respondents do not consider that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan should rule out new development next to the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route.
PP18039, PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.14, the respondents are
disappointed to see a negative comment on development opportunities in south
Aberdeenshire.
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PP18052: The respondent considers that paragraph 3.14 is contrary to Proposed Plan
paragraphs 4.8 and 4.18 with regards to “locking in” the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route (RD18052A).
PP18049: The respondent considers that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
represents an opportunity for future development and investment, and should be
embraced and used as a key consideration in where future development is directed to.
PP18020: In commenting on paragraph 3.14, the respondent is concerned at the
negative attitude to any development which seeks to benefit from the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be proactive in
assessing the opportunities that the Route creates for development and make provision
for them, and it would not be appropriate to postpone that process for a period of five
years.
PP18048, PP18040: The respondents are disappointed that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan adopts a restrictive approach to all development next to the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route and consider that the Proposed Plan should consider the
opportunities created by the Route and guide the respective Local Development Plans to
make provision for development in specific locations capable of taking advantage of the
Route’s benefits. Any impacts and required mitigation in doing so could be sought
through Developer Obligations.
PP18023: In considering paragraph 3.14, the respondent considers that it should be for
the Local Development Plans to assess the capacity of the network, and identify land for
development where opportunities arise. The respondent considers that, by not expressly
precluding development adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, paragraph
3.14 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan contradicts the decision not to allow
western expansion of the Strategic Growth Area to include Westhill until such time as
further studies have been carried out. If problems do arise with the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route junction with the A944 then these can be addressed through developer
contributions arising from land allocated from development and including Westhill within a
Strategic Growth Area would enable this.
PP18052: The respondent considers that paragraph 3.14 is contrary to Proposed
Strategic Development Plan paragraphs 3.6 to 3.10 and 3.27, and that a restriction on
development within the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route corridor would negatively
influence the opportunities for economic growth. The respondent requests clarification on
what the Proposed Plan means by “expressly avoid any new development that would
result in a negative impact on the route or any junction”. The respondent queries whether
this would preclude all development, or that development may be acceptable if the
junction/road has capacity. Concern is expressed that Aberdeenshire Council has
discounted development sites along the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route in the Call
For Sites process and that a more joined up approach is therefore required (RD18052A).
PP18051, PP18059: The respondents consider that if the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan is to be visionary and provide a strategy for the next 20 years, ruling
out development is not justifiable on the grounds of unknown impacts on the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route, or how the Route may function once open. The respondent
notes that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route connects all four Strategic Growth
Areas, and therefore it can be argued that development in any of the four Growth Areas is
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going to have an impact on the Route. The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is not a
justification for refusing future growth.
PP18051, PP18063: The respondents consider that the suggestion from paragraph 3.14
significantly undermines the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s growth strategy, and
that the City Region instead should be able to benefit from the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route in terms of economic growth and accessibility. The principle of "no net
detriment" has been applied for many years where development affects the road network.
The respondent considers that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route should be treated
no differently and that it is not a special case.
PP18052: The respondent considers that a policy restricting all development in the road
corridor would preclude economic development. Employment and warehouse
development could be compatible within the Corridor, and this in turn could open up
previously developed areas of land within the City for re use as residential development.
PP18063: The respondent considers that ruling out development at junctions of the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is at odds with the principles of increasing choice of
sustainable travel options and reducing the need to travel; it does not allow for highfootfall generating uses in highly accessible locations. The respondent notes two
junctions in particular which could support uses that support joint trips and sustainable
travel options. These are the A944 Junction at Kingswells and the Goval Junction
between Dyce and Bridge of Don.
PP18053: In considering paragraph 3.14, the respondent considers that, due to the
problems highlighted by the Cumulative Transport Appraisal, the focus should instead be
on allocating development that can deliver the objectives of paragraph 3.12 of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18011: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should identify a boundary
associated with the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route within which new development
will not be supported unless it is identified within a Local Development Plan.
PP18057: There should be greater recognition in the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan of the approach endorsed by Scottish Planning Policy, which identifies that the
extension of existing settlements is a sustainable, logical and supported development
strategy principle, and the means by which the majority of housing land requirements will
be met.
PP18058: Amend paragraph 3.14 to read as follows:
"LDP’s must ensure that the transport benefits created by the road (AWPR) are ‘locked in’
and that the capacity of the route, and its junctions, is not negatively affected by
development. LDP’s should expressly avoid promoting any new development along the
AWPR that would be contrary to sequential testing and the town centre first principle and,
which would result in a negative impact on the route or any junction. Any new
development adjacent to the AWPR, including the Fastlink to Stonehaven, will be strongly
resisted unless it has been properly considered through the Development Plan process.
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Any proposals which are not identified by a Local Development Plan and pose threat to
the protected centre hierarchy will not be supported."
PP18036: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 3.14 to read as follows:
“The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route provides a new strategic route to improve
travel in and around the City Region and connects the four Strategic Growth Areas. Local
Development Plans must ensure that the transport benefits created by the road are
"locked in" and that the capacity of the route, and its junctions, is not negatively affected
by unplanned development. Local Development Plans, in line with the sequential test and
Town Centre First Principle, should expressly avoid any new development that would
result in a negative impact on the route or any junction, including from speculative
planning applications for housing or employment uses. Any new development adjacent to
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, including the Fastlink to Stonehaven, will be
resisted unless it has been properly considered through the Development Plan process,
and any proposals which are not identified by a Local Development Plan will generally not
be supported. A Fastlink connection to Chapelton should be supported for the long-term
strategic benefits it will provide on the A90 corridor and the Aberdeen-Laurencekirk
growth corridor.”
Objections
PP18056, PP18055: Amend paragraph 3.14 to remove reference to resisting new
development adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should review the aims of
paragraphs 4.8 and 4.18 against the restrictions set out in paragraph 3.14 which would
restrict development adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.
PP18052: Paragraph 3.14 should be reviewed to account for brownfield development
opportunities.
PP18023, PP18020, PP18048, PP18040: Amend paragraph 3.14 to encourage Local
Development Plans to consider the scope for development utilising the benefits arising
from the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and its associated junctions. Local
Development Plans should be utilised to assess the capacity of the network and identify
appropriate land for development where opportunities are identified. Should any resulting
impacts or mitigations be identified, Local Development Plans should specify the
mitigation works to be addressed by that particular development.
PP18020: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should clearly specify the
assessments, studies or further work to be undertaken after the opening of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route, and clearly specify the timescale for that work, in order to
evaluate the scope for a further Strategic Growth Area to the west of the city or the
western expansion of the City Strategic Growth Area.
PP18063, PP18059, PP18051: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 3.14 to: recognise that
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is an opportunity; that the City Region is better
off with it in place compared to Structure Plan 2009 and the extant Strategic Development
Plan; and, adopt a more visionary strategy to help the whole City Region prosper.
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PP18051, PP18063: Instruct the appropriate Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
surveys to inform the Proposed Strategic Development Plan Spatial Strategy before the
Proposed Plan is taken forward.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should review the locked in status
of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route within the Strategic Growth Areas. The term
“locked in” should be removed and instead the Proposed Plan should recognise that
economic development in the corridor can be made viable by the improved transport
links.
The Proposed Plan should acknowledge that the Route may allow the sustainable reuse
of brownfield land that was previously land locked or inaccessible by appropriate highway
infrastructure. The Proposed Plan should acknowledge that the Route passes close to,
and within, two Strategic Growth corridors, and that development within the road corridor
can contribute to economic growth. The Proposed Plan should acknowledge that
transport corridors can be less suitable for development, however development forms
such as employment and warehousing can be entirely compatible (RD18052A).
PP18063: Remove the text "Local Development Plans, in line with the sequential test and
Town Centre First Principle, should expressly avoid any new development that would
result in a negative impact on the route or any junction" from paragraph 3.14.
PP18063: Make it clear that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not rule out
development at Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route junctions. The Proposed Plan
should be clear that development is acceptable at junctions where it has been considered
through a Local Development Plan review process.
PP18053: Paragraph 3.14 should be amended to focus on identifying development
opportunities that create the greatest benefits in terms of increased modal shift to public
transport and can most effectively mitigate any negative effects.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Support/General
Support for paragraph 3.14 and the approach taken by the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan in respect of ensuring the transport benefits of the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route are not lost is noted and welcomed. This paragraph of the Proposed
Plan was prepared in close consultation with Nestrans and Transportation Officers from
both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils.
The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route has been one of the largest infrastructure
projects in Scotland. The road forms part of Transport Scotland's commitment to
improving travel in the City Region, and opened in phases, with the final phase opening in
February 2019. The Route will bring substantial benefits to the whole of the City Region,
with the estimated economic impact being over £6 billion brought to the area over the
next three decades as well as 14,000 new jobs. Additionally, new business investment is
anticipated to bring in £105 million and 600 new jobs in the same period
(https://www.transport.gov.scot/projects/aberdeen-western-peripheral-route-balmedie-totipperty/).
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In the first year of opening, Transport Scotland expect the number of vehicles using other
trunk roads and local roads in Aberdeen to be reduced by thousands. Thousands of
vehicles are also expected to be removed from rural roads, which are unsuitable for high
volumes of traffic and heavy good vehicles. Free-flowing traffic will also help to lessen
emissions of pollutants and the impact of these and improve air quality within urban
areas.
It is essential that the benefits to be delivered by the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
are not eroded over time by development. That is not, however, to say that the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan enforces a blanket restriction on all new development.
Rather, paragraph 3.14 on page 10 off the Proposed Strategic Development Plan makes
it clear that any new development must be properly considered through the Development
Plan process.
It will take time and detailed studies to fully understand the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route’s impacts on traffic movement across the City Region, and the operational
characteristics at key interchanges. There will be short-term changes as people re-route,
but the longer-term changes can be more significant as people and companies change
their origins, destinations, and wider travel patterns. We note the support for the need to
ensure that such studies are available to inform any decision on the future of the
Proposed Plan’s Spatial Strategy. Paragraph 8.7 (page 47) in the “Our Future” section of
the Proposed Plan sets a commitment to considering such studies.
A definition of the term “Adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route” is provided
within the Glossary of the Proposed Plan, on page 50. This has been provided to help
the partner Councils in considering development land allocations and assessing detailed
proposals. It would not be appropriate for the Proposed Plan to include a map or
boundary around the Route to define what is meant spatially by the term “adjacent” as
this will be dependent of many different factors, for example the nature and scale of the
proposal, cumulative impact, as well as the capacity of other roads in the immediate
vicinity.
Given the importance of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route to the whole City
Region and to the national trunk road network, it is absolutely right that the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan provide guidance to partner Councils. The Proposed Plan
should not rely on a more “flexible” approach whereby each Council determines on an
individual basis how they will consider development proposals in this area. If the
Proposed Plan were to be more flexible, then development could dilute the benefits to the
regional economy and communities across the area by resulting in inconsistent
approaches.
In responding to the suggested modification from PP18058 to add reference to the
hierarchy of centres in the last sentence of paragraph 3.14, we do not think this is
necessary. The third sentence of paragraph 3.14 already makes it clear that the
sequential test and Town Centre First Principle should be followed. The suggested
wording is also not supported due to the use of the word “and” – i.e. “Any proposals
which are not identified by a Local Development Plan and pose threat to the protected
centre hierarchy will not be supported" (additional emphasis added) – this could suggest
that proposals that only meet one of these criteria could be supported.
In responding to the suggested modification from PP18036, the suggested additional
wording to paragraph 3.14 is not supported. The suggested amendments to the second
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sentence – i.e. “Local Development Plans (…) should expressly avoid any new
development that would result in a negative impact on the route or any junction, including
from speculative planning applications for housing or employment uses.” – are not
feasible in practice as it is not for Local Development Plans to consider planning
applications, speculative or otherwise, for development proposals.
PP18036 suggests an additional sentence at the end of paragraph 3.14 to include
reference to a Fastlink connection to Chapelton being supported. This suggested
additional sentence is not supported, as it would be both inappropriate and contradictory
for this part of the Proposed Plan to expressly give support to any amendments to the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route or junctions prior to the review of detailed studies on
its impact on traffic movement.
Finally, in responding to the suggested amendment by PP18057, Scottish Planning Policy
2014 (CD 40) is already clear in the need for Local Development Plans to direct the right
development to the right place, for example in paragraph 40, and there is no need for the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan to repeat this.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Objections
In responding to the suggestion that paragraph 3.14 “rules out” new development next to
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, this is simply not the case. The Proposed
Strategic Development Plan does not direct a blanket restriction on new development, but
rather paragraph 3.14 makes it clear that any new development must be properly
considered through the Development Plan process.
PP18052 considers paragraph 3.14 to be contrary to Proposed Plan paragraphs 4.8 and
4.18. We disagree with this opinion and do not consider there to be anything in the
drafting of paragraph 3.14 that would constrain the efficient use of land for residential
development, the presumption in favour of redeveloping brownfield sites, or the need to
ensure that travel distances across the area are reduced.
As previously discussed, the positive and wide-ranging expected benefits of the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route are fully understood by the Strategic Development
Planning Authority. It is for this reason that caution must be taken to ensure these
benefits are “locked in”. The Route crosses through the Strategic Growth Areas and
Local Development Plans are expected to recognise the location of Route in the
consideration of future new development proposals. As stated previously, there is no
blanket restriction proposed by paragraph 3.14, but it would be reckless to wilfully and
actively direct new development to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route without a full
understanding of transport impacts. The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (including
its interchanges with the local and trunk road network) is first and foremost a transport
corridor, and not an identified development corridor under the Proposed Plan’s Spatial
Strategy.
As noted above, paragraph 8.7 in the “Our Future” section of the Proposed Plan sets a
commitment to considering studies on the impact of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route in reviewing this Proposed Strategic Development Plan. As discussed in Issue 19,
it is not appropriate to pre-empt the detailed scope of these studies within this Proposed
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Strategic Development Plan. A firm commitment to undertaking these studies within the
next five years is given within the last sentence of paragraph 8.7.
In responding to PP18023 and the suggestion that by not expressly precluding
development adjacent to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, paragraph 3.14 of the
Proposed Plan contradicts the decision not to allow Western Expansion (as discussed
further in Issue 4). Given that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route stretches from
Stonehaven to Blackdog, it is difficult to see how this is the case. In any case, the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan could never expressly preclude development in
any location as the determination of planning applications sits firmly with each partner
Council, not the Strategic Development Planning Authority.
In responding to the point about development being permitted with mitigation throughout
developer obligations, again we note that paragraph 3.14 is not a blanket restriction on
development. In considering such, it will be necessary for partner Councils to set the
levels for any contributions in consultation with relevant services and providers, and
ensure that contributions are collected in line with Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations
and Good Neighbour Agreements (CD 5).
PP18052 considers that paragraph 3.14 is contrary to other Proposed Plan paragraphs
3.6 to 3.10 and 3.27. This is not accepted. There is nothing in the drafting of paragraph
3.14 that would stop the delivery of the Spatial Strategy, or have a detrimental impact on
the Energetica corridor or wider economic development. Clarity is again provided in
responding to this respondent that paragraph 3.14 does not enforce a blanket restriction
on all new development. It would not be appropriate at this juncture for the Strategic
Development Planning Authority to comment on decisions being taken by Aberdeenshire
Council on individual sites as part of their Local Development Plan Review.
In responding to PP18051 and PP18059 who note the long-term nature of the Proposed
Plan, we again refer to paragraph 8.7 in the “Our Future” section of the Proposed Plan
which sets a commitment to considering studies on the impact of the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route in reviewing this Proposed Strategic Development Plan. It would not be
appropriate to delay the progress of this Proposed Strategic Development Plan to take
into account these studies as it is expected that they will take some years to conclude.
Circular 6/2013 Development Planning (CD 7) is clear (e.g. in paragraph 7) that
Development Plans should be kept up-to-date, and delaying this review process would
not be supported.
Paragraph 3.14 is clear that it is “negative impact” on the Route that is to be avoided, as
in theory any development anywhere in the City Region could be seen to have some
impact. This wording also addresses the point made by PP18051 and PP18063 in
respect of “no net detriment”.
In responding to PP18052, we again reiterate that paragraph 3.14 does not necessitate a
blanket restriction on new development, and the types of employment use promoted by
this respondent should be considered through the Local Development Plan process as it
is this document which considers the suitability of detailed site allocations.
In responding to PP18063, we do not agree that the approach taken in paragraph 3.14
contradicts the wider odds of increasing a choice of sustainable travel options or reducing
the need to travel. Stagecoach have recently begun a service which travels on the
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Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and stops at various locations including Park &
Choose locations and Aberdeen International Airport.
Finally, in considering PP18053 we again reiterate that there is nothing stated in
paragraph 3.14 as currently drafted that would impede the delivery of sustainable mixed
communities.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
General
1. I acknowledge the support for ensuring the transport benefits of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route are not lost and note that paragraph 3.14 of the proposed plan
was prepared in close consultation with Nestrans and transportation officers from
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire councils. Paragraph 3.14 indicates that local
development plans must ensure that the transport benefits created by the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route are locked-in and that the capacity of the route, and its
junctions, is not negatively affected by development. It adds that any new development
adjacent to the route, including the Fastlink to Stonehaven, will be resisted, unless it has
been properly considered through the development plan process.
2. The glossary to the proposed plan includes a definition for “Adjacent to the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route”. It explains that developments adjacent to, or having the
potential to, negatively impact on the route or its junctions would be required to be
assessed in line with the requirements set out by Transport Scotland. In my view it would
be inappropriate and difficult to provide boundaries for areas associated with the route.
For example, developments would be likely to have differing traffic generation levels,
there may be cumulative impact issues and constraints in the local road network. I
consider that whether an allocation or development proposal would be acceptable would
be a matter for the local development plans or development management procedures,
which deal with detailed land use planning at the settlement level.
3. Having regard to paragraph 109 of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) and its advice on
housing I find no reason to give greater recognition in the proposed plan to the
sustainable extension of settlements. All parts of the proposed plan area are either in a
strategic growth area or a local growth and diversification area. In terms of sustainability,
paragraph 3.4 of the proposed plan explains that the strategy plans for growth to be
focused on a limited number of places, being locations where public and private
investment in schools, community facilities and transport infrastructure can take place in
order to benefit wider quality of life, and provide the flexibility to meet the needs of local
communities. Several areas for future development are mentioned in representations to
the proposed plan. Although the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and its junctions
may provide opportunities for future growth, including the redevelopment of brownfield
land, the scale and location of development must be guided through the local
development plans, properly informed by transport assessments and other relevant
studies.
4. Paragraph 3.14 includes that local development plans, in line with the sequential test
and town centre first principle, should expressly avoid any new development that would
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result in a negative impact on the route or any junction. I consider that this is a
sufficiently robust statement to enable speculative out-of-centre retail development to be
resisted near junctions associated with the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route including
the Fastlink to Stonehaven. Resisting speculative retail development would likely have
the benefit of supporting the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and city centre
redevelopment.
5. I agree with the authority that it would not be appropriate to propose a Fastlink to
Chapelton prior to the review of detailed studies on the impact of the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route on traffic movement. No change to paragraph 3.14 is therefore
necessary. This matter is further addressed below in Issue 9 Strategic Growth Area Aberdeen to Laurencekirk.
Objections
6. Paragraph 3.14 does not rule out new development next to the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route, including the Fastlink to Stonehaven, but seeks to ensure that
proposals are properly considered through the development plan process. I consider that
the reference to avoiding “any new development that would result in a negative impact on
the route or any junction” should not be removed. That is because it is important that the
capacity of the new route and its junctions is protected to maintain its benefits as a
strategic route.
7. Paragraph 4.8 of the proposed plan concerns the efficient use of land, with brownfield
sites and regeneration areas given priority. Paragraph 4.18 advises that local
development plans must identify deliverable development allocations for the
period 2020-2032. As mentioned above, paragraph 3.14 does not rule out development,
but seeks to ensure that its impacts on the new route are fully assessed. Whether sites
are brownfield, in regeneration areas, or in south Aberdeenshire would be considerations
in the development planning and development management procedures. I identify in
paragraph 12 below some examples of where protecting the capacity of the new route
may conflict with some of the other objectives in the proposed plan. However, each
proposed allocation or development would have to be considered on its individual merits
and in the interest of the proper planning of the area. Therefore, there is no need to
review the” locked-in” status of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route within the
strategic growth area.
8. I find no need to specify in paragraph 3.14 that local development plans should carry
out surveys, assess the capacity of the network and identify appropriate land for
development and mitigation measures plus developer contributions where opportunities
are identified, including around road junctions. Such details would be a standard part of
local development plan review procedures and site assessment. Moreover,
paragraph 8.7 of the proposed plan explains that studies of the impact of the Western
Peripheral Route on travel patterns will be undertaken over the next five years (this
matter is further addressed in Issue 19 Our Future). Further studies will inform the spatial
strategy and help determine whether changes to the growth areas, or if new locations for
growth should be designated. No change to paragraph 3.14 is required.
9. The scope for a further strategic growth area to the west of the city as a western
growth corridor or the western expansion of the City Strategic Growth Area is considered
at Issue 4 Our Spatial Strategy – Amendments to SGAs.
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10. Paragraph 3.14 explains that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route provides a
new strategic route to improve travel in and around the city. Although it may assist
development opportunities, that is not its primary purpose. I consider that it would be
inappropriate to add to the text of paragraph 3.14 that it is an opportunity for growth, with
a more positive emphasis. I agree that the city region is better off with the route in place
compared to the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan (2009) and the extant strategic
development plan (2014), but to mention that in paragraph 3.14 would not in my view add
anything of purpose in strategic policy terms.
11. At paragraph 4 above I have endorsed the wording in paragraph 3.14 that local
development plans, in line with the sequential test and town centre first principle, should
expressly avoid any new development that would result in a negative impact on the route
or any junction. The existing text in paragraph 3.14 accords with Scottish Planning Policy
regarding the location of retail development and should not be omitted.
12. I accept that there could be some conflict between the objectives of paragraph 3.14
and those of paragraphs 3.6 to 3.10 regarding investment in the city region and focus on
sustainable development in the strategic growth areas. There is also potential conflict
with paragraph 3.27 concerning development potential in the Energetica Corridor.
However, as mentioned above, paragraph 3.14 does not rule out development, including
employment and warehouse proposals, but seeks to ensure that its impacts on the new
route is fully assessed.
13. Representations refer to the principle of “no net detriment” from development
proposals. Despite this, I consider that paragraph 3.14 is generally consistent by seeking
to avoid a negative impact on the route or any junction from adjacent development.
14. I note the representation that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Road junctions have
the potential to be one of the most accessible locations in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire
and citing the A944 junction and Goval junction. The proposed plan does not absolutely
rule out development at junctions but requires a proper assessment of impacts on the
junction and route. I do not agree that the strategic approach taken to protect the
benefits of the route and its junctions is necessarily at odds with the principles of
increasing the choice of sustainable travel options and reducing the need to travel. No
change is therefore necessary.
15. In terms of allocating development that can deliver the objectives of paragraph 3.12
of the proposed plan I consider that there is no reason why the content of paragraph 3.14
should deter modal shift to the use of public transport or the creation of sustainable mixed
use communities in the city region.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 6

Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen City

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen City
Development
Reporter:
Pages 12 - 13
Martin Seddon
plan reference:
Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen
City
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18005
PP18011
PP18016
PP18017
PP18020
PP18022
PP18025
PP18026
PP18027
PP18029
PP18030
PP18031
PP18032
PP18033
PP18034
PP18038
PP18054
PP18058
PP18059
PP18062
PP18065

Braeside & Mannofield Community Council
Aberdeen Shopping Centre Ltd
Buccmoor LP
Woodland Trust Scotland
Scotia Homes Ltd
Scottish Natural Heritage
Tim & Heather Dougall
Keith Riddoch
David & Gillian Lawrie
Hazel & Gerry Farrell
Allister & Jennifer Fraser
Paul Atkinson
Dr Fiona Payne
Gordon & Linda Middleton
Bennachie Community Council
Hatton of Fintray Community Council
Timothy Davis
Union Square Developments Ltd (Hammerson plc)
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Aberdeen Harbour Board
Cults, Bieldside & Milltimber Community Council

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen City
Provision of the
Pages 12 - 13
development
Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City
plan to which the
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
issue relates:
discusses the key issues for the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth
Area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General
PP18016: The respondent notes the importance of retaining Aberdeen City as a Strategic
Growth Area and a main focus of development.
PP18020: The text relative to the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area should be
amended to refer to the Energetica Initiative and the ‘overlap’ with the Aberdeen to
Peterhead Strategic Growth Area and the opportunities that creates for development to
the north of the city.
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City Centre Transformation Zone
PP18011: The respondent is supportive of the objectives and associated projects set out
within the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and note that these should remain a key
priority for the region.
PP18058: The respondent considers that Proposed Strategic Development Plan
paragraph 3.18 should be amended to demonstrate that is important to improve
Aberdeen, but also to ensure that it can consolidate it’s role as regional centre.
PP18062: In commenting on the eight objectives under Proposed Strategic Development
Plan paragraph 3.20, the respondent notes that there is no reference to, or objective, on
the need to protect existing industrial industries, such as the harbour. A presumption in
favour of the harbour/related industry should be maintained by the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, and any new development should not compromise the operational
requirements associated with the existing harbour.
PP18017: In considering paragraph 3.20 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan,
the respondent is pleased to note bullet point four which notes an objective to create
more "liveable" environments, and bullet point seven which notes an objective to become
a technologically advanced and environmentally responsible City. The respondent
considers that native tree planting could play an important in achieving these objectives,
and the efforts should be made in Aberdeen City to increase tree cover around the City to
at least 20%.
PP18034: The respondent considers that parts of Aberdeen City are dreary and dirty and
that money needs to be spent to use and preserve existing buildings in the city centre
rather than building more.
Connections
PP18005: The respondent welcomes the reference to the Cross City Transport Study in
paragraph 3.24 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and the recognition that
measures will be required to tackle existing problems.
PP18062: The respondent supports the connection of the City Centre with the harbour,
beach and river, but notes that the existing harbour is a busy commercial port and there
are security implications which must be considered. As such, any recommendations for
development in these areas (e.g. through the next Aberdeen City Local Development
Plan process) must be agreed in consultation with Aberdeen Harbour Board.
PP18062: In commenting on Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraphs 3.22 and
3.23, the respondent supports the proposals to maximise the opportunities presented by
the two harbours by way of detailed masterplanning exercises, and the potential to
improve existing business and industrial land in the surrounding area. The Proposed Plan
should take full cognisance of the relevant Supplementary Guidance documents to the
Aberdeen City Local Development Plan. The Proposed Plan should more openly
emphasise the economic influence, and importance, of the harbours for the future of the
economy, recognising their genuine diversity and ability to support jobs and investment
across a broad range of sectors. The Proposed Plan should recognise that the economic
success of the existing harbour (and the future success of the new South Harbour) is not
derived solely by the physical entity of the maritime infrastructure, but also ancillary
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development in the form of quayside spaces, set down areas, yard space and
warehousing that surrounds the existing harbour.
PP18062: The respondent welcomes the proposals to consider opportunities for ‘blue
growth’ around both harbours (Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.23 and
Glossary (page 50)), however the Proposed Plan should emphasise that to achieve this
(i.e. to support sustainable growth in the marine and maritime sectors) there also needs
to be consideration given to the potential redevelopment of the areas immediately
adjacent to the new South Harbour, which could support the ongoing operation of the
harbour, provide further employment opportunities, additional tourist facilities or even
housing.
Local Development Plan Sites
PP18054, PP18025, PP18030, PP18033, PP18026, PP18031, PP18032, PP18027,
PP18029: The respondents object to proposals for development of a Care Home on a
site being considered as part of the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan review. The
reasons for objection include loss of amenity space, loss of green space and road safety
grounds. PP18054: also notes loss of wildlife habitat. PP18052, PP18030, PP18033,
PP18026: also query the suitability of the site for development/proposed type of use and
the proposed community benefits.
Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City
PP18038: The respondent is concerned that the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area
map (Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figure 2) shows Hatton of Fintray as being
partly within Aberdeen City and to be covered by Green Belt. The respondent queries the
walking/active travel opportunity shown on this map along the River Don from Dyce to
Inverurie. The respondent notes that there is currently no river path or off-road path
between Dyce and Inverurie.
PP18062: The respondent notes the Green Belt illustrated in Figure 2 includes the new
South Harbour area. The respondent considers that this area should not be included in
Green Belt. Figure 2 should be amended to identify these areas as new ‘Harbour
Opportunity areas’ (or other such alternative), which would then emerge in more detail
through the next Aberdeen City Local Development Plan.
PP18065: The respondent would like more detail on the transport interventions shown in
Proposed Strategic Development Figure 2 and Schedule 1.
PP18017: The respondent welcomes that green network opportunities have been
mapped for the Strategic Growth Areas and considers that mapping ancient woodlands
could also help inform where development should not take place, as well as landscape
connectivity policy and action.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage support the work on identifying green networks but
recommend that the strategic green networks need to be more clearly identified and
explained in terms of their location and function. There should be clearer direction and
action for Local Development Plans as to how these green networks can be achieved.
Scottish Natural Heritage provide specific suggestions in relation to Figures 2-5 to
improve consistency, and to strengthen the policy framework in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18020: The text relative to the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area should be
amended to refer to the Energetica Initiative and the ‘overlap’ with the Aberdeen to
Peterhead Strategic Growth Area and the opportunities that creates for development to
the north of the city.
City Centre Transformation Zone
PP18058: Amend Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.18 to read as
follows:
"Aberdeen City Centre is an important asset for the City Region and must continue to be
enhanced, promoted and strengthened as the core of the wider region. We need to take
determined action to create a City Centre to be proud of, and which reflects the global
status and ambitions of the city and the wider region. The city centre will be promoted
through excellent public transport links."
PP18062: Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.20 should be amended to
read as follows: "revealing waterfronts by reconnecting the City Centre with the beach,
rivers and areas adjacent to/peripheral to the harbour".
PP18062: The first sentence of Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.21
should be amended to read as follows:
"it will be important for the public and private sector to work together to ensure these
objectives can be realised but, equally, that new development does not compromise
existing uses. Therefore, a presumption in favour of harbour related
development/infrastructure shall be maintained to preserve the operational requirements
associated with the existing harbour".
PP18062: Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.23 should be amended to
read as follows:
"The Local Development Plan should also consider other opportunities for ‘blue growth’
within this area, and how best to promote sustainable tourism proposals in particular. This
may include the redevelopment of areas adjacent to the new Aberdeen South Harbour".
PP18062: Amend Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figure 2 to remove the areas
immediately surrounding the new South Harbour from the Green Belt. These areas
should be identified as new ‘Harbour Opportunity areas’, or a similar designation which
provides flexibility for development to come forward in the future.
PP18017: Include the wording "Increasing the canopy cover across the city to at least
20%" as an Objective under Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.20, or
include this wording as part of one of the already existing Objectives.
PP18022: Under Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.20 add an Objective
for improving green infrastructure including active travel. This will improves health and
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well being, as well as contributing to enhancing Aberdeen as an attractive place for
people to be in.
Connections
PP18022: Amend second sentence in Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph
3.24 to read as follows: "Aberdeen Cross City Transport Connections Study will inform
the development of an Active Travel Network and provide a cross-city public transport
service."
Local Development Plan Sites
PP18054, PP18025, PP18030, PP18033, PP18026, PP18031, PP18032, PP18027,
PP18029: Proposals for care home development adjacent to Woodend Hospital should
be refused, and the site retained for amenity use.
Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City
PP18038: Amend Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figure 2 to show Hatton of
Fintray as being wholly within Aberdeenshire Council local authority and to reflect the
existing Green Belt designation.
PP18017: Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 should be
amended to highlight any ancient woodlands located within the Strategic Growth Areas.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage suggest the locations and rationale for the individual
routes shown in Figures 2- 5 are explained, for example through a supporting technical
note to the Proposed Plan. They recommend explanation of individual green connections
routes proposed, including the rationale for these locations, functions each route can
provide e.g. green network connectivity, walking, cycling), and priorities for
implementation e.g. focussing on areas of new development around Aberdeen and
nearby settlements such as Ellon.







Figure 2: The map for Aberdeen only identifies the rivers as ‘blue/green corridors.’
This implies that the only green network required in the city is the rivers. We
recommend further consideration to include the city area as a whole. Figure 2 shows
areas of improved cross-boundary connections which appear logical but do not
match up with Figures 3, 4 and 5.
The individual green connections proposals on the map legend should be included as
individual proposals in the Action Programme, rather than the current general
headings of ‘strategic walking and cycling links.’ This will also ensure consistent
treatment to that for other elements of the maps – e.g. there are separate actions in
the Action Programme for ‘north connect’ and ‘carbon capture and storage,’ and
allow for the inclusion of more focussed implementation proposals.
Clarification is also recommended on why strategic green networks have been
indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area.
It would be helpful to have clearer and consistent identification for green networks,
active travel routes, and cross-boundary networks rather than under the broader
heading “connections”. The Proposed Plan and subsequent Local Development
Plans should also spatially identify where strategic and local green networks align
with strategic/local active travel networks.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
Support for the retention of Aberdeen City as a Strategic Growth Area is noted and
welcomed.
Energetica encompasses the northern part of Aberdeen and the corridor up to Peterhead
(CD 69). Significant progress has been made with several of the key projects within the
Aberdeen City boundary, with a number completed or nearing completion by the time the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is expected to be approved. These include
improvements to Aberdeen International Airport, completion of The Events Complex
Aberdeen (TECA) and the European Offshore Wind Deployment Centre (EOWDC).
Whilst not specifically branded under “Energetica” these, and other, projects are
highlighted throughout the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. It is not the intention of
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to specifically detail every project and
incentive within the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
City Centre Transformation Zone
The role of Aberdeen City Centre as the Regional Centre is defined in the Aberdeen City
Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 98) and Proposed Strategic Development Plan
paragraph 3.18 sufficiently asserts that Aberdeen City Centre is an important asset for
the City Region. It would be superfluous to add further descriptive text when the
identification of a specific Transformation Zone has already been established. Further,
Proposed Plan Section 5 “Our Economy” provides support and recognition of the city
centre as a key regional asset. Minimising the impact of traffic is a key feature of
transforming the city centre, therefore reference to this should remain.
The eight objectives set out under Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.20
were established through the preparation and approval of the Aberdeen City Centre
Masterplan and Delivery Programme (CD 97), which was subject to extensive public
consultation. Only a separate review of the City Centre Masterplan could amend those
Objectives. Section 5 of the Proposed Plan “Our Economy” encourages opportunities for
sustainable economic growth, and paragraph 5.1 recognises that to promote a diverse
regional economy we will have to build on our existing assets. Within the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan, there is a presumption in favour of retaining and sustainably
growing existing assets. Within the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 98)
Policy B5: Aberdeen Harbour states that within the Aberdeen Harbour land allocation
zoning there will be a presumption in favour of harbour infrastructure and ancillary uses,
which are required for the effective and efficient operation of the harbour and which have
a functional requirement to be located there. As such, there is no need to modify
paragraph 3.21 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan as this site specific matter is
already (and best) dealt with through the Local Development Plan. It is also not
necessary to amend Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.23 to introduce
an exhaustive list of site specific details. This would be for the Aberdeen City Council to
determine through its next Local Development Plan.
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As noted above, only a separate review of the City Centre Masterplan could amend those
Objectives stated under Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.20. The
Aberdeen City Local Development Plan review and City Centre Masterplan projects/
intervention areas would be better placed to explore site specific opportunities for native
tree planting than the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Green Networks are
sufficiently detailed in both the Proposed Plan’s Spatial Strategy and in Section 6,
paragraph 6.11. Further, promotion of active travel is imbedded throughout the Proposed
Plan. The Aberdeen City Local Development Plan review and City Centre Masterplan
projects/intervention areas would be better placed to explore site specific opportunities for
green infrastructure.
Section 6 “Our Resources” of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan outlines the
strategic objective to make sure new development safeguards and, where appropriate,
enhances historic, natural and cultural assets. Paragraph 6.1 provides further detail.
Aberdeen City Centre has been subject to significant focus in recent years, specifically
through the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and Delivery Programme (CD 97).
Aberdeen City Council and city centre specific organisations and grant funding schemes
such as Aberdeen Inspired, and the Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme: Union
Street are committed to ensure the successful transformation on the city centre. The
Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 98) outlines the City Council’s policies
on the city centre and historic assets. The Aberdeen City Local Development Plan review
would be better placed to explore issues surrounding Aberdeen City Centre and building
stock.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Connections
Aberdeen Harbour Board is a consultee to the Aberdeen Local Development Plan
process, as is recognised by respondent PP18062. Should any further development
come forward within the vicinity of the harbour then further consultation should occur
through either the Local Development Plan review or detailed development management
process, not the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is not the correct document in which to refer
to Aberdeen Local Development Plan Supplementary Guidance. Paragraph 6 of Circular
2/2008: Statutory Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4) states
that Strategic Development Plans will focus on key land use and development matters
that cross planning authority boundaries, and that Local Development Plans sitting below
will provide further detail on the issues specific to the Local Authority area. Paragraph
3.22 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan notes the importance of Aberdeen
Harbour to the regional economy. Any further detail on the economic influence of the
harbours or ancillary development would be better placed in more relevant documents
such as the Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80) or for consideration through the
Aberdeen Local Development Plan review process.
The Aberdeen City Council Cross City Transport Connection Study (CD 102) remit is to
consider transport connections between new areas of development on the periphery of
Aberdeen, and in areas of Aberdeenshire close to the Aberdeen City boundary, with the
aim of providing viable, attractive and direct linkages, as an alternative to the private car.
The primary objective is to increase the modal share for sustainable travel modes, by
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providing sustainable travel connections between the development sites and key
employment hubs. Active travel is a key element of the Cross City Transport Connection
Study and as such if the Reporter is so minded the second sentence of Proposed
Strategic Development Plan paragraph 3.24 could be modified to read “The Cross City
Transport Connection Study will inform opportunities to provide a cross-city public
transport services and enhance accessibility to more destinations by public transport and
active travel modes” (Italics indicate new text).
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Local Development Plan Sites
It is the role of the Local Development Plans to be site-specific in the allocation of land for
development. It would not be appropriate for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to
be modified to include comment on the appropriateness of any site specific proposal
being considered as part of a Local Development Plan review.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City
The below addresses general points as well as those made specifically in relation to
Figure 2. Issues 7, 8 and 9 address the specific points made in relation to Figures 3, 4
and 5 respectively.
Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City should be recognised as an illustrative
diagram, not a detailed map. The key diagrams included within the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan are indicative of where strategic growth is to be located within the City
Region along with strategic infrastructure proposals and/or investments.
PP18038 is concerned that the diagram places Hatton of Fintry within the Aberdeen City
Council administrative boundary. This is not the case, and the Strategic Development
Planning Authority does not have the authority to amend Local Administrative boundaries.
The respondent is also concerned that the Aberdeen City Green Belt designation has
been extended to cover Hatton of Fintry. Again, this is not the case. Green belt
boundaries are not the responsibility of the Strategic Development Plan, but rather the
Local Development Plans. Again, we reiterate that this is not a detailed map, but simply
an illustrative diagram.
In responding to PP18062, the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 98)
currently identifies the harbour as Opportunity Site 62, and is designated under policy B5:
Aberdeen Harbour, with Policy NE:1 Green Space Network and Policy NE2: Green Belt
covering some of the site. The Aberdeen City Local Development Plan review is better
placed to explore potential redevelopment of the areas immediately adjacent to the new
South Harbour and to consider any change to the existing zonings or allocations for this
land.
In responding to PP18065, we note that Figure 2 and Schedule 1 both provide a strategic
overview of transport interventions. Further information can be found within the
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Cumulative Transport Appraisal of Proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic
Development Plan (CD 65) and the Proposed Action Programme (CD 78).
In responding to Woodland Trust Scotland (PP18017), ancient woodland reflects the
antiquity of a woodland and sub-sets outlined in Scottish Natural Heritage guidance. The
second bullet under Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraph 2.3 makes it clear
that in order to deliver the Aims of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, we will
need to protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and resources,
including biodiversity, the historic and natural environment and our cultural heritage. The
Proposed Strategic Plan position on trees and woodland is set out in Section 6: “Our
Resources”, with paragraph 6.2 recognising that is it particularly important to protect
native and semi-natural woodland and support their restoration. This is supported by
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40). There is therefore no doubt as to the value
placed on ancient woodland and its protection by the Proposed Plan.
As noted above, Figure 2 is an illustrative diagram, and it is not intended to identify the
range of opportunities and constraints that require to be considered in the preparation of
Local Development Plans. If Figure 2 were amended to identify strategic green networks
and/or ancient woodland designations then this would result in far too much detailed
information on a strategic diagram of this type, and thus render the diagram difficult to
interpret. The scale of this diagram would also render this information meaningless and
lead to clutter.
On this basis, ancient woodland is best identified within detailed maps associated with
the Local Development Plan. Paragraph 6 of Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on
Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4) states that Strategic Development
Plans will focus on key land use and development matters that cross planning authority
boundaries, and that Local Development Plans sitting below will provide further detail on
the issues specific to the Local Authority area.
The suggestion from Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) to provide a supporting
technical note to this Figure explaining the locations and rational for the individual routes
is not appropriate for a visionary document such as the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan. This level of specific detail would be better suited within the appropriate Local
Development Plans. Enough context is provided by the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to allow Local Development Plans the opportunity to identify potential environmental
improvements and enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas at a more detailed
Local Authority level.
The identification of the Rivers Dee and Don on Figure 2 has been included in order to
provide some locational bearing to this high-level diagram. It should not be taken to imply
that the Rivers are the only opportunities for blue/green or blue or green corridors within
the Strategic Growth Area. If all blue/green, or blue or green, corridors were identified on
this figure then this again would result in far too much detailed information on a strategic
diagram of this type, and thus render the diagram difficult to interpret.
In terms of Cross-Boundary Connections for Active Travel/Green Networks, these are
indicated on Figure 2 via Yellow Arrows. These Yellow Arrows do indeed “match up” with
the equivalent Cross Boundary Connection Yellow Arrows on Figures 3, 4 and 5. Again,
we reiterate that this is not a detailed map, but simply an illustrative diagram.
The suggested changes to Figure 2 by Scottish Natural Heritage are also not considered
necessary or appropriate for a number of reasons. Green networks and active travel
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networks do not always follow the same alignment. Green networks will not always be
active travel routes, and active travel networks will not always be green. Some corridors
are for people and some are for wildlife, some will serve both. Each opportunity should
reflect on the opportunities and sensitivities of the sites to be connected.
Networks are based on their connectivity: some connections will be short, some long and
collectively they may provide a strategic corridor while others provide equally valuable
local links. What will be important is that they connect on the ground and provide multiple
benefits to people and wildlife. While a bird’s eye view might facilitate the identification of
broad routes, alignments always require to be identified on the ground and this is best
achieved at the local level, for example through Local Development Plans and/or Local
Transport Strategies and other strategies such as the Core Path Plans.
The approach suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage would reduce our network
opportunities to ‘alignments’ rather than ‘networks’, and reduce the potential for
collaborative working at the local/community level. Active travel may be for commuting or
more recreational in nature, it may be for the whole or part of a route and active travel
may also include other transport options. However, what is clear is that in order to
facilitate network development it needs to take account of existing, as well as planned
community needs and the local environment. Delivering this is not best served by
imposing strategic alignments within the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The Reporter when considering the SESPLAN Strategic Development Plan (page 312,
CD 85) and green networks area gave the following view:
“I also consider that local development plans, rather than the proposed Strategic
Development Plan, would be the appropriate documents in which to address any
potential conflicts of objectives in the development of the green network, such as
development within or adjacent to the green network, in the integration of safe road
crossings for wildlife or any potential conflict between species conservation and the
promotion or control of public access and disability compliant routes and access,
amongst other matters.” In addition, Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) defines
Green Networks within its Glossary (page 73) as “Connected areas of green
infrastructure and open space that together form an integrated and multi-functional
network.”
On this basis of the above, what Scottish Natural Heritage propose is neither necessary
nor appropriate. Doing so would seek to impose a top down approach that could be
considered as insensitive to the needs of communities, as well as potentially
counterproductive in terms of enabling genuine partnership working to serve local needs
and respond to local circumstances and opportunities. Green networks are supported by
the Strategic Development Plan but are best identified in detail and delivered through
local development plans.
Scottish Natural Heritage also request clarification on why strategic green networks have
been indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area, and many of the same issues referred to above apply. In addition, we note that
the Strategic Growth Areas show where we expect the majority of development to occur,
therefore increasing the population along the corridors and thereby the need and
requirement for Strategic Networks.
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No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
General
1. I note the support for the continued inclusion of the city of Aberdeen as a strategic
growth area; the focus for 50% of the housing allowances in the city; and its role as an
“anchor” for the Energetica Corridor.
2. The representation from Scotia Homes Limited seeks the allocation of housing sites
within the Aberdeen City strategic growth area, including at the northern side of the city to
complement the existing strategic employment land allocations in that area.
Paragraph 3.8 of the proposed plan indicates that at least 75% of all new homes built,
and employment land developed, will be in the strategic growth areas. Paragraph 3.10
confirms that strategic growth areas will make housing, employment opportunities and
services sustainable by ensuring that the uses are in close proximity to each other. The
authority has referred to several key projects which have been developed in the northern
part of the city. I do not agree with the representation that there should be recognition in
the text to highlight the importance of the northern part of the city as opposed to other
areas, or that local development plans should be specifically encouraged to allocate
housing land in the north of the city. As mentioned above, the proposed plan already
supports housing development in the strategic growth areas and a sustainable, balanced
approach to employment and housing development. The location and amount of housing
land to be allocated in the northern part of the city to complement employment
developments in the Energetica Corridor would be a matter for local development plans
to ascertain having regard to the housing land requirement and all other material planning
considerations.
3. The list of representees mentioned above includes CALA Homes (North) Ltd
(PP18059). However, there is no response from the authority to the matter raised of
expanding the strategic growth area to include Westhill. This matter is covered in
Issues 4 Our Spatial Strategy – Amendments to Strategic Growth Areas and 10 Our
Spatial Strategy - Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and, therefore, requires no further
examination under this Issue.
City Centre Transformation Zone
4. Paragraph 3.18 of the proposed plan recognises the city centre as an important asset
for the region. Paragraph 3.21 adds that development proposals outwith the city centre
that would undermine its regional role should be strongly resisted. However,
paragraphs 3.18 - 3.21 primarily concern the identification of the transformation zone and
its objectives. The transformation zone is proposed to build on existing work undertaken
in accordance with the Aberdeen city centre masterplan and delivery programme (2015)
and the Business Improvement District. One of the objectives is that Aberdeen should
have a metropolitan outlook and recognition of the fact that proposals for the city centre
will have a wider metropolitan context across the city region. In view of the recognition of
the importance of the city centre to the region in the proposed plan, I consider that it is
not necessary to add the suggested wording to paragraph 3.18 to say the city centre
should be promoted and strengthened as the core of the wider region.
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5. The authority has advised that the objectives in paragraph 3.20 of the proposed plan
were taken from the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and Delivery Programme which
was subject to extensive public consultation. Therefore, I agree with the authority that
only a separate review of the City Centre Masterplan could amend the objectives as
requested by Scottish Natural Heritage, the Woodland Trust and Aberdeen Harbour
Board.
6. I note that the masterplan boundary excluded most of Aberdeen Harbour. However,
the importance of the harbour and the new Aberdeen South Harbour is explained in
paragraphs 3.22 to 3.23 of the proposed plan. The Aberdeen Harbour Board have also
been involved in delivering two Development Frameworks covering the existing and new
harbour areas - the Aberdeen Harbour Development Framework (2012) and the Bay of
Nigg Development Framework (2016). The Aberdeen Harbour Development Framework
explores how a greater mix of uses at the harbour can be delivered, without impacting on
the operation of the port. It also examines options for creating better linkages between
the harbour and the city centre. Both frameworks mentioned above would be material
planning considerations in relation to planning proposals affecting the harbours. Policy
B5 (Aberdeen Harbour) of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan (2017) indicates that
“within the areas zoned for Aberdeen harbour on the proposals map, there will be a
presumption in favour of harbour infrastructure and ancillary uses, which are required for
the effective and efficient operation of the harbour and which have a functional
requirement to be located there. This may include administrative offices, warehousing
and storage (including fuel storage), distribution facilities and car/heavy goods vehicle
parking. Other harbour-related uses will be treated on their merits”. Therefore, there is a
strong policy background in the local development plan, supplemented by the
development framework, to protect the harbour. Consequently, I find no further need to
protect the role of the harbour in the proposed plan, as requested.
7. I note the representation from the Woodland Trust that tree cover in Aberdeen is
calculated to be less than other cities in Scotland. Paragraph 6.2 of the proposed plan
identifies the important contribution that trees make as an ecological resource and to the
economy. The paragraph also promotes the restoration of native and semi-native
woodlands. However, I agree with the authority that the Aberdeen Local Development
Plan and City Centre Masterplan would be best placed to consider how and where the
amount of native tree planting could be increased, carried out and maintained. The
masterplan and delivery programme seeks to enhance the quality and identity of the city
centre by implementing measures including a bold planting strategy for the city streets
and spaces in order to extend the greening of the city and also follow the historical
layering. Consequently, no modification to the proposed plan is required to address this
matter.
8. The proposed plan seeks to ensure that the city centre is improved through the
identification of the transformation zone. I acknowledge the support for the re-vamp of
the Music Hall but note the concerns regarding the physical condition of parts of the city.
The City Centre Masterplan sets out proposals for Union Street West. The masterplan
approach would allow the re-use and preservation of existing buildings in the city centre
to be explored in terms of ownership, feasibility and sources of finance. I further note that
there is a conservation area regeneration programme covering Union Street. I agree with
the authority that improving the appearance and preservation of city centre buildings are
detailed matters to be determined at a local level rather than through the proposed plan.
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Connections
9. I accept that Aberdeen is a very busy commercial port which must comply with
statutory security issues. Proposals affecting the harbour areas would, as suggested by
the authority, be subject to consultation with Aberdeen Harbour Board which would
ensure that these matters could be suitably addressed. No change to the proposed plan
is required to address this point.
10. Paragraph 6 above refers to the Aberdeen Harbour Development Framework and
the Bay of Nigg Development Framework as well as policy B5 of the Aberdeen Local
Development Plan which together form the strong policy position for protecting and
developing the harbours. Paragraphs 3.22 and 3.23 of the proposed plan identify the
importance of Aberdeen Harbour to the regional economy and investment in Aberdeen
South Harbour as a national development. There is also emphasis of recent city deal
investment in the harbours and a direction that the forthcoming Aberdeen Local
Development Plan should consider the importance of these two harbours and the
opportunities they present. I find that the plan provides sufficient cognisance to the two
harbours and highlights their economic value without the need to provide further
emphasis. The content of the extant Aberdeen Local Development Plan and
supplementary guidance on the harbours are, together with the strategic development
plan, part of the statutory development plan which would need to be taken into account in
decision-making. Therefore, I consider that duplication of their content in the proposed
plan would be inappropriate. This package of documents would likely be sufficient to
recognise the influence and importance of the harbours and that of ancillary
developments to the region. No change to the proposed plan is required on this basis.
11. The Aberdeen Cross City Transport Connections Study (2016) includes active travel
as a key element. On that basis, I consider that it would be appropriate to modify
paragraph 3.24 to reflect that objective.
Local Development Plan Sites
12. Proposals for individual sites in the next iteration of the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan are a matter for assessment and decision as part of the review
procedures. Whether or not a site is acceptable for a proposed use is not within my remit
as part of this examination. Therefore, no change to the proposed plan is required.
Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City
13. Section 7(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
and Regulation 2 of The Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland)
Regulations 2008 require that a strategic development plan contains a map or diagram
describing the spatial strategy. Scottish Ministers also expect strategic development
plans to contain, or be accompanied by, any maps, diagrams, illustrations, aerial
photographs or other graphics and descriptive matter the strategic development planning
authority thinks appropriate. The strategic development planning authority advises that
the figures for strategic growth areas should be regarded as illustrative diagrams.
14. Hatton of Fintray is not named within Figure 2 (Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen
City). As mentioned above, Figure 2 is an illustrative diagram and being strategic in scale
does not provide exact details. However, the boundary around this settlement is defined
in the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan which clearly identifies that Hatton of
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Fintray is not within the Aberdeen City local authority area with green belt designations
shown to the east and south. The local development plan (and subsequent local
development plans) are sufficient to show the specific designation and position of Hatton
of Fintray without any need to modify Figure 2 in the proposed plan. In addition, while
Hatton of Fintray Community Council identify that there is no current walk/cycleway along
the River Don south of the settlement that is not sufficient reason to remove the
long-distance walking/active travel opportunity identified along the full extent of the river.
15. The Aberdeen South harbour is recognised as Opportunity site OP62 Nigg Bay
(a 55 hectare harbour/green space network for harbour expansion) in the Aberdeen Local
Development Plan. Part of the land is within the green belt. Any potential redevelopment
of the areas immediately adjacent to the new South Harbour or change to the existing
zonings or allocations would be a matter for the local development plan review or through
development management procedures in response to planning applications. Therefore,
no change is required to the proposed plan.
16. In response to Cults, Bielside and Milltimber Community Council, Figure 2 and
Schedule 1, indicating a summary of potential transport intervention options, are
necessarily strategic in nature. Further background detail is provided in the Cumulative
Transport Appraisal of Proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan
(2018) and the Action Programme for the proposed plan. Issue 18 Our Connections
provides further conclusions on the matter of transport interventions.
17. The proposed plan recognises in paragraph 6.2 the importance of trees, forest and
woodland cover in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014). However, I consider
that it is reasonable to omit areas of ancient woodland from Figure 2. This is because
there are other constraints which could be considered for inclusion. Including planning
constraints such as ancient woodland, to help inform where development cannot take
place, would be likely to produce a diagram which was cluttered with too much
information. Many of the ancient woodlands are small in area and it would be difficult to
include them in a meaningful way in Figure 2. The Local Development Plan would be the
appropriate document to include the details of ancient woodlands. Information is
available from the Ancient Woodland (Scotland) Inventory. No change is, therefore,
required.
18. In response to Scottish Natural Heritage, I recognise that green networks may also
provide active travel opportunities. Figure 2 provides the strategic planning authority’s
settled position regarding the opportunities for connections in the strategic growth area.
The strategic growth areas will be the main focus for development in the area up to 2040.
There are no reasons why local development plans should not identify additional
networks outwith the strategic growth areas. Creating or improving routes and green
networks and their function, would be a matter for the two councils to pursue with the
involvement of relevant stakeholders and local communities. Although only the Rivers
Dee and Don are indicated as blue/green corridors on Figure 2, that would not preclude
adding other corridors to the network for the city as a whole through the Aberdeen Local
Development Plan. I consider that Figure 2 provides sufficient information at a strategic
level regarding green networks.
19. It would be inappropriate to provide more detail regarding the identification of
strategic green networks to explain the terms of their location or function as suggested.
That would be a matter for local development plans. I note that the yellow arrow
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cross-boundary connections for active travel/green networks coincide with the equivalent
yellow arrows to cross into strategic growth areas marked on figures 3, 4 and 5. Although
suggestions are made regarding the Action Programme, that is not within my remit as
part of this examination and would be a matter for the strategic development planning
authority. No change to Figure 2 or the proposed plan is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Add “and active travel modes” at the end of the last sentence of paragraph 3.24 on
page 14.
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Issue 7

Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Peterhead

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to
Peterhead
Development
Reporter:
Pages 16 – 17
Martin Seddon
plan reference:
Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen
to Peterhead
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18009
PP18017
PP18022
PP18043
PP18052
PP18061

Ythan Community Council
Woodland Trust Scotland
Scottish Natural Heritage
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
FCC Environment Limited
Barratt North Scotland

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Peterhead
Provision of the
Pages 16 – 17
development
Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead
plan to which the
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
issue relates:
discusses the key issues for the Aberdeen to Peterhead Strategic
Growth Area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General
PP18009: The respondent requests that consideration be given to dualling the A90
beyond Ellon. The respondent considers that road capacity has not kept pace with the
level of development at Mintlaw, Old Deer, Stricken, Fraserburgh and Peterhead over the
last few years, and that the road traffic accident rate supports this position. As an interim
measure to improving A90 capacity, dualling as far as the Toll of Birness and the
provision of a roundabout at this location is suggested as an urgent requirement.
PP18061: In commenting on paragraph 3.31, the respondent considers that, rather than
just specifically the town of Ellon, the Energetica Corridor as a whole should be examined
to assess the potential opportunities that could be unlocked following the opening of the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and the A90 Balmedia to Tipperty dual carriageway,
plus associated new junctions.
PP18052: The respondent agrees that this Strategic Growth Area has potential for
development, but considers that the Proposed Plan should go further and state support
for the redevelopment of brownfield areas within this Area which can be ‘unlocked’ due to
enhanced road infrastructure. The respondent supports the aim to embrace opportunities
for tourism within this Strategic Growth Area but notes that this may be contrary to
paragraph 3.14. The respondent notes that polices should be reviewed in relation to
acceptable development in the part of this Strategic Growth Area covered by the green
belt, and that green belt reviews be undertaken.
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Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency considers that there is no
indication that the active travel route running north from Ellon to Peterhead/Fraserburgh
on Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figure 3 will be enhanced. The Scottish
Environment Protection Agency consider that vacant land in Peterhead/Fraserburgh
could be linked up with the active travel route in order to enhance a sense of place.
PP18017: The respondent welcomes that green network opportunities have been
mapped for the Strategic Growth Areas and considers that mapping ancient woodlands
could also help inform where development should not take place, as well as landscape
connectivity policy and action.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage support the work on identifying green networks but
recommend that the strategic green networks need to be more clearly identified and
explained in terms of their location and function. There should be clearer direction and
action for Local Development Plans as to how these green networks can be achieved.
Scottish Natural Heritage provide specific suggestions in relation to Figures 2-5 to
improve consistency, and to strengthen the policy framework in the Proposed Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18009: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should consider the dualling of the
A90 beyond Ellon. As an interim measure the A90 should be dualled as far as the Toll of
Birness with the provision of a roundabout at this location.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should:






state support for the redevelopment of brownfield areas within the Aberdeen to
Peterhead Strategic Growth Area.
acknowledge that new areas will be made accessible due to the enhanced road
infrastructure now in place during this plan period.
state that the redevelopment of brownfield (previously disturbed) areas is a priority.
consider a review of green belt policies in relation to acceptable development
including green belt boundaries in relation to the Strategic Growth Areas.
review paragraph 3.31 should be reviewed in the context of the restrictions set out in
paragraph 3.14 which would restrict development adjacent to the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route.

Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead
PP18017: Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 should be
amended to highlight any ancient woodlands located within the Strategic Growth Areas.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage suggest the locations and rationale for the individual
routes shown in Figures 2 - 5 are explained, for example through a supporting technical
note to the Proposed Plan. They recommend explanation of individual green connections
routes proposed, including the rationale for these locations, functions each route can
provide e.g. green network connectivity, walking, cycling), and priorities for
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implementation e.g. focussing on areas of new development around Aberdeen and
nearby settlements such as Ellon.







Figure 3: The ‘walking/active travel opportunities/coast trail could also be identified as
a ‘green network opportunity. Similarly, the ‘green network opportunities’ between
Balmedie and Ellon and Newburgh and Ellon could also be active travel
opportunities.
The individual green connections proposals on the map legend should be included as
individual proposals in the Action Programme, rather than the current general
headings of ‘strategic walking and cycling links.’ This will also ensure consistent
treatment to that for other elements of the maps – e.g. there are separate actions in
the Action Programme for ‘north connect’ and ‘carbon capture and storage,’ and
allow for the inclusion of more focussed implementation proposals.
Clarification is also recommended on why strategic green networks have been
indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area.
It would be helpful to have clearer and consistent identification for green networks,
active travel routes, and cross-boundary networks rather than under the broader
heading “connections”. The Proposed Plan and subsequent Local Development
Plans should also spatially identify where strategic and local green networks align
with strategic/local active travel networks.

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
The Regional Transport Strategy (CD 76) which is under review will consider future
strategic transport proposals within the A90 corridor north. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan should not pre-empt work to be undertaken through the review of the
Regional Transport Strategy.
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) is clear (e.g. in paragraph 40) that the re-use of redevelopment of brownfield land should be considered before new development on
greenfield land, and it is not necessary to repeat that in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan. The principle of development of brownfield sites, be this for housing
or another appropriate use, is clearly in line with the Proposed Plan’s Vision and the Aim
to efficiently use existing resources.
The Proposed Plan acknowledges opportunities for development at Ellon following the
opening of the opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and the A90 Balmedie
to Tipperty dual carriageway. In doing so the Proposed Plan recognises a clear
opportunity, but doing so does not expressly preclude other areas within the Strategic
Growth Area from utilising equal opportunities provided by this new infrastructure.
The green belt is a well-established policy that is easily understood in terms of its
objectives. Paragraph 51 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) is clear in recognising
that Local Development Plans should show the detailed boundary of any green belt, not
the Strategic Development Plan. Paragraph 52 of Scottish Planning Policy goes on to
recognise that it is for Local Development Plans to describe the types and scales of
development which would be appropriate in a green belt.
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No amendments to paragraph 3.31 are necessary in the context of Proposed Strategic
Plan paragraph 3.14. Comments on Proposed Plan paragraph 3.14 are addressed in
Issue 5.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead
Below we address general points as well as those made specifically in relation to
Figure 3. Issues 6, 8 and 9 address the specific points made in relation to Figures 2, 4
and 5 respectively.
Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead should be recognised as an
illustrative diagram, not a detailed map. The key diagrams included within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan are indicative of where strategic growth is to be
located within the City Region along with strategic infrastructure proposals and/or
investments.
In responding to the points made by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(PP18043), walking and active travel routes are identified on Figure 3 north of Ellon to
Peterhead and onto Fraserburgh. The route alignments are indicative and will be
considered in detail at the local level to reflect community needs, and opportunities and
constraints on the ground. Detailed alignments and feasibility is best undertaken at the
local level to ensure that it does reflect community needs and reflects land and ground
constraints.
In responding to Woodland Trust Scotland (PP18017), ancient woodland reflects the
antiquity of a woodland and sub-sets outlined in Scottish Natural Heritage guidance. The
second bullet under Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraph 2.3 makes it clear
that in order to deliver the Aims of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, we will
need to protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and resources,
including biodiversity, the historic and natural environment and our cultural heritage. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan position on trees and woodland is set out in
Section 6: “Our Resources”, with paragraph 6.2 recognising that is it particularly important
to protect native and semi-natural woodland and support their restoration. This is
supported by Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) paragraph 194. There is therefore
no doubt as to the value placed on ancient woodland and its protection by the Proposed
Plan.
As noted above, Figure 3 is an illustrative diagram, and it is not intended to identify the
range of opportunities and constraints that require to be considered in the preparation of
Local Development Plans. If Figure 3 were amended to identify strategic green networks
and/or ancient woodland designations then this would result in far too much detailed
information on a strategic diagram of this type, and thus render the diagram difficult to
interpret. The scale of this diagram would also render this information meaningless and
lead to clutter.
On this basis, ancient woodland is best identified within detailed maps associated with
the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. Paragraph 6 of Circular 2/2008: Statutory
Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4) states that Strategic
Development Plans will focus on key land use and development matters that cross
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planning authority boundaries, and that Local Development Plans sitting below will
provide further detail on the issues specific to the Local Authority area.
The suggestion from Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) to provide a supporting
technical note to this Figure explaining the locations and rational for the individual routes
is not appropriate for a visionary document such as the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan. This level of specific detail would be better suited within the appropriate Local
Development Plans. Enough context is provided by the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to allow Local Development Plans the opportunity to identify potential environmental
improvements and enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas at a more detailed
Local Authority level.
The suggested changes to Figure 3 by Scottish Natural Heritage are also not considered
necessary or appropriate for a number of reasons. Green networks and active travel
networks do not always follow the same alignment. Green networks will not always be
active travel routes, and active travel networks will not always be green. Some corridors
are for people and some are for wildlife, some will serve both. Each opportunity should
reflect on the opportunities and sensitivities of the sites to be connected.
Networks are based on their connectivity: some connections will be short, some long and
collectively they may provide a strategic corridor while others provide equally valuable
local links. What will be important is that they connect on the ground and provide multiple
benefits to people and wildlife. While a bird’s eye view might facilitate the identification of
broad routes, alignments always require to be identified on the ground and this is best
achieved at the local level, for example through Local Development Plans and/or Local
Transport Strategies and other strategies such as the Core Path Plans.
The approach suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage would reduce our network
opportunities to ‘alignments’ rather than ‘networks’, and reduce the potential for
collaborative working at the local/community level. Active travel may be for commuting or
more recreational in nature, it may be for the whole or part of a route and active travel
may also include other transport options. Some strategic routes are already clearly
defined on Figure 3, for example the Formatine and Buchan Way. However, what is clear
is that in order to facilitate network development it needs to take account of existing, as
well as planned community needs and the local environment. Delivering this is not best
served by imposing strategic alignments within the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan.
The Reporter when considering the SESPLAN Strategic Development Plan (page 312,
CD 85) and green networks area gave the following view: “I also consider that local
development plans, rather than the proposed Strategic Development Plan, would be the
appropriate documents in which to address any potential conflicts of objectives in the
development of the green network, such as development within or adjacent to the green
network, in the integration of safe road crossings for wildlife or any potential conflict
between species conservation and the promotion or control of public access and disability
compliant routes and access, amongst other matters.” In addition, Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 (CD 40) defines Green Networks within its Glossary (page 73) as “Connected
areas of green infrastructure and open space that together form an integrated and multifunctional network.”
On this basis of the above, what Scottish Natural Heritage propose is neither necessary
nor appropriate. Doing so would seek to impose a top down approach that could be
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considered as insensitive to the needs of communities, as well as potentially
counterproductive in terms of enabling genuine partnership working to serve local needs
and respond to local circumstances and opportunities. Green networks are supported by
the Strategic Development Plan but are best identified in detail and delivered through
local development plans.
Scottish Natural Heritage also request clarification on why strategic green networks have
been indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area, and many of the same issues referred to above apply. In addition, we note that
the Strategic Growth Areas show where we expect the majority of development to occur,
therefore increasing the population along the corridors and thereby the need and
requirement for Strategic Networks.
Aberdeenshire covers an area of approximately 6,300 square kilometres and has a
population of approximately 250,000. It is a diverse area with many individual
settlements. Community perspectives and geography are important to establishing
networks, and if they are to serve communities are best progressed from the local level.
Some agencies and organisations are good at identifying active travel and recreational
routes for walking and cycling, and they work collaboratively to bring forward proposals
often with support from local and/or national government. The Aberdeenshire Core Path
Plan (CD XX) is evidence of this.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
General
1. The proposed plan recognises that upgrading the A90 to reduce safety concerns and
improve journey times will be key to unlocking the Aberdeen to Peterhead strategic
growth area’s potential. I note, in the representation from Ythan Community Council the
strong support for re-opening the debate on the dualling of the A90 north of Ellon in view
of settlement growth, traffic congestion and road safety issues. A Cumulative Transport
Appraisal (2018) has been undertaken to inform the proposed plan, but this is primarily
based upon committed schemes. The Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy 2013/2035
is under review. I accept that major road modifications cannot be proposed at present
until the results of the review are published. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to
include road proposals for the A90 north of Ellon in the proposed plan as requested.
Therefore, no change to the proposed plan is required to address this matter.
2. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) advises the re-use or re-development of brownfield
land before new development takes place on greenfield sites. This is a material
consideration which would guide the allocation of land in local development plans and the
preferential use of brownfield land where possible. The proposed plan also requires the
efficient use of land. There is no need to emphasise in the proposed plan that the re-use
of brownfield land for all types of land use, and not just residential use, would be a
priority. No change to the plan is, therefore, necessary.
3. Paragraph 3.31 of the proposed plan advises that it will be important to consider any
further opportunities for development at Ellon following the opening of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route and the A90 Balmedie to Tipperty dual carriageway.
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Energetica is a 30-mile corridor stretching from Bridge of Don, Aberdeen, west around
Aberdeen International Airport and north to Peterhead. The proposed plan lists several
strategic developments and does not rule out opportunities for other developments in the
Energetica corridor. Future development within the corridor would be a matter for the
local development plans to consider. There is no need to make a change to refer to other
opportunities.
4. Paragraph 3.14 of the proposed plan explains that it is important to ensure that
transport benefits of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route are “locked in”. The need
to avoid any new development that would result in a negative impact on the route, or any
junction, would also apply to tourism proposals. I consider that there should be no
change to the proposed plan to exempt tourism developments from this policy approach
or need to provide any further clarification.
5. Scottish Planning Policy advises that in developing the spatial strategy, planning
authorities should identify the most sustainable locations for longer-term development
and, where necessary, review the boundaries of any green belt. Paragraph 6.9 of the
proposed plan advises on the role of the green belt around Aberdeen and how it provides
the setting for the city. Scottish Planning Policy also indicates that local development
plans should describe the types and scales of development which would be appropriate
within a green belt and provides examples of developments that they may include. The
southern part of the strategic development area around Aberdeen is designated as green
belt. There is no compelling evidence before me to justify that polices should be
reviewed in relation to acceptable development and green belt reviews undertaken as
requested. I consider that no change is needed.
Figure 3: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead
6. Section 7(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
and Regulation 2 of The Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland)
Regulations 2008 require that a strategic development plan contains a map or diagram
describing the spatial strategy. Scottish Ministers also expect strategic development
plans to contain, or be accompanied by, any maps, diagrams, illustrations, aerial
photographs or other graphics and descriptive matter the strategic development planning
authority thinks appropriate. The council advises that the figures for strategic growth
areas should be regarded as illustrative diagrams.
7. In response to Scottish Natural Heritage, I consider that it is sufficient for Figure 3
(Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead) to indicate the indicative active travel
route from Ellon to Peterhead and Fraserburgh at a strategic level without any further
detail of proposed enhancements. I recognise that green networks may also provide
active travel opportunities and vice versa, in cases such as the coastal trail. Figure 3
provides the strategic planning authority’s settled position regarding the opportunities for
connections in the strategic growth area. The strategic growth areas will be the main
focus for development in the area up to 2040. There is no reason why local development
plans should not identify additional networks outwith the strategic growth areas. Creating
or improving routes and green networks and their function, would be a matter for the two
authorities to pursue with the involvement of relevant stakeholders and local
communities.
8. I consider that Figure 3 provides sufficient information at a strategic level regarding
green networks. It would be inappropriate to provide more detail regarding the
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identification of strategic green networks to explain the terms of their location or function
as suggested. That would be a matter for local development plans. Although
suggestions are made regarding the Action Programme, that is not within my remit as
part of this examination and would be a matter for the strategic development planning
authority. No change to Figure 3 or the proposed plan is appropriate.
9. The matters of the importance of woodlands and adding ancient woodland to the
strategic growth area diagrams are dealt with at Issue 6 Strategic Growth Area –
Aberdeen City above. Moreover, as a detailed information source, the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan (2017) has at chapter 15 (Natural Heritage and Landscape) an
accompanying interactive map which indicates ancient woodland in considerable detail.
Therefore, no change is required to show ancient woodland in the proposed plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 8

Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Huntly

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Huntly
Development
Reporter:
Pages 18 – 19
Martin Seddon
plan reference:
Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen
to Huntly
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18009 Ythan Community Council
PP18015 Bancon Homes
PP18017 Woodland Trust Scotland
PP18020 Scotia Homes Ltd
PP18022 Scottish Natural Heritage
PP18023 Dunecht Estates
PP18024 Mearns Community Council
PP18034 Bennachie Community Council
PP18038 Hatton of Fintray Community Council
PP18039 Michael Robson
Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Huntly
Provision of the
Pages 18 – 19
development
Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly
plan to which the
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
issue relates:
discusses the key issues for the Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic
Growth Area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General
PP18009: In relation to the A96 dualling project noted in Proposed Strategic
Development Plan paragraph 3.36, the respondent notes that the option to take the route
north of Inverurie would give an outlet for growth at Oldmeldrum. The respondent
suggests liaison between the Strategic Development Planning Authority and the
Amey/Arup team who are researching options for the route.
PP18015: The respondent objects to paragraph 3.36 and considers it inappropriate for
the Proposed Plan to put development of one of the key settlements in Aberdeenshire on
hold until an outside agency addresses what should be an unrelated issue. The
respondent further considers that the Proposed Plan should not offer support or
otherwise to specific developments or settlements. This should be for the LDPs to
consider in detail.
PP18039, PP18024: The respondents consider there is little commitment to development
sites beyond Inverurie.
PP18020: The respondent welcomes the clarification in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan that Insch falls within the Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic Growth Area.
However, they are disappointed to note that it is not specifically referred to in the Section
dealing with the Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic Growth Area.
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PP18023: The Main Issues Report acknowledged problems of delivery in the Aberdeen to
Huntly Strategic Growth Area, and specifically in Huntly, but the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan does little to address this issue.
Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly
PP18038: The respondent is concerned that the Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic Growth
Area map (Figure 4) could suggest that Hatton on Fintray is included in the Strategic
Growth Area of Aberdeen to Huntly. The respondent also queries the walking / active
travel opportunity shown on this map along the River Don from Dyce to Inverurie. The
respondent notes that there is currently no river path or off-road path between Dyce and
Inverurie, and that they would be keen to know of any proposal to introduce one and be
consulted on this.
PP18034: The respondent considers that the Strategic Growth Area diagram on
Proposed Plan page 19 is incorrect as Item 1 is labelled as A96 dualling.
PP18017: The respondent welcomes that green network opportunities have been
mapped for the Strategic Growth Areas and considers that mapping ancient woodlands
could also help inform where development should not take place, as well as landscape
connectivity policy and action.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage support the work on identifying green networks but
recommend that the strategic green networks need to be more clearly identified and
explained in terms of their location and function. There should be clearer direction and
action for Local Development Plans as to how these green networks can be achieved.
Scottish Natural Heritage provide specific suggestions in relation to Figures 2-5 to
improve consistency, and to strengthen the policy framework in the Proposed Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18015: The respondent considers that paragraph 3.36 should be removed from the
Proposed Plan, and such matters be considered by the Local Development Plan instead.
PP18020: The text relative to the Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic Growth Area should make
specific reference to Insch and the scope for it to accommodate a share of the housing
allowances allocated to that corridor.
PP18022: Paragraph 3.35: replace "the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan should
explore opportunities for increasing active travel use…" with "the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan should identify locations for increasing active travel use."
PP18039: A range of manufacture and service businesses in rural areas should be
identified. The rural areas should be marketed.
Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly
PP18038: Figure 4 should be updated to exclude the Hatton of Fintray area from the
Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic Growth Area.
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PP18017 (3): Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 should be
amended to highlight any ancient woodlands located within the Strategic Growth Areas.
PP18022 (4): Scottish Natural Heritage suggest the locations and rationale for the
individual routes shown in Figures 2- 5 are explained, for example through a supporting
technical note to the Proposed Plan. They recommend explanation of individual green
connections routes proposed, including the rationale for these locations, functions each
route can provide e.g. green network connectivity, walking, cycling), and priorities for
implementation e.g. focussing on areas of new development around Aberdeen and
nearby settlements.






Figure 4: Aberdeen to Huntly: The ‘green network opportunities’ between Huntly,
Insch, Inverurie etc. should also be identified as active travel links. Active travel links
between Kemnay and Inverurie are also recommended.
The individual green connections proposals on the map legend should be included as
individual proposals in the Action Programme, rather than the current general
headings of ‘strategic walking and cycling links.’ This will also ensure consistent
treatment to that for other elements of the maps – e.g. there are separate actions in
the Action Programme for ‘north connect’ and ‘carbon capture and storage,’ and
allow for the inclusion of more focussed implementation proposals.
Clarification is also recommended on why strategic green networks have been
indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area.
It would be helpful to have clearer and consistent identification for green networks,
active travel routes, and cross-boundary networks rather than under the broader
heading “connections”. The Proposed Plan and subsequent Local Development
Plans should also spatially identify where strategic and local green networks align
with strategic/local active travel networks

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
We do not agree with PP18015 that Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph
3.36 should be removed as this paragraph highlights both the A96 dualling project and its
significance to this Strategic Growth Area.
In responding to PP18020, we note that paragraph 3.9 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan advises that Local Development Plans will take the final view on which
settlements are within a Strategic Growth Area. It is also for the Local Development Plan
to assess opportunities for growth within the corridor, and it would not be appropriate for
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to make specific reference to the opportunities
that may or may not exist for settlement of Insch.
We disagree with the suggested changes from PP18022 as opportunities for increasing
active travel that may connect new development with existing settlements along with
transport interchanges can be explored with travel planning or transport officers as well
as communities within the corridor.
In responding to PP18039 and PP18024, it is not the role of the Strategic Development
Plan to highlight and market rural businesses across the plan area. No change
considered appropriate or necessary.
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Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly
Below we address general points as well as those made specifically in relation to Figure
4. Issues 6, 7 and 9 address the specific points made in relation to Figures 2, 3 and 5
respectively.
Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly should be recognised as an
illustrative diagram, not a detailed map. The key diagrams included within the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan are indicative of where strategic growth is to be located
within the City Region along with strategic infrastructure proposals and/or investments.
PP18038 considers that Figure 4 should be updated to exclude Hatton of Fintray from the
Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic Growth Area. As noted above, paragraph 3.9 of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan advises that Local Development Plans will take
the final view on which settlements are within a Strategic Growth Area. Hatton of Fintray
in not referred to on Figure 4.
In responding to Woodland Trust Scotland (PP18017), ancient woodland reflects the
antiquity of a woodland and sub-sets outlined in Scottish Natural Heritage guidance. The
second bullet under Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraph 2.3 makes it clear
that in order to deliver the Aims of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, we will
need to protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and resources,
including biodiversity, the historic and natural environment and our cultural heritage. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan position on trees and woodland is set out in
Section 6: “Our Resources”, with paragraph 6.2 recognising that is it particularly important
to protect native and semi-natural woodland and support their restoration. This is
supported by Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40). There is therefore no doubt as to
the value placed on ancient woodland and its protection by the Proposed Plan.
As noted above, Figure 4 is an illustrative diagram, and it is not intended to identify the
range of opportunities and constraints that require to be considered in the preparation of
Local Development Plans. If Figure 4 were amended to identify strategic green networks
and/or ancient woodland designations then this would result in far too much detailed
information on a strategic diagram of this type, and thus render the diagram difficult to
interpret. The scale of this diagram would also render this information meaningless and
lead to clutter.
On this basis, ancient woodland is best identified within detailed maps associated with
the Local Development Plan. Paragraph 6 of Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on
Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4) states that Strategic Development
Plans will focus on key land use and development matters that cross planning authority
boundaries, and that Local Development Plans sitting below will provide further detail on
the issues specific to the Local Authority area.
The suggestion from Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) to provide a supporting
technical note to this Figure explaining the locations and rational for the individual routes
is not appropriate for a visionary document such as the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan. This level of specific detail would be better suited within the appropriate Local
Development Plans. Enough context is provided by the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to allow Local Development Plans the opportunity to identify potential environmental
improvements and enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas at a more detailed
Local Authority level.
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The suggested changes to Figure 4 by Scottish Natural Heritage are also not considered
necessary or appropriate for a number of reasons. Green networks and active travel
networks do not always follow the same alignment. Green networks will not always be
active travel routes, and active travel networks will not always be green. Some corridors
are for people and some are for wildlife, some will serve both. Each opportunity should
reflect on the opportunities and sensitivities of the sites to be connected.
Networks are based on their connectivity: some connections will be short, some long and
collectively they may provide a strategic corridor while others provide equally valuable
local links. What will be important is that they connect on the ground and provide multiple
benefits to people and wildlife. While a bird’s eye view might facilitate the identification of
broad routes, alignments always require to be identified on the ground and this is best
achieved at the local level, for example through Local Development Plans and/or Local
Transport Strategies and other strategies such as the Core Path Plans.
The approach suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage would reduce our network
opportunities to ‘alignments’ rather than ‘networks’, and reduce the potential for
collaborative working at the local/community level. Active travel may be for commuting or
more recreational in nature, it may be for the whole or part of a route and active travel
may also include other transport options. However, what is clear is that in order to
facilitate network development it needs to take account of existing, as well as planned
community needs and the local environment. Delivering this is not best served by
imposing strategic alignments within the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The Reporter when considering the SESPLAN Strategic Development Plan (page 312,
CD 85) and green networks area gave the following view: “I also consider that local
development plans, rather than the proposed Strategic Development Plan, would be the
appropriate documents in which to address any potential conflicts of objectives in the
development of the green network, such as development within or adjacent to the green
network, in the integration of safe road crossings for wildlife or any potential conflict
between species conservation and the promotion or control of public access and disability
compliant routes and access, amongst other matters.” In addition, Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 (CD 40) defines Green Networks within its Glossary (page 73) as “Connected
areas of green infrastructure and open space that together form an integrated and multifunctional network.”
On this basis of the above, what Scottish Natural Heritage propose is neither necessary
nor appropriate. Doing so would seek to impose a top down approach that could be
considered as insensitive to the needs of communities, as well as potentially
counterproductive in terms of enabling genuine partnership working to serve local needs
and respond to local circumstances and opportunities. Green networks are supported by
the Strategic Development Plan but are best identified in detail and delivered through
local development plans.
Scottish Natural Heritage also request clarification on why strategic green networks have
been indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area, and many of the same issues referred to above apply. In addition, we note that
the Strategic Growth Areas show where we expect the majority of development to occur,
therefore increasing the population along the corridors and thereby the need and
requirement for Strategic Networks.
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Aberdeenshire covers an area of approximately 6,300 square kilometres and has a
population of approximately 250,000. It is a diverse area with many individual
settlements. Community perspectives and geography are important to establishing
networks, and if they are to serve communities are best progressed from the local level.
Some agencies and organisations are good at identifying active travel and recreational
routes for walking and cycling, and they work collaboratively to bring forward proposals
often with support from local and/or national government. The Aberdeenshire Core Path
Plans (CD 111) is evidence of this.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
General
1. I note the observation that the option to take the route of the A96 north of Inverurie
would give an outlet for growth at Oldmeldrum. However, the final route is yet to be
determined and, in any case, the decision on future growth in Oldmeldrum would be for
the forthcoming Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. I find that no change to the
proposed plan is required on this matter.
2. Paragraph 3.36 of the proposed plan does not put development of Inverurie “on hold”.
Instead, it advises that until the road infrastructure is in place development opportunities
in the area “will likely be limited”. It would be a matter for the local development plan and
the development management process to determine if land can be allocated, or
permission granted, for development based upon alternative solutions to local road
congestion issues that are not dependent on the A96 dualling project. Paragraph 3.36
should, therefore, not be deleted as requested.
3. I note the comment from Mearns Community Council that there is minimal
commitment to specific economic development sites beyond Inverurie. The proposed
plan refers to the expansion of the Thainstone Business Park as a strategic objective – a
site located just outside Inverurie. Elsewhere, the allocation of employment sites
including sites for manufacture and service businesses in rural areas would be a matter
for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. Marketing employment sites is not a
function of the proposed plan. I consider that no change to the proposed is necessary to
promote employment development beyond Inverurie.
4. Although Insch is indicated as within the strategic growth area on Figure 4 (Strategic
Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly), paragraph 3.9 of the proposed plan advises that
local development plans will take the final view on which settlements and sites are within
a strategic growth area. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to refer to development
opportunities for Insch in the supporting text for the Aberdeen to Huntly strategic growth
area.
5. Paragraph 3.35 advises that the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan should
explore opportunities for increased active travel use and connections to settlements
through green networks along the A96 corridor. I consider that there would be little
practicable difference if the wording was changed to "the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan should identify locations for increasing active travel use”. No change
is therefore necessary.
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6. The list of representees mentioned above includes Dunecht Estates (PP18023) and
provides a summary of its representation. However, there is no response from the
authority to the matter raised of increasing the proportion of housing in the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area. This matter is covered in Issue 15 Our Communities – Housing
Market Areas below and, therefore, requires no further examination under this Issue.
Figure 4: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly
7. Section 7(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
and Regulation 2 of The Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland)
Regulations 2008 require that a strategic development plan contains a map or diagram
describing the spatial strategy. Scottish Ministers also expect strategic development
plans to contain, or be accompanied by, any maps, diagrams, illustrations, aerial
photographs or other graphics and descriptive matter the strategic development planning
authority thinks appropriate. The strategic development planning authority advises that
the figures for strategic growth areas should be regarded as illustrative diagrams.
8. Hatton of Fintray is not named as being located within the strategic growth area on
Figure 4. Paragraph 3.9 of the proposed plan advises that local development plans will
take the final view on which settlements and sites are within a strategic growth area and
therefore no change to the proposed plan is necessary.
9. The matters of the importance of woodlands and adding ancient woodland to the
strategic growth area diagrams are dealt with at Issue 6 Strategic Growth Area –
Aberdeen City and Issue 7 Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead above.
10. Figure 4 provides the strategic development planning authority’s settled position
regarding the opportunities for connections in the strategic growth area. The strategic
growth areas will be the main focus for development in the area up to 2040. There is no
reason why local development plans should not identify additional networks outwith the
strategic growth areas. Creating or improving routes and green networks and their
function, would be a matter for the two authorities to pursue with the involvement of
relevant stakeholders and local communities.
11. I consider that Figure 4 provides sufficient information at a strategic level regarding
green networks. It would be inappropriate to provide more detail regarding the
identification of strategic green networks to explain the terms of their location or function,
as suggested. That would be a matter for local development plans. Although
suggestions are made regarding the Action Programme, that is not within my remit as
part of this examination and would be a matter for the strategic development planning
authority. No change to Figure 4 or the proposed plan is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 9

Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Laurencekirk

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk
Development
Reporter:
Pages 20 – 21
Alasdair Edwards
plan reference:
Figure 5: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen
to Laurencekirk
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18017
PP18022
PP18023
PP18024
PP18036
PP18039
PP18043
PP18047
PP18053
PP18061
PP18066

Woodland Trust Scotland
Scottish Natural Heritage
Dunecht Estates
Mearns Community Council
Elsick Development Company
Michael Robson
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
North Kincardine Rural Community Council
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Barratt North Scotland
Nestrans

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Strategic Growth Area - Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
Provision of the
Pages 20 – 21
development
Figure 5: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
plan to which the
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
issue relates:
discusses the key issues for the Aberdeen to Peterhead Strategic
Growth Area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General
PP18066: Welcomes the specific commentary on this Strategic Growth Area and
consideration of exploring enhanced active travel networks in this area.
PP18024: The respondent acknowledges the benefits to Laurencekirk having a proposed
new grade separated junction, but highlights the following problems: existing pressure on
the high street; anticipated increased pressure with the surrounding area; and potential
additional pressure through the permanent closure of Abbeyton Bridge and the
restrictions that could be applied to Fordoun Rail Bridge. The respondent notes that due
to increased traffic across the A90, the Strategic Growth Area is cut into two halves and
there is no safe access across the A90 for pedestrians and cyclists. This increased traffic
also restricts economic development between the coastal area and the Howe.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.40, the respondent notes that the A90 trunk
road is not fit for purpose and that the junctions are dangerous. They are also concerned
that the Proposed Plan will result in additional traffic onto this road.
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PP18024, PP18039: Both respondents in commenting on paragraph 3.42 suggest that
existing roads are unsafe for walking or cycling, and that efforts to work with
Aberdeenshire Council to create better cycle access have received minimal response.
PP18043: In commenting on paragraphs 3.38 and 3.42, the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency suggest the opportunity to refer to the “Building with Nature” manual in
future development proposals and suggest that local partnerships should be established
and list a number of initiatives. The Strategic Development Planning Authority should
also seek to gain the Building With Nature Award itself for good policy making, as well as
promoting uptake of the award by developers.
Chapelton
PP18036: The respondent is generally supportive of the recognition given to Chapelton in
paragraph 3.38 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, but considers some
changes to the text should be made in order to reflect the level of progress that has been
made in the delivery of this development despite the recent downturn in the housing
market across the Region. The respondent also considers that further reference is
required to the contribution the development has had to placemaking and that paragraph
3.39 of the Proposed Plan should give support a junction from Chapelton on to the
Fastlink before 2040.
PP18061: The respondent believes that undue weight is given by the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan to Chapelton. The respondent considers that the statement in
paragraph 3.38 that Chapelton "has the potential to set a new placemaking standard for
future development in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire and beyond" is dangerous and
detrimental to the successful delivery of housing in the region. The respondent considers
that this statement promotes a standard of development which is impractical for the
delivery of housing on a large scale and would stall development to a rate which would be
uneconomic for housebuilders, associated trades and the wider market.
Laurencekirk
PP18039: The respondent considers that the Strategic Growth Area between Aberdeen
to Laurencekirk has had minimal successes since 2009.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.40, the respondent is concerned that, without
expansion in economic development, Laurencekirk will be a dependent settlement with
few local work opportunities and no advantage being taken of the town’s location on the
road and rail network. The respondent notes that although employment land is identified,
no efforts have been made to develop, which has resulted in several lost employment
opportunities. The respondent perceives that there is a lack of interest in any
opportunities to generate the economic development of South Aberdeenshire and that
this is highly detrimental to the area.
PP18039: In commenting on paragraph 3.40, the respondent expresses concern on the
lack of employment opportunities for Laurencekirk and the resulting implications on time
spent commuting.
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Stonehaven
PP18023: The respondent suggests the Plan should have reconsidered the growth
strategy for this Strategic Growth Area, and specifically the scope to deliver housing and
associated development in and around Stonehaven where the respondent considers
there to be an unmet demand and an opportunity for growth. The Plan should seek to
focus development in Stonehaven to address the view that development allocations at
Chapelton has in the past restricted the growth of Stonehaven.
North Rural Kincardine
PP18047: The respondent supports the position within the strategy in relation to control of
development in the rural community as it relates to the North Kincardine Rural ward. They
consider that no further large-scale development should be considered to the landward
side of the North Kincardine Rural ward boundary.
Figure 5: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
PP18053: The respondent, while recognising that the maps within the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan are for illustrative purposes, suggest some changes to make Figure 5,
more realistic and ensure it is less open to misinterpretation.
PP18017: The respondent welcomes that green network opportunities have been
mapped for the Strategic Growth Areas and considers that mapping ancient woodlands
could also help inform where development should not take place, as well as landscape
connectivity policy and action.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage support the work on identifying green networks but
recommend that the strategic green networks need to be more clearly identified and
explained in terms of their location and function. There should be clearer direction and
action for Local Development Plans as to how these green networks can be achieved.
Scottish Natural Heritage provide specific suggestions in relation to Figures 2 - 5 to
improve consistency, and to strengthen the policy framework in the Proposed Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18024: The Proposed Plan should prioritise the upgrade of the A90 particularly the
junctions at Drumlithie, Fordoun and Northwater Bridge. A second grade separated
junction to the north of Laurencekirk and/or a new Wester Relief Road should also be
promoted.
PP18039: New grade separated junction should provide access for non-motorised users
to the east of the A90.
Chapelton
PP18061: Delete the following text from Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph
3.38, “and this has the potential to set a new placemaking standard for future
development in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire and beyond.”
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PP18036: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 3.38 to read as follows:
“3.38 Significant new development is committed and under construction in the northern
part of this Strategic Growth Area early in the Plan period. A new award-winning
settlement is already under construction at Chapelton with the first occupations, and this
is setting a new placemaking standard for future development in Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire and beyond.”
PP18036: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 3.39 to read as follows:
“3.39 The opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and the Fastlink
connections to Stonehaven, and Chapelton later in the plan period, will enhance the
desirability of many towns in this Strategic Growth Area, as these locations become more
accessible from destinations across the City Region. Stonehaven, Portlethen, Chapelton
and Newtonhill are towns which should see particular benefits.”
Laurencekirk
PP18024: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should increase business
development and community supporting infrastructure in Laurencekirk (employment land,
community facilities, electric fuelling points, retail, affordable homes and homes for
elderly).
PP18039: Paragraph 3.40 reviewed to focus on the opportunities that exist in the area,
including sites designated for mixed developments.
Stonehaven
PP18023: A positive emphasis should be placed on identifying land for development at
Stonehaven. Less emphasis should be placed on Chapelton as it has failed to deliver the
required housing numbers.
Figure 5: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
PP18053: Amend Figure 5 'Strategic Growth Area' Aberdeen to Laurencekirk (page 21)
as follows:



The size of the settlement markers of Stonehaven, Portlethen and Laurencekirk
should be amended to reflect the relative populations of these settlements.
The lines representing the A90 Trunk Road and the Aberdeen - Edinburgh Railway
Line should be amended to better show their true positions. In particular, the A90
should be shown as passing through Portlethen, and the railway passing to the east
of Portlethen.

PP18017 (3): Proposed Strategic Development Plan Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 should be
amended to highlight any ancient woodlands located within the Strategic Growth Areas.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage suggest the locations and rationale for the individual
routes shown in Figures 2- 5 are explained, for example through a supporting technical
note to the Proposed Plan. They recommend explanation of individual green connections
routes proposed, including the rationale for these locations, functions each route can
provide e.g. green network connectivity, walking, cycling), and priorities for
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implementation e.g. focussing on areas of new development around Aberdeen and
nearby settlements.






Figure 5: One of Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire's greatest assets is its coastline. Yet
the only area of coastal green network on Figure 5, leads south from Stonehaven
which seems to be a missed opportunity and we recommend further consideration.
The individual green connections proposals on the map legend should be included as
individual proposals in the Action Programme, rather than the current general
headings of ‘strategic walking and cycling links.’ This will also ensure consistent
treatment to that for other elements of the maps – e.g. there are separate actions in
the Action Programme for ‘north connect’ and ‘carbon capture and storage,’ and
allow for the inclusion of more focussed implementation proposals.
Clarification is also recommended on why strategic green networks have been
indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area.
It would be helpful to have clearer and consistent identification for green networks,
active travel routes, and cross-boundary networks rather than under the broader
heading “connections”. The Proposed Plan and subsequent Local Development
Plans should also spatially identify where strategic and local green networks align
with strategic/local active travel networks

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
The principle and detail of improvements to the A90 are best considered through National
and Regional Transport Strategies with input from Nestrans and the partner Councils.
Part of the detailed design will likely consider cycle access.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) in their comments on
paragraphs 3.38 and 3.42 of the Proposed Plan, suggest that there is the opportunity to
refer to the “Building with Nature” manual in future development proposals and suggest
that local partnerships should be established and list a number of initiatives.
While we do not doubt that the “Building with Nature” manual referred to by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) is a useful reference document in bringing
forward development sites, we do not believe that it, or the associated scheme that the
Strategic Development Planning Authority could apply to be part of, require to be
specifically referred to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Chapelton
The settlement of Chapelton is a new town development and has been assessed through
a Living Streets project called “Progress on low car neighbourhoods in Scotland”, March
2018 (CD 32). The independent assessment, including resident survey, scored the
development well in terms of placemaking and therefore it is quite reasonable to refer to
the high standards delivered within this development. It is not unreasonable to expect
excellent design and quality of environment, even when delivered at scale and in
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challenging market conditions. It certainly is not dangerous to raise our quality
expectations for better designed and more sustainable communities.
There has been progress bringing forward Chapelton, even during the downturn in the
economy, but this does not mean the suggested amendments to paragraph 3.38 are
necessary. It would be inappropriate to refer to the possibility for a new direct access
junction onto the Fastlink from Chapelton. The town is already well located in relation to
strategic road corridors north into Aberdeen, as well as south to Stonehaven as well as
being served by a new Park and Choose. This matter is discussed further in Issue 5.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Laurencekirk
It is for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to set out where precisely within this
Strategic Growth Area that land for housing, employment and infrastructure would be
best located.
The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 123) allocated eleven hectares of
employment land, as part of site OP1, and although this land remains undeveloped, in
2016, Aberdeenshire Council built five small business units on vacant land at
Laurencekirk Business Park. In 2016, planning permission was granted for a mixed use
development to the south of Laurencekirk, which included eight commercial units
(APP/2010/2822 and APP/2010/2823). This development has not yet commenced due to
the need for a new grade separated junction at Laurencekirk, which is being progressed
by Transport Scotland. The preferred location of the A90(T)/A937 junction is to the south
of the Laurencekirk and work is ongoing by Transport Scotland to finalise the route and
complete surveys.
The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan Main Issues Report 2019 (CD 108)
acknowledges the need for employment land in Laurencekirk, and it states at the end of
its Vision statement that “Business-ready employment units also need to be in place,
along with larger plots to allow existing firms to expand.” In addition, land to the south of
Laurencekirk with planning permission for a mixed use development has been identified
as a preferred site by the Main Issues Report, as site KN073 for 77 homes, 2370 square
metres of commercial office, and 5375 square metres of industrial/warehousing. The
Main Issues Report also proposes breaking up the current OP1 allocation, and the Draft
Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (CD 115) that accompanies the Main
Issues Report divides OP1 into housing, employment and reserved land.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Stonehaven
It is for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to set out where precisely within this
Strategic Growth Area that land for housing, employment and infrastructure would be
best located. Comments on Chapelton are provided above.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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North Rural Kincardine
Support is noted and welcomed. It is for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to
set out where precisely within this Strategic Growth Area that land for housing,
employment and infrastructure would be best located.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Figure 5: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
The below addresses general points as well as those made specifically in relation to
Figure 5. Issues 6, 7 and 8 address the specific points made in relation to Figures 2, 3
and 4 respectively.
Figure 5: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk should be recognised as an
illustrative diagram, not a detailed map. The key diagrams included within the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan are indicative of where strategic growth is to be located
within the City Region along with strategic infrastructure proposals and/or investments.
In responding to PP18053, Figure 5 is not intended to show settlement boundaries or
suggest relative populations for each settlement.
In responding to Woodland Trust Scotland (PP18017), ancient woodland reflects the
antiquity of a woodland and sub-sets outlined in Scottish Natural Heritage guidance. The
second bullet under Proposed Strategic Development Plan Paragraph 2.3 makes it clear
that in order to deliver the Aims of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, we will
need to protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and resources,
including biodiversity, the historic and natural environment and our cultural heritage. The
Proposed Strategic Plan position on trees and woodland is set out in Section 6: “Our
Resources”, with paragraph 6.2 recognising that is it particularly important to protect
native and semi-natural woodland and support their restoration. This is supported by
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40). There is therefore no doubt as to the value
placed on ancient woodland and its protection by the Proposed Plan.
As noted above, Figure 5 is an illustrative diagram, and it is not intended to identify the
range of opportunities and constraints that require to be considered in the preparation of
Local Development Plans. If Figure 5 were amended to identify strategic green networks
and/or ancient woodland designations then this would result in far too much detailed
information on a strategic diagram of this type, and thus render the diagram difficult to
interpret. The scale of this diagram would also render this information meaningless and
lead to clutter.
On this basis, ancient woodland is best identified within detailed maps associated with
the Local Development Plan. Paragraph 6 of Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on
Strategic Development Planning Authorities (CD 4) states that Strategic Development
Plans will focus on key land use and development matters that cross planning authority
boundaries, and that Local Development Plans sitting below will provide further detail on
the issues specific to the Local Authority area.
There are a range of Core Paths stretching from Muchalls (6 kilometers north of
Stonehaven). Many of these paths connect to the Core Path Network (Aberdeenshire
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south core path plan (CD 112). The immediate coastal section north of Stonehaven has
exposed cliffs and then very limited access due to the proximity of the railway line (much
of this in cutting) close to the cliff edge. This limited space and access raises a number of
issues in terms of path promotion. The need to consider detailed issues on the ground
will determine the possibility and desirability of a green network/active travel option in this
stretch.
The suggestion from Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) to provide a supporting
technical note to Figure 5 explaining the locations and rational for the individual routes is
not appropriate for a visionary document such as the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan. This level of specific detail would be better suited within the appropriate Local
Development Plans. Enough context is provided by the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to allow Local Development Plans the opportunity to identify potential environmental
improvements and enhancements within the Strategic Growth Areas at a more detailed
Local Authority level.
The suggested changes to Figure 5 by Scottish Natural Heritage are also not considered
necessary or appropriate for a number of reasons. Green networks and active travel
networks do not always follow the same alignment. Green networks will not always be
active travel routes, and active travel networks will not always be green. Some corridors
are for people and some are for wildlife, some will serve both. Each opportunity should
reflect on the opportunities and sensitivities of the sites to be connected.
Networks are based on their connectivity: some connections will be short, some long and
collectively they may provide a strategic corridor while others provide equally valuable
local links. What will be important is that they connect on the ground and provide multiple
benefits to people and wildlife. While a bird’s eye view might facilitate the identification of
broad routes, alignments always require to be identified on the ground and this is best
achieved at the local level, for example through Local Development Plans and/or Local
Transport Strategies and other strategies such as the Core Path Plans.
The approach suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage would reduce our network
opportunities to ‘alignments’ rather than ‘networks’, and reduce the potential for
collaborative working at the local/community level. Active travel may be for commuting or
more recreational in nature, it may be for the whole or part of a route and active travel
may also include other transport options. Some strategic routes are already clearly
defined on Figure 3, for example the Formatine and Buchan Way. However, what is clear
is that in order to facilitate network development it needs to take account of existing, as
well as planned community needs and the local environment. Delivering this is not best
served by imposing strategic alignments within the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan.
The Reporter when considering the SESPLAN Strategic Development Plan (page 312,
CD 85) and green networks area gave the following view: “I also consider that local
development plans, rather than the proposed Strategic Development Plan, would be the
appropriate documents in which to address any potential conflicts of objectives in the
development of the green network, such as development within or adjacent to the green
network, in the integration of safe road crossings for wildlife or any potential conflict
between species conservation and the promotion or control of public access and disability
compliant routes and access, amongst other matters.” In addition, Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 (CD 40) defines Green Networks within its Glossary (page 73) as “Connected
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areas of green infrastructure and open space that together form an integrated and multifunctional network.”
On this basis of the above, what Scottish Natural Heritage propose is neither necessary
nor appropriate. Doing so would seek to impose a top down approach that could be
considered as insensitive to the needs of communities, as well as potentially
counterproductive in terms of enabling genuine partnership working to serve local needs
and respond to local circumstances and opportunities. Green networks are supported by
the Strategic Development Plan but are best identified in detail and delivered through
local development plans.
Scottish Natural Heritage also request clarification on why strategic green networks have
been indicated only in strategic growth areas and not for the wider Strategic Development
Plan area, and many of the same issues referred to above apply. In addition, we note that
the Strategic Growth Areas show where we expect the majority of development to occur,
therefore increasing the population along the corridors and thereby the need and
requirement for Strategic Networks.
Aberdeenshire covers an area of approximately 6,300 square kilometres and has a
population of approximately 250,000. It is a diverse area with many individual
settlements. Community perspectives and geography are important to establishing
networks and if they are to serve communities are best progressed from the local level.
Some agencies and organisations are good at identifying active travel and recreational
routes for walking and cycling, and they work collaboratively to bring forward proposals
often with support from local and/or national government. The Aberdeenshire south Core
Path Plan (CD 112) is evidence of this.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support for active travel networks
1. The support for active travel networks from Nestrans is noted but requires no
examination.
Road, cycle and pedestrian environment
2. In response to the concerns regarding traffic pressure, capacity and safety of the A90
and surrounding area, I note that the proposed plan identifies on figure 5 (strategic
growth area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk) improvements south of Laurencekirk and
corridor improvements along the route. The plan also contains provision (at
paragraph 3.7) to seek developer contributions towards necessary infrastructure which
could include, where justified, improvements to the road, cycle and pedestrian
environments.
3. Furthermore, the proposed plan does not act in isolation. The Nestrans regional
transport strategy 2021 identifies priorities to address capacity constraints at trunk road
junctions serving towns in Aberdeenshire and to deliver more grade-separated junctions
at key locations along the A90, improve alignments and reduce central-reservation
crossings. The regional strategy also includes a commitment to supporting proposals in
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local transport strategies for improvements to walking and cycling facilities and the
pedestrian environment. As a trunk road, any improvements to the A90 would be
controlled by Transport Scotland in partnership with relevant local authorities and other
interested parties.
4. I find that the proposed plan (as part of a suite of documents which inform the road,
cycle and pedestrian environment) includes sufficient provision to ensure that
improvements to the road, cycle and pedestrian environments are provided where
necessary and justified. No changes to the proposed plan, including paragraph 3.42, are
required on this basis to promote specific grade-separated junctions at Drumlithie,
Fordoun and Northwater Bridge, a second grade-separated junction north of Laurencekirk
or a new Western Relief Road.
Building with nature manual
5. In response to the section of the proposed plan referring to the settlement at
Chapelton the representation from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggests
that “there are good opportunities here to have Building with Nature standards
incorporated in future development” and that local partnerships should be established
with various Scottish Natural Heritage and other bodies funding programmes. I consider
that based on the strategic nature of the proposed plan it would not be necessary for it to
promote the Building with Nature standard and other initiatives. The standard and
initiatives could be promoted at the local level through local development plans,
supplementary guidance and/or supporting advice. The further suggestion from the
representee for the authority to seek the Building with Nature award for good policy
making is for the authority to broach and not within the remit of this examination to
address. No change to the plan is required in response to this matter.
Chapelton
6. I agree with the authority that the suggested references by the Elsick Development
Company to Chapelton being “award-winning” and already being occupied are not
necessary. The wording of paragraph 3.38 supports “significant development” in the
north of the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk strategic growth area, including Chapelton, early in
the plan period. I do not consider it necessary to refer to development already committed
and under construction. The plan sufficiently promotes Chapelton for development early
in the plan period. Consequently, no change to paragraph 3.38 is required.
7. I further disagree with Barratt North Scotland that the reference in paragraph 3.38 to
Chapelton having the “potential to set a new placemaking standard for future
development in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire and beyond” is dangerous or would be
harmful to the delivery of housing. As presented by the authority, the settlement of
Chapelton has scored highly in terms of placemaking and, therefore, it is reasonable for
the plan to highlight the potential (not requirement) for high quality environments. The
issue of viability/deliverability could be suitably addressed at the development
management stage if necessary. The text of paragraph 3.38 referring to placemaking
should remain.
8. The matter of promoting a fastlink to Chapelton is rejected at paragraph 5 in Issue 5
Our Spatial Strategy – The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route above. Therefore,
reference to a connection (later in the plan period) to Chapelton at paragraph 3.39 is not
recommended.
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Laurencekirk
9. The proposed plan allocates 62 hectares of employment land to the Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk strategic growth area to 2032 with a further 42 hectares reserved to 2040.
A strategic spatial strategy requires time to implement and deliver at a local level.
Therefore, I do not agree that the strategy is failing with respect to Laurencekirk. The
authority highlights that the adopted Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (2017)
allocates 11 hectares of employment land (at site OP1); that Aberdeenshire Council
invested in five new business units in Laurencekirk in 2016; and that a mixed-use
development south of Laurencekirk gained planning permission in 2018. In addition,
the 2019 main issues report for the forthcoming Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
identifies the need for employment land in Laurencekirk. Obstacles to the delivery and
occupation of employment units have been identified and addressed.
10. I find that there is investment in Laurencekirk to promote economic growth and local
job creation to take advantage of the settlement’s advantageous location on the road/rail
network and aid a reduction in the need to commute. The above actions/promotions are
in favour of the spatial strategy for the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk strategic growth area
which I find should remain without amendment in the proposed strategic development
plan. There is no need for the proposed plan to allocate further employment land in the
strategic growth area and/or specifically identify Laurencekirk specifically for additional
employment/business allocations.
Stonehaven
11. The proposed plan includes both Stonehaven and Chapelton within the Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk strategic growth area. The plan identifies Chapelton (and other locations in
the north of the strategic growth area) for growth early in the plan period but does not
directly promote one settlement ahead of another. While I note that there might be unmet
demand and opportunities for growth in Stonehaven it is for Aberdeenshire Council
through its local development plan and development management decisions to determine
where growth should be directed within the strategic growth area (which are to be the
main focus for development). Consequently, I do not agree that the plan should
de-emphasise Chapelton; specifically promote Stonehaven; or review the strategic
growth area as suggested by Dunecht Estates.
North Rural Kincardine
12. I note the support from the North Kincardine Rural Community Council for the
strategy with regard to control of development in the rural community. However, I agree
with the authority that the proposal from the community council to resist large-scale
development on the landward side of the community council ward boundary would not be
reasonable or appropriate. It is for Aberdeenshire Council in preparing the forthcoming
replacement local development plan, and in its determination of planning applications, to
decide whether to support development (and of what scale) within that area. No change
to the proposed plan is required on that basis.
Figure 5: strategic growth area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
13. I agree that the strategic growth area figures within the proposed plan are indicative.
However, I consider that the figures should also show an accurate depiction of actual
transportation routes. Figure 5 (strategic growth area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk) shows
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the A90 as a straight line from Laurencekirk to Aberdeen missing the true route which
passes Stonehaven and Portlethen by some margin. Similarly, the route of the main east
coast railway line is depicted to the west of the A90 for its entirety from Laurencekirk to
Aberdeen when in actual fact the line goes into Stonehaven and then follows the coast to
Aberdeen passing Newtonhill and Portlethen. I also note that while the authority
suggests that the grey dots depicting the location of settlements do not relate to
population size they are different sizes (unlike those depicted in the approved Aberdeen
City and Shire Strategic Development Plan of 2014 which are all the same). I do not
agree with CALA Homes (North) Limited that the settlement dots should correlate to
population but I do find that they should be consistent and that the road and rail
infrastructure should be shown more accurately. Therefore, a change to figure 5 (and
any consequential changes to other figures as a result) is recommended.
14. Mapping of ancient woodland on figures within the proposed plan is rejected
elsewhere in this examination report at paragraph 17 of Issue 6 Strategic Growth Area –
Aberdeen City and referred to at paragraph 9 in Issue 7 Strategic Growth Area –
Aberdeen to Peterhead) and Issue 8 Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly
respectively. Following these findings I conclude that inclusion of ancient woodland in
figure 5 would be inappropriate.
15. The matters raised by Scottish Natural Heritage regarding green networks are also
addressed in Issue 6 (paragraphs 18 and 19); Issue 7 (paragraphs 7 and 8); and Issue 8
(paragraph 11). To avoid repetition, I agree with the findings presented in those Issues
and find that there is no need to amend figure 5 to include additional information as
sought by the representee or to request that the authority produce a technical note to
explain/support the figures provided in the proposed plan.
16. An additional request from Scottish Natural Heritage which is not addressed in the
other Issues mentioned is that of consideration for the coastline south of Aberdeen as a
green network. I note from the authority’s response that the coastline within the
Aberdeen to Laurencekirk strategic growth area has core paths which connect to the
coast but that some areas are constrained by proximity of the railway line and exposed
cliffs. The ability to promote this area for walking and cycling is therefore limited. Where
opportunities do exist I consider that the local development plans for Aberdeenshire and
Aberdeen City, as well as the core path plans for the respective authorities, could
consider coastline access. The railway line could also act as a wildlife/green corridor
without public access. No change to figure 5 is required to address this matter.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Figure 5 (Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Laurencekirk) on page 21 should depict
the A90 and the main east coast railway line by showing an interaction with Stonehaven
and Portlethen and the railway line should follow the coastline from Stonehaven to
Aberdeen. The grey settlement dots should be consistent in size. [Note: this
recommendation might require consequential changes to other figures in the plan.]
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Issue 10

Local Growth and Diversification Areas and Regeneration

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Local Growth and Diversification Areas, Page Reporter:
23
Alasdair Edwards
Regeneration, Page 25
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Development
plan reference:

PP18008
PP18017
PP18021
PP18022
PP18024
PP18028
PP18034
PP18038
PP18039
PP18042
PP18043
PP18044
PP18045
PP18047
PP18049
PP18058
PP18060
PP18062

Parish of New Machar Community Council
Woodland Trust Scotland
Scottish Hydro Electric Transmission plc and Scottish Hydro Electric Power
Distribution plc
Scottish Natural Heritage
Mearns Community Council
Cluny, Midmar & Monymusk Community Council
Bennachie Community Council
Hatton of Fintray Community Council
Michael Robson
Scottish Government
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Professor Carole Gray
Alan Duncan Fail
North Kincardine Rural Community Council
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
Union Square Developments Ltd (Hammerson plc)
Barratt North Scotland & Dunecht Estates
Aberdeen Harbour Board

Section 3: Our Spatial Strategy
Local Growth and Diversification Areas, Page 23
Regeneration, Page 25
These Sub Sections of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
address the areas outwith the Strategic Growth Areas, as well as
the Priority Areas for Regeneration.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Provision of the
development
plan to which the
issue relates:

Local Growth and Diversification Areas
PP18021: Supportive of plans highlighted within paragraph 3.48 of the Proposed Plan
which focuses on delivering increased and sustainable tree planting within the right
places.
PP18049: The respondent agrees with the principles behind Strategic Growth Areas and
Local Growth and Diversification Areas but the strategy requires to be further refined.
PP18058: The respondent considers that paragraph 3.43 should be amended to reinforce
that most rural areas in Aberdeenshire are ‘hinterland’. In addition, paragraph 3.45 should
be amended to provide more specific articulation of the policy purpose. Paragraph 3.47
should also be amended to provide further clarification.
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PP18060: The respondent supports paragraphs 3.45, 3.46 and 3.47 of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan. The respondent however considers that, should Westhill
not be included within a Strategic Growth Area, that paragraph 3.47 should be expanded
to provide specific support for well-considered housing growth proposals in locations such
as Westhill.
PP18028: The respondent considers it essential to nurture and improve rural areas
outwith the growth areas, as they too need to have vibrant, sustainable communities.
PP18038: The respondent supports increased tree cover in the region, but considers that
paragraph 3.48 should reference the need to support native species and improve
recreation in woodland and forests. The respondent would also wish this paragraph to
indicate that commercial forestry should fit appropriately into the landscape of the region
PP18044: The respondent considers that developments need to be very carefully
considered and must not violate the ‘strict planning controls’ of the green belt. The
location of new developments besides existing ones with good access to public transport
is regarded as sensible. The respondent notes agricultural land needs to be protected
and welcomes the objective of increased tree cover.
PP18047: The respondent notes a key role for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
is to support small scale development in the rural environment. Any such development
should contribute to sustaining vibrant rural communities whilst also respecting sense of
place. The respondent supports paragraph 3.46.
PP18008: The respondent considers that amendments should be made to Proposed Plan
paragraph 3.45 to ensure that new housing allocations in the Local Growth and
Diversification Areas should consider the availability of good public transport and other
local facilities such as doctors, schools, retail etc. The Proposed Plan makes reference to
this in relation to new allocations in the Strategic Growth Areas, but not explicitly within
the Local Growth and Diversification Area.
PP18017: The respondent welcomes paragraph 3.48, however considers that the
paragraph should specify how the aims of this paragraph will be achieved on the ground
at the two local authority levels. Mention should specifically be given to the
Aberdeenshire Council Forest and Woodland Strategy.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 3.48, the respondent notes the importance of tree
planting and considers that the Council should lead by example and plant on land under
their ownership.
PP18024, PP18039: The respondent considers that the Proposed Plan is focused more
on Aberdeen City and that this section of the Proposed Plan gives no real hope to the
residents of Aberdeenshire
PP18045: The respondent objects to Aberdeenshire Council bid sites GR039, GR040
and GR041 for between 100 and 2,500 new homes. They argue that that these Bids will
have a severely detrimental impact on their lives, there is insufficient infrastructure to
support them (e.g. roads, shops, library and schools), would result in the loss of green
belt land and prime agricultural land. In addition, the bids conflict with Proposed Plan
paragraphs 3.44, 3.26, 6.8 and 6.9 on farming, tackling road congestion and
safeguarding the green belt.
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Regeneration
PP18024: The respondent queries what will happen to the regeneration areas should
traditional fish species be lost due to global warming.
PP18034: The respondent notes concern that regeneration investment in Banff, MacDuff
and Peterhead will be unsuccessful unless local employment, investment in schools and
health services issues are first addressed.
PP18039: The respondent queries where the focus is to support the coastal regeneration
towns and notes that coastal settlements have had access to European Union funding for
decades.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to accord with paragraph
136 of Scottish Planning Policy on protecting historic assets, Proposed Plan paragraph
3.54 should be amended.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency agree that regeneration
proposals should be sought to minimise ‘new’ resource use.
PP18062: The respondent welcomes regeneration as part of the Spatial Strategy. There
is however no mention of the land available surrounding the new Aberdeen South
Harbour and the respondent considers that the opportunity exists to utilise such areas for
additional development, which could help revitalise surrounding areas (including Torry).
PP18039: The respondent considers that landward communities are also affected by
effects of climate changes should not be omitted from this section.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Local Growth and Diversification Areas
PP18060: Should Westhill not be included within a Strategic Growth Area, paragraph
3.47 should be expanded to provide specific support for well-considered housing growth
proposals in locations such as Westhill.
PP18058: Amend paragraph 3.43 to read as follows:
"Most of Aberdeenshire is identified in this Plan for Local Growth and Diversification in
order to recognise the vital role that these areas play to the wider region’s economy with
Aberdeen City at its core."
PP18058: Amend paragraph 3.45 to read as follows:
"Levels of growth in individual settlements should be proportionate to local needs with
different places having different potential."
PP18058: Amend paragraph 3.47 to read as follows:
"All development that meets more than local needs will generally be located within the
Strategic Growth Areas. In cases where developments aim to meet more than local need
in the Local Growth and Diversification areas, developers will need to justify this against
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the aims, strategy and targets of this Plan. It should be evidenced in such cases how
proposals meet sustainable economic or regeneration needs, and that there will be no
resultant adverse impact on the overall delivery of the spatial strategy and Vision of the
Plan as a result."
PP18049: No change, but request that suitable residential allocations are made through
the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan in settlements such as Newmachar.
PP18008: The last sentence of paragraph 3.45 of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan should be amended to ensure that levels of growth in individual settlements relate to
accessibility to public transport and availability of services and facilities such as schools,
doctors surgeries, shops etc. This paragraph / sentence should also include reference to
levels of growth relating to the availability of employment within the settlement.
PP18017: Paragraph 3.48 should include the wording:
"Proposals for forestry planting and woodland creation should be in line with the
Aberdeenshire Forest and Woodland Strategy which can be found here:
https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans-andpolicies/aberdeenshire-localdevelopment- plan-2017/ldp-sg-8-the-forest-and-woodlandstrategy/."
PP18017: Add a Target related to paragraph 3.48 in the Targets section in Section 6 –
Our Resources.
PP18038: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 3.48 to reference the need to support native
species and improve recreation in woodland and forests. Further amend this paragraph to
state that commercial forestry should fit appropriately into the landscape of the region.
PP18039: More inclusivity for Aberdeenshire rural areas.
Regeneration
PP18034: The respondent notes concern that regeneration investment in Banff, MacDuff
and Peterhead will be a waste of money unless local employment, investment in schools
and health services issues are first addressed.
PP18042: Amend the second sentence of Proposed Plan paragraph 3.54 to read as
follows:
“Protecting and enhancing the significant natural and historic environment assets in these
towns will help to boost opportunities for tourism.”
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Local Growth and Diversification Areas
Consideration of Westhill as a/or within Strategic Growth Area is considered in Issue 4. It
is for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to set out where precisely, and within
which individual settlements, that land for employment and infrastructure as well as
housing would be best located.
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PP18058 and PP18008 suggest various amendments to paragraphs 3.43, 3.45, and
3.47. All the proposed modifications seek to define relevant issues for local growth versus
the Strategic Growth Areas. The proposed modifications are unnecessary and repeat
other matters set out in the Plan. Section 1 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan,
paragraph 1.5 makes clear the policy context for the plan and the need for the Proposed
Plan to be read as a whole rather than as individual sections. The Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan will respond to communities in identifying proposals for the range of
settlements in the Local Growth and Diversification Areas and the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan provides a sufficient policy framework.
The Aberdeenshire Forestry and Woodland Strategy 2017 (‘the Strategy’) is one of a
series of Supplementary Guidance documents prepared to support the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 103). The Strategy states in paragraph 1.7 that it “will
influence decisions and work on land owned and managed by the Council and
partnership processes it is involved in.” The document is already in place to inform
Aberdeenshire Council decisions and it is not appropriate to reference within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan as it does not cover the whole of the City Region
and may be subject to review and change at through the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan.
The suggested amendments by PP18038 are addressed in Section 6, “Our Resources”.
The proposed modifications are unnecessary and repeat matters set out elsewhere in the
Proposed Plan. Section 1 of the Plan, paragraph1.5 makes clear the policy context for the
plan and the need for the Proposed Plan to be read as a whole rather than as individual
sections.
PP18039 asks for more inclusivity for Aberdeenshire rural areas. While inclusivity as an
objective is important, it is best addressed at the Local Development Plan level and
through Community Planning initiatives. All areas within the City Region are identified for
a degree of growth to reflect opportunities and aspiration. Three Strategic Growth Areas
are identified in Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan Area.
In responding to PP18045, it is the role of the Local Development Plans to be site-specific
in the allocation of land for development. It would not be appropriate for the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan to be modified to include comment on the appropriateness of
any site specific proposal being considered as part of a Local Development Plan review.
In response to PP18044, PP18047, PP18049 and PP1808 the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan is the appropriate vehicle for identifying development that will reflect
local needs and contribute to sustaining vibrant rural communities whilst also respecting
sense of place.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Regeneration
While the suggested reference by Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) is not disputed,
the range and extent of tourism assets within the region cannot be listed in full within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
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In responding to PP18039, PP18034 and PP18024, there is little doubt that climate
change does and will continue to affect all communities and will continue to do so in
varying degrees, depending on local circumstances. Addressing the perceived omissions
with a change to the text of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is unnecessary
and to do so will repeat other matters set out within the plan. Section 1 of the Plan,
paragraph 1.5 makes clear the policy context for the plan and the need for the Proposed
Plan to be read as a whole, rather than as individual sections. Regeneration of coastal
towns which might be affected by changes to traditional industry, e.g. fishing, due to
climate change are, suitable targets for up front action. Regeneration is considered in its
widest sense and as set out by the Community Action Plans developed locally for their
respective towns (CD 118).
The Scottish Government appears to suggest that the Proposed Plan does not as it
stands accord with paragraph 136 of Scottish Planning Policy, but presumably would be
considered to do so if their suggested wording is included. Paragraph 136 of Scottish
Planning Policy (CD 40) briefly explains the multiple benefits that are delivered from
caring for our historic environment in its widest sense and this is already adequately
expressed within the Proposed Strategic Development Plan in Section 2 “Our Vision” for
the Region, Section 4 “Our Communities”, Section 5 “Our Economy” and Section 6 “Our
Resources”. All sections refer to the importance of the historic environment as part of our
cultural and built heritage, which is important for our communities and also the local
economy. Addressing the perceived omission with a change to the text of the Proposed
Plan, is considered unnecessary and to do so will repeat other matters set out adequately
within the plan.
No mention is given to Aberdeen South Harbour in the Regeneration Section as this area
is dealt with in detail in Section 3 “Our Spatial Strategy” in relation to the Aberdeen City
Strategic Growth Area.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The support for various paragraphs and promotions in the local growth and
diversification areas section of the proposed plan are noted but require no examination.
Local growth and diversification areas
General points
2. I note that the commentary from Mactaggart and Mickel Homes Limited requests no
change to the proposed plan but promotes suitable allocations in settlements within the
local growth and diversification areas including Newmachar. As identified by the
authority, allocations to meet the proposed plan’s housing allowances and employment
allocations are a detailed matter for local development plans. Therefore, no change is
required to the proposed plan to address this matter.
3. Representations highlight that rural areas require attention and improvement; that
there should be careful consideration of the location of development to protect agricultural
land and the green belt; that small scale development should be supported in rural areas;
and that various local development plan bid sites in Aberdeenshire should be removed.
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4. I consider that the provisions of the proposed plan incorporate inclusivity and the role
of areas outwith strategic growth areas by recognising that different areas play differing
roles in supporting the city region economy. The local growth and diversification areas
are noted as being vital to the region with the proposed plan identifying their rich
agricultural land and importance for fishing and forestry; high environmental quality;
specialist employment areas; and value for tourism and outdoor recreation. The plan
also promotes investment in these areas, particularly in coastal settlements.
5. Support is given in the local growth and diversification areas section to development
related to local need (which could include small scale development). In relation to finding
land for development, that is a detailed matter for local development plans which, when
assessing suitable allocations, would likely take into account environmental constraints
including green belt boundaries and the quality of agricultural land. In addition, as the
strategic development plan does not allocate specific sites for development, objections to
bid sites are a matter to be addressed through the local development plan process. No
modifications are required to address these points made in representations.
Paragraph 3.43
6. At paragraph 3.1 the spatial strategy of the proposed plan identifies that “all parts of
the City Region are important for the future of the area. However, different areas will play
different roles as a result of their current characteristics and their future potential”. I
consider that this statement clearly distinguishes that the city and other parts of the
region have differing roles. The roles of various parts of the region are adequately set out
in the spatial strategy and sections on strategic growth areas and the local growth and
diversification areas. Paragraph 3.43 describes the role of the local growth and
diversification areas as “vital” to the region’s economy. I find that it is not necessary for
that paragraph to be caveated, as promoted by Union Square Developments Limited, to
identify that Aberdeen City is at the core of the regional economy or to suggest that most
rural areas in Aberdeenshire are ‘hinterland’.
Paragraph 3.45
7. I consider that the terms “be proportionate” and “relate to” are very similar in meaning
and, therefore, that proposed paragraph 3.45 should remain as “levels of growth in
individual settlements should relate to local needs…”.
8. I agree that availability of public transport, employment and services, and proximity to
local facilities are likely to be factors for consideration when determining whether, and
where, to promote development in the local growth and diversification areas. However,
those are detailed considerations which I consider would fall to an assessment of
development allocations through local development plans and when assessing planning
applications at the development management level. Paragraph 4.3 of the proposed plan
on placemaking notes that “retail, employment, education, heath, leisure, open space,
transport and housing are all needed to create successful places and must be considered
holistically”. I consider that this statement in the proposed plan is sufficient without the
need to expand paragraph 3.45 (which relates to encouraging sustainable mixed
communities in the local growth and diversification areas) to also refer to these factors.
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Paragraph 3.47
9. My findings in Issue 4 Our Spatial Strategy – Amendments to Strategic Growth Areas
above conclude that Westhill should not be included within a strategic growth area.
Proposed paragraph 3.45 states that “the scale and level of opportunities for new growth
will vary from place to place, with larger towns such as Fraserburgh, Alford, Turriff,
Banchory and Westhill being the main focus for new investment” (my emphasis). In
addition, although paragraph 3.47 of the proposed plan identifies that development of
more than local need should be directed to strategic growth areas it includes a means to
justify proposals of a greater scale in locations outwith strategic growth areas, which
could include Westhill. I agree with the authority that it is for Aberdeenshire Council to
determine through its local development plan, and development management processes,
whether there is, or would be, justification to allow expansion of Westhill to meet more
than local need. I find that the provisions in the proposed strategic development plan are
reasonable and appropriate in allowing flexibility where circumstances allow. No change
to paragraph 3.47 is required to refer to Westhill.
10. I do not agree with the revised wording provided by Union Square Developments
Limited to paragraph 3.47. The wording suggested is exacting while the justification for
development to meet more than local need in the paragraph, as printed, provides
examples of evidence that could be supplied along with a need to justify a proposal
against the strategy of the plan. However, I do agree that reference to the vision in
relation to justifying any developments of a greater scale in locations outwith strategic
growth areas is reasonable. This is because the vision encapsulates many vital elements
necessary to support the spatial strategy and also includes the only policy contained in
the proposed plan which refers to a balancing exercise when determining proposals for
development. A slight change to paragraph 3.47 is therefore recommended.
Paragraph 3.48
11. I note the support for tree planting promoted in paragraph 3.48 and the suggestion
that the councils should plant trees on their own land. However, the decision to plant
trees on council owned land is for the respective councils and not something that can be
recommended through the proposed strategic development plan.
12. The matter of targets raised by the Woodland Trust Scotland is dealt with in Issue 17
Our Resources below. Support for forestry is referred to in paragraph 6.2 of the
proposed plan and addressed in Issue 3 Our Spatial Strategy – General above.
13. The location and design of forestry is a detailed matter which Aberdeenshire Council
refer to in statutory supplementary guidance (the Aberdeenshire Council Forest and
Woodland Strategy) supporting policy provisions within the adopted Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan (2017). The provisions of the guidance refer to woodland creation and
management that protects and enhances the landscape. I understand that Forestry
Scotland are also involved in forestry management. I agree with the authority that there
is no need for the supplementary guidance to be specifically quoted in paragraph 3.48 of
the proposed plan as it relates to only one council area and may be subject to
change/review. I further find that there is no need for the proposed plan to refer to
landscape fit in relation to forestry as this is a detailed matter which is appropriately dealt
with at a local level.
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Regeneration
14. The Scottish Environment Protection Agency response is supportive of the spatial
strategy but directs that regeneration proposals should seek to minimise new resource
use. The vision of the proposed plan states that a proactive approach will be taken
towards development proposals including ensuring the sustainable use of natural
resources and the ability to live within the area’s environmental capacity. While there
might be some actions related to regeneration that could involve the use of resources
(including road improvements, housing and community projects) I consider that overall
the plan promotes a resource-aware approach. No change to the plan is required on this
basis.
15. The proposed vision also requires a proactive approach towards development that
can deal with climate change with aims to “use resources more efficiently and effectively
while protecting our assets” and “take on the urgent challenges of climate change”
(paragraph 2.2). Fishery policy is generally a separate matter to spatial planning but the
provisions of the regeneration section of the proposed plan identify assets other than
fishing in the northern coastal towns including tourism and employment opportunities to
support offshore renewable energy projects. I consider that the actions proposed in the
plan to improve the economy, environmental quality, accessibility, employment
opportunities and business competitiveness are supportive of communities and
reasonable to allow resilience should the fishing industry decline due to climatic (or other)
reasons.
16. The proposed plan acknowledges that other communities (including landward
communities) might require regeneration but, at paragraph 3.50, states a need for the
strategic development plan to prioritise northern coastal towns. I find that this approach
is reasonable. The issue of the impacts of climate change affecting any community (such
as flood risk) would be addressed at the local level when determining sites for allocation
and at the development management stage when assessing the impact of development
proposals. No change to the plan is required to address climate change affecting
landward communities.
17. The proposed plan notes that there is a need to explore external funding to support
regeneration in communities including in Banff, Macduff and Fraserburgh. I note that
some towns might have received funding from the European Union to support
regeneration in the past. I find that the provisions in the proposed plan to support
regeneration are reasonable by focussing investment (from any source) on items/projects
which would result in “positive change” (paragraph 3.56 of the plan). No modifications
are required to provide further focus for regeneration spending.
18. Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) is cited as a body which made an unresolved
representation related to the subject of this schedule 4 (reference pp18022). The
authority has responded to its representation but no summary or modifications sought are
provided in the sections above. I have reviewed the original submission and confirm that
Scottish Natural Heritage suggests that paragraph 3.54 of the proposed plan be amended
to add “The Formartine and Buchan Way is one of ‘Scotland’s Great Trails’. It connects
with these towns and provides a key green tourism opportunity”. While I agree with the
authority that the proposed plan cannot list every tourist asset the plan does specifically
identify the Formartine and Buchan Way in its figures. However, the plan does not refer
to the route in the text. Therefore, to provide a degree of context, and with a slight
change to omit reference to “green” (as there is no definition of ‘green tourism’ in the
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plan), I consider that reference to this route as promoted by SNH is appropriate and
reasonable.
19. Paragraph 136 of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) recognises that “the historic
environment is a key cultural and economic asset” which can “attract visitors, which in
turn can bolster the local economy and sense of pride or ownership”. Paragraph 3.54 of
the proposed plan identifies that northern coastal towns have the benefit of an impressive
coastal setting and rich maritime history and requires the protection and enhancement of
significant “natural assets” to boost opportunities for tourism. Although there are other
parts of the proposed plan that refer to protection of the historic environment there is
limited acknowledgement of the role of these assets in relation to tourism. Therefore, I
find that it would be appropriate to include reference to the historic environment in
paragraph 3.54 as promoted by the Scottish Government.
20. Aberdeen South Harbour is identified in figure 2 and paragraph 3.16 in reference to
the Aberdeen City strategic growth area in which it is located. In addition,
paragraphs 3.22 and 3.23 identify Aberdeen South Harbour as a national development
and highlight a masterplanning exercise to maximise the opportunities presented by the
harbour (and that of Aberdeen Harbour) and “the potential to improve existing business
and industrial land in the surrounding area”. I find that these statements are sufficient
without the need to include any reference to Aberdeen Harbour South and surrounding
land in the regeneration section of the plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Add the text “vision,” before “aims” in the third sentence of paragraph 3.47 on
page 23.
2. Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 3.54 on page 25: “The Formartine
and Buchan Way is one of ‘Scotland’s Great Trails’. It connects with these towns and
provides a key tourism opportunity.”.
3. Add the words “and historic” after “natural” in the final sentence of paragraph 3.54 on
page 25.
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Issue 11

Our Communities – Placemaking

Development plan Section 4: Our Communities
Pages 26 - 27
reference:

Reporter:
Alasdair Edwards

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18005
PP18009
PP18015
PP18018
PP18019
PP18020
PP18022
PP18023
PP18024
PP18028
PP18034
PP18036
PP18037
PP18039
PP18040
PP18041
PP18043
PP18044
PP18048
PP18049
PP18051
PP18052
PP18055
PP18056
PP18059
PP18061
PP18063

Braeside & Mannofield Community Council
Ythan Community Council
Bancon Homes
Fyvie, Rothienorman and Monquhitter Community Council
Dr Tom Straiton
Scotia Homes Ltd
Scottish Natural Heritage
Dunecht Estates
Mearns Community Council
Cluny, Midmar & Monymusk Community Council
Bennachie Community Council
Elsick Development Company
The Grandhome Trust
Michael Robson
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Professor Carole Gray
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
CHAP Homes Ltd
FCC Environment Limited
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Barratt North Scotland
Drum Property Group

Provision of the
Section 4: Our Communities
development plan Pages 26 – 27
to which the issue This section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets a
relates:
context for better Placemaking, with associated Targets provided.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Objective
PP18040, PP18036: The respondents are generally supportive of the Our Communities
Objective but note that there must be an abundant supply of housing land in locations
where people wish to live, close to employment opportunities and infrastructure.
PP18044: The respondent welcomes placemaking and the objective to protect existing
habitats. The respondent however considers that ‘Placesaving’ should also be
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considered, for example ensuring that established areas of high environmental quality
are protected and preserved.
PP18024, PP18039: The respondents note that this section of the Proposed Plan begins
with the word "If", which they consider does not indicate a level of confidence in
delivering the Objective.
Placemaking
PP18022: In commenting on paragraphs 4.2 - 4.4, Scottish Natural Heritage support the
intent that "we must set the highest standards for placemaking, urban and rural design",
however consider that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan needs to explain what
these are and what Local Development Plans need to do to achieve high quality resilient,
integrated and healthy places.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest that with regard to place
making, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should consider Policies 2 and 8 of
the Tay Strategic Development Plan 2016-2036 which incorporates/establishes in its
policies good place making principles as a benchmark for developing the area.
PP18037: The respondent is generally supportive of Proposed Strategic Development
Plan’s aim in respect of Placemaking, but considers that the Plan should be more
supportive of committed new communities and rely on exemplary design standards to
guide new developments.
PP18005: The respondent welcomes the recognition via paragraph 4.3 that new housing
developments must be considered holistically and have good links to public transport,
retail, health, education as well as active transport opportunities.
PP18018: The respondent considers that any necessary infrastructure required to
support a new development should be put in place before a development is begun.
PP18028: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should contain specific detail on the policy for addressing schools reaching, or
exceeding, capacity.
PP18034: The respondent considers that not enough emphasis is given to retaining
facilities and services for smaller, long established rural communities.
PP18009: The respondent considers that a fund should be established to enable small
towns and villages to create local facilities such as exercise parks, bowling greens and
community cafes and clubs.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 4.5, the respondent notes that travelling
communities should be treated in the same manner as settled communities and that
planning decisions should be enforced in all cases.
PP18040, PP18048, PP18020, PP18023: In considering paragraph 4.7, the respondents
note an acceptance that communities must be mixed in terms of type and size of homes,
as well as tenure and cost, but consider that it should be for the market to determine the
range and size of house types, and that Local Development Plans should avoid being
over-prescriptive in this regard.
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PP18039: The respondent considers that Local Development Plans are failing due to
overambitious land acquisitions by developers. House types proposed by developers
favour the most profitable models. This results in a lack of suitable homes for first-time
buyers and senior citizens.
PP18039: The respondent considers that self-build opportunities should be supported
and that land banking should be controlled.
PP18052: The respondent supports the statement in paragraph 4.8 that brownfield sites
and regeneration areas should be given priority, but believes that the preference for
brownfield development should be extended to all development types, not just housing.
PP18061: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should recognise the existing high levels of employment land in the area which are no
longer considered preferred locations for development and, as a result, require Local
Development Plans to re-evaluate the potential of longstanding employment allocations
before any new greenfield allocations in the same area are made. Local Development
Plans should also be required to reallocate such existing employment sites for alternative
uses where practicable.
PP18019: The respondent notes that the aim of avoiding coalescence of communities
appears to be missing from the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
PP18038: The Strategic Development Plan should support the statements in Section 4
(paragraphs 4.1 - 4.8) with regard to the unique setting of the Hatton of Fintray area.
Placemaking Targets – Bullets 1 – 3 (Page 27)
PP18036: The respondent consider that the Placemaking objectives associated with the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Vision should also be clearly identified through
the Targets in Section 4.
PP18020: The respondent considers that the Targets set under Proposed Plan
paragraph 4.8 are generally acceptable, but would benefit from further clarification. The
respondent is concerned that delivering at least 40% of all new development on
brownfield sites may be difficult to achieve and should not result in a moratorium on
greenfield development if it is not being achieved. Brownfield development should not be
relied on to satisfy the housing allowances.
PP18020: The respondent considers the Target on density to be understandable and
welcome in the context of the efficient use of land, however there must be a degree of
flexibility to account for the circumstances of individual sites and the character of the
local areas in which they are situated.
PP18041: The respondent considers that housing densities of 30 dwellings per hectare
are only suitable in the largest Aberdeenshire towns, not across all the Aberdeenshire
Strategic Growth Areas. The values set for minimum housing densities should be
dependent on access to transport hubs and transport networks. Where public transport is
limited, space is required for at least two cars per household.
PP18040, PP18059, PP18055, PP18056: The respondents are concerned that raising
the housing density target in the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area from 30 to 50
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houses per hectare would be difficult to deliver. They consider this would deter potential
new development from coming forward and will not encourage sustainable mixed
communities (e.g. by requiring flatted development and less family homes). The 30
dwelling per hectare figure from the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 should be
retained.
PP18024: The respondent considers that proposals for more than 30 houses per hectare
are unacceptable as plot sizes in many cases are already too small.
PP18059: The respondent considers that, although broad definitions of density have
been given, there must be a degree of flexibility included in the target densities, as these
will be specific to the location, market, site and mix of products, which are all factors that
dictate density in deliverable developments.
Affordable Housing – Paragraph 4.6 and Target 4
PP18020, PP18051, PP18049, PP18056, PP18040, PP18023, PP18048, PP18055,
PP18063: The respondents support the affordable housing target of to be "generally no
more than 25%", which is noted as in line with paragraph 129 of Scottish Planning Policy
2014.
PP18019: The respondent considers the current Target for "generally no more than 25%"
affordable housing to be weak, and queries whether by applying this wording 1% would
be acceptable.
PP18020, PP18023: The respondents note that in some instances a target of 25% may
not be achievable due to viability issues, and some flexibility must be allowed if
mainstream and affordable housing targets are to be met.
PP18015: The respondent considers a need for a stronger focus on delivery if the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s targets for the delivery of affordable housing are
to be achieved.
PP18040, PP18055, PP18048: The respondents consider that affordable housing should
not solely be delivered by the housing building industry. The respondent welcomes that
both Councils will consider “innovative ways to ensure the delivery of affordable housing
in order to address identified need”.
PP18055: The respondent considers that the contribution of the private sector should be
recognised in the delivery of affordable housing. The respondent considers it vital that
market delivery is allowed to continue and increase in order to ensure that more
affordable homes can be delivered.
How to Meet the Targets
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage consider that the 2nd Bullet under How To Meet The
Targets should be amended to ensure that the natural environment and green
infrastructure is an integral part of local design policies and guidance.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Placemaking
PP18022: In the Placemaking section (paragraph 4.1 onwards), insert a robust list of
requirements to focus Local Development Plans on what must be delivered in order to
achieve quality of place. This should be then translated into the Action Programme. The
use of green infrastructure should be a key component of this.
PP18043: Amend paragraph 4.1 to read as follows:
"If we are to achieve our overall Vision we must set the highest standards for
placemaking, urban and rural design, promote a mix of land uses, use land more
efficiently, and prioritise the re-use of previously developed land, protecting and
enhancing our natural environment for social, economic and environmental benefit".
PP18037, PP18036: Amend paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4 to read as follows:
“4.3 Working with local people and community planning partners, we must focus on
creating and supporting committed sustainable and mixed communities. Retail,
employment, education, health, leisure, open space, transport and housing are all
needed to create successful places and must be considered holistically. The contribution
of the historic and natural environment must be properly recognised.
4.4 For this to be achieved, everyone involved in the process will need to show a
commitment to quality and set the highest standards, aiming always for excellence.
Exemplary developments in the Region should be a point of reference for what is
achievable in design terms and what should be sought in new developments. The Place
Standard Tool is an effective tool to engage people in conversations about what places
should look like and should be utilized wherever appropriate.”
In addition, insert a new, final, Target under paragraph 4.8 to read as follows:
“In the Strategic Growth Areas, new housing developments should take account of
developments in the region which have been exemplary in the standard of placemaking
and urban and rural design that they have achieved, in order that the quality in new
developments can continue to support the Plan’s strong placemaking agenda.”
PP18018: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should ensure that all agreed
infrastructure needs are firmly established before any development begins and
developers are rigidly held to their obligations.
PP18028: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should contain specific detail on
the policy for addressing schools reaching, or exceeding, capacity. Under a new heading
"Education Infrastructure", the Proposed Plan should include provision to increase the
capacity of important schools where even small scale development in rural areas is
constrained due to their size, particularly where a school has been designed to be
extended as and when required.
PP18009: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should include reference to allow
the establishment of a new fund to allow smaller towns and villages to fund new local
facilities.
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PP18020, PP18023: Paragraph 4.7 should be clear that matters such as the mix, type
and size of homes will be market led, rather than dictated by Local Development Plans.
PP18024: Sites need to be large enough to have off-street parking and garaging for at
least three vehicles, especially where there is limited public transport.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be reviewed to ensure the
policy of a brownfield land priority should be extended to all development types, e.g.
employment, leisure, services or retail should a local need be established, and other
environmental considerations met, not just housing as set within paragraphs 4.8 and
4.18. The Proposed Plan should review the aims of paragraphs 4.8 and 4.18 against the
restrictions set out in paragraph 3.14 which would restrict development adjacent to the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.
PP18061: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 4.8 to read as follows:
"4.8 Land brought forward for housing must be used efficiently, and brownfield sites and
regeneration areas should be given priority. Thereafter employment allocations that have
remained undeveloped for the previous two plan cycles, or where delivery rates are now
delayed or constrained should be assessed for their suitability to accommodate mixed
use and residential development. Through this process, we should create opportunities
for new development that will close the gap between the wealthiest and most
disadvantaged areas of the City Region. Opportunities for redeveloping brownfield sites
will vary from place to place and over time but need to be a clear priority."
PP18019: The respondent considers that the aim to avoid coalescence of communities in
order to preserve their sense of place and individual identity should be reinstated and
made explicit. Related Targets should be modified as necessary.
Placemaking Targets – Bullets 1 – 3
PP18020: In relation to the second Target under paragraph 4.8 on page 27, the
requirement for "at least 40% of all new housing in Aberdeen City to be on brownfield
sites" should be qualified. A more appropriate form of wording would be "at least 40% of
all new housing in Aberdeen City should be on brownfield sites".
PP18020: Amend the third Target under paragraph 4.8 on page 27 to make it clear that it
will be dependent on site and local circumstances. In some instances, the Target
densities imposed will be out of character with the local area and some flexibility should
be allowed.
PP18041: All references to housing densities should be removed from the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan.
PP18056, PP18055: Amend the third Target on page 27 to be more flexible in its wording
on density within the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area to ensure that it does not
deter potential new development from coming forward in this key growth area by setting
a density level which will not encourage sustainable mixed communities.
PP18055: The 30 dwelling per hectare density target for the Aberdeen City Strategic
Growth Area should be retained.
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PP18059: More flexibility in density targets is required.
Affordable Housing – Paragraph 4.6 and Target 4
PP18056: Insert stronger wording to direct Local Development Plans on affordable
housing contributions to ensure they are in line with Scottish Planning Policy, and do not
place additional unwarranted burdens on the private sector which already significantly
contributes towards the delivery of affordable housing in the City Region.
PP18019: On page 27, the fourth bullet point under Targets should state a minimum
quota – for example 10% for all new developments of 50 or more homes. Based on local
need, Councils should set the minimum figure when approving an application. Related
Targets should be modified as necessary.
PP18020, PP18023: In acknowledging that affordable housing provision should generally
be no more than 25% it should be emphasised within the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan that this is dependent upon viability, and that there is scope for
flexibility should it be clearly demonstrated that, for whatever reason, it is not feasible to
deliver the full 25% as affordable housing.
PP18015: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan needs to make specific mention of
the key objective of a "sharp focus on delivery" set out in Scottish Planning Policy, as a
means to deliver more affordable housing.
PP18055: Stronger wording should be included in the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to direct the Local Development Plans on affordable housing contributions to ensure
that they are in line with Scottish Planning Policy and do not place additional
unwarranted burdens on the private sector.
How to Meet the Targets
PP18022: On the second Bullet under “How To Meet The Targets”, amend to read as
follows:
"Local design policies and guidance will emphasise the importance of ensuring high
quality architecture, natural environment and green infrastructure and urban and rural
design in the delivery of great places".
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest an additional bullet is
included under "How to Meet the Targets" on page 27, to read as follows:
"The natural environment will be considered a key context in developing 'sense of place'
delivering enhanced environmental, social and economic productivity."
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
National Planning Framework 3 (CD 23) sets out an agenda for placemaking in City
Regions, towns, rural areas, coast and islands. This is supported by Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 (CD 40), Creating Places 2013 (CD 12) and Designing Streets 2010 (CD
13). Creating Places is the Scottish Government’s policy statement on architecture and
place, and Design Streets is the Government’s policy statement on putting street design
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at the centre of placemaking. Both Creating Places and Design Streets contain policies
and guidance to inform the planning process.
The Placemaking element of the “Our Communities” Section of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan (Section 4, pages 26-27) has been prepared in the context of these
documents, as well as other relevant national, regional and local considerations. This
has included, as suggested by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043),
the TAYPlan Strategic Development Plan 2017.
Objective
Support for the Objective is noted and welcomed. Issues 12, 13, 14 and 15 address
comments on housing land supply and allocations in detail.
As stated in paragraph 36 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40), planning’s purpose
is to create better places. The term “placemaking” is defined in this paragraph as: “a
creative, collaborative process that includes design, development, renewal or
regeneration of urban or rural built environments.” It goes on to states that the outcome
of Placemaking should be “sustainable, well-designed places and homes which meet
places needs”.
“Placesaving” is not a recognised term in Scottish Planning Policy 2014, however it is
clear that the respondent is using the term to describe the process whereby existing
areas of high environmental quality are protected and preserved. It is considered that
the term “Placemaking” adequately covers this intention, and that existing text in the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan, for example the last sentence in paragraph 4.3,
as well as in the overall Vision (on page 6) and the Aims/how we will support the Aims
(on page 7) is sufficient.
In responding to PP18024, PP18039, the first sentence in paragraph 4.1 of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan must be read in full. It clearly sets out the work that is
required for the Vision to be met. The Proposed Plan is an aspiration, future focused
document and is working towards a positive future. The use of the word “if” must be
understood in this context.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Placemaking
Circular 2/2008: Statutory Guidance on Strategic Development Planning Authorities
(CD 4) states in paragraph 6 that Strategic Development Plans will set out a clear vision
and spatial strategy for their area. They will focus on the key land use and development
matters that cross planning authority boundaries and will not need to contain a long list of
policies or seek to form a detailed handbook for development management.
In the context of this Circular, we do not consider it necessary for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan to provide any additional reference to detailed standards for
Placemaking. Given the scale of the area covered by the Strategic Development
Planning Authority, and the range of landscapes and types of places contained within,
these standards would either have to be very lengthy, detailed and precise, or too high
reaching and vague to be of any real substance. The Local Development Plans are best
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served to provide local design polices and guidance for their individual areas, as is
already expressly required by the second bullet under “How to Meet the Targets” on
page 27 of the Proposed Plan. Sufficient guidance for Local Development Plans on how
to best achieve high quality resilient, integrated and healthy places is already provided at
national level within Scottish Planning Policy, Creating Places and Designing Streets,
and it is be unnecessary to repeat this here.
We note the Scottish Environment Protection Agency’s (PP18043) suggested
amendment to paragraph 4.1 to include reference to enhancing the natural environment
for social, economic and environmental benefit. We do not consider the suggested text
to add any benefit to the existing wording of the paragraph, which already makes
reference to protecting habitats. This paragraph sets out what we need to do in
Placemaking terms to help deliver the Proposed Plan’s Vision. Achieving such would, be
default, be of social, economic, and environmental benefit for the whole City Region, so
repeating this again is unnecessary.
In responding to PP18037 and the suggested amendments to paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4,
we note the future focus of the Plan, and the need to be visionary. In this context it is not
necessary for the Plan to offer express support to developments that are already
committed. That being said, the important role that settlements such as Chapleton will
continue to make on Placemaking across the City Region is recognised in Proposed Plan
paragraph 3.38 (page 20) under the Strategic Growth Area from Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk. The suggested amendments to paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4 are not supported
in this context, nor is the new Target proposed under paragraph 4.8.
In considering the need for associated infrastructure, we believe this is already
adequately addressed throughout the Proposed Plan which, as noted in paragraph 1.5,
should be read as a whole document rather than as individual sections. The second
bullet under paragraph 2.3 on page 7, for example, makes it clear that sustainable mixed
communities will need to be supported with the provision of associated infrastructure.
The timing of the delivery of that infrastructure will be specific to the individual
circumstances, and it may not always be possible to ensure that this infrastructure is
delivered before any development is begun. It is also not the role of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan to ensure or play an active role in retaining existing facilities
in rural areas. Where additional community facilities may be required then the partner
Council can use existing tools, and no additional fund needs to be established through
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. In considering such, it will be necessary for
partner Councils to set the levels for contributions in consultation with relevant services
and providers, and ensure that contributions are collected in line with Circular 3/2012:
Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements (CD 5). In addition, School Roll
capacities are dealt with individually by each partner Council, not the Strategic
Development Planning Authority, and it would be inappropriate for the Proposed Plan to
include a specific policy on the calculation of school capacities.
Paragraph 4.5 of the Proposed Plan states that new development should meet the needs
of the whole community, including the specific needs of the Gypsy Traveller Community.
Partner Councils are responsible for decisions on individual development proposals, not
the Strategic Development Planning Authority.
Paragraph 4.7 of the Proposed Plan includes guidance on housing proposals in terms of
type, size and tenure. The respondents consider that it should be for the market, not the
development planning system, to determine the range and size of house types. Although
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the Strategic Development Planning Authority and the two partner Councils are aware of
the need to be flexible to market conditions, it would not be appropriate to allow the mix,
range and size of homes to be entirely market lead as this could result in developments
which only serve the needs of one sector of the community and do not provide for the
whole needs of a place. We consider the current wording of paragraph 4.7 to be
important if we are to build better places and sustainable mixed communities. This could
include options for self build. It is not, however, for the planning system to control who
owns how much land or where this land is focused.
The matter of brownfield land for other uses than Housing is dealt with in Issue 16, and
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route in Issue 5. The principle of development of
brownfield sites, be this for housing or another appropriate use, is clearly in line with the
Proposed Plan’s Vision and the Aim to efficiently use existing resources.
The matter of safeguarding employment land is dealt with is Issue 5. In summary, it is
important that we continue to ensure a healthy supply of employment land in order to
meet the Vision of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and to support the
Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80). Business and industrial development rates are
monitored by Employment Land Audits in order to ensure continuity of employment land
supply. This approach is in line with paragraphs 93 to 105 of Scottish Planning Policy
2014 (CD 40). The Proposed Strategic Development Plan requires that Local
Development Plans protect employment land allocations from other uses (first bullet
under “How To Meet The Targets” on page 36). This is to ensure that land identified for
employment is not “lost” to another land use, thus resulting in the supply of land being
reduced and opportunities for new employment being restricted. We would not support
the suggested amendment to paragraph 4.8 to introduce an additional sentence stating
that “employment allocations that have remained undeveloped for the previous two plan
cycles, or where delivery rates are now delayed or constrained, should be assessed for
their suitability to accommodate mixed use and residential development.”
Respondent PP18019 request a specific Target be included in order to avoid
coalescence of communities. Although the term “coalescence” is not stated explicitly in
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, it is clear that any proposal which would
result in such would not be supported by the Vision, Aims or specific “Our Communities”
Objective. The Proposed Plan is clear, e.g. in paragraphs 4.1 and 4.4, that we must set
the highest standards for Placemaking and aim always for excellence. A specific new
Target relating to the threat of coalescence is not necessary in this context.
In reference to Hatton of Fintray, this is a local matter for Aberdeenshire Council and the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Placemaking Targets – Bullets 1 – 3 (Page 27)
As noted in Proposed Plan paragraph 1.5, the Plan should be read as a whole document
rather than as individual sections. As such, it is unnecessary to repeat the Placemaking
elements of the Vision within the Target on page 27.
The Aberdeen Brownfield Urban Capacity Study 2014 (CD 99) provides the evidence to
demonstrate the potential for brownfield sites in Aberdeen City to accommodate new
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residential development. This Study is updated on a regular basis by Aberdeen City
Council. Aberdeen City Local Development Plan Main Issues Report 2019 - Appendix 4
- Brownfield Urban Capacity Study Update (CD 101) provides the most recent update to
the key tables within this document, which identify sufficient brownfield land available in
Aberdeen City to accommodate the brownfield allocations required by the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan. The Aberdeen City Main Issues Report 2019 (CD 100) also
illustrates how these allocations can be translated to potential development sites. There
is clearly sufficient scope to accommodate the scale of brownfield development required
by the Proposed Plan, and the requirement for cyclical review of the Development Plan
provides reassurance that the capacity of brownfield sites to deliver the allowances set
out in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan will be timeously reviewed. Although
paragraph 4.8 of the Proposed Plan states a clear preference for brownfield sites to be
prioritised, paragraph 4.18 recognises that it is likely some development on greenfield
sites will also need to take place. There is no “moratorium” on greenfield land as
suggested by the respondent. The suggested amendment to the Target is not supported
in this context.
The third Target on page 27 addresses recommended densities for residential
development in the Strategic Growth Areas. This is “generally no less than 30 dwellings
per hectare” in the Strategic Growth Areas in Aberdeenshire, as per the extant Strategic
Development Plan 2014. However, in order to better reflect the opportunities to use land
more efficiently and effectively in Aberdeen, “generally no less than 50 dwellings per
hectare” in the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area. This is a change from the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014 which set a Target of generally 30 dwellings per
hectare across all Strategic Growth Areas.
Paragraph 2 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) states that planning should make
efficient use of land to deliver long-term benefits for the public, while protecting and
enhancing our resources. The National Records of Scotland, Mid-2016 Population
Estimates for Scotland (CD 124) place Aberdeen City at 1,238 people per square
kilometre. This is in contrast to Dundee at 2,478, Edinburgh at 1,926 and Glasgow at
3,521. This revised Target for Aberdeen City to be wholly acceptable given pressures on
land and the need to combat urban sprawl. Many successful and sustainable urban
communities within Aberdeen City operate at high densities without including flatted
development, a key example being Footdee which has a density of 63 units per hectare.
As discussed in paragraph 3.20 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, one of the
eight objectives of the Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan and Delivery Programme 2015
(CD 97) is the creation of a “living city for everyone” which, as described on pages 21
and 39 of the Masterplan, seeks to encourage more people to live in the City Centre
boundary, where higher density developments will clearly be the most appropriate given
the shortage of land and associated costs. This is recognised by a number of the key
projects and interventions listed in the Masterplan.
Notwithstanding the above, design proposals should be informed by their location and
environs, and it is accepted that 50 dwellings per hectare will not be appropriate for every
development in the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area. It is for this reason that the
Target includes the key words “should” and “generally” to reinforce that this is a Target
for Aberdeen City Council to work towards, and not a strict requirement.
No amendments to the continuation of the 30 dwelling per hectare Target for the
Aberdeenshire Strategic Growth Areas are considered necessary, and the suggested
amendment to lower this density would not be supported due to concerns surrounding
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urban sprawl and the need to make the best use of our resources. Again, we note the
words “should” and “generally” in this Target which allow flexibility and individual site
considerations to be reflected.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Affordable Housing – Paragraph 4.6 and Target 4
Support for the affordable housing Target being "generally no more than 25%" in line
with paragraph 129 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) is noted and welcomed.
No additional wording is required to mirror what is already clearly stated in Scottish
Planning Policy. No amendment to this wording which would change the position from
that expressed in Scottish Planning Policy would be supported. Local Development
Plans are best placed to provide detailed guidance on how this overarching policy
position will be best delivered for each individual area.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
How to Meet the Targets
We do not support the inclusion of the additional bullet requested by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) under “How to Meet the Targets” as
promotion and enhancement of the natural environment is also already mentioned in
detail throughout the Proposed Plan and does not need to be repeated again here.
Paragraph 1.5 of the Proposed Plan is clear that the Plan should be read as a whole
document rather than as individual sections.
For similar reasons we do not support the suggested amendment by Scottish Natural
Heritage (PP18022) to the second bullet under “How to Meet the Targets” on Proposed
Plan page 27 as it is considered that the existing terms “urban and rural design” are wide
ranging and already sufficiently cover natural environment and green infrastructure.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Objective
1. The indication from the Elsick Development Company and Stewart Milne Homes
Limited that an abundant supply of homes in the right location is required to support the
objective in section 4 (our communities) of the proposed plan is noted. This echoes the
aims of the proposed plan to “make sure the area has enough homes and job
opportunities” and “make the most of the transport network”. The matters of housing land
supply are dealt with in Issues 12 to 14 of this examination report. No change to the
objective is required to address this point.
2. The term “placesaving” is not defined within any of the documentation submitted to the
examination. However, in referring to the term Professor Gray identifies the matter of
protecting and preserving areas of high environmental quality. An aim of the proposed
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plan is to “protect and, where appropriate, enhance our valued assets and resources”. In
addition, section 6 of the plan (our resources) includes provisions to protect historic and
natural resources. These provisions are also detailed in the local development plans for
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire. Therefore, while not referring to “placesaving”, the
proposed plan includes sufficient provision to ensure preservation/protection of resources.
There is no need to refer to the term “placesaving” in the proposed plan.
3. Although I note that the proposed plan is aspirational it is also a statutory part of the
development plan which directs development. Therefore, I agree with Mearns Community
Council and Michael Robson that the beginning of paragraph 4.1 which reads “if we are to
achieve our overall Vision we must set the highest standards for placemaking, urban and
rural design…” does not install confidence. Removing the words “if we are” is
recommended to make the statement direct and assured.
Placemaking
4. The Scottish Government planning circular 6/2013 on ‘development planning’ states, at
paragraph 41, that “Scottish Ministers expect SDPs to be concise visionary documents
that set clear parameters for subsequent LDPs and inform decision about strategic
infrastructure investment”. Furthermore, planning circular 2/2008 provides ‘statutory
guidance on strategic planning authorities’ stating within that strategic development plans
“will not need to contain a long list of policies or seek to form a detailed handbook for
development management”. In addition, when referring to placemaking Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) advises that, while the design-led approach should be applied at all levels,
local development plans should “contribute to high-quality places by setting out how they
will embed a design-led approach”. The authority also highlight that Scottish Government
publications on ‘creating places’ and ‘designing streets’ further promote high-quality
placemaking. I find that there is a wealth of government advice targeted at the creation of
high-quality places which can be further detailed in local development plan policies (and in
supplementary, and/or non-statutory, guidance). In this context, it is sufficient for the
proposed strategic development plan to refer at paragraph 4.1 to setting “the highest
standards for placemaking, urban and rural design” without the need to provide further
explanation for local development plans.
5. I note that the authority took account of the provisions of the approved TAYplan
Strategic Development Plan 2017 when drafting the proposed plan and, therefore, no
change to the proposed plan is required to reflect policies 2 and 8 of that plan in relation to
good placemaking principles.
6. Proposed paragraph 4.1 of the plan refers to the protection of “existing habitats”. I
agree with the authority that replacing this wording, as suggested by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency, to refer to protection and enhancement of the natural
environment would unnecessarily repeat what is stated elsewhere in the plan
(paragraph 2.3 in the vision section and paragraph 6.1 in the our resources section). The
wording in paragraph 4.1 should remain.
7. As stated in my findings at paragraph 6 in Issue 9 Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen
to Laurencekirk there is no need to refer to “supporting committed” developments in the
proposed plan. The suggestion from The Grandhome Trust and Elsick Development
Company to support committed communities in proposed paragraph 4.3 is unnecessary.
The support for paragraph 4.3 from the Braeside and Mannofield Community Council is
noted. The further suggestion from these parties to refer, at paragraph 4.4 and within the
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targets section of our communities, to “exemplary developments in the region” as a point
of reference for the design of new proposals is ambiguous. It is unclear which
developments should be taken as examples of good practice. In any event,
paragraph 3.38 of the plan refers to the construction at Chapelton as having the “potential
to set a new placemaking standard for future development in Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire and beyond”. No change to the plan is required to address this point.
8. Recognition is provided at paragraph 4.3 of the proposed plan that a range of services
and facilities, including education provision, are necessary for sustainable communities. In
support of this paragraph 3.7 of the plan states that “developers will also have to accept
the need for contributions towards necessary infrastructure, services, and facilities”. The
use of planning obligations and/or suspensive conditions can be used to ensure that
necessary infrastructure is provided at the right time in response to development
proposals; which could include provision prior to the commencement of development
and/or at a prescribed stage of construction (a certain amount of occupancy for instance).
The planning authorities in the city region can also use enforcement and/or other powers,
where expedient, to allow action where contributions are not forthcoming as required. The
detail related to seeking such contributions could be included in local development plans
and/or supplementary guidance as necessary. In this context, I find that the proposed plan
is sufficient in relation to developer contributions where seeking necessary infrastructure
and supporting communities (including those in rural locations).
9. In response to matters raised by Mearns Community Council, the vision of the
proposed plan refers to the creation of “a more open, inclusive society” with an aim to
“cater for the needs of the whole population”. Proposed paragraph 4.5 also states that “it
is important that new development meets the needs of the whole community, including the
specific needs of the Gypsy Traveller Community”. I consider that the provisions of the
proposed plan are inclusive and treat communities equally without any change required.
Planning decisions can be enforced by relevant planning authorities, where expedient,
without any reference required in the proposed plan. In addition, while the proposed plan
seeks a move to public and active travel choices, the provision of off-street parking is a
detailed matter related to local circumstances and any parking provisions set at a local
level through parking standards. No change to the plan is necessary to promote specific
parking standards.
10. Scottish Planning Policy states, at paragraph 110, that the planning system should
“enable provision of a range of attractive, well-designed, energy efficient, good quality
housing, contributing to the creation of successful and sustainable places”. The proposed
plan supports this position at paragraph 4.7 where it states that “communities must be
mixed in terms of type and size of homes, as well as cost and tenure” which is further
reflected in a target “to increase the range, quality and design of development across the
City Region”. Also within paragraph 4.7 the plan directs that “larger developments must
provide a mix of house sizes, from starter homes to large detached houses”. Although the
market could dictate the range and size of homes there is a risk, as highlighted by the
authority, that certain sectors of the market could be omitted if there was no direction
within the development plan (and supporting documents where provided). The provisions
of the proposed plan are reasonable and sufficient to enable the delivery of a range and
choice of new homes which could include self-build plots; homes affordable to first-time
buyers; and provision for the elderly. Any potential over-prescription of range/size of
houses in local development plan policies is a matter for representees to address with
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire councils and requires no change to wording of the
proposed strategic development plan.
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11. Land acquisition and aggregation is a complex process with many factors informing
the delivery of development including landownership; the availability of planning
permission; and the value of land and contracts for release. In relation to housing and
employment land there are audits which inform the effectiveness of sites and predict the
delivery of development in the future. The strategic development plan uses the audits to
inform its strategy but it does not have the ability to directly influence whether an investor,
landowner, developer or other interested party invests, has an option, and/or retains land
within its control. The proposed plan should not, therefore, be amended with the aim to
control land banking.
12. Scottish Planning Policy states that “planning should direct the right development to
the right place” and that a guiding factor in decision-making to meet this principle is the
consideration of “the re-use or re-development of brownfield land before new development
takes place on greenfield sites”. This position is reflected in the vision of the proposed
plan where it requires a “proactive approach towards development that: ensures the
sustainable use of resources”; and in its aim to “promote the need to use resources more
efficiently and effectively whilst protecting our assets”. Paragraphs 4.8 and 4.18 of the
proposed plan include references to using brownfield land in the context of housing land.
However, I consider that the references provided in the vision mean that there is a suitable
context to allow the consideration and promotion of brownfield land for other uses (albeit
noting that the definition of “brownfield” in the proposed plan provides some exemptions).
The concerns of FCC Environment Limited related to restrictions around the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route set out in paragraph 3.14 of the proposed plan are dealt with in
Issue 5 Our Spatial Strategy – the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and Issue 16 Our
Economy.
13. The proposed plan continues to safeguard employment land and provides a strategic
land reserve. A target of the plan is for local development plans to “protect all Employment
Land Allocations from other uses”. While I understand the importance of safeguarding
land for employment, I find that the target in the plan requires amendment to allow
flexibility for the reasons set out below. The proposed change to paragraph 4.8 from
Barratt North Scotland would be unreasonably prescriptive. I consider that it would be
beneficial for local authorities to determine the circumstances where alternative uses could
be supported.





Paragraph 103 of Scottish Planning Policy states that “where existing business sites
are underused, for example where there has been an increase in vacancy rates,
reallocation to enable a wider range of viable business or alternative uses should be
considered, taking careful account of the potential impacts on existing businesses
on the site”.
The equivalent target in the extant Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development
Plan (2014) states “local development plans should, where possible, protect
strategic reserve land from other uses” [my emphasis].
The adopted Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (2017) provides
circumstances in policy B1 (employment and business land) which would allow
alternative uses on employment land. The equivalent policy in the adopted
Aberdeen City Local Development Plan (2017) – policy B1 (business and industrial
land) – is stricter but allows consideration of other uses including car showrooms,
bus depots and those which would directly support business and industrial uses.
Therefore, should the forthcoming local development plans contain similar policies
there could be potential conflict between development plan provisions with respect
to safeguarding employment land.
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14. There is no specific mention of avoiding “coalescence” within the previous Aberdeen
City and Shire Structure Plan (2009) or the extant strategic development plan. However,
these plans (and the proposed plan) aim to create sustainable mixed communities while
also protecting important assets/resources which would likely include ensuring that the
identity of current settlements/communities is respected. Local development plans would
be well suited to enable the identification of any potential, and need to avoid, coalescence
– including that related to the settlement of Hatton of Fintray. No changes to the proposed
plan are required to refer specifically to avoidance of coalescence.
Placemaking targets
15. I agree with the authority that the strategic development plan should be read and
applied as a whole. Therefore, there is no need to repeat any of the placemaking
objectives from the vision within the our communities section of the plan.
16. There is compelling evidence in the form of the Aberdeen City brownfield urban
capacity study 2014 and its recent update to suggest that at least 40% of all new housing
could be accommodated on brownfield land in the city. The target to achieve this goal is,
therefore, reasonable and does not need to be further clarified. A target is not necessarily
fixed and can be reviewed and the proposed plan includes caveats (see paragraphs 4.8
and 4.18) which suggest that brownfield opportunities should be considered prior to the
development of greenfield sites. That position does not place a block on greenfield
development to achieve the housing land requirement. No change to the plan is required
to address this matter.
17. Paragraph 2 of Scottish Planning Policy advises that “planning should take a positive
approach to enabling high-quality development and making efficient use of land to deliver
long-term benefits for the public while protecting and enhancing natural and cultural
resources”. The document continues to advise that efficient use of resources “can help us
to live within our environmental limits” (paragraph 21); and that to support sustainable
places policies and decisions should be guided by principles including “making efficient
use of existing capacities of land, buildings and infrastructure” (paragraph 29). This
position is also taken in the proposed plan where paragraph 4.8 states that “land brought
forward for housing must be used efficiently”. I consider that providing targets for housing
densities in the strategic growth areas is a reasonable approach to make the most efficient
use of housing land while reducing stress on other land assets. Inefficient use of land
would likely result in the requirement for more land to accommodate the housing land
requirement. Therefore, I find that the density targets should remain.
18. There could be circumstances where the targeted 50 homes per hectare in the
Aberdeen City strategic growth area, and 30 homes per hectare in other strategic growth
areas, might be unachievable but the development management process can
accommodate any variation were justified, particularly as the targets stated in the
proposed plan are caveated stating “generally no less than…”. The authority’s response
indicates that higher densities could be readily achieved with a mix of accommodation
types in Aberdeen despite the concerns of Homes for Scotland. I also note that increasing
density could result in smaller plots but the requirement to provide high-quality sustainable
places alongside the adopted local development plans contain policies for the provision of
private and amenity open space should ensure the provision of adequate plots. No
change to the proposed plan is necessary to indicate flexibility in housing densities.
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Affordable housing
19. Paragraph 129 of Scottish Planning Policy advises that plans should identify any
expected developer contributions towards the delivery of affordable housing usually being
a specified proportion of serviced land within a development site and generally being no
more than 25% of the total number of houses. In addition to the inclusion of the caveated
word “generally” the paragraph also states that consideration should be given to the level
of contribution “likely to be deliverable in the current economic climate, as part of a viable
housing development”. Furthermore, in relation to delivery of affordable housing the
Scottish Government’s planning advice note 2/2010 on ‘affordable housing and housing
land audits’ identifies at paragraph 27 that viability of a proposal should be considered
holistically in relation to affordable housing contributions and other factors.
20. The extant strategic development plan requires the provision of “appropriate levels of
affordable housing (around 25%)” which has been carried forward into the proposed plan
which includes a target for new housing “to meet the needs of the whole community by
providing appropriate levels of affordable housing (generally no more than 25%)”. The
proposed plan also suggests (page 27) that the two councils in the region should “consider
innovative ways to ensure the delivery of affordable housing”. I note the support for the
position of the proposed plan which aligns with the advice in Scottish Planning Policy. I
agree with Homes for Scotland that affordable housing is provided by both the private and
public sector and that there are a range of housing models/types which can be defined as
being “affordable”. However, I do not consider it necessary to change the wording of the
proposed plan to mention providers, different affordable housing delivery models or the
direct need for local development plans and/or supplementary guidance (if used) to include
flexibility in negotiating affordable housing contributions. As a strategic document I find it
reasonable for the proposed plan to provide the proportion of affordable housing generally
sought from new housing development and allow the two councils to determine the detail
of how that proportion could be delivered and where any exemptions could be made.
21. In addition, I do not consider it necessary for the proposed plan to set a minimum
proportion for affordable housing. Setting a minimum could imply that provision of the
minimum stated would be acceptable whereas the position adopted of proposing a general
proportion is clear and allows for negotiation down where justified. No changes to the
proposed plan in relation to affordable housing are required.
How to meet the targets
22. As referred in paragraph 6 above, the proposed plan makes sufficient provision for
the natural environment and green infrastructure elsewhere without the need for the ‘how
to meet the targets’ section being modified as promoted by Scottish Natural Heritage and
the Scottish Environment Protection Agency. No change is recommended on this basis.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Delete the words “If we are” from the start of paragraph 4.1 on page 26.
2. Insert “,where practicable,” after “Local Development Plans must” in the first bullet point
under the heading ‘How to Meet the Targets’ in the Our Economy section on page 36.
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Issue 12

Our Communities - Housing Supply Target

Section 4: Our Communities
Delivery of New Homes
Development
Reporter:
Table 1: Housing Supply Target by Housing
Alasdair Edwards
plan reference:
Market Area, Local Authority and Tenure Mix
Pages 28 – 32
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18015
PP18020
PP18023
PP18040
PP18041
PP18046
PP18049
PP18050
PP18051
PP18053
PP18055
PP18056
PP18059
PP18060
PP18061
PP18063

Bancon Homes
Scotia Homes Ltd
Dunecht Estates
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
Taylor Wimpey (East Scotland) Limited
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
Various Developers and Landowners
CHAP Homes Ltd
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Barratt North Scotland and Dunecht Estates
Barratt North Scotland
Drum Property Group

Section 4: Our Communities
Delivery of New Homes
Provision of the
Table 1: Housing Supply Target by Housing Market Area, Local
development
Authority and Tenure Mix
plan to which the
Pages 28 – 32
issue relates:
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets
the Housing Supply Target.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Housing Supply Target to be informed by the High Migration Scenario
PP18015, PP18020, PP18023, PP18040, PP18055, PP18061, PP18051, PP18059,
PP18060, PP18063: The respondents consider that the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan should use the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 High Migration
Scenario as this would reflect the aspirations for future growth in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan’s Vision (RD18063B). The use of the High Migration Scenario reflects
the need for additional affordable housing.
It is contended that the Housing Land Audits from 2016 and 2018 show several years of
anticipated completions around the level of 2,768 homes per annum, i.e. the annual
target set by the High Migration Scenario from the Housing Need and Demand
Assessment 2017.
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Object to the Modified Principal Growth Scenario
PP18040, PP18041, PP18046, PP18049, PP18053, PP18055: The respondents do not
consider that the Modified Principal Growth Scenario has been supported by sufficient
evidence and explanation in the Housing Methodology Paper and is therefore not justified
to be used as the Housing Supply Target for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The Modified Principal Growth Scenario is also less aspirational than the Housing Need
and Demand Assessment’s Principal Growth Scenario. It is contended that the Modified
Principal Growth Scenario results in a lower Housing Supply Target than the Principal
Growth Scenario for the plan period 2020-2032. The respondents promote that the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan should set ambitious targets that drive the
increased delivery of new homes. The consideration of completion rates agreed in the
Housing Land Audit is not accepted as an appropriate way to project future growth. The
approach lacks ambition and does not adequately plan for growth.
PP18040, PP18046: PP18049, PP18051, PP18055, PP18063: The respondents object to
the use of the Modified Principal Growth Scenario on the basis that it departs from the
Principal Growth Scenario of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 and
therefore does not reflect the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 or conform
with Scottish Planning Policy.
Use of Housing Land Audits
PP18040, PP18050: The respondents consider that the most recently agreed Housing
Land Audits (2017 or 2018) should be used for establishing the Effective Land Supply.
Completion Rates
PP18055: The respondent does not believe that the consideration of past housing
completions is an appropriate way to project future growth. The respondent considers
that this approach gives a falsely negative view given the recent drop in oil price over the
last few years.
The respondent notes that projected completions from the Aberdeen City and Shire
Housing Land Audit 2016 show increased level of completions programmed than the
completions from the past few years. The respondent also notes that the aspirations of
the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 was to move towards the delivery of 3,000
homes of per annum by 2020. In this regard, the respondent refers to the projected
completions for the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing land Audit 2018 which expect that
the City Region will meet this aspiration by 2019. The respondent considers that this
demonstrates the ability and desire of the home building industry to achieve far higher
levels of completions in the future.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Housing Supply Target to be informed by the High Migration Scenario
PP18015: PP18020: PP18023, PP18040, PP18046, PP18049, PP18051, PP18056,
PP18059, PP18061, PP18063: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be
amended to use the Housing Need and Demand Assessment High Migration Scenario to
inform the Housing Supply Target.
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PP18055, PP18056 and PP18060: Position 1 - Request that the High Migration Scenario
is used as the basis for the Housing Supply Target. Table 1 and paragraph 4.10 updated
as a result. Position 2 - Request that the Principal Scenario is used to determine the
Housing supply Target instead of the Modified Principal Scenario. Table 1 and paragraph
4.10 updated as a result. The respondents have included an Appendices to their
submission which sets out their requested changes to these tables (RD18055 – appendix
1 and RD18056 – appendix 3).
PP18053: The Housing Supply Target should be amended to be more aspirational.
Object to the Modified Principal Growth Scenario
PP18020, PP18023: If the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 High Migration
Scenario is not used the Principal Growth Scenario should be used to inform the Housing
Supply Target.
PP18055: Position 2 Request that the Principal Scenario is used to determine the
Housing Supply Target instead of the Modified Principal Scenario. Table 1 and paragraph
4.10 updated as a result. The respondent has included an Appendix 1 to their submission
which sets out their requested changes to these tables (RD18055A).
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Housing Supply Target to be informed by the High Migration Scenario
A detailed review of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) High
Migration Scenario can be read in Paragraph 3.17 of the Housing Methodology Paper
(CD 71). In reviewing the High Migration Scenario is was determined it was unrealistic
that such high levels of projected house building would be delivered. Historically, such
levels of delivery have very rarely occurred. As such it was not considered an appropriate
scenario to inform the Housing Supply Target.
The High Migration Scenario sets a Housing Supply Target of 55,370 homes to 2035. In
comparison the Principal Growth Scenario projects a Housing Supply Target of 43,420
homes to 2035. A High Migration Scenario Housing Supply Target is therefore
approximately 22% higher and requires completion of approximately 600 more homes per
annum than the Principal Growth Scenario’s Housing Supply Target.
From 2004 to 2015 new home completions exceeded 2,000 homes per annum twice in
that twelve-year period, in 2004 and 2015. The last time completions exceeded 2,600
was in 1991. Historic levels of housing completion in the City Region have averaged
approximately 2,200 from the period 1981 - 2015. While the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan is aspirational in terms of the levels of economic growth and future
development it must also be realistic and on the basis of historic completions in the City
Region, coupled with recent economic challenges it is consider unlikely that the average
of 2,768 new homes per annum projected by the High Migration Scenario would occur.
The Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016 (CD 53) recorded that since 2009
the highest level of completion in one year was 2,099 homes. An annual target of 2,768
new homes is 24% higher than that and is not considered achievable or realistic.
Paragraph 31.1 of Housing Need and Demand Assessment Manager’s Guide 2014
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(CD 18) advises consideration of factors to be taken into setting Housing Supply Targets
and notes that they must be “deliverable on the ground”. While homes have continued to
be delivered during recently challenging economic conditions it would be considerably
more challenging to deliver homes at the level required by the High Migration Scenario.
Given the current level of delivery recorded in the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land
Audit 2016 (CD 53) it would take considerable time and resources to assemble the
required skilled labour, supply chains and logistics to deliver homes at such the High
Migration Scenario’s rate over the life of the Plan period. Additional consideration of
resources and infrastructure must be factored into deciding a Housing Supply Target.
The quantity of resources required to deliver such levels of housing would put
considerable pressure on resource and mineral reserves.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority requires surety that the resources
necessary to deliver such a level of housing would be available. The quantity of minerals
required to deliver such a level of housing would be considerable and minerals reserves,
and areas of exploration would need to be reviewed through the Local Development
Plans to determine adequacy of supply. The High Migration Scenario would also require
an increase in water demand, water abstraction for the River Dee is regulated through a
license issued by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency to Scottish Water. The
River Dee is a Special Area of Conservation and increases in water abstraction beyond
the limits of the current abstraction licence could result in likely significant effects on a
Special Area of Conservation. This issue has been considered in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan’s Habitats Regulation Appraisal (CD 125). It is essential to ensure that
abstraction licences have the capacity to be able to meet future water supply demand
without negatively impacting on the River Dee Special Area of Conservation.
This level of additional allocations required to meet the High Migration Scenario’s housing
requirement could risk the delivery of existing strategic allocations. These allocations
have already had considerable resources invested in them by developers, local
authorities, infrastructure providers as well as local communities and their successful
delivery is of importance to the City Region.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Object to the Modified Principal Growth Scenario
The respondents assert that insufficient evidence has been presented to justify the use of
the Modified Principal Growth Scenario as the Housing Supply Target for the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan. It is also asserted that the Modified Principal Growth
Scenario proposes lower growth than that of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
2017 (CD 56) Principal Scenario. Both assertions relate to the use of the Modified
Principal Growth Scenario and as such will be considered in this response by the
Strategic Development Planning Authority.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority published a Housing Methodology Paper
(CD 71) in support of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan in order to be
transparent regarding the methodologies used and conclusions derived at reaching the
Housing Supply Target and the Housing Land Requirement. The use of the Modified
Principal Growth Scenario is in line with Housing Need and Demand Assessment – a
Manager’s Guide (CD 18) and Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40). This point is
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expanded on in detail in the Planning Authority’s response (below) to the issue of the
Modified Principal Growth Scenario conforming with Scottish Planning Policy.
The Modified Principal Growth Scenario was the result of a process which reviewed and
considered the Housing Need and Demand Assessment’s three migration scenarios
against the wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of capacity,
resources and deliverability, and other important requirements. This detailed
consideration was undertaken by the Planning Authority and Housing Market Partnership
rather than, as proposed by the respondents, simply transposing one scenario (either the
Principal Growth Scenario or the High Migration Scenario) into the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan and using it as the Housing Supply Target. The Principal Growth, Low
Migration and High Migration Scenarios were all given equally detailed consideration and
these considerations are explained fully in Chapter 3 of the Housing Methodology Paper
(CD 71).
The respondents assert that the Principal Scenario promotes a higher level of growth for
the period 2016 to 2032 than that of the Modified Principal Growth Scenario. Paragraph
118 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) states it is the role of Strategic
Development Plans to look at land supply and set a Housing Supply Target up to year
twelve from the expected year of plan approval making sure the requirement for each
housing market area is met in full. Beyond year twelve and up to year twenty Strategic
Development Plans should provide an indication of the possible scale and location of
housing land. In this context the Strategic Development Plan needs to consider housing
land allocation beyond that of the next Local Development Plan cycle and be able to set a
strategic direction for the City Region’s housing land need and its economic aspirations.
As such the Proposed Strategic Development Plan considers the periods 2020 to 2032
and 2033 to 2040. An additional year has been added to the first plan period due to
uncertainty relating to the eventual approval of Strategic Development Plans.
The assertion that the Modified Principal Scenario results in a lower Housing Supply
Target is flawed. The respondents incorrectly include the period 2016 to 2019 within the
total Housing Supply Target up to the period 2032. During the period 2016 to 2019 9,520
homes are required by the Principal Scenario which would require a rate of delivery of
2,380 homes per annum. The period 2016 to 2019 is outwith the plan period for the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan, which commences in 2020 and runs to 2040. The
period 2020 - 2032 is the period up to year twelve of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, if it were to be taken from 2016 to 2032 that would be a period of
seventeen years. This would include a period of four years, 2016 to 2019, that cannot be
considered retrospectively and is not the function of a Strategic Development Plan to
consider a Plan period which is in the past.
When comparing Housing Supply Target totals for the period 2020 - 2032; the Principal
Migration Scenario total is 27,964 new homes and the Modified Principal Growth
Scenario total is 28,600. The Modified Principal Growth Scenario is 636 new homes per
annum greater than the Principal Migration Scenario. Additionally, when comparing the
difference between the two scenarios for the period 2020-2035 the Modified Principal
Growth Scenario is 1,721 new homes per annum greater.
When examined on an annual basis, over the period of the Housing Need and Demand
Assessment 2017 (CD 56), output the Principal Migration Scenario begins with high
levels of need which steadily decline over the period 2016 - 2035. Put simply, it projects a
declining need for new homes as the Plan Period progresses. It starts at 2,476 new
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homes per annum in 2016 declining to 1,900 new homes per annum by 2035. These
projections of decline do not reflect the City Region’s economic aspirations for
sustainable growth. This declining trend would also be in contrast to recent levels of new
and anticipated housing completions shown in the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing
Land Audit 2016 (CD 53) and the direction of the Regional Economic Strategy’s (CD 80)
aspirations for a diversified regional economy and future growth.
It is the view of the Strategic Development Planning Authority that the total number of
homes projected by the Principal Growth Scenario is generally appropriate however when
these homes are required is reflected more realistically in the Modified Principal Growth
Scenario. The Principal Growth Scenario projects an initially high housing land
requirement with demand reducing steadily over the course of the period 2016 to 2035.
This results in an annual average requirement of 2,170 homes per annum. Paragraphs
3.13 - 3.15 of the Housing Methodology Paper set out in detail the reasoning for the
development of the Modified Principal Scenario.






The period 2016 - 2020 is reflective of recent levels of completions recorded in the
Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016 (CD 53);
As the Proposed Strategic Development Plan progresses from 2020 - 2032 the
Housing Supply Target increases steadily reflecting the City Region’s aspirations for
stable economic growth;
The period 2033 - 2040 looks towards establishing the principle of a reserve of
housing land which Local Development Plans could utilise in the future should the
need arise. It also sets a strategic aspiration for the City Region and a long-term
direction of the anticipated future need which the development industry and
infrastructure providers can plan towards;
The annual average requirement is 2,170 homes per annum up to 2035 and
increases to 2,205 up to 2040.

The Modified Principal Growth Scenario is the policy interpretation of the Housing Need
and Demand Assessment’s Principal Growth Scenario. The result of this is the Housing
Supply Target for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. It follows a stepped change
which moves towards a sustainable increase in the rate of housing delivery over the life
of the Plan which reflects the City Region’s aspirations for sustainable economic growth.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
It has been asserted by the respondents that the Modified Principal Growth Scenario is
not reflective of Scottish Planning Policy. In order to add clarity and transparency
regarding the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Housing Supply Target a detailed
Housing Methodology Paper (CD 71) was prepared. The issues raised by the
respondents regarding the Modified Principal Scenario have been addressed by the
Housing Methodology Paper. However, further explanation of Housing Need and
Demand Assessment guidance documents and clarification of the Planning Authority’s
interpretation of Scottish Planning Policy and such guidance in response to the
representations is detailed below.
The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategy Development Planning Authority along with its
Housing Market Partners Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council undertook a
Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56), in line with Paragraph 113 of
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) which requires that Strategic Development Plans
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be informed by a robust Housing Need and Demand Assessment. It is important to note
the choice of wording in Paragraph 113 in that the phrase “informed by” is used to
articulate the relationship between the Housing Need and Demand Assessment as an
informative piece of evidence and the policy interpretations of a Development Plan. The
Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) received
“Robust and Credible” status from the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market
Analysis on 8th March 2018 (CD 72).
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets its Housing Supply Target based on a
modified version of the Principal Scenario’s output from the Housing Need and Demand
Assessment 2017 (CD 56). This process has been informed by the Housing Need and
Demand Assessment and interpreted using the guidance provided by both the Housing
Need and Demand; Practitioner’s Guide (CD 19) and Manager’s Guide (CD 18). A
detailed breakdown of the Housing Supply Target; into market and affordable sectors,
council areas and Housing Market Areas is show in Table 1 (page 29) of the Proposed
Strategic Development.
Paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy requires that Development Plans set a
Housing Supply Target. The Housing Supply Target is a policy view of the number of
homes the Strategic Development Planning Authority has set for each Housing Market
Area over the period of the Development Plan and Local Housing Strategies. It takes into
account the wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of capacity,
resources and deliverability, and other important requirements. It is not simply the
insertion of a migration scenario produced through the Housing Need and Demand
Assessment into a Proposed Plan. Both the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
Manager’s Guide and Practitioner’s Guides offer guidance on how Housing Need and
Demand Assessment scenarios can be used to inform the Housing Supply Target.
It should be noted that a Housing Need and Demand Assessment is not a statement of
policy. Paragraph 8.1 of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment Manager’s Guide
(CD 18) states “The HNDA should be factual in scope and bring together the evidence
upon which subsequent housing policy and planning policy decisions and interpretations
should be based”. The relationship between the scenarios produced by a Housing Need
and Demand Assessment are further outlined in the Manager’s Guide in paragraph 9.1
which states “The HNDA provides the evidence on which an HST(s) is based. While it is
expected that there is a clear alignment between the HNDA and the HST the two are not
the same and are therefore are not expected to match”. The Housing Supply Target
takes the Housing Need and Demand Assessment from its starting point but considers
both policy and practical considerations to inform a view on the level of housing that can
actually be delivered over the Proposed Strategic Development Plan period.
Paragraph 3.5 of the Housing Methodology Paper lists the factors taken into
consideration when setting the Housing Supply target and is also mindful of the
paragraph 13.5 of Manager’s Guide which states “Consideration of these factors could
result in a HST figure which may be lower or higher than the housing estimate in the
HNDA”. The Housing Need and Demand Assessment has achieved Robust and Credible
status. Using this as an evidence base the Housing Market Partnership considered the
factors outlined in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment Manager’s Guide to
inform a Housing Supply Target for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. All this is
in accord with the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy.
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No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Use of Housing Land Audits
The Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016 (CD 53) and Employment Land
Audit 2016 (CD 67) are the base documents for data relating to housing and employment
land for the production of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. The Aberdeen City
and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016 (CD 53) was used to inform the Housing Need and
Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56). Every two years both Aberdeen City Council and
Aberdeenshire Council submit the Assembly of Planning Inputs to either Transport
Scotland or Scottish Water. The Assembly of Planning Inputs is a compilation of the data
contained in the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit (CD 53) and Employment
Land Audit (CD 67). The Assembly of Planning Inputs informs the Transport and
Economic Landuse Model for Scotland (TELMoS) which is then disaggregated into the
Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM). As such the data which was required to inform both
the Housing Need and Demand Assessment and the Cumulative Transport Appraisal
came from the Housing Land Audit 2016 and the Employment Land Audit 2016.
Paragraph 20 of Circular 6/2013 states that “Ministers expect planning authorities to
move swiftly from the Main Issues Report stage through to Proposed Plan and
Examination”. While more recent Housing Land Audits, 2017 and 2018, had been agreed
and published during the preparation of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan it was
not considered appropriate to recommence the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
and undertake an update to the Transport and Economic Landuse Model for Scotland
due to the considerable work which had already been completed at the time and the
consequences of delaying the preparation of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The base date of Housing Land Audit and Employment Land Audit used to support the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan cannot be changed once the Housing Need and
Demand Assessment has been completed and the Transport and Economic Landuse
Model for Scotland has been completed. If this were to be done then an updated Housing
Need and Demand Assessment, which would need to be reapproved by the Centre for
Housing Market Analysis, would be required and the same would be required for an
update for any Transportation Model with approval from Transport Scotland. This would
involve further delays, and financial impacts on the production of a Strategic
Development Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Completion Rates
Given that the Housing Land Audit 2016 (CD 53) has been set as the base year for the
Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) any subsequent Housing Land
Audits are discounted. The Housing Land Audit (Page 21) 2016 (CD 53) indicates that
from 2017 onwards there are anticipated levels of completion above 2,793 homes per
annum. Anticipated rates of completion over recent years have not matched recorded
levels of completion in subsequent Housing Land Audits.
In the Housing Land Audit 2015 (CD 52) it was anticipated completions for the year 2015
in the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan area would be 2,487 homes.
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The Housing Land Audit 2016 recorded 2,093 completions in 2015, a shortfall of 394
homes. Additionally, the Housing Land Audit 2015 anticipated completion of 2,875 new
homes in 2016 but in the Housing Land Audit 2016 anticipated completions were revised
to 2,309 new homes, a reduction of 546 new homes. These were considerable
fluctuations and revisions over a relatively short period of time. As such is was
considered that recent rates of completion could not be disputed and should be used to
set the Housing Supply Target for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan period
2016-2020.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Further housing information
1. I sought further written information on housing matters from parties and held a
subsequent hearing session on housing at Woodhill House, Aberdeen on
Friday 30 August 2019 with attendance from the Strategic Development Planning
Authority; Aberdeen City Council; Aberdeenshire Council; and parties with development
and housing interests. Further written submissions were provided in response to the
content and consequences of the agreed 2019 housing land audit. My conclusions on
the housing Issues 12, 13, 14 and 15 have been informed by the further written
exchanges and the discussion at the hearing session.
High migration scenario
2. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) states at paragraph 113 that “plans should be
informed by a robust housing need and demand assessment (HNDA)” and that where the
HNDA is robust and credible “the approach used will not normally be considered further
at development plan examination”. In 2017 a HNDA was carried out to inform the
preparation of the proposed strategic development plan. While not disputed, the process
and methodology used to produce the HNDA were certified as robust and credible by the
Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis on 8 March 2018. I note that
the HNDA provides results for the period 2016 to 2035 and suggests extrapolating this
data to provide figures for the period 2036 to 2040 (to include the period the proposed
plan covers).
3. The HNDA notes that projections are “trend-based in the way that they apportion
Scottish levels of growth to smaller geographies and are therefore ‘projections’ of what
could happen under a specific set of assumptions rather than forecasts of what is likely to
happen. The projections use three different levels of migration – known as ‘low
migration’, ‘principal’ and ‘high migration’ variants. Population projections based on
National Records of Scotland (NRS) data from 2014 suggests that Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire will experience significant projected population increases, above the
Scottish growth rate, from 2014 to 2039. A projected 18% growth rate is identified for this
period. In addition, NRS household projections for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
identify growth of 17% to 35% (depending on which net migration variant is used).
4. The HNDA sets out the estimated additional housing units required to meet the
projected growth in the region (as shown in Table 42 of the assessment). In summary,
these estimate a need for 1,566 (low migration); 2,171 (principal migration); and 2,768
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(high migration) additional homes per year. To produce its housing supply target, the
proposed plan adopts a modified version of the principal scenario requiring, on
average, 2,205 homes per year. Multiplying these migration scenarios by 25 would result
in a housing supply target for the period 2016 to 2040 of 39,150 (low); 54,275
(principal); 55,120 (modified principal as stated in the proposed plan); and 69,200 (high).
Parties argue that the high migration scenario should be used. I address this point below.
5. Further analysis in the HNDA identifies that the number of required homes would fall
in the period to 2035 (as shown in Table 45) to, for example, 2,000 homes per year in the
principal scenario. However, the HNDA suggests at paragraph 4.13 that “the pattern of
growth implied by these projections (high growth in the early years but falling over time) is
open to debate given the economic turbulence in the area since 2014”; and, at
paragraph 4.47, that despite the falling levels of need and demand “in reality, given the
economic challenges evidenced in earlier chapters it is more likely that with economic
recovery will come an increasing need and demand over time”. I note that the principal
and high migration scenarios discount any interference from Brexit and any contraction of
the economy as a result of oil prices falls in 2014.
6. The assumptions used to calculate the migration figures use variations of inputs
including: household growth; income growth; income distribution; house price growth; and
rental price growth. None of these inputs have been directly questioned by those making
representations that the proposed plan should adopt the high migration scenario figures
in calculating the housing supply target. The arguments focus on reflecting the
aspirations for growth in the region; provision of affordable housing; and consistency with
anticipated housing completions across the region.
Aspiration
7. In relation to aspirations, the proposed plan promotes a continuation of the spatial
strategy set out in the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan (2009) and the extant
Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014). A vision for the growth of
the region is a constant theme in these documents and is carried forward into the
proposed plan. This vision aims to meet an increase in population and enable a
sustainable economy. However, as stated at paragraph 4.17 of the proposed plan, it is
important that housing allocations do not undermine the deliverability and viability of the
effective housing land supply.
8. Scottish Planning Policy requires plans to set a “housing supply target” (a policy view
of the number of homes the authority has agreed will be delivered considering various
factors, being realistic and taking account of the HNDA). The target should then be
increased by a margin of between 10 to 20% to establish the “housing land requirement”
– this matter is dealt with in Issue 13 Our Communities - Housing Land Requirement.
This methodology is used in the proposed plan. However, housing supply terminology
has changed since the publication of the structure plan and extant strategic development
plan. Consequently, these documents refer firstly to a “housing requirement” and then
add a margin to establish “housing allowances”. Therefore, for the sake of comparison, I
find that the “housing supply target” is similar to the “housing requirement” set out in the
previous plans.
9. The structure plan identified a housing requirement of 56,304 homes for the
period 2007 to 2030 (an average of 2,346 homes per year). The extant strategic
development plan identifies a housing requirement of 53,972 homes for the period 2011
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to 2035 (an average of 2,159 homes per year). The proposed plan identifies a housing
supply target of 55,120 homes for the period 2016 to 2040 (an average of 2,205 homes
per year). Therefore, the proposed plan provides an average annual housing supply
target marginally below that set by the structure plan (141 homes) and slightly above that
of the extant strategic development plan (46 homes) housing requirements.
10. I find that the promotion of a sizable housing supply target which is very similar in
total to that of the previous plans demonstrates a continuing ambitious and aspirational
vision for the growth of the city region.
11. I further find that the authority has sufficiently taken account of recent investment in
the economy and infrastructure in determining the housing supply target. While the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route has been completed I agree with the authority that it
will take time to assess the actual impact of the route on travel patterns across the region
(as referred to at page 47 of the plan). The recent city deal funding will also be beneficial
but infrastructure projects linked to this funding stream will take time to implement. There
is a complimentary ambitious economic strategy for the region but I again agree with the
authority that the commitment to the supply of employment land, supported by the
delivery of new homes and infrastructure, shows a continued ambition for growth.
12. I find no lack of aspiration in relation to growth which would justify revision of the
housing supply target to use the high migration scenario figures.
Affordable housing
13. Scottish Planning Policy defines affordable housing broadly as “housing of a
reasonable quality that is affordable to people on modest incomes” and notes that it can
be in the “form of social rented accommodation, mid-market rented accommodation,
shared ownership housing, shared equity housing, housing sold at discount (including
plots for self-build), and low cost housing without subsidy”. The policy further states that
“where the housing supply target requires provision for affordable housing, strategic
development plans should state how much of the total housing land requirement this
represents”.
14. The HNDA identifies that 56% of housing would need to be affordable in the low
migration scenario; 48% in the principal migration scenario; and 49% in the high
migration scenario. However, the proposed plan identifies a housing supply target
of 55,120 for the period 2016 to 2040 which includes 19,292 affordable homes (35% of
the total target). This percentage of affordable housing is also reflected in the housing
land requirement figures and aligns with the aspirations set out in both council’s local
housing strategies and strategic housing investment plans. The proposed plan (at
page 27) sets a target “for new housing to meet the needs of the community by providing
appropriate levels of affordable housing (generally no more than 25%)”. As confirmed in
further procedures, new housing would generally contribute 25% affordable housing with
other schemes assisting to meet the affordable requirement - including Scottish
Government direct funding, new council house building, social housing provision, and
market developers producing affordable products. The proposed council and private
registered landlord contribution over the plan period is 5,512 homes with the 25% quota
on market proposals due to contribute 13,780 (25% of 55,120).
15. The housing supply target set out in the proposed plan would require, on average,
some 772 affordable homes to be delivered each year. As discussed at the hearing
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session, this is an ambitious figure which has not been met in past and relies heavily on
subsidy/funding streams.
16. The authority do not dispute that adoption of the high migration scenario would
increase the amount of affordable housing delivered. I agree that if housing completions
aligned with the high migration scenario figures that increasing the housing supply target
would provide the benefit of more affordable housing from the application of the 25%
affordable housing quota on development sites. In simple terms 25% of the 69,200 high
migration scenario figure equals 17,300 which could result in a contribution from market
development sites of some 3,520 additional affordable homes over the modified principal
scenario figures (17,300 minus 13,780). However, there is no likelihood at present of
additional subsidy and consequently the proportion of affordable housing would reduce
slightly below the 35% sought unless the market developers provided additional
non-subsidy products or subsidy was made available (of which there is no guarantee). In
addition, adoption of this approach would require an affordable housing delivery of
some 913 homes per year (17,300 plus 5,512 divided by 25) substantially above the 772
envisaged by the proposed plan and ever delivered historically. Furthermore, there is no
direct indication from the market providers that they envisage providing additional
“affordable” products in lieu of, or in addition to, market housing.
17. There are also competing arguments from the development industry in relation to
the impact of increasing the housing land supply with some arguing that a greater scale
and mix of sites would mean a reduction in housing price inflation and a freeing up of the
second-hand housing market which could allow first-time buyers and others to purchase
homes. On the other hand it is argued that an excessive supply of land for housing could
drive down costs of sites and work against some sites viability meaning that affordable
housing contributions could be at risk. I consider that the likely outcome would be that
both anticipated scenarios could occur with some sites becoming less viable (but
nevertheless potentially effective with reduced contributions) and an opening up of the
market with “affordable” opportunities for buyers. However, I am also mindful that there is
an established housing land supply which could accommodate some 45,410 homes
(according to the latest agreed 2019 housing land audit) and a high vacancy rate of
some 6,000 homes across the city region (4,000 in Aberdeen). This availability of land
and vacant units provides a significant resource which already supports the housing land
supply and could act to provide a scale and mix of sites above the additional housing
supply target set by the proposed plan.
18. While I agree that setting a greater housing supply target could provide additional
affordable housing, I consider that the likelihood of delivering additional units would be
low. I find that the argument to use the high migration scenario and increase the housing
supply target to provide additional affordable housing is not justified.
Housing completions
19. Using the high migration scenario to inform the housing supply target would require
some 2,768 homes to be completed annually. The resultant housing land requirement
using this scenario would lead to a requirement for between 3,045 and 3,322 homes per
year (adding 10% and 20% respectively).
20. The HNDA provides historical analysis of the region in relation to housing
completions (Figure 27) which identify that since 1981 there have only been three years
where over 3,000 homes were completed (1984, 1985 and 1993). The average over the
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period 1981 to 2016 is 2,216 homes per year; and with the extremes of the range
removed 2,200 per year. Therefore, the average over an extended 35 year period, which
included periods of high and low economic growth, would not align with the high migration
scenario figures but falls closer to the principal and modified principal figures. I also note
that while more than 3,000 homes were built annually in the past these levels were not
sustained.
21. The agreed Housing Land Audit (HLA) 2016 for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
provides anticipated housing completions year-on-year between 2016 and 2023 (and
beyond in a combined figure 2023+). This HLA estimates a range of completions for the
region – the lowest being 2,309 homes (in 2016); and the greatest being 3,053 (in 2018).
The average over the period 2016 to 2023 is 2,614 completions per year.
22. The agreed HLA 2018 shows anticipated completions for the period 2018 to 2025
(and beyond in a combined 2025+ figure). The lowest anticipated completions is 1,899
homes (in 2025) and the greatest is 3,246 homes (in 2020). The average
year-on-year from 2018 to 2025 is 2,621 completions per year.
23. The most recently agreed HLA of 2019 shows anticipated completions for the
period 2019 to 2026 (and beyond in a combined 2026+ figure). The lowest anticipated
completions is 1,747 (in 2026) and the greatest is 2,936 homes (in 2022). The average
from 2019 to 2026 is 2,368 completions per year.
24. While each of the housing land audits assessed include a year which aligns, or is
close to, the high migration scenario figures these are not predicted to be sustained
year-on-year. As there is likely to be fluctuation in actual completions, I consider that the
average is a more useful indicator. They also do not reflect the housing land requirement
when a 10% to 20% margin is added. The housing land audits show figures closer to the
principal migration scenario (2,171 with generosity leading to an annual housing land
requirement of between 2,388 and 2,605) and the modified principal scenario (2,205 with
generosity leading to an annual housing land requirement of between 2,426 to 2,646).
25. In addition, the agreed HLA 2019 shows actual completions. This illustrates that
only 1,968 homes were completed in 2016 (a shortfall of 341 homes over that anticipated
by the 2016 HLA); that 2,061 were completed in 2017 (a shortfall of 732 homes over that
previously anticipated); and that 2,194 were completed in 2018 (a shortfall of 859
homes). This provides further evidence to support the fact that aspirations do not always
transpire into reality and, in this case, that the actual completions are closer to the
principal migration and modified principal migration figures. Indeed, the actual
completions recently are below that targeted by the proposed plan providing additional
evidence that the figures set in the plan are aspirational and ambitious in a drive for
growth.
26. Parties argue that past completion rates are unreliable due to out-of-date
development plans; ineffective housing allocations; unambitious housing requirements;
specific site related issues; and longer lead-in times for some sites.
27. I note that the HNDA states that “historic house building rates are an important
yardstick to use when interpreting the output from various scenarios” but also that “it is
important to recognise that these levels of house building relate to historic levels of
economic activity and migration and are not a perfect guide to future levels of
construction” (paragraphs 4.42 and 4.44). I further note that the Scottish Government’s
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‘Housing Need and Demand Assessment – A Manager’s Guide’ (2014) suggests that in
setting and agreeing a housing supply target authorities should have consideration,
amongst other factors, to the “likely pace and scale of delivery based on completion
rates” and “recent development levels”. I agree that some allocations may not have
delivered as anticipated and others have taken longer to develop than envisaged but
unknown factors can influence any development site including those allocated for future
growth. In addition, since at least 2009 there has always been an up-to-date
development plan covering Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire which has included a
vision for ambitious growth. Despite the concerns raised, I find that the use of past
completion rates to inform the housing supply target is appropriate and reasonable.
28. I recognise the desire from developers to build more housing in the city region and
push for an increased housing supply target to meet this aspiration. However, while there
is some room for aspiration and ambition there is also a need for a housing supply target
to reflect realistic outcomes (where possible). The use of historic completion rates and
interpretation of the recent housing land audit data indicates that the adoption of the
modified principal migration scenario is reasonable and appropriate. I find that the
analysis of the actual and anticipated housing completions data does not support the
adoption of the high migration scenario figures.
Further constraints
29. The authority also suggests that adoption of the high migration figures would not be
justifiable due to constraints. The evidence-base for these constraints was questioned by
Homes for Scotland. In response, I find the following:
30. In relation to demolitions: The redevelopment of land at the Haudagain Roundabout
in Aberdeen would result in the demolition of 134 homes but replacement of more than
this amount on completion of the proposals. Therefore, demolitions would have no
impact on whether to apply the high migration scenario figures.
31. In relation to economic factors: The authority suggests that the regional economic
strategy promotes “sustainable economic growth” and that the level of housing delivered
is related to what the economy can accommodate. I follow the response from Homes for
Scotland that economic growth is a reason for uplift and not a constraint, in this instance,
on increasing the housing supply.
32. In terms of minerals: The authority suggested at the hearing session that the
availability of minerals for construction was a consideration and not a constraint with
concerns related to the lead-in time to get permission for extraction if further resources
were required. I do not consider the availability of minerals to be a major constraining
factor as there is an onus on authorities to ensure the maintenance of a 10-year reserve
of aggregates at all times and sites allocated for housing would likely be required to avoid
sterilisation of aggregates. If housing were delivered faster than envisaged and mineral
resources were depleting then the authority would likely, through monitoring actions, have
sufficient time to react.
33. In relation to the capacity of the construction sector: The authority refer to a Homes
for Scotland publication entitled ‘Delivering More Homes’ (2018) which suggests that half
the workforce has been lost. The authority also refer to the cost of living in the region for
workers and the difficulty of importing construction materials. Homes for Scotland are
well placed to respond to these matters and suggest that its members are capable of
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meeting the high migration scenario figures with sufficient workforce and materials.
There is limited evidence submitted to this examination to suggest that the capacity of the
construction sector would be a restrictive factor on the delivery of a higher housing land
supply target.
34. In relation to water supply and wastewater treatment: I note that 46 Aberdeenshire
settlements are known to have water supply and wastewater capacity issues. I recognise
this as an current issue which the authority are discussing with Scottish Water. However,
I do not consider this to be a major issue for new allocations which could work to rectify
known issues prior to approval/commencement of development. This factor would not
necessarily restrict housing supply if set higher.
35. In relation to water abstraction: The water resource for the city region is currently
reliant on the rivers Don, Dee and Deveron. This is a natural resource affected by
climatic factors and variance - the authority highlighted concerns at the hearing of the
potential future impacts of climate change on the resources including during periods of
storm weather and drought. Abstraction of water from water resources must, therefore,
be carefully managed to protect it for human use but also as a natural asset and habitat.
36. The authority confirmed at the hearing session that, following consultation with
statutory bodies, controlled activity regulations licences for abstraction (reviewed every
six years) are likely to be sufficient to provide enough water for the housing land
requirement set out in the proposed plan of 64,272 homes to 2040. The impact of using
the high migration scenario and increasing the housing supply target (and, therefore, the
housing land requirement) has not been appraised. Furthermore, the river Dee is a
European protected special area of conservation (SAC) where abstraction is licensed so
not to impact on the qualifying interests of the asset. The habitat regulations appraisal
that accompanies the proposed plan assessed the impact of using the modified principal
migration scenario but not that of the high migration scenario figures. Therefore, any
amendment to use the high migration figures would require further habitat appraisal.
37. As raised by Case Consulting at the hearing, it would be possible for housing to
come forward earlier in the plan period with no likely impact on the water resource but
this would leave the issue of abstraction to be addressed in the future – that would not, in
my opinion, be a sustainable approach to resource management. I also agree with what
Holder Planning stated at the hearing that assuming constraints would occur means a
potential to “plan to fail” but the matter of water resource is not one that can be easily
rectified as it is reliant on various factors many of which are outwith human control
including the amount of rainfall, temperature and evaporation. Desalinisation was
investigated on one site in Aberdeen but a separate solution was found. No other
example has been provided of alternatives to abstraction from the rivers or promoted as a
solution by those seeking a higher housing supply target. I find that the issue of water
abstraction is a major constraint to increasing the housing supply target (and housing
land requirement) using the high migration scenario figures.
38. In relation to existing strategic sites: I note that there is a reliance on existing
strategic allocations to deliver a substantial amount of housing in the region. However,
increasing the housing supply does not necessarily mean direct competition of sites. The
precise allocation of sites, scale of sites and market conditions would be factors which
could determine where houses were built and where buyers decide to occupy new
homes. I do not consider that using the high migration scenario figures would be likely to
negatively influence the delivery of housing on strategic sites.
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39. In relation to the inter-dependency between delivery of affordable and market
housing: The authority argue that if there was high market demand that developers would
seek to maximise returns and focus less on the delivery of affordable components of
schemes. This point is not related directly to the amount of housing land provided but the
market conditions. In any event, conditions and/or a planning obligation could be used to
control the phasing of housing on a site if required to ensure the delivery of affordable
housing. There is no evidence to suggest that this would be a limiting factor in choosing
a housing supply target.
40. The factors of demolitions; phasing of affordable housing delivery; capacity of the
construction sector; water supply and wastewater treatment; and impact on existing
strategic sites would not be limitations on using the high migration scenario figures to
inform the housing supply target.
41. However, I find that without any posed solutions, or reassurance from the statutory
bodies, adoption of the high migration scenario figures could potentially place an undue
burden on the water resources in the region. To adopt the high migration scenario
figures I would also need to be reassured that a habitats appraisal (an appropriate
assessment) would not likely find a significant impact on the river Dee special area of
conservation and its qualifying interests. There is no evidence submitted to suggest that
the impact would be acceptable or otherwise. Therefore, taking a precautionary
approach I consider that it would not be appropriate or reasonable to adopt the high
migration scenario figures.
42. In addition, I asked the authority at the hearing session if the cumulative transport
assessment (addressed in Issue 18 Our Connections - below) had taken account of the
high migration scenario figures. The authority confirmed that the study had only used
assumptions using the modified principal migration scenario. Consequently, there is no
indication of how adoption of high migration figures would impact on the traffic network
and/or any additional interventions that might be required as a result. I appreciate that
the subsequent local development plans would be accompanied by a transport appraisal
which could assess the impacts and any mitigation at a local level; and that individual
development proposals could be submitted with transport impact assessments.
However, that approach would be to plan in retrospect and be reactionary rather than
planning proactively at the strategic level. Similarly, I note that the strategic
environmental assessment and strategic flood risk assessments would also have to be
revisited if the high migration scenario was adopted and there is no indication from
parties of the potential outcome of such re-assessments.
Conclusion on adoption of the high migration scenario figures
43. Use of the modified principal migration scenario figures to inform the housing supply
target does not lack ambition or aspiration to grow the region. Although the adoption of
the high migration scenario figures could result in greater affordable housing being
delivered, and would not be impinged by many constraints, analysis of past completions
and recent housing land audit data suggests that setting a higher housing supply target
aligned to the high migration scenario would not likely be achievable or realistic. In
addition, adoption of the higher figures would place an unknown burden on water
resources through abstraction which would require licencing and an appropriate
assessment. Further studies on cumulative transport impact, strategic flood risk and
strategic environmental assessment would also have to be revisited.
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44. As expressed in Scottish Planning Policy “the housing supply target is a policy view
of the number of homes the authority has agreed will be delivered in each housing market
area over the periods of the development plan and local housing strategy, taking into
account wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of capacity, resource
and deliverability, and other important requirements”; and that targets should be
“reasonable”. The authority has taken a reasonable policy view with consideration of
appropriate factors in adopting the modified principal scenario figures to inform its
housing supply target. I find that there is insufficient justification to adopt the high
migration scenario figures as the basis for calculating the housing supply target in the
proposed plan.
Objection to the modified principal growth scenario
45. Should the high migration scenario figures not be used then parties suggest
adoption of the principal scenario figures instead. Adoption of the modified principal
scenario would result in a greater housing supply target (55,120 homes) and annual
average (2,205 homes) than the principal migration scenario (54,275 and 2,171 homes
respectively). Using the modified figures would result in additional homes over the
principal migration scenario in the period 2020 to 2035 as shown in the table below.
46. Despite this Homes for Scotland (and others) comment that this approach would
defer dealing with unmet housing need and demand and lead to a cumulative
undersupply and shortfall of over 1,000 homes in the year 2032 (as shown in the table
below).
47. I note that the principal scenario figures in the HNDA (Table 45) begin with an
annual housing figure of 2,360 homes per year for the period 2016 to 2020 which then fall
to 2,217 homes between 2021 and 2025; 2,107 homes between 2026 and 2030; and
finally to 2,000 homes in the period 2031 to 2035. To promote steady growth the
authority has opted for a modified approach which uses an average housing completion
figure of 1,950 for the period 2016 to 2019 and then adopts an annual figure of 2,200
homes per year for the period 2020 to 2032 rising to 2,340 homes per year for the
period 2033 to 2040. The table below illustrates these approaches showing that by 2035
both scenarios would provide the same outcome. However, the dispute between parties
is when the housing should be programmed to be delivered as the principal scenario
front-loads housing while the modified scenario gradually increases the housing supply.
Table showing impact of scenarios on housing supply target figures
Period
2016-2019
2020-2032
2033-2035
Principal Scenario
9,440
27,980
6,000
Modified Scenario
7,800
28,600
7,020
Difference
-1,640
+620
+1,020
48. There is an existing backlog of need for housing (as identified in the HNDA of
some 820 homes) which is accounted for in the HNDA scenarios and housing supply
target figures. However, there is no indication that those in immediate need for homes
would need to wait until later in the plan period, as suggested by Homes for Scotland, to
gain access to housing that would justify the use of the principal migration scenario
figures.
49. In addition, I find that it would not be reasonable or appropriate to adopt the principal
scenario figures for the period 2016 to 2019 as that period has already passed and
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completions for most of that period are stated in the agreed 2019 housing land audit
where the modified principal figure of 2,340 homes per year was not, or anticipated to be,
met: 1,968 homes in 2016; 2,061 homes in 2017; 2,194 homes in 2018; and 2,127
anticipated in 2019. This evidence shows that 550 more homes have been (or are
anticipated to be) completed than the housing supply target from the modified principal
scenario targeted. Therefore, the potential cumulative undersupply by 2032 would be
reduced to below 500 homes (not the 1,000 predicted by Homes for Scotland) before it
was met in proceeding years. However, the undersupply could be met earlier if, as
envisaged by the housing promoters at the hearing session, the latent resource and
desire to build in the region is fulfilled. Indeed, the agreed 2019 housing land audit
anticipates completions greater than the 2,200 set by the housing land supply (modified
scenario) in 2020, 2021, 2022 and 2023.
50. Adopting the principal migration scenario figures for the remaining periods would
gradually reduce the housing supply target rather than increase it as promoted by the
modified principal scenario. Therefore, I agree that to meet the proposed plan’s vision for
growth this approach would not be appropriate. The modified principal migration scenario
figures should remain.
Use of housing land audits
51. Although summarised in the schedule 4 above, for clarity, I have opted to move my
conclusions on the use of housing land audits to update the established housing land
supply to Issue 14 Our Communities – Additional Housing Allocations.
Completion rates
52. The matter of completion rates is dealt with in the sections above.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 13

Our Communities - Housing Land Requirement

Section 4: Our Communities
Delivery of New Homes
Development plan Table 2: Housing Land Requirement by
Reporter:
Housing Market Area, Local Authority and
Alasdair Edwards
reference:
Tenure Mix
Pages 28 – 32
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
PP18015
PP18019
PP18020
PP18023
PP18036
PP18037
PP18040
PP18041
PP18046
PP18048
PP18049
PP18050
PP18051
PP18053
PP18055
PP18056
PP18059
PP18061
PP18063

Bancon Homes
Dr Tom Straiton
Scotia Homes Ltd
Dunecht Estates
Elsick Development Company
The Grandhome Trust
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
Taylor Wimpey (East Scotland) Limited
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
Various Developers and Landowners
CHAP Homes Ltd
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Barratt North Scotland
Drum Property Group

Section 4: Our Communities
Delivery of New Homes
Provision of the
Table 2: Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area, Local
development plan
Authority and Tenure Mix
to which the issue
Pages 28 – 32
relates:
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets
the Housing Land Requirement.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Housing Land Requirement (2016 to 2032)
PP18055, PP18040, PP18046, PP18048, PP18049, PP18051, PP18056, PP18059,
PP18061, PP18063: The respondents support the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s
increase of 20% to the Housing Supply Target for the Plan period 2016-2032 and consider
it conforms with Scottish Planning Policy.
PP18041: The respondent considers that the Housing Supply Targets and the extra 20%
"generosity” set by the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are nothing more than a
guess. The housing supply is actually governed by developer profits rather than demand.
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PP18019: The respondent considers that sites allocated for housing as a result of the
Strategic Development Plan 2014 are already very generous. The respondent notes that
some large sites (e.g. Newhills Extension) have not yet been utilised, and that other sites
(e.g. Chapelton of Elsick, Maidencraig and Countesswells) have, to date, only used a small
fraction of the total land already allocated. The respondent therefore considers that the
20% "generosity" applied in the Plan period 2020 to 2032 to determine the Housing Land
Requirement is excessively generous and at odds with the statements made in Proposed
Strategic Development Plan paragraphs 4.14, 4.15 and 4.19.
PP18036, PP18037: The respondents consider that the Housing Land Requirement for the
period 2016 to 2032 will dilute demand, undermine the ability of committed sites to deliver
new homes, and would not allow the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Spatial
Strategy to be realised. The respondents assert that it is incorrect to link recent reduced
delivery with any factor other than a decline in the regional housing market and that the
allocation of more housing land will not improve delivery rates. The respondents do not
believe that the increase to the Housing Supply Target has been supported by robust
evidence as required by Paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy or that explanation has
been given as to how the inclusion of smaller sites will improve delivery. The respondents
propose that the minimum increase to the Housing Supply Target of 10% should be
applied consistently throughout the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, i.e. across all
plan periods, in order to avoid compromising the viability of allocated sites or undermining
existing allocations and the delivery of the Spatial Strategy.
Reduced Flexibility in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
PP18053: The respondent considers that the approach taken in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan will reduce flexibility in the supply of housing land when considered
against the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014. The flexibility (generosity) applied
across the whole Proposed Strategic Development Plan has reduced from 25% in the
extant Strategic Development Plan to 17% in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
Housing Land Requirement (2033 to 2040)
PP18055, PP18015, PP18020, PP18023, PP18040, PP18046, PP18049, PP18051,
PP18056, PP18059, PP18061, PP18063: The respondents consider that the increase of
10% to the Housing Supply Target for the Plan period 2033 to 2040 should be further
increased to 20%. It is asserted that such a further increase would conform with Scottish
Planning Policy, show continuity across all Plan periods and maintain an ambitious Plan for
growth and a generous supply of land for housing in the later stage of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan.
Evaluation of Strategic Development Plans
PP18050: The respondent considers that if the Scottish Government is seriously
committed to seeing the delivery of more housing then the process of evaluation of
Strategic Development Plans has to radically change. To evidence this, the respondent
queries the example of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017, which has
obtained Robust and Credible, yet it concludes that two different local authorities can have
an identical Housing Land Requirement.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Housing Land Requirement (2016 to 2032)
PP18036, PP18037: The respondents seek to amend the Housing Land Requirement in
Table 2 (Page 29) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to apply a 10% generosity
for the periods 2016 to 2019 and 2020 to 2032. The associated Total figure in Table 2 for
Aberdeen City and Shire for the period 2016 to 2032 should be reduced from 43,680
homes to 40,040 homes; a reduction of 3,640. The associated Total figure for Aberdeen
City and Shire for the whole Plan period should be reduced from 64,272 homes to 60,632
homes, in line with this adjustment. Amend paragraphs 4.10 - 4.15 to reflect a reduced
generosity figure. Reconsideration of the statement in Paragraph 4.13 of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan which states that the Housing Land Audit figures are:
"considered to be realistic and deliverable in terms of historic rates of delivery and future
anticipated growth, while remaining ambitious" to reflect a reduced generosity figure.
PP18036, PP18037: Paragraphs 4.16 - 4.19 should be updated to reflect the change to a
10% generosity. Amend paragraph 4.17 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to
read as follows:
“The application of 10% generosity has been selected so as to not undermine the
deliverability and viability of the region’s already effective housing land supply. As such,
the 2020 to 2032 period makes provision for minor allocations, with levels remaining
constant in the second half of the plan period. Should the effective land for housing reduce
in the future, a higher level of generosity may be required. This will be monitored in the
annual Housing Land Audits and will be determined in the next Strategic Development
Plan”.
PP18019: In calculating the Housing Land Requirement, the 20% "generosity" applied to
the period 2020 to 2032 should be scaled down considerably or removed altogether.
Related Targets should be modified as necessary.
Housing Land Requirement (2033 to 2040)
PP18055, PP18046, PP18015, PP18020, PP18049, PP18056, PP18059, PP18063:
Amend the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Housing Land Requirement to include
a 20% increase to the Housing Supply Target across the entire Plan period (RD18055
appendix 2).
PP18040: A 20% generosity should be applied to the High Growth Scenario Housing
Supply Target across all three Plan periods to give the Housing Land Requirement.
Table 2 (Page 29) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be updated to
reflect Table 2 prepared by Homes for Scotland (RD18055 appendix 2). This will result in
more ambitious allowances identified within Table 3 (Page 30) of the Proposed Plan, which
should be updated to reflect Table 3 prepared by Homes for Scotland (RD18055 appendix
5). Amend the first sentence of paragraph 4.10 (Page 28) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan to read as follows:
“Table 1 illustrates the Housing Supply Target for the City Region, as informed by the High
Migration Growth Scenario from the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment 2017”.
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PP18046: Extend the 20% generosity margin for period 2033 to 2040 and for Table 2
(Page 29) to be amended accordingly.
PP18048: A 20% generosity should be applied to the High Migration Scenario Housing
Supply Target across all three Plan periods to give the Housing Land Requirement. Table
2 (Page 29) of the Proposed Plan should be updated to reflect Table 2 (Page 29) prepared
by Homes for Scotland (RD18055 appendix 2). This will ensure more ambitious allowances
to be identified within Table 3 (Page 30) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan,
which should be updated to reflect Table 3 prepared by Homes for Scotland (RD 18055
appendix 5)
PP18051: Amend the generosity margin in the Plan to 20% between 2033 to 2040.
The respondent supports the Homes for Scotland response and seeks therefore to amend
paragraph 4.12 (Page 28) to show a more ambitious growth scenario and 20% generosity
across all plan periods. The words: "without resulting in an excess oversupply" should be
deleted.
PP18055: Regardless of the approach taken to setting the Housing Supply Target (High
Migration or Principal), Table 2 (Page 29) should be updated to increase the 10%
generosity in the period 2033 to 2040 to 20%. Paragraphs 4.11 and 4.12 (Page 28) should
be updated accordingly, and the final words of paragraph 4.12, “without resulting in an
excess oversupply”, should be deleted. The respondent has included an appendix to their
submission which sets out their requested changes to these tables (RD18055 appendix 2).
PP18061: The 20% generosity margin applied to the Housing Supply Target should be
applied to all three Plan periods, with Proposed Strategic Development Plan Table 2 (Page
29) amended to reflect this, and paragraph 4.11 (Page 28) modified to read:
"The Housing Land Requirement, Table 2, sets out a generous level of housing land to try
and ensure that the Housing Supply Target can be met. An increase to the Housing Supply
Target of 20% ‘generosity’ is provided. This will provide a generous land supply without
compromising the viability of allocated sites or undermining existing allocations”.
PP18053: There should be an increase in flexibility/generosity akin to the levels applied by
the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (i.e. from 17% to 25%). This should be
focused within the first twelve years of the Plan period.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
In addressing the representations relating to the issue of the Housing Land Requirement
multiple terminologies have been used. Paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014
(CD 40) addresses the issue of the supply of land for all housing. Strategic Development
Plans should set out the Housing Supply Target for each Housing Market Area. Paragraph
116 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) states that “Within the overall Housing
Supply Target plans should indicate the number of new homes to be built over the plan
period”. Paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) goes on to state that the
Housing Supply Target should be “increased by a margin of 10 to 20% to establish the
housing land requirement, in order to ensure that a generous supply of land for housing is
provided”. The terms ‘generosity’ or ‘flexibility’ have been used in representations when
referring to an increase in the Housing Supply Target. Neither “generosity” or “flexibility” is
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referred to in Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) however they are commonly used as
catch all terms for the increase to the Housing Supply Target which results in the Housing
Land Requirement.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan has used a Modified Principal Growth Scenario
to formulate its Housing Supply Target. This Housing Supply Target has been separated
into; market and affordable, housing market area and council area conforming with
paragraphs 115 and 118 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40). This is set out in Table
1 (page 29) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and is discussed further in Issue
12 Housing Supply Target. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan has set an increase
to the Housing Supply Target at 20% for the Plan period 2016 to 2032 and at 10% for the
Plan period 2033 to 2040 to determine the Housing Land Requirement.
This Housing Land Requirement has also been separated into; market and affordable,
housing market area and council area. This is set out in Table 2 (Page 29) of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan. The rational for doing so is set out in the Housing
Methodology Paper (CD 71).
For the purposes of clarity, the Strategic Development Planning Authority’s response will
not refer to “generosity” or “flexibility”. In line with paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning
Policy it will refer to the increase to the Housing Supply Target.
Housing Land Requirement (2016 to 2032)
Support noted and welcomed.
PP18041: The Strategic Development Planning Authority does not agree that the Housing
Supply Target and Housing Land Requirement of the Proposed Strategic Development are
guesses or are led by developer demand. In Issue 12 Housing Supply Target, the Strategic
Development Planning Authority has responded to, and addressed, concerns relating to
the research undertaken and evidence used to justify the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan’s Housing Supply Target.
PP18019, PP18036, PP18037: The Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016
(CD 53) shows a five-year effect supply in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area of 7.3 years
and 5.4 years in the Rural Housing Market Area. It also shows a Total Effective Land
Supply of 37,077 homes. The Housing Land Audit has historically been the agreed position
on the City Region’s Established Land Supply.
The primary purpose of increasing the Housing Supply Target is to account for any
underperformance in the delivery of housing to ensure that the housing requirement
(number of homes planned to be built) can still be met. The increase to the Housing Supply
Target should reflect the degree of confidence that this requirement will be achieved.
It is asserted by respondents PP18036 and PP18037 that it is incorrect to link the City
Region’s recent reduced rates of delivery with any factor other than a decline in the
regional housing market and that the allocation of more housing land will not improve
delivery rates. Such recent decline is one component of the Strategic Development
Planning Authority’s considerations in determining the increase to the Housing Supply
Target. Additionally, PP18019 considers the housing allowances made under the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) to be sufficiently generous negating the need
for any new allowances or subsequent Local Development Plan allocations.
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Paragraph 2.5 of the National Planning Framework 3 2014 (CD 23) seeks to see a
significant increase in house building to ensure housing requirements are met. The
Strategic Development Planning Authority has provided a reasoned justification within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan and the Housing Methodology Paper (CD 71)
setting the increase to the Housing Supply Target at a margin of 20% as informed by
paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40). It is noted that this approach is not
contested by the Scottish Government (PP18042) who made no comment on this issue.
There have been substantial housing land allocations made as a result of the Aberdeen
City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60) and the extant Strategic Development Plan
2014 (CD 58). While it could be argued that there is currently a generous supply of housing
land, the Housing Land Requirement is required in order to ensure there is a continued
provision for a generous supply of housing land. The delivery of housing at the levels
required is challenging in any housing market. There are numerous delivery issues to be
overcome in opening up sites and it is not a guarantee that all allocated sites can be
delivered. The performance of strategic allocations has been affected by the recent
housing market decline. Paragraph 2.3 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan states
it is an aim to “make sure the area has enough homes and job opportunities to support the
level of services and facilities needed to maintain and improve quality of life”. It is
reasonable that an appropriate increase to the Housing Supply Target is included in the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan to account for any delay in the delivery of sites and
to ensure continued provision of a sufficient housing land supply to meet the housing
requirement.
The Scottish Government has set a national target of delivering 50,000 affordable homes
by 2021. All three of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) scenarios
indicated need for high levels of affordable housing delivery. It is unlikely that such levels
could be delivered through planning policy alone. The need for affordable housing is
constant and the important role the private sector plays in delivering a significant
proportion of this need is acknowledged. Underperformance in the delivery of housing
need, in both the market and affordable sectors, needs to be counteracted and, an
increase to the Housing Supply Target helps to insulate the housing land supply against
this.
The population of the City Region has been growing for a number of years and this growth
is forecast to increase above the overall Scottish growth rate as discussed in the Housing
Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56). As such there is a current and projected
need for housing. The Modified Principal Growth Scenario which has informed the Housing
Supply Target sets out a stable increase to the Housing Supply Target over the life of the
Plan. The increase to the Housing Supply Target of 20% over the Plan period 2020 to
2032 enables the subsequent Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans
to make additional allocations. These allocations reinforce; the five-year effective and post
five-year effective land supply requirements, increase the proportion of viable sites and the
delivery of all tenures.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority does not support the respondents’
proposed modifications to amend the text of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, to
scale down the increase to the Housing Supply Target or set the increase to the Housing
Supply Target at 10%. No convincing evidence has been submitted to justify such
modifications.
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No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reduced Flexibility in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
PP18053: The flexibility shown in the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) is
not comparable to the increase to the Housing Supply Target of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan. The extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) was approved in
March 2014 before Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) came into effect and as such
was not obliged to conform with the new Scottish Planning Policy document. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is in line with paragraph 116 Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 (CD 40), and does not increase the Housing Supply Target by more than 20%
in any period of the Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of this representation.
Housing Land Requirement (2033 to 2040)
The Strategic Development Planning Authority disagrees that the Housing Supply Target
should be increased by 20% for the Plan period 2033 to 2040 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan as to do so would create an unrealistic level of future housing land
requirements.
Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40) states it is the role of Strategic
Development Plans to look at land supply and set a Housing Supply Target up to year
twelve from the expected year of plan approval making sure the requirement for each
housing market area is met in full. Beyond year twelve and up to year twenty, Strategic
Development Plans should provide an indication of the possible scale and location of
housing land.
To this end the Proposed Strategic Development Plan has given a strategic direction for
the Plan period 2033 to 2040 and the possible scale of future housing land requirement.
The Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) makes projections up to 2035.
The Modified Principal Growth Scenario’s resulting Housing Supply Target for the period
2036 to 2040 takes the average for the period 2032 to 2035 (within the Housing Need and
Demand 2017 period of assessment) and multiplies this by the number of years in the
period 2036 to 2040. The Strategic Development Planning Authority has made an informed
assumption for future housing need for the period 2033 to 2040.
It should be noted that the 10% increase to the Housing Supply Target in the Plan period
2033 to 2040 will be subject to review under future development plans. This review will be
informed by a new/updated Housing Need and Demand Assessment which would cover
the period beyond 2035 thus offering an accurate projection of future housing need for that
period of the Development Plan. Decisions relating to increases to the Housing Supply
Target would be informed by the most accurate data available at the time of consideration.
It is not therefore appropriate to set the increase to the Housing Supply Target for the
period 2033 to 2040 at 20% now, when it would be better informed by a future review of
that period and benefit in turn from a new/updated Robust and Credible Housing Need and
Demand Assessment covering that Plan period.
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As such there is no need to delete the final words of paragraph 4.12 as sought by
respondents PP18051 and PP18055.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Evaluation of Strategic Development Plans
PP18050: The Housing Supply Target has been informed by the Aberdeen City and Shire
Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) which was deemed Robust and
Credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis on the 8th
March 2018. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is in line with Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 (CD 40).
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. As explained in paragraph 1 in Issue 12 Our Communities – Housing Supply Target my
conclusions on the housing matters have been informed by a hearing session and further
written exchanges.
Housing land requirement (2016 to 2032)
2. Paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) requires plans to set a housing
supply target (as referred to in Issue 13 above) and states that “this figure should be
increased by a margin of 10 to 20% to establish the housing land requirement, in order to
ensure that a generous supply of land for housing is provided. The exact extent of the
margin will depend on local circumstances, but a robust explanation for it should be
provided in the plan”. Furthermore, a policy principle of Scottish Planning Policy is that
“the planning system should identify a generous supply of land for each housing market
area within the plan area to support the achievement of the housing land requirement
across all tenures”. I note that this principle relates to the achievement of the housing land
requirement not the housing supply target.
3. The proposed plan identifies that a 20% margin has been applied to the housing supply
target for the period 2016 to 2032. The plan suggests that this margin has been chosen to
ensure “a generous land supply without compromising the viability of allocated sites or
undermining existing allocations” (paragraph 4.11); that “it will ensure that sufficient land is
available at a local level to cope with higher levels of demand than we currently expect,
without resulting in an excess oversupply” (paragraph 4.12); and that the housing figures
were determined having regard to past housing land audits and set to be realistic and
deliverable in terms of historic rates of delivery and future anticipated growth
(paragraph 4.13).
4. The housing supply target for the period 2016 to 2019 is 1,950 homes per year which
with the proposed 20% margin added equates to an annual housing land requirement
of 2,340 homes. As identified in Issue 13, the agreed 2019 housing land audit identifies
actual completions in 2016 (1,968 homes); 2017 (2,061 homes); and 2018 (2,194 homes)
with 2,127 homes anticipated in 2019. Therefore, the housing supply target was met for
the period 2016 to 2018 and is (to be confirmed when the next audit is published) expected
to be met in 2019. However, the completions missed the annual housing land requirement
of 2,340 for this period. The actual delivery rate closely aligns with that of a 10% margin
(2,145 homes per year) not 20%. Setting a 20% margin in retrospect for this period would
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not achieve fulfilment of the housing land requirement as advised by Scottish Planning
Policy. To add such a margin would mean an under-achievement (shortfall) which would
likely need to be accommodated in future plan periods. Consequently, adding a 20%
margin for 2016 to 2019 could lead to an increased requirement in the future. A 10%
margin should be added to this period reflecting recent rates of delivery and
paragraph 4.11 amended to reflect this change.
5. The housing supply target for the period 2020 to 2032 is 2,200 homes per year which
results in an annual housing land requirement of 2,640 homes. Housing land audits
from 2016, 2018 and 2019 estimate an average annual completion rate covering this
period of 2,614, 2,621 and 2,388 homes per year respectively. As confirmed at the
hearing session, the audits are agreed between housing providers and the authority with
an independent chair. Therefore, there is a degree of confidence in the predicted returns
which are, certainly in 2016 and 2018, reflective of a rate which could fulfil the addition of
a 20% margin above the housing supply target of 2,200 for 2020 to 2032.
6. Contrary to the concerns of the Elsick Development Company and the Grandhome
Trust, Homes for Scotland suggested at the hearing session that providing a 20% margin
and allocation of smaller sites (those below 500 homes) would improve the range and
choice of sites for development across the region; reduce reliance on large strategic sites;
and ensure a range of house-builders remained active in the region. In support of this
argument Homes for Scotland referred to housing land audit returns which show that
by 2025 non-strategic sites were only predicted to deliver 400 homes opposed to delivery
of 1,600 homes in 2019; and that the number of active sites is predicted to reduce
from 133 in 2018 to 13 in 2032. In addition, parties supporting development interests at
the hearing session suggested that there a number of house-builders not currently
developing in the region which would like to invest and build if a generous land supply was
forthcoming. Furthermore, Aberdeenshire Council suggested that although there is only a
certain market for housing in one area at any one time it would still be important to have a
supply of new sites.
7. Scottish Planning Policy requires local development plans in city regions to “allocate a
range of sites” (paragraph 119). In this instance, I find favour with the arguments
presented by Homes for Scotland and others that in order to provide a range of sites at the
local level the strategic development plan should ensure a sufficient supply of land for
housing. The spatial strategy is focussed on the fulfilment of delivering strategic sites but
also on providing enough homes to support the level of services and facilities needed to
maintain and improve quality of life (page 7 of the proposed plan) as well as maintaining
steady growth to 2040. It is unlikely that the allocation of smaller sites would compete
directly with established strategic sites including Chapelton. Setting a 20% margin over
the housing supply target for the 2020 to 2032 period would align with predicted delivery
rates and would not be likely to significantly harm the delivery of strategic sites. Indeed,
the written response from the Elsick Development Company suggests that with six
developers building at Chapelton there will be a speeding up of delivery at the location. I
consider that there is sufficient evidence to support the application of a 20% margin for the
period 2020 to 2032. This margin should remain and, therefore, I find no justification to
amend paragraphs within section 4 of the plan to reflect a reduced generosity figure for this
period.
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Reduced flexibility in the proposed plan
8. As explained in my conclusions in Issue 3, the terminology related to housing land
supply has changed since the publication of Scottish Planning Policy in 2014.
Consequently, the terms “housing requirement” in the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure
Plan 2009 and extant Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014) are
akin to the “housing supply target” with “housing allowances” the equivalent to the “housing
land requirement”. The structure plan included a housing requirement of 56,304 with
housing allowances of 72,000 (28% above the requirement) and the extant strategic
development plan set a housing requirement of 53,972 with allowances for 67,500 (25%
above the requirement). The proposed plan includes margins between 10 and 20% over
the housing supply target to achieve the housing land requirement (which, with inclusion of
the 10% margin for the 2016 to 2019 period, equate to a margin of 15% overall). I agree
that the margin added is less than that previously applied but that limitation occurs due to
the production of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) which provides a set range to be applied.
I consider that the margins added to the housing land supply, as modified by
recommendations in this examination report, accord with national policy and are, therefore,
reasonable and appropriate.
Housing land requirement (2033 to 2040)
9. Scottish Planning Policy advises that strategic development plans should state the
amount of land to be allocated in local development plans to meet the housing land
requirement up to year 12 from the expected year of approval; and that beyond 12 years
and up to year 20, the plan should provide an indication of the possible scale and location
of housing land.
10. The proposed plan sets a housing supply target for the period 2033 to 2040
of 18,720 homes and applies a 10% margin to provide a housing land requirement
of 20,592 homes for this period. This equates to an annual housing land requirement
of 2,574 homes which is relatively similar to that set for the 2020 to 2032 period.
Increasing the margin to 20% would result in an annual requirement for 2,808 homes.
11. While I agree that using a 20% margin would be consistent with the previous plan
period the years 2033 to 2040 are in a period (beyond 12 years) where the proposed plan
is only required to provide an indicative scale of housing land. I consider that the plan is
more forthcoming by providing a reasonable indication of the specific housing land
requirement for the period 2033 to 2040. The authority correctly note in its response
above that the plan would be subject to review before 2033 with an updated housing need
and demand assessment. New local development plans and a series of housing land
audits would also likely be produced before a review was undertaken prior to 2033. To set
the highest margin for generosity at the extreme of the plan’s reach with many potential
unknown factors which could influence housing supply in the future would not be
reasonable. Consequently, I find that it is appropriate for the plan to include a 10% margin
for the period 2033 to 2040 and that no modification to paragraph 4.11 (as requested by
Barratt North Scotland) is required to refer to a 20% margin. In addition, I find no evidence
to support the removal of the words “without resulting in an excess oversupply” (as
promoted by various parties) from paragraph 4.12.
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Evaluation of strategic development plans
12. The response from various developers and landowners (Case Consulting) suggests
that the process of evaluation of strategic development plans has to radically change.
Development plans are currently subject to an examination process which will be modified
in the future by the provisions of the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019. Therefore, change is
forthcoming but has no implication for this examination or the proposed plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Replace the second sentence of paragraph 4.11 on page 28 with:
“An increase to the Housing Supply Target of 10% “generosity” is focussed on the 2016 to
2019 period with 20% applied for the period 2020 to 2032 to cover the next Local
Development Plans.”.
2. Replace Table 2: Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area, Local Authority
and Tenure Mix on page 29 with the table set out below to reflect a 10% margin added to
the housing supply target for the period 2016 to 2019. [Note: Table appended to the next
page.]
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Table 2:
Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area, Local Authority and Tenure Mix
2016-2019
2020-2032
2033-2040
2016-2040
Affordable Market

Aberdeen Housing
Market Area
Rural Housing
Market Area
Aberdeen City
Council
Aberdeenshire
Council
Aberdeen City Total
and Shire

Total

Affordable Market

Total

Affordable Market

Total

Global Total

2,256

4,180

6,436

9,610

17,846 27,456

5,766

10,708 16,474

50,366

748

1,396

2,144

2,402

4,462

6,864

1,442

2,676

4,118

13,126

1,502

2,788

4,290

6,006

11,154 17,160

3,604

6,692

10,296

31,746

1,502

2,788

4,290

6,006

11,154 17,160

3,604

6,692

10,296

31,746

3,004

5,576

8,580

12,012

22,308 34,320

7,208

13,384 20,592

63,492
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Issue 14

Our Communities - Additional Housing Allocations

Section 4: Our Communities
Delivery of New Homes
Development plan
Reporter:
Table 3: Local Development Plan Additional
Alasdair Edwards
reference:
Housing Allocations
Pages 28 – 32
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18015
PP18019
PP18020
PP18022
PP18023
PP18024
PP18034
PP18036
PP18037
PP18038
PP18039
PP18040
PP18041
PP18044
PP18046
PP18047
PP18048
PP18049
PP18050
PP18051
PP18053
PP18055
PP18056
PP18057
PP18059
PP18060
PP18061
PP18063

Bancon Homes
Dr Tom Straiton
Scotia Homes Ltd
Scottish Natural Heritage
Dunecht Estates
Mearns Community Council
Bennachie Community Council
Elsick Development Company
The Grandhome Trust
Hatton of Fintray Community Council
Michael Robson
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
Professor Carole Gray
Taylor Wimpey (East Scotland) Limited
North Kincardine Rural Community Council
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Mactaggart & Mickel Homes Ltd
Various Developers and Landowners
CHAP Homes Ltd
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
The Comer Group
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Barratt North Scotland and Dunecht Estates
Barratt North Scotland
Drum Property Group

Section 4: Our Communities
Provision of the
Delivery of New Homes
development plan Table 3: Local Development Plan Additional Housing Allocations
to which the issue Pages 28 – 32
relates:
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets
the additional housing allocations.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General
PP18019, PP18041, PP18044: The respondents consider that there has already been a
considerable amount of housing land allocated by past Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
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Local Development Plans. Decisions relating to new housing land allocations should
consider previously consented development and developments under construction before
any additional allocations are made. New allocations and applications for planning
permission impact on local amenities, education, traffic and green spaces and cause
stress to local residents, which has a negative impact on health and wellbeing.
PP18019: The respondent considers that stronger emphasis should be given to providing
suitable homes for the elderly within new developments.
PP18024: The respondent notes that local housebuilders in rural areas play an important
role in the local economy and considers that they should be encouraged and supported
through the provision for self-build home.
PP18024: The respondent considers that steps should be taken to control the size of
landbanks and to ensure that housebuilders with land for employment/commercial
development are obliged to deliver these facilities.
PP18024: The respondent feels that Local Development Plans are failing due to the
overambitious land acquisition (e.g. at Laurencekirk).
PP18038: The respondent notes that as Hatton of Fintray is outside the Aberdeen to
Huntly Strategic Growth Area and proposed housing allocations should reflect this and be
scaled appropriately to reflect the existing size of the community and it’s unique setting.
PP18039: There is a need to ensure that the anticipated 20% increase in population is
distributed across the North East and balanced between Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire.
PP18041, PP18047: The respondents express concern that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan gives figures for future housing allowances, but it does not mention
education provision. Further development could impact negatively on the delivery of the
planned community facilities and fulfilment of developer obligations linked to completed
units at the existing developments. An updated model to calculating school roll provision
is needed within the Aberdeenshire Council area.
PP18044: The respondent considers that statements about the delivery of new homes in
Proposed Plan paragraphs 4.8, 4.14 and 4.15 must not compromise the protection of
existing habitats.
PP18044: The respondent welcomes the prioritisation of brownfield sites and
regeneration areas for new housing developments.
PP18061: The respondent disputes the statement in paragraph 4.17 of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan that new allocations could undermine the existing housing
land supply and wishes to see this paragraph deleted. Rather, increased competition
would benefit homebuyers; ensures a range of locations and options for new homes; and
increases provision of affordable housing.
Greenfield Development
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage support the intent of the final sentence in paragraph
4.18, but that this principle should apply to all development not just greenfield sites.
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PP18034: The respondent considers that any new greenfield allocations should
preferably be under 100 houses in size.
PP18060: The respondent supports paragraph 4.18 which acknowledges that some new
development will need to take place on greenfield sites to help deliver the Proposed
Plan’s Vision and future strategy for growth.
Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
PP18015: The respondent expresses concern that key issues around the effectiveness of
the existing housing land supply have not been considered by the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan. The respondent considers that evidence from previous Housing Land
Audits shows slower than anticipated delivery of new homes at certain strategic
allocations. As such, the respondent considers there is a need to increase the new
allocation in the period 2020-2032 to ensure the housing requirements for those years are
met. The respondent agrees that new allocations in this Plan period need to be of a size
that provides confidence that they can be delivered in the Plan period. They however
question the statement in Proposed Plan paragraph 4.17 that they should not undermine
the deliverability and viability of the effective housing land supply.
The respondent considers there to be a risk that protecting the market position of a small
number of large sites which are not delivering will result in a shortfall of housing supply.
The respondent considers there to be a requirement for at least 4,885 more houses in the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area, in addition to the view that the allowances are around
1,000 houses less than the Principal Growth Forecast from the Housing Needs and
Demands Assessment 2017. The respondent has included an Appendix to their
submission which provides further detail to support their position (RD18015A).
PP18034: The respondent disagrees that Local Development Plans should allow for
further housing allocations.
PP18036, PP18037: The respondents do not consider there to be a requirement to
allocate additional sites for housing in the early years of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, or add to the Strategic Reserve for housing (2033-2040) beyond the
statutory minimum of 10%.
PP18055, PP18046: The respondents note support for the basic methodology taken by
the SDPA of subtracting the effective housing land supply from the Housing Land
Requirement in order to determine the Housing allowances in Table 3. The respondents
do however consider that there are discrepancies in the methodology used to calculate
the Effective Housing Supply in the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016.
This Audit is recognised by the respondents as the base data for the Plan. Although they
are not clear on the exact methodology employed by the Strategic Development Planning
Authority, the respondents consider that the approach taken has falsely increased the
Effective Land Supply Total, which has in turn resulted in a lower level of Housing
Allowances.
PP18050: The respondent considers that a column showing the constrained supply for
each Housing Market Area as per the base date of the Plan is missing from Table 3
(page 30). The respondent considers that the only reason that this column is missing is
that it would show that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan Spatial Strategy is
fundamentally flawed and incapable of meeting the Scottish Government’s objective of
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delivering a generous supply of housing. Doing so would have shown at least 4,722
houses worth of development land has disappeared from the land supply, thus evidencing
a flaw to the Spatial Strategy. The respondent notes that a column presenting this
information was included in both the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 and the
Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009. The respondent goes on to provide a
discussion and associated Tables detailing the current and historic status of development
sites in Aberdeenshire in order to support their position (RD18050A).
PP18050: In commenting on Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraphs 4.14
and 4.15, the respondent considers the statements made in these paragraphs to be
incorrect, and that the allowances from the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 and
the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 do not continue to contribute to the
housing land supply in order to meet the strategic housing requirement within the
Proposed Plan. The respondent does not consider paragraph 4.15 of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan has been based on any assessment of existing strategic
allocations, or an informed determination on the level of supply augmentation that might
be required to maintain the strategic housing land supply.
PP18050: The respondent considers that Proposed Plan Table 3 (Page 3) requires to be
adjusted to increase the new allowances in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area by 2000
new homes. The respondent considers this is required as Aberdeenshire Council is
unable to demonstrate that the second Plan period allowance in the extant Strategic
Development Plan 2014 is capable of becoming effective within the relevant Plan period,
contrary to the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy 2014. Proposed strategic
Development Plan Table 3 (Page 30) also requires to be adjusted to take increase the
new allowances by 500 new homes to reflect the decision to allocate 500 houses on the
Trump International Golf Links site north of Balmedie. The respondent goes on to provide
a discussion and associated Tables detailing the current and historic status of
development sites in Aberdeenshire in order to support their position (RD18050A).
PP18056: The respondent notes that under each scenario in Table 3 (Page 30) an
additional line should be added to show the Allowance for the Aberdeenshire Council part
of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area, which is currently absent.
Location of Future Allocations
PP18015, PP18020, PP18023: The respondents consider that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan should provide more detailed guidance on the distribution and location
of housing allowances. This could be achieved through the amendment of Table 3 Local
Development Plan Housing Allowances (Page 30), a new Table, or through textual
changes encouraging the Local Development Plans to review existing allocations which
have failed to deliver and focus on settlements with a proven track record of delivery.
Deliverable Development
PP18057: The respondent considers that Local Development Plans will need to identify
and allocate new housing allocations, and that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should give explicit, clear direction that allocations should be deliverable, and that Local
Development Plans should allocate further land for housing. The site at Royal Devenick
Park should be considered in this context (RD18057A, RD18057B and RD18057C).
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Small Scale Sites
PP18020, PP18048, PP18049, PP18051, PP18053, PP18057, PP18059, PP18063: The
respondents do not support paragraph 4.19 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
which states that allocations should be small scale in nature. It is considered that there is
no justification for placing a generic limit on the size of allocations in the Local
Development Plans and that larger sites can enable the delivery of required
infrastructure. The respondents consider a need for the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to support a range and choice of sizes and locations of sites and the use of the term
“small scale” removes this flexibility. Clarification is sought on the term ‘small scale’.
(RD18063A)
PP18057: The respondent considers it is important to allow for and support sufficient and
varied housing land allocations. In this context, the respondent points to Proposed Plan
paragraph 4.19 which states that it will be up to the Local Development Plans to
determine whether a proposal is ‘small scale’, having due regard to its context and
deliverability. Although recognising that context is fundamental to the assessment of a
proposal and its effective scale, the respondent does not believe that the term ‘small
scale’ gives sufficient flexibility for the Local Development Plans to identify the most
appropriate sites and positively deliver a range of sites. The respondent disagrees with
any ‘blanket’ limitation of new greenfield allocations in scale – noting also the previously
identified threshold of 100 homes in the Main Issues Report – and considers that doing so
would serve to oversimplify and unnecessarily prevent a range of sites being included in
the Local Development Plan, and fail to harness the corresponding ability to deliver
infrastructure. Instead, new sites which can be delivered in the short term should be given
full consideration. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should allow Local
Development Plans to have sufficient flexibility on the scale and location of new
development allocations, better allowing for new housing to be positively guided to
locations which are appropriate in planning terms and attractive to the market, and better
delivering on the established targets than has previously been the case.
Strategic Reserves
PP18020, PP18023, PP18040, PP18049, PP18051, PP18053, PP18059, PP18060,
PP18063: Respondents are concerned that paragraph 4.20 of the Proposed Plan
Strategic Development Plan stipulates that Local Development Plans "may" choose to
make provision for additional strategic reserves for housing for the period 2033 to 2040.
The respondents consider that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should make it
a requirement that Local Development Plans make provision for Strategic Reserves for
housing for the period 2033 to 2040 in order to provide a safety net should other allocated
sites fail to deliver as expected. This will ensure a consistency of approach by both
Councils.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
General
PP18019: The respondent considers that in areas where large allocations of land in the
current Local Development Plans are still unused, the Proposed Plan should make no
further allocations except to meet particular local needs. Related Targets should be
modified as necessary.
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PP18019: The respondent considers that stronger emphasis should be given to providing
suitable homes for the elderly within new developments, and developers should be
required to provide a suitable number akin to the existing requirements for affordable
housing. Related Targets should be modified as necessary.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage seek to amend the final sentence in paragraph 4.18
to read as follows:
"Reducing travel distances and making walking, cycling and public transport more
attractive to people will be important considerations for new developments."
PP18039: The Proposed Plan should create a better balance of emphasis between
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire.
PP18041: The respondent wishes to see a link between housing and education provision
within the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
PP18041: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan needs to include a strategy to
constrain new housing allocations until the backlog has been reduced.
PP18043: Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest an amendment to the second
bullet point under 'How to Meet the Targets' on page 31. The amended bullet would read
as follows:
"Where necessary, Action Programmes, developer contributions and compulsory
purchase powers should be used to focus attention on delivering new housing
development and the associated necessary infrastructure. This will include blue- green
infrastructure."
PP18044: Decisions on new land allocations should consider developments currently
underway. Developments in progress must be completed before new settlements are
approved.
PP18046, PP18055: The respondent seeks the deletion of the following text in paragraph
4.15 that currently states:
"As such, it is possible no further housing land allocations could be made for the next
Local Development Plans".
PP18057: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should give explicit, clear direction
that allocations should be deliverable, and delivering, and that Local Development Plans
should allocate further land for housing.
PP18061: Amend Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 4.18 to read as
follows:
"New allocations should consider opportunities to reuse brownfield land and attempt to
utilise the current ‘constrained’ supply in the first instance; and the potential to re-allocate
underperforming employment allocations thereafter. However; it is likely that some new
development will need to take place on greenfield sites in order to help deliver our Vision
and future strategy for growth"
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PP18061: Delete Proposed Plan Paragraph 4.17.
Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
PP18015: The respondent considers that the housing allowances for the Plan period from
2020 - 2032 must be further increased to address both the findings of the Housing Needs
and Demands Assessment 2017 and the shortfall anticipated from large strategic sites.
PP18050: The respondent wishes to see a complete review and replacement of the
Spatial Strategy and the associated distribution of housing allocations in Aberdeenshire.
PP18050: Proposed Strategic Development Plan Table 3 (Page 30) to be adjusted to
increase the new allowances in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area by 2000 new homes.
Proposed Strategic Development Plan Table 3 (Page 30) to be additionally adjusted to
increase the new allowances by an additional 500 new homes to accord for the
allocations made at the Trump International Golf Links site north of Balmedie.
PP18055, PP18056: The respondents consider that an additional line should be added in
Table 3 (Page 30) to show the Additional Allowances specific to the Aberdeenshire
Council part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. The respondent has included an
appendix to their submission which sets out their requested changes to these tables
(RD18055A – appendix 5, RD18056A and RD18056B).
Location of Future Allocations
PP18020, PP18023: In order to provide more detailed guidance on the distribution of
housing allowances, the respondents seek:




the amendment of Table 3 Local Development Plan Housing Allowances (Page 30);
or the insertion of a new Table;
or the insertion textual changes encouraging the Local Development Plans to review
existing allocations which have failed to deliver and focus on settlements with a
proven track record of delivery.

Small Sites
PP18020: Amend Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 4.19 to make it clear
that the allocation of larger sites may be acceptable where it can be demonstrated that
the site can clearly be delivered within the specified Plan period.
PP18048: Amend paragraph 4.19 to remove reference to “small scale” allocations, and
instead stipulate that Local Development Plans should allocate a range of sites of varying
scale to help promote sustainable, mixed communities.
PP18049, PP18053, PP18051, PP18059: PP18060, PP18063: Amend paragraph 4.19 of
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to remove reference to small-scale sites only
or reword to allow for consideration of the most appropriate scale of allocation depending
on the location and the context.
PP18059, PP18063: The respondents consider that paragraph 4.19 of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan should promote a range of site sizes in a range of locations
to help provide choice rather than promote only small-scale allocations.
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Strategic Reserve
PP18020, PP18023, PP18049, PP18051, PP18053, PP18059, PP18060: Paragraph 4.20
of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should be amended to require Local
Development Plans to make provision for additional Strategic Reserve for Housing for the
period 2033 to 2040.
PP18040, PP18048: Amend Paragraph 4.20 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
to read as follows:
"In order to provide communities and the development industry a degree of certainty over
the long-term future growth of the Region, Local Development Plans should make
provision for additional Strategic Reserves for housing for the period 2033 to 2040 in line
with Table 3."
PP18063: Amend paragraph 4.20 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to require
Local Development Plans to include Strategic Reserve housing sites. Show Perwinnes
area as a potential area for future growth.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
General
PP18019, PP18041, PP18044: Appendix 2 - Established Land Supply as Per Housing
Land Audit 2016 of the Housing Methodology Paper (CD 71) shows the five-year and
post five-year effective land supply for both Housing Market Areas. The Total Effective
Land Supply 2016 for both Housing Market Areas is 37,077 homes. While this is a
considerable allocation of housing land, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan must
consider mechanisms to ensure the five-year and post five-year Effective Land Supplies
maintain continuity. The delivery of housing is complex and challenging and not all
allocated sites will come forward for delivery. Therefore, it is prudent and responsible for
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to direct the Local Development Plans to make
housing allocations as set out in Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
(page 30). Paragraph 4.19 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan requires that
allocations should be small scale in nature and have regard to context and deliverability.
PP18019: Paragraph 4.5 (Page 27) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
acknowledges that “With an ageing population and smaller households, new development
should also meet the changing needs of society over its whole life and give regard to
greater mix, size and types of new homes”. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan
considers the housing needs of all the community. As such there is a strong focus on the
mix of new housing. This is addressed through paragraph 4.7 (Page 27) of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan which states “Communities must be mixed in terms of the
type and size of homes, as well as tenure and cost…. Larger developments must provide
a mix of house sizes, from starter homes to large detached houses, and all developments
must consider opportunities to reduce fuel poverty….”. The fourth Target (page 27) of the
Our Communities section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan states “For new
housing to meet the needs of the whole community by providing appropriate levels of
affordable housing (generally no more than 25%) and an appropriate mix of types and
sizes of homes”. As such the needs of the entire community are adequately considered
and supported in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
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PP18024: The role that local housebuilders in rural areas play in the local economy is
noted. While the Proposed Strategic Development Plan makes no specific reference to
the provision for self-build homes it does not preclude such development in any way.
Paragraph 4.7 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan states that “Communities
must be mixed in terms of the type and size of homes, as well as tenure and cost”.
Innovative solutions such a self-build homes will make a contribution to achieving a
greater mix of types and sizes of homes.
PP18024, PP18024: The issues of landbanks and acquisition of land is a matter outwith
the functions and requirements of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
PP18038: Future housing land allocations for settlements in Aberdeenshire Council will
be given due consideration during the production of the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2021.
PP18039: The Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) considered
population projections which informed the Housing Supply Target in the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Housing
Supply Target and Housing Land Requirement distribute the housing requirement across
Council Area and Housing Market Areas in order to meet the housing requirement
resulting from projected population increases.
PP18041, PP18047: Paragraph 4.3 (Page 26) of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan acknowledges that education provision is needed to create successful places and
that this must be considered holistically. While Table 3 (Page 30) of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan sets the Housing Allowances it will be for the Local
Development Plans to consider issues such as school capacity when determining which
sites can be allocated for housing land.
PP18044: Paragraph 1.5 (Page 5) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan states
that it should be read as a whole. Due consideration is given to protection and
enhancement, where appropriate, of the natural environment throughout the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan.
PP18061: Paragraph 4.17 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not state
that new allocations will undermine the effective land supply. Paragraph 4.17 of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan promotes the careful consideration of the scale
and context of future allocations and that there is mindfulness of potential impacts on
existing allocated or permitted housing developments.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Greenfield Development
PP18022: Support is noted and welcomed. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s
Spatial Strategy supports the principles of reduced travel and sustainable travel patterns
outlined in paragraph 4.18 for all development.
PP18034: Paragraph 4.19 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan requires that
future housing allocations be small scale in nature. It will be up to the Local Development
Plans to determine whether a proposal is “small scale” or not, giving due regard to its
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context and deliverability. No numerical restriction has been placed on future housing
allocations given that the context of their location and deliverability will be key
considerations influencing the scale of development.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Table 3: Local Development Plans Housing Land Allowances
PP18015: The numbers used in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan for the
Effective Land Supply are those of the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016
(CD 53). Each year Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils jointly produce a
Housing Land Audit which is ultimately approved for publication by the Strategic
Development Planning Authority. The Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit is
prepared by the two Councils in consultation with the development industry. The
Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit has historically been the agreed position on
the City Region’s Established Land Supply. As such, holistic consideration has been
given to the Effective Land Supply by all stakeholders and it is not necessary to reexamine it. Matters relating to the Housing Supply Target have been addressed under
Issue 12 Housing Supply Target.
The Housing Allowances set out in Table 3 (Page 30) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan are appropriate to meet the Housing Land Requirement for the period
2020-2032 and do not need to be increased. The methodology for setting these
allowances is explained below.
PP18046, PP18055, PP18056: The quantity of housing land allocations for the
subsequent Aberdeen City Local Development Plan and Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan is set out in Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
(page 30) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
By including Table 3 the Proposed Strategic Development Plan goes a step beyond
paragraphs 115 and 118 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) in setting out housing
land allocations for subsequent Local Development Plans. There is no set methodology
on how to set such allowances and, as such, these are bespoke to each Strategic
Development Plan or Local Development Plan. The Proposed Strategic Development
Plan has used the following methodology, as described in detail in the Housing
Methodology Paper (CD 71) to establish the level of additional allowances for the next set
of Local Development Plans and future strategic reserves:



The Housing Land Requirement minus the Established Land Supply (as per the
Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016);
The resulting balance is 27,195 new homes to be allocated over the period of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan;

Support from Homes for Scotland (PP18055) for the above methodology is welcomed.
Clarification has been sought regarding the level of allowances for the period 2020 to
2032 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Respondents believe that these
should be set at a higher level than the total of 8,335 as shown in Table 3 (Page 30).
Respondents PP18055 and PP18056 have included in their submissions’ explanations as
to why higher allowances should be considered for the period 2020-2032 (regardless of
which Housing Supply Target is used in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan).
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The completions and anticipated completions from the Housing Land Audit 2016 for the
period 2016 to 2032 are subtracted from the Housing Land Requirement. Housing Land
Audit 2016 programming of anticipated completions for the Rural Housing Market Area
and the Aberdeenshire part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area cover the period up to
2032. However, the Housing Land Audit 2016 included programming for the Aberdeen
City part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area up to 2023. As such an average of
completions taken from the approval of the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014
(CD 58) up to 2023 was used as the basis for programming for the remainder of this
period up to 2032. Taking this long-term average is appropriate as this rate reflects
historic delivery and steady future anticipated completions.
The Housing Land Requirement for the period 2016 to 2032 is 43,680. The Effective Land
Supply as explained above for the period 2016-2032 totalled 35,345. The Effective Land
Supply was subtracted from the Housing Land Requirement and the balance was the
requirement for allowances for this period of 8,335. It should be noted that, unlike the
Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60) and the extant Strategic
Development Plan 2014 (CD 58), the constrained housing land supply has not been
considered as a means of meeting the Housing Land Requirement for the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan (The constrained supply for Aberdeen City Council is 3,020
and for Aberdeenshire Council 6,808). Table 3 (page 30) directs Local Development
Plans to make new housing land allocations for the Plan period 2020-2032.
It is noted that this approach is not contested by the Scottish Government (PP18042) who
made no comment on this issue.
The respondents’ submissions include programming for the Aberdeen City part of the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area for the period beyond 2023 which is not included in the
published Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land Audit 2016. In addition, the housing
land supply has been updated to include completions for 2016 and 2017 which are
outwith the Housing Land Audit 2016.
PP18055, PP18056: It is unnecessary to amend Table 3 (Page 30) to show the
proportion of housing allowances for the Aberdeenshire Council part of the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area as this is not a requirement of paragraphs 115 and 118 of Scottish
Planning Policy (CD 40). The number of new homes for the Aberdeenshire Council part of
the Aberdeen Housing Market Area can be found by subtracting the Rural Housing
Market Area from the Aberdeenshire Council total.
PP18050: Issues relating to the review of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s
Spatial Strategy are considered in Issue 3 – Our Spatial Strategy. The distribution of
housing allowances in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is set out by Housing
Market Area and Council Area. Paragraph 3.8 (Page 10) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan states that the main focus of development should be in the Strategic
Growth Areas. No revision of the housing allowances is required as those will be
distributed through allocations made by the subsequent Local Development Plans in
accordance with the Spatial Strategy.
The constrained supply is not included in Table 3 (Page 30) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan. Table 3 (Page 30) shows the five-year, post five-year and total
Effective Land Supply for the Housing Land Audit 2016. The constrained land supply has
not been omitted. While the constrained supply was indicated in the Aberdeen City and
Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CX 60) and the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD
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58) these plans were produced before current Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) was
approved. Paragraph 117 of Scottish Planning Policy states that the Housing Land
Requirement can be met from a number of sources “most notably sites from the
established supply which are effective or expected to become effective in the plan period,
sites with planning permission, proposed new land allocations, and in some cases a
proportion of windfall development”. It does not refer to the constrained supply. Therefore,
it is not a requirement to include the constrained supply in setting housing allowances at a
Strategic level. Consideration of the constrained supply to meet the housing land
requirement could be undertaken at a Local Development Plan level as suggested by
paragraph 4.18 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
PP18050, PP18015: Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 refer to the Housing Land Audit 2016
(CD 53) and the considerable size of the Total Effective Land Supply. It is asserted that
this in not an accurate reflection of the Effective Land Supply. Each year Aberdeen City
and Aberdeenshire Councils jointly produce a Housing Land Audit which is ultimately
approved for publication by the Strategic Development Planning Authority. The Housing
Land Audit is prepared by the two Councils in consultation with the landowners and
housing builders, including Homes for Scotland. The Audit has historically been the
agreed position on the City Region’s Established Land Supply. The figures used in the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan for the Effective Land Supply are those of the
Housing Land Audit 2016 the agreed position on the City Region’s Established Land
Supply. As such, holistic consideration has been given to the Effective Land Supply by all
stakeholders and it is not necessary to re-examine it.
PP18050: It is not accepted that the allowances for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area
need to be increased. The allowances set out in the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan are appropriate for the Plan periods as set out in Table 3 (Page 30). The is no need
to increase the allowances for the Menie Estate given this development was included in
allocations for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan and already has been granted
planning permission (reference app/2006/4605).
There is no requirement for the Proposed Strategic Development to demonstrate that the
Plan period 2027 to 2035 of the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) is
capable of becoming effective. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is the
replacement of the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) and sets an update
Housing Supply Target and Housing Land Requirement for this Plan period.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Small Scale Sites
PP18020, PP18048, PP18049, PP18051, PP18053, PP18057, PP18059, PP18063:
Paragraph 4.19 (Page 31) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan states that
“Allocations should be small scale in nature, and should not be extensions to any existing,
strategic, development sites that have been subject to a masterplanning exercise”. The
term “small scale” has not been included in the glossary of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan as paragraph 4.19 (Page 31) clarifies that “It will be up to the Local
Development Plans to determine whether a proposal is “small scale” or not, giving due
regard to its context and deliverability”.
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Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council have disparate settlement patterns.
For Aberdeen City Council with its relatively small geographical area and high population
density, settlements are focused over a much smaller area than Aberdeenshire Council.
Aberdeenshire Council has a dispersed settlement pattern with its two largest
settlements, Peterhead and Fraserburgh located in the Rural Housing Market Area. The
scale of new development must be considered in the context of its location. Small scale
allocations for the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2021 may be considered large
scale allocations in the area covered by the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
2021. Therefore, the Local Development Plans are best suited to determine of the scale
of housing allocations in the context of their settlements. As such the Proposed Strategic
Development promotes a range of site sizes which will help provide choice.
Strategic planning should enable the five-year effective supply to be maintained. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets out a sensible approach for the next Local
Development Plans which affords them the flexibility to allocate additional housing land
and enable development at a smaller scale than what has been allocated historically as
required by the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60) and the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58).
The steady delivery of new homes across both Housing Market Areas is dependent on a
number of strategic housing allocations. It is unnecessary to allocate sites of a similar
scale in the subsequent Local Development Plans. If these strategic allocations were to
encounter delivery issues, there would be an impact on the Effective Land Supply. It is
therefore prudent to direct the Housing Allowances set out in Table 3 (Page 30) of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan towards contextually small-scale Local
Development Plan allocations. By enabling development on a smaller scale, which
completements strategic allocations, a continuity of supply of deliverable new housing
land can be maintained.
PP18049: The respondents are mistaken in the assumption that the preferred option
stated in paragraph 6.25 and Question 14 (page 21) of the Main Issues Report 2018 (CD
73) has been included in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. No reference is
made in the Proposed Strategic Development to limiting new allocations to under 100
houses in size.
PP18057: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan enables the Local Development
Plans to have the flexibility to interpret the term “small scale”. Paragraph 4.19 (Page 31)
of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan states that “It will be up to the Local
Development Plans to determine whether a proposal is “small scale” or not, giving due
regard to its context and deliverability”. Paragraph 4.18 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan states “Local Development Plans must identify allocations for the
period 2020 to 2032 which are deliverable within the timeframe of this period”. As such
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan focuses consideration to allocations which can
be delivered in the short term. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan requires
flexibility in terms of scale and location.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Location of Future Allocations
PP18015, PP18020, PP18023: In accordance with paragraphs 115 and 118 of Scottish
Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) the Proposed Strategic Development Plan has set out the
Housing Supply Target (Table 1 page 29) and the Housing Land Requirement (Table 2
page 29). These have been set out at both local authority areas, tenure (affordable and
market sectors) and both functional Housing Market Areas. It is not a requirement of
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) for Strategic Development Plans to further direct
the housing land supply than the above.
Historically both the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (Schedule 1: Housing
Allowances page 27) (CD 60) and the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (Schedule
1: Housing Allowances page 42) (CD 58) included further direction for housing land
allocations for the subsequent Aberdeen City Local Development Plans and
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans. The Schedules of both the Plans;



gave direction as to the quantity of brownfield and greenfield housing land allocations
for subsequent Aberdeen City Local Development Plans;
gave direction as to the location and quantity of housing land allocations across the
Strategic Growth Areas and Local Growth and Diversification Areas for subsequent
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans;

This practice of setting allowances for subsequent Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plans has been carried forward in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan in the form of Table 3 - Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
(page 30). It details the housing allowances for the Plan periods 2020 to 2032, 2033 to
2035, and 2036 to 2040. These housing allowances direct the housing land allocations of
the subsequent Aberdeen City Local Development Plan and Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan.
Unlike Schedule 1: Housing Allowances (page 27) of the Aberdeen City and Shire
Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60) and Schedule 1: Housing Allowances (Page 42) of the
extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58), Table 3 of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan does not give direction for the general location and quantity of housing
allocations across the Aberdeenshire Strategic Growth Areas or Local Growth and
Diversification Areas.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority believe that both the Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans should base the selection of housing land
allocations on issues such as deliverability and infrastructure considerations and not on
general locations set at a Strategic Development Plan level. That is not to say that the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not offer direction for the general location of
future housing land allocations. Paragraph 4.16 (Page 31) offers direction that
“allocations are divided on an 80%/20% basis between the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area and the Rural Housing Market Area respectively” as per paragraph 115 of Scottish
Planning Policy (CD 40). Further direction is given for Brownfield development through
Target two (page 27) that “at least 40% of all new housing in Aberdeen City to be on
brownfield sites” which conforms with paragraph 40 of Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40) in
considering the re-use or re-development of brownfield land before new development
takes place on greenfield sites.
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There is no requirement within Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40) for Strategic
Development Plans to direct Local Development Plans to review existing allocations
which have not come forward for delivery. Consideration of such is better undertaken
during the production of subsequent Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plans.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Strategic Reserves
PP18063, PP18020, PP18023, PP18040, PP18048, PP18049, PP18051, PP18053,
PP18059, PP18060: Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40) states it is the
role of Strategic Development Plans to look at land supply and set a Housing Supply
Target up to year twelve from the expected year of plan approval making sure the
requirement for each housing market area is met in full. Beyond year twelve and up to
year twenty Strategic Development Plans should provide an indication of the possible
scale and location of housing land.
As addressed in Issue 13 Housing Land Requirement, the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan has given a strategic direction for the period 2033 to 2040 and the
possible scale of future housing land requirement. Paragraph 4.20 (Page 31) of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan states “Local Development Plans may choose to
make provision for additional Strategic Reserves for Housing for the period 2033 to 2040
in line with Table 3, but this is not a requirement”. Should the Local Development Plans
seek to make such provisions they would be informed by the Table 3 Local Development
Plan Allowances for the period beyond 2033.
There is no requirement in Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) for Strategic
Development Plans to direct Local Development Plans to make a provision for Strategic
Reserves or to make provisions for allocations past year twelve of the Strategic
Development Plan. It should be noted that the Plan period 2033-2040 will be subject to
review under future Development Plans. It is not therefore appropriate to direct Local
Development Plans to make such provisions or amend paragraph 4.20 (Page 31) of the
Proposed Strategic Development.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. As explained in paragraph 1 in Issue 12 Our Communities – Housing Supply Target
my conclusions on the housing matters have been informed by a hearing session and
further written exchanges.
General points
2. The support for prioritisation of brownfield land and regeneration areas is noted but
requires no examination.
3. I appreciate that there is an established supply of land which could accommodate
some 45,410 homes and that constrained sites could offer some 10,504 homes in the
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region. There is, however, still a requirement to provide sufficient housing to meet the
needs and demands of a growing population and the aspirations of the authority (and its
council partners) for a sustainable economy. A range and choice of sites is also required
as existing allocations are developed and to sustain existing communities including those
identified as regeneration priorities. Furthermore, existing allocated sites are not all likely
to come forward as planned. Therefore, I find it reasonable and appropriate for the
proposed plan to set further housing allowances. I also consider that it might be
necessary to allocate land adjacent to, or close to, existing strategic (large) sites to take
advantage of planned infrastructure and investment. Consequently, I find no reason to
restrict the allocation of housing to avoid large sites.
4. The authority has carried out a series of assessments to inform the production of the
proposed plan including a cumulative transport assessment; strategic flood assessment;
strategic environmental assessment; and a habitats appraisal. In addition, the proposed
plan includes provisions to safeguard the natural environment and ensure the delivery of
mixed communities which should be reflected in local development plan policies and used
in assessing development proposals. As noted by the authority in its response, councils
would also take account of education capacity in finding land for housing. Issues of
health impacts could also be considered when determining where to allocate land for
housing at the local development plan stage. There is also provision in the proposed plan
(at paragraph 3.7) to seek necessary developer contributions towards infrastructure,
services and facilities. Consequently, I find that any impact on green spaces, habitats,
amenities, transport and education arising from new allocations has been, and/or would
be, appropriately assessed. Furthermore, I find that the plan sufficiently includes
provisions which would support homes for the elderly (this matter is further addressed in
Issue 11 Our Communities – Placemaking).
5. The matter of land acquisition and options for self-build raised by Mearns Community
Council are addressed at paragraphs 10 and 11 of Issue 11.
6. As stated by the authority, the matter of final housing allocations is for the respective
councils in preparing their local development plans and assessing development
proposals. Aberdeenshire Council would take into account the location of Hatton of
Fintray and its features when determining whether to allocate housing in or near that
settlement.
7. In response to concerns from Mr Robson, as shown in Table 3 of the proposed plan,
the housing allowances are split 50% to both Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire
Council. It may not be possible to spread housing allocations (and the population
increase anticipated) across the entire of the region but this split would ensure an equal
distribution across the council administrative boundaries.
8. Paragraph 4.17 of the proposed plan states that “it is important that the scale of these
allocations does not undermine the deliverability and viability of the effective housing land
supply” and it is for this reason that only moderate allocations are promoted. I agree with
representees that competition and a range of allocations and a choice of sites could
benefit the region but there is also a need to safeguard allocated sites to fulfil the spatial
strategy and vision of the plan. Some sites have had substantial investment and/or
require interventions to allow development to proceed. Therefore, I do not find
justification to remove paragraph 4.17 as suggested.
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9. I refer to alternative uses on employment land and recommend in Issue 11 Our
Communities – Placemaking that an amendment to the proposed plan is made to ensure
safeguarding of employment land where practicable. This would allow consideration of
alternative uses where justified. Proposed plan paragraph 4.18 relates to new housing
allocations on brownfield land and constrained sites “in the first instance”. Therefore, it
does not rule out other locations being considered. Consequently, I find no reason to
amend the paragraph to refer to “underperforming employment allocations” as having
potential for housing allocations.
10. I consider that it is not necessary for the final target on page 31 to clarify that any
necessary infrastructure would include “blue-green infrastructure” as promoted by the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency. The definition of “green infrastructure” in the
proposed plan refers to both green and blue infrastructure and therefore this could be
sought from new housing development if necessary.
Greenfield development
11. Support for the likelihood of some greenfield development in paragraph 4.18 is noted
but requires no attention through this examination.
12. The final sentence of paragraph 4.18 relates to housing allocations but, as explained
by the authority in its response above, the proposed plan includes provisions applicable
to all development to reduce travelling distances and make sustainable options more
attractive including paragraph 2.3 of the vision. I find no need to modify paragraph 4.18
to refer to “all developments” as proposed by Scottish Natural Heritage.
13. I disagree with Bennachie Community Council that greenfield sites should be
restricted to less than 100 homes. The proposed plan suggest that allocations should be
small scale (a matter addressed below) but relies on local development plans to
determine what “small scale” is having regard to the context. Imposition of a specific
restriction on housing numbers could also impact on the provision of sustainable densities
and efficient use of land for housing. No change to the plan is required to address this
matter.
Table 3 – local development plan housing allowances
14. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) requires strategic development plans to set a
housing supply target and then add a margin of between 10 and 20% to provide the
housing land requirement. The national policy then advises that the requirement “can be
met from a number of sources, most notably sites from the established supply which are
effective or expected to become effective in the plan period, sites with planning
permission, proposed new land allocations, and in some cases a proportion of windfall
development” (paragraph 117).
15. In determining the level of housing allowances in the proposed plan the authority has
subtracted the established supply that is effective, or expected to be effective, from the
total housing land requirement (as shown in Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing
Allowances on page 30). The calculation being: 64,272 housing land requirement minus
the established supply from the agreed 2016 housing land audit of 37,077 equating to a
need to allocate 27,195 homes to 2040.
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16. As explained in the schedule 4 above, and in further procedures, the authority took
agreed programming from the 2016 housing land audit for Aberdeenshire sites to 2032.
The agreed programming for and Aberdeen City to 2023 was added to an average rate
(calculated from 2009 to 2023 completions/predictions in the city) to give an estimate
beyond 2023 to 2032 for the city giving a total housing supply figure of 35,345. This
figure was subtracted from the housing land requirement for 2016 to 2032 (43,680) to
provide an allowance of 8,335 homes for the period 2020 to 2032. Professional
judgement was used to determine the allowances in the periods 2033 to 2035 and 2036
to 2040.
17. As concluded in Issue 12 Our Communities – Housing Supply Target I found the
basis for selecting the housing supply target, using the modified principal scenario figures
from the housing need and demand assessment, appropriate and reasonable. However,
in Issue 13 Our Communities – Housing Land Requirement I found that the margin to be
added to the housing supply target for the period 2016 to 2019 should be reduced
from 20% to 10%. The overall housing land requirement will adjust as a consequence.
18. In addition, the authority used the 2016 housing land audit figures to establish the
effective, and expected to be effective, housing supply. The data included in that audit for
the period 2016 to 2019 was based on predictions rather than actual completions. The
recently agreed 2019 housing land audit provides an updated and accurate picture of
housing delivery for the years 2016 to 2018. The 2019 audit identifies an effective
housing land supply of 14,323 with an additional 20,583 expected to become effective
equating to a total of 34,906 (some 2,171 homes less than the figure in 2016). This is
likely due to housing completion under-delivery and an increase in the constrained
housing supply (constrained sites totalled 9,828 homes in 2016 but 10,504 in 2019).
19. Amending the margin for the period 2016 to 2019 and the updated figures from
the 2019 audit mean that the overall housing allowances will have changed. The
calculation now being: 63,492 housing land requirement (see Issue 13) minus the
established supply that is effective, or due to become effective, from the 2019 housing
land audit of 34,906 equating to a revised need to allocate 28,586 homes to 2040 (a
figure 1,391 homes greater than that presented in the proposed plan). However, this
calculation presumes that the entire supply that is effective, or considered to become
effective, during the plan period will be delivered. As suggested by several parties in
response to further procedure, the housing land supply situation is dynamic and less
predictable when forecasting what will happen in the future. Therefore, I consider there
requires to be some caution with respect to using the post five year effective supply
beyond 2023, particularly when forecasting 20 years ahead to 2040.
20. I asked parties to consider the use of the updated 2019 housing land audit and its
implications at the hearing session followed up with an exchange of written submissions.
21. The authority along with its council partners supported the use of the 2019 audit in
principle as a means of clarifying the housing land situation at the hearing. It was
preferable to ensure that the strategic development plan provides a clear direction on
housing allowances for forthcoming local development plans. In written submissions the
authority further explained that the 2016 audit was used as the base year and that the
housing need and demand assessment also used this date but this assessment has not
been updated to reflect recent population trends. Therefore, “consideration needs be
given to the justification for updating one component of the baseline and not the other”.
In consultation with its council partners the authority confirmed that it would be preferable
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to address this matter through the examination of the proposed plan and not leave it for
local development plans to tackle (so that they could focus on delivery). Main issues
reports have been issued for local development plans in Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire with a call for sites and preferred site selection which both councils
suggest “could facilitate the moderate increase in allowances proposed”. However, any
increase above that would be difficult to accommodate due to finding enough suitable
sites; impacts on timelines for local development plans; and the context of recent regional
population decline over the last three years. The authority conclude that the “use of the
housing land audit 2019 will give the local development plans the benefit of consulting on
the most recently published housing land audit. If the subject of effective land supply and
housing allowances for the period 2020-2032 has been considered and settled during the
examination of the proposed strategic development plan, then both proposed local
development plans can benefit from this settled position during public consultation. Given
that the local development plans would commence public consultation in early 2020 they
would give an accurate picture of the housing land supply”.
22. Homes for Scotland and others with, or representing, developer interests also
supported the use of the 2019 housing land audit at the hearing session. In the following
written exchanges its use was again endorsed as representing the most up-to-date land
supply position. Doing so would, as stated by Homes for Scotland, provide “a degree of
added confidence for local authorities and developers alike in what to expect from
subsequent local development plans”. Homes for Scotland also queries the assumption
that all effective land would come forward by 2040 particularly as the industry has not
agreed the programming of sites beyond 2027 and, consequently, the body considers
that some 3,569 homes in the effective supply could remain unbuilt by 2040.
23. Although Hallam Land (represented by Holder Planning) agree to the use of
the 2019 audit they disagree with the simple substitution of the total effective supply
figure from 2016 with that contained in the 2019 audit as this approach “would not
account for site delivery programming over specific periods of the plan”; and, furthermore,
that “using the total effective supply figure also assumes that all of the sites will come
forward by 2040” which is not expected as demonstrated by Homes for Scotland.
24. Amended allowance tables have been submitted by various parties and Homes for
Scotland has provided evidence showing extrapolated programming for sites in the 2019
housing land audit with repeated entries beyond the current programming from 2027
onwards until sites exhaust their allocation (or capacity is carried forward beyond 2040).
There are many variables which have been questioned throughout the examination with
respect to the housing tables some of which I have endorsed but others which have not
found favour. No submitted table has been used directly as a substitute for what the
authority has proposed. However, I have carefully considered the content of each of
these submissions in coming to my findings and recommended adjustments as set out
below.
25. While the authority identify that there is no set methodology for calculating housing
allowances through a strategic development plan, I agree with parties that the method
used to calculate the effective supply to give the housing allowances for the period 2020
to 2032 by the authority is not fully evidenced or clear. There is no evidence showing that
the 2016 housing land audit includes programming to the year 2032 for Aberdeenshire (it
shows figures to 2026 and an aggregated figure for beyond that year). In addition, there
is data in the submitted 2015 housing land audit showing completions from 2010 and
information in the 2016 audit giving predicted completions in Aberdeen City to 2023 but
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there is no submitted detail to demonstrate how an average completion rate for Aberdeen
beyond 2023 to 2032 was calculated from 2009 to 2023 as described by the authority.
There is also no detail of how the figure was applied to provide the figure of 35,345
homes in the effective supply to 2032. Consequently, although there could be merit in
using an average based on historical trends to forecast completions, I have little
confidence in using this figure and no ability to use a similar approach in relation to the
most up-to-date housing figures included in the 2019 housing land audit.
26. The approach used by Homes for Scotland where the programming of sites is
extrapolated beyond the period stated in the housing land audit is well-evidenced with
tables showing each site in each authority and market housing area. There will be
instances where sites perform better and some which deliver less than the extrapolated
method shows but it reasonably carries forward the last known (and agreed) programme
of delivery on each site into the future. Therefore, I consider that it can be effectively
used to predict the amount of the established supply that is considered to become
effective during the periods 2027 to 2032 and 2033 to 2040.
27. The effective supply for the period 2019 to 2023 is provided (as agreed) in the 2019
housing land audit and there is no dispute regarding programming of sites to 2026. I also
note that the audit takes account of the approval of housing at the Menie Estate for 500
homes. Therefore, the audit data can be reasonably used for the period 2019 to 2026.
28. The exception to this is the inclusion of the contribution from small sites. The 2019
audit identifies that small sites (up to four homes) are included as part of the five-year
effective housing land supply with a contribution of 594 homes in the Aberdeen housing
market area and 692 homes in the Rural housing market area between 2019 and 2023.
The audit only includes their contribution for the first five years and does not make any
assumptions about small sites beyond 2023. I note that Scottish Government planning
advice note 2/2010 on ‘affordable housing and housing land audits’ suggests that it is for
planning authorities to best determine how to take account of the contribution from small
sites and that they can make a significant contribution to the land supply in some local
authority areas. There is a regular contribution from small sites in the region but I
consider it would be risky to make assumptions about their contribution for the lengthy
duration of the plan to 2040 as policy and approaches to small sites could change over
this time. To only include their contribution for the 2019 to 2023 period would introduce a
different approach to calculating the housing supply in different plan periods. Therefore, I
have opted, as suggested by Homes for Scotland, to omit the contribution from small
sites. However, their contribution could be used to inform the production of local
development plans alongside any freeing-up of land on constrained sites which may
release housing over the plan period. This approach allows an additional flexibility to the
housing land supply.
29. There have also been completions in the years 2016, 2017 and 2018 totalling 6,223
homes which should be taken into account when considering the housing supply
situation.
30. Using the above information provides a revised outcome as follows:


A housing supply for 2016 to 2032 of 32,686 homes (6,223 completions; 18,943
effective, or expected to become effective, supply between 2019 and 2026; and
7,520 homes for 2027 to 2032 extrapolating the 2019 housing land audit data).
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A housing supply for 2033 to 2040 of 3,588 homes (from extrapolation of
established sites expected to deliver in the period).
A revised allowance for 2020 to 2032 of 10,214 homes (subtracting the 32,686
supply from the revised housing land requirement for this period of 42,900).
A revised allowance for 2033 to 2040 of 17,004 homes (subtracting the 3,588
supply from the revised housing land requirement for this period of 20,592).

31. I have opted to retain the proposed plan’s position with regard to delivery in the
period 2033 to 2035 as 9,000 units and, therefore, place the outstanding allowances
of 8,004 in the remaining 2036 to 2040 period. In response to some concerns from
parties, the period beyond 2032 being “indicative” was agreed by the authority during the
hearing session. This accords with Scottish Planning Policy which advises an “indication”
beyond year 12 from the expected date of approval. Consequently, the authority agreed
to a revision to the plan to reflect this point. Therefore, I have recommended a small
change to paragraph 4.11.
32. The overall effect of these revisions is to increase the total allowances to 27,218 (a
small margin of 23 additional allowances over that shown in the proposed plan).
However, the effect is that more housing (1,879 homes is required to be found in the first
plan period 2020 to 2032) and less in the last plan period 2036 to 2040 (1,856 fewer
homes). I recognise that Elsick Development Company and the Grandhome Trust
oppose the introduction of additional allocations early in the plan but for the reasons
stated in paragraph 3 above I consider that it is reasonable for the plan to promote
additional housing in the period 2020 to 2032 which forthcoming local development plans
can address. I consider that the small additional increase to the housing allowances
could likely be accommodated without any negative impact in relation to constraints (as
identified in Issue 12 Housing Supply Target).
33. Drawing this together, I have produced and recommend inclusion of a new Table 3
in the proposed plan which includes the completions since 2016; the five-year effective
supply; and that part of the established supply that is expected to become effective over
the plan period. I have suggested revising the table’s appearance to provide an
amalgamated housing supply figure for 2016 to 2032 and 2033 to 2040 with footnotes to
explain some calculations. The totals also show how the housing supply and allowances
meet the revised housing land requirement.
34. The allowances are split on an 80%/20% basis between the Aberdeen housing
market area and rural housing market area as per my conclusions in Issue 15 Our
Communities – Housing Market Areas. Although suggested, it is not necessary to show
the Aberdeenshire part of the Aberdeen housing market area in the table. As stated by
the authority, this can be calculated by subtracting the rural housing market area figures
from the Aberdeenshire Council figures.
35. Finally on this matter, I find that the statements in paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the
proposed plan related to the land already allocated as a consequence of the structure
plan and extant strategic development plan which continue to contribute to the housing
land supply are factually correct and need not be removed or revised.
Location of future allocations
36. Several house-builders suggest that Table 3 should include more detail on the
distribution and location of the housing allowances. I note, and the authority
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acknowledges, that the 2009 structure plan and extant strategic development plan include
further direction for housing land allocations with schedules showing the location and
quantity of allocations in strategic growth areas and local growth and diversification areas.
37. Scottish Planning Policy advises that strategic development plans should set out the
housing supply target and housing land requirement for each local authority area and
each functional housing market area – the proposed plan does this. The national policy
also advises that plans “state the amount and broad locations of land which should be
allocated in local development plans to meet the housing land requirement up to year 12
from the expected year of plan approval”; and that “beyond year 12 and up to year 20, the
strategic development plan should provide an indication of the possible scale and location
of hosing land” – the plan does this with an expectation that 75% of all homes will be in
strategic growth areas; stating that all development that meets more than local needs will
be within strategic growth areas; highlighting opportunities in the local growth and
diversification area and regeneration priority areas for specific settlements; and
requiring 40% of all new housing in Aberdeen to be on brownfield land. I find that the
plan is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy and that Table 3 does not require any
further revision to refer to distribution or location of housing allowances.
Deliverable development
38. The proposed plan explicitly states at paragraph 4.18 that “local development plans
must identify allocations for the period 2020 to 2032 which are deliverable within the
timeframe of this period”. Therefore, no change to the proposed plan is required to refer
to the deliverability of housing. In addition, the promotion of the site at Royal Devenick
Park highlighted by The Cromer Group is a matter for Aberdeenshire Council through the
forthcoming Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan or the assessment of any submitted
planning application on the site.
Small scale sites
39. Paragraph 4.19 of the proposed plan suggests that allocations should be “small
scale” and defers defining “small scale” to local development plans having regard to
context and deliverability. In response to concerns about this approach the authority
suggested (in writing) that “future allocations should be of a scale which would not inhibit
the delivery of current strategic allocations”. I asked the authority if this response could
be used in the proposed plan to provide clarity and it agreed to its use (as did Homes for
Scotland). This approach would still allow the respective councils to determine whether
the scale of a proposal was acceptable. A small revision to paragraph 4.19 is, therefore,
recommended.
Strategic reserves
40. As stated above, Scottish Planning Policy does not require the allocation of a
“strategic reserve” but only an indication of the possible scale and location of future
housing. Local development plans in city regions are advised by the national policy to
allocate sites to meet the housing land requirement of the strategic development plan up
to year 10 from the expected year of adoption. The forthcoming local development plans
are seeking to go out for consultation in 2020 and could, therefore, be adopted 2021
or 2022. The 10 year period they would cover would take them to 2031 or 2032 and,
consequently, there would be no requirement to address the proposed plan’s allowances
stated in Table 3 for the period 2033 to 2040. However, the option is available to
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council’s to include a strategic reserve as per the wording of paragraph 4.20 of the
proposed plan. A draw-down mechanism would also be an option for council’s to include
in their local development plans if they so desired. Although promoted by parties, I find
that it would be unreasonable to require local development plans to include a strategic
reserve.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Insert a new final sentence at the end of paragraph 4.11 on page 28 as follows:
“The allowances for this period are indicative and will be subject to future review.”.
2. Replace the first sentence of paragraph 4.19 on page 31 with:
“Allocations should be of a scale which would not inhibit the delivery of current strategic
allocations and should not be extensions to any existing, strategic, development sites that
have been subject to a masterplanning exercise”.
3. Replace Table 3: Local Development Plan Housing Allowances and footnotes on
page 30 with the table set out below. [Note: the table is appended to the next page.]
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Aberdeen Housing Market Area
Rural Housing Market Area

Table 3:
Local Development Plan Housing Allowances
Housing Supply
Housing supply Housing supply
Allowances
1
2
2016-2032*
2033-2040*
2020-2032
26,325
2,767
8,172
6,361
821
2,042

Allowances
Allowances
Allowances
2033-2035
2036-2040
7,200
6,402
1,800
1,602

Total
21,774
5,444

Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeenshire Council

16,719
15,967

1,733
1,855

5,107
5,107

4,500
4,500

4,002
4,002

13,609
13,609

Totals

32,686

3,588

10,214

9,000
27,218

8,004

27,218

36,274
Housing Land Requirement

63,492

*1 Comprising completions 2016-2018 (6,223); effective supply 2019-2023 (13,067); programming of sites 2024 to 2026 (5,876); and extrapolated programming 2027
to 2032 (7,520) all based on the agreed 2019 housing land audit.
*2 Compiled from extrapolated programming from the agreed 2019 housing land audit.
Note – components may not sum to totals due to rounding. Allowances will not include sites of less than 5 homes.
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Issue 15

Our Communities - Housing Market Areas

Section 4: Our Communities
Development plan
Delivery of New Homes
Reporter:
reference:
Figure 6: Housing Market Areas
Alasdair Edwards
Pages 28 – 32
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18008
PP18020
PP18023
PP18040
PP18046
PP18048
PP18051
PP18053
PP18055
PP18056
PP18057
PP18060
PP18061

Parish of New Machar Community Council
Scotia Homes Ltd
Dunecht Estates
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
Taylor Wimpey (East Scotland) Limited
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
CHAP Homes Ltd
CALA Homes (North) Ltd
Homes for Scotland
Hallam Land
The Comer Group
Barratt North Scotland and Dunecht Estates
Barratt North Scotland

Section 4: Our Communities
Provision of the
Delivery of New Homes
development plan
Figure 6: Housing Market Areas
to which the issue
Pages 28 – 32
relates:
This Sub Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
includes discussion on the two Housing Market Areas.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Support
PP18020: The respondent supports the proposed 80%/20% split between the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market Area. However, it is requested that
where there has been a failure to deliver housing on allocated sites in the Rural Housing
Market Area there must be flexibility with regard redistributing allocations to other sites.
PP18040, PP18048, PP18023, PP18057: The respondents support the position taken in
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan of an 80%/20% split between the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market Area for new housing land
allowances.
Increase the Percentage Split Further
PP18023: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should look to rebalance the allocation of housing land between the Aberdeen Housing
Market Area and the Rural Housing Market Area. The respondent is pleased to note that
the Proposed Plan does change the balance to 80%/20% in the favour of the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area, but questions whether this should go further, e.g. to 85%/15%,
given the low level of completions in the Rural Housing Market Area and the fact that
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many of these are windfall sites. This should also be given appropriate consideration if
Westhill is to remain within a Local Growth and Diversification Area.
PP18046, PP18055, PP18056, PP18060, PP18061: The respondents assert that the
justification used by the Strategic Development Planning Authority in the Housing
Methodology Paper to modify the split between Housing Markets Areas from the current
75%/25% (in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area) to 80%/20% would also be
appropriate to argue a further increase to an 85%/15% split. The respondents highlight
paragraphs 6.6 and 6.7 of the Housing Methodology Paper and consider that it provides
sufficient justification for further concentration in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area.
They suggest a split of 85%/15% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area can be
justified while maintaining the 50%/50% split between Aberdeen City Council and
Aberdeenshire Council. No reference documentation has been submitted in support of
this proposal. The respondents highlight the low rates of completion in the Rural Housing
Market Area as justification for a reduction in the Rural Housing Market Area percentage.
Other than referring to the Strategic Development Planning Authority’s Housing
Methodology Paper no information has been submitted by the respondents in support of
the above suggestions.
PP18040, PP18048: The respondents support the proposed 80%/20% split across the
Housing Market Areas but query if an 85%/15% split would be a more appropriate due to
the low completion rates in the Rural Housing Market Area.
Housing Market Area Split (2016 – 2019)
PP18040, PP18056: The respondents query why the split for the Housing Market Areas
in Table 1 for the period 2016 - 2019 has been maintained at 75%/25% in favour of the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area.
Figure 6 - Housing Market Areas
PP18008, PP18053: The respondents consider that, while the diagrams of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan are for illustrative purposes that Figure 6 (Page 32) –
Housing Market Areas could be improved to ensure it is less open to misinterpretation.
Additionally, concern has been raised as to the inclusion of Newmachar within the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area. Newmachar’s inclusion could result in significant
housing allocations which may not be matched with employment opportunities. The
additional allocations could place pressure public transport and health, education and
other local facilities.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Increase the Percentage Split Further
PP18055: Regardless of the approach taken to set the Housing Supply Target (High
Migration or Principal), and level of generosity applied in setting the Housing Land
Requirement, Tables 1, 2 and 3 and paragraph 4.16 should be updated to take into
account an alternate split of 85%/15% split between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area
and the Rural Housing Market Area.
Alternatively, and again regardless of the approach taken to setting the Housing Supply
Target and Housing Land Requirement, Tables 1, 2 and 3 should be updated to ensure
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an 80%/20% split between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing
Market Area across all Plan periods. This should include the 2016-2019 period where the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan has retained the current split of 75%/25%. The
respondent has included an Appendix to their submission which sets out their requested
changes to these tables (RD18055A).
PP18023, PP18046, PP18051, PP18061: Amend the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan to support an 85%/15% split between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and Rural
Housing Market Area, with Tables 1 - 3 updated accordingly. Tables 1 - 3 amended to
reflect a consistent split between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and Rural Housing
Market Area across all Plan periods.
PP18040, PP18048, PP18061: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 4.16 to read as follows:
“In order to support sustainable communities, the best use of infrastructure, and
increased levels of housing delivery, these allocations are divided on an 85%/15% basis
between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market Area
respectively”.
PP18046: The amended table 2 provided by Homes for Scotland, which also includes the
High Migration Scenario and the 85%/15% Aberdeen Housing Market Area/Rural
Housing Market Area split is also endorsed.
PP18056: Utilising the High Migration Scenario, the respondent supports an 85%/15%
split between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and Rural Housing Market area and
request that Tables 1, 2 and 3 of the Proposed Plan are updated to take into account of
this alternative split.
PP18056: Paragraph 4.16 of the Proposed Plan should also be amended to include
reference to an 85%/15% split between the two Housing Market Areas.
“As a secondary position, the respond would support the use of the Principal Scenario on
the basis of an 85%/15% split and, as a tertiary position would accept the Principal
Scenario on the basis of an 80%/20% split”.
Figure 6: Housing Market Areas
PP18053: Amend Figure 6 - Housing Market Areas (page 32) as follows:



Amend the map to make it clear that towns such as Kinneff and Inverbervie are not
within the Aberdeen Housing Market Area;
Portlethen should be identified on this map due to its position as one of the main
settlements in Aberdeenshire.

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Support
Support for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s 80%/20% split between the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market Area is noted and
welcomed.
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In accordance with paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40), the
Proposed Strategic Development sets a Housing Supply Target across Housing Market
Areas, tenures (affordable and market) and Council areas. In accordance with paragraph
116 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40), the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
increases the Housing Supply Target to ensure a generous supply of housing land which
is the Housing Land Requirement. It is the responsibility of the Local Development Plans
to make sufficient allocations of housing land to meet the Housing Land Requirement.
With regard to the redistribution of housing land allocations, this should be considered
through the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. The retention or de-allocation
of sites allocated under previous Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans is considered
in the appendices of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021 Main Issues
Report (CD 108).
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Increase the Percentage Split Further
The extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) set a 75%/25% split for housing
allowances between the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market.
Historically the split of housing land allowances has also been set at 50%/50% between
Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council.
The Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (Appendix 2)
(CD 56) examined the boundaries of the Housing Market Areas. It was determined that,
given the evidence available, it was not necessary to make amendments to the
boundaries of the Housing Market Areas at this time.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority’s Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73)
proposed to carry forward the Housing Market Area and Council Area percentage splits
as set out in the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58X) into the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan.
Through the consultation on the Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73), submissions were
received relating to the adjustments to the boundaries of the Housing Market Areas. In
response to these submissions, the Strategic Development Planning Authority undertook
a detailed analysis of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market
Area. The result of this analysis is discussed in Section 6 of the Housing Methodology
Paper (CD 71). This exercise proposed a change from the current 75%/25% split to an
increased 80%/20% split, again in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area.
A component of the Strategic Development Planning Authority’s justification for a change
in the percentage split to the Housing Market Areas is that all three of the Housing Need
and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) Scenarios identified that there is a greater need
for housing in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area.
Section 4 of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017 (CD 56) examines the
Scenarios. This showed that the Housing Market Area split ranged from 77.8%/22.2% for
the Principal Scenario, to 79.8%/20.2% for the High Migration Scenario, both in the favour
of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. The percentage split of the High Migration
Scenario, rounded up to 80%/20% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area, was
chosen as it was felt this would be a meaningful change which would address the need in
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the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and reduce the requirement of future Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan allocations in the Rural Housing Market Area (as discussed in
greater detail below).
The justification for the 80%/20% Housing Market Area split in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan has therefore been evidenced based. It also involved consultation with
Senior Officers and the approval of Elected Members.
There is no evidence contained within the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017
(CD 56) to support increasing the proposed 80%/20% split even further. Any further
changes to the Housing Market Area percentage split would result in a redistribution of
the Housing Supply Target and the Housing Land Requirement. Due to the 50%/50% split
between Council areas, this would mean considerable increases in only the
Aberdeenshire Council part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area.
Any change to the Housing Market Area percentage split will need to include a period of
strict monitoring. Until there is sufficient monitoring undertaken to understand the
implication of the move to the 80%/20% Housing Market Area percentage split, and
opportunity given to analysis this, no further change to the Housing Market Area
percentage split should be considered.
It has been asserted that there is sufficient evidence within the Housing Methodology
Paper (CD 71) to justify a further increase in the percentage split of housing allowances
of 85%/15% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. It should be noted that
while the respondents have commented on the Housing Methodology Paper (CD 71),
they have not submitted additional information in support of their assertion. The
respondents propose that the 50%/50% percentage split between Aberdeen City Council
and Aberdeenshire Council is maintained. As stated previously this would result in
housing allowances increasing in only the Aberdeenshire Council part of the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area, and no increase in allowances in the Aberdeen City Council part of
the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. As such there would be no change to Aberdeen City.
Homes for Scotland (PP18055) has provided proposed revised Tables illustrating the
results of their proposal (RD18055A), and a number of submissions have supported
these revisions. Appendix 1 - 6 of the Homes for Scotland submission contains revised
versions of Tables 1 - 3 in order to demonstrate how the Principal Scenario, the Modified
Principal Growth Scenario and the High Migration Scenario with an 85%/15% split
between Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural Housing Market Area and an
increase to the Housing Supply Target of 20% for the entire period of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan would result.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority does not agree with the methodology used
to reach the totals shown in these revised Tables. The tables include completions outwith
the Housing Land Audit 2016 – this is the base year for calculation of the Five-Year and
Post Five-Year Effective Land Supply, the Housing Need and Demand Assessment 2017
and the Cumulative Transport Appraisal. For the Aberdeen Housing Market Area, the
Tables indicate the Five-Year Effective Land Supply as 10,083 homes and the Post FiveYear Effective Land Supply as 18,125 homes, therefore resulting in a Total Effective Land
Supply of 28,708 homes. For the Rural Housing Market Area, the Tables indicate the
Five-Year Effective Land Supply as 3,143 homes and the Post Five-Year Effective Supply
as 3,822 homes, therefore resulting in a Total Effective Land Supply of 7,047 homes.
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It is stated that these figures are taken from the Aberdeen City and Shire Housing Land
Audit 2016 and updated to include known completions from 2016 and 2017. It is not
considered appropriate for such amendments to the Effective Land Supply to be made at
such a point in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan timeline. In addition, it would
appear that the completions used to inform this update contradicts the data in the
Housing Land Audit 2018 (CD 54), which states the Five-Year Effective Land Supply for
the Aberdeen Housing Market Area is 12,142 homes, and the Five-Year Effective Land
Supply for the Rural Housing Market Area is 3,597.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan has set allowances at the proposed new
80%/20% Housing Market Area split across each Plan period so that subsequent Local
Development Plans will make new allocations accordingly. The respondents (PP18055
and PP18056) have produced their Housing Market Area split of 85%/15% in favour of
the Aberdeen Housing Market Area through the following method.




The respondents have amended Five-Year and Post Five-Year Effective supplies.
These have been totalled for the respective Housing Market Area and then
subtracted from the Housing Land Requirement for the respective Housing Market
Area;
The result is a suppression of the requirement for allowances in the Rural Housing
Market Area and an increase in the allowances for the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area above the respondents’ stated proposal of an 85%/15% Housing Market Area
split.

The Strategic Development Planning Authority challenges the accuracy of the information
shown in the revised Tables of RD18055A and RD18056B. The following inaccuracies
are noted in RD18055A in Appendix 6 Table 3 Local Development Plan Housing
Allowances – Principal Scenario [85%/15% split between Aberdeen Housing Market
Area/Rural Housing Market Area] and RD18056B appendix 2 table 3 Principal Scenario:






Appendix 4 of RD18055A and appendix 2 of RD18056B sets the Principal Scenario’s
Housing Land Requirement at 63,533 homes. RD18055A Appendix 6, Table 3 states
a Housing Market Area split of 85%/15% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area. As such the Housing Land Requirement for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area
would be 54,003 homes and the Rural Housing Market Area 9,530 homes. When the
Total Effective Land Supply for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area is subtracted from
the respondent’s Housing Land Requirement (54,003 homes minus 28,708 homes)
the result is 25,295 homes, not 25,796 homes as shown in Total Allowances column.
When the Total Effective Land Supply for the Rural Housing Market is subtracted
from the respondents’ Housing Land Requirement (9,530 homes minus 7,047 homes)
the result is 2,483 homes not the 2,565 homes as shown in the Total Allowances
column;
When adding the Aberdeen Housing Market Area Five-Year Effective and Post Five
Year Effective (10,083 homes plus 18,125 homes) the total is 28,208 homes, not
28,708 homes shown a shown in the fourth column Total Effective Land Supply;
When adding the Rural Housing Market Area Five-Year Effective and Post Five-Year
Effective supplies (3,143 homes plus 3,822 homes) the total is 6,965 homes, not
7,047 homes as shown in the fourth column Total Effective Land Supply;
The total allowances for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area are shown as 25,796
homes and the total allowances for the Rural Housing Market Area are shown as
2,565 homes. This would result in a Housing Market Area split of 91%/9% for new
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allowances in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area for the Plan Period 20202040.
The following inaccuracies are noted in RD18055A Appendix 6 Table 3 Local
Development Plan Housing Allowances – Modified Principal Scenario [80%/20% split
between Aberdeen Housing Market Area/Rural Housing Market Area] and in RD18056B
appendix 2, table 2 – Modified Principal Scenario:





Appendix 4 of respondent RD18055A and appendix 2 of RD18056B set the Modified
Principal Scenario’s Housing Land Requirement is 66,144 homes. Appendix 6 Table
3 sets a Housing Market Area split of 85%/15% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing
Market Area. As such, the Housing Land Requirement for the Aberdeen Housing
Market Area would be 56,222 homes and the Rural Housing Market Area 9,922
homes. When the Total Effective Land Supply for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area
is subtracted from the respondents’ Housing Land Requirement (56,222 homes
minus 28,708 homes) the result is 27,514 homes, not the 28,014 homes shown in
Total Allowances column. When the Total Effective Land Supply for the Rural
Housing Market is subtracted from the respondents’ Housing Land Requirement
(9,922 homes minus 7,047 homes) the result is 2,875 homes, not 2,957 homes as
shown in the Total Allowances column;
When adding the Aberdeen Housing Market Area Five-Year Effective and Post Five
Year Effective (10,083 homes plus 18,125 homes) the total is 28,208 homes, not
28,708 homes as shown in the fourth column Total Effective Land Supply;
When adding the Rural Housing Market Area Five-Year Effective and Post Five Year
Effective (3,143 homes plus 3,822 homes), the total is 6,965 homes, not 7,047 homes
as shown in the fourth column Total Effective Land Supply;

The Total Allowances for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area are shown as 28,014
homes, and the Total Allowances for the Rural Housing Market Area are shown as 2,957
homes. This would result in a Housing Market Area split of 90.5%/9.5% for new
allowances in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area Plan Period 2020 - 2040.
The following inaccuracies are noted in RD18055A and RD18056B Appendix 6 Table 3
Local Development Plan Housing Allowances – High Migration Scenario [85%/15% split
between Aberdeen Housing Market Area/Rural Housing Market Area]:




Appendix 4 of the respondent RD18055A and appendix 2 of RD18056B set the High
Migration Scenario’s Housing Land Requirement as 82,097 homes. RD18055A
Appendix 6 Table 3 and RD18056B appendix 2 set a Housing Market Area split of
85%/15% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. As such, the Housing
Land Requirement for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area would be 69,782 homes,
and the Rural Housing Market Area would be 12,315 homes. When the Total
Effective Land Supply for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area is subtracted from the
respondents’ Housing Land Requirement (82,097 homes minus 28,708 homes) the
result is 41,074 homes, not 41,574 homes as shown in the Total Allowances column.
When the Total Effective Land Supply for the Rural Housing Market is subtracted
from the respondents’ Housing Land Requirement (12,315 homes minus 7,047
homes) the result is 5,268 homes, not 5,349 homes as shown in the Total Allowances
column;
When adding the Aberdeen Housing Market Area Five-Year Effective and Post Five
Year Effective (10,083 homes plus 18,125 homes) the total is 28,208 homes, not
28,708 homes as shown in the fourth column Total Effective Land Supply;
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When adding the Rural Housing Market Area Five-Year Effective and Post Five Year
Effective (3,143 homes plus 3,822 homes) the total is 6,965 homes, not 7,047 homes
as shown in the fourth column Total Effective Land Supply;
The Total Allowances for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area are shown as 41,574
homes and the Total Allowances for the Rural Housing Market Area are shown as
5,349 homes. This would result in a Housing Market Area split of 87%/13% for new
allowances in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area for the Plan Period 2020 2040.

The following inaccuracy has been noted in RD18055A Appendix 5 – Table 3 Local
Development Plan Housing Allowances – Principal Scenario [80%/20% split between
Aberdeen Housing Market Area/Rural Housing Market Area] and RD18056A appendix 1,
table 3 – Principal Scenario.


The fifth column, Allowances 2020 - 2032, does not total correctly. When adding the
Rural Housing Market Area allowances of 1,879 homes and the Aberdeenshire part
of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area allowances of 4,495 homes, the result is 6,374
homes. The stated allowances for this period for Aberdeenshire Council are 6,172
homes. This would result in a Council Area percentage split of 52%/48% in favour of
Aberdeenshire Council.

Based on the above, respondents’ PP18055 and PP18056 proposal would result in new
housing allowances being considerably further weighted in favour of the Aberdeenshire
Council part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area than the stated 85%/15% split.
The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021 would be responsible for fulfilling such
a requirement while considering the deliverability of any subsequent proposed bid
allocations in the context of infrastructure limitations at existing settlements such as;
education services, medical facilities and connections to utilities.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority does not see merit in increasing the
percentage split of the Housing Market Areas further in the favour of the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area. The arguments for such a change are inconsistent when compared
with arguments the same respondents made in relation to the methodology used to set
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Housing Supply Target. Multiple submissions
were made regarding to the choice of the Modified Principal Growth Scenario and that it
did not accurately reflecting the scenarios of the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
2017 (CD 56) or conform to Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40). An 85%/15% split in favour
of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area is not a reflection of the Housing Need and
Demand Assessment 2017’s scenarios housing requirements for both Housing Market
Areas.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority considers these representations flawed.
They have been responded to in detail through Issue 11 - Housing Supply Target. In
considering the Housing Supply Target, the respondents have stated that the Housing
Supply Target must reflect the Housing Need and Demand Assessment’s scenarios (i.e.
reproduce a chosen scenario verbatim in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan). A
consistent position would require this to be applied to Housing Market Area percentage
splits.
The Housing Methodology Paper (CD 71) highlights the difficulties that the Rural Housing
Market Area encounters in delivering some allocated sites. This is a geographically large
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and diverse area with a dispersed settlement pattern. The two largest settlements within
Aberdeenshire are Peterhead and Fraserburgh, which are both located in the Rural
Housing Market Area. Reducing the Housing Supply Target for the Rural Housing Market
Area by more than what is stated in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan would
make it challenging to distribute sufficient opportunities for development in a way that was
inclusive without favouring one type of development or area over another.
Table 1: Population Estimates 2001-2016 (Page 10) of the Housing Need and Demand
Assessment 2017 (CD 56) shows a breakdown of population of Aberdeen City and Shire
by Housing Market Area. The Aberdeen Housing Market Area has an estimated
population of 350,080 people in 2016, which is 71% of the City Region’s population. The
Rural Housing Market Area has an estimated population of 141,950 people in 2016,
which is 29% of the City Region’s population. It would be incongruous to reduce the level
of Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan allocations to 15% in the Rural Housing
Market Area when almost 30% of the City Region’s population lives in that area.
It is also an unknown as to the impact of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and
Balmedie to Tiperty dualling. The completion of this piece of the Strategic Transport
Network is only recent, and resulting transport patterns are unmonitored and unknown. All
parts of the Rural Housing Market Area have now been 'opened up' by becoming more
accessible and making commuting to Aberdeen City easier. This may result in increased
demand in the Rural Housing Market Area where housing is less expensive. (This will be
an area of study for the next Housing Need and Demand Assessment and a review of the
Housing Market Area boundaries).
While paragraphs 6.6 and 6.7 of the Housing Methodology Paper (CD 71) address the
issues of constrained allocations and housing development on unallocated sites this
should not be considered a justification for a further reduction in the Rural Housing
Market Area’s percentage split. There is still a need for the scale of housing identified in
the Rural Housing Market Area through the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
2017 (CD 56). It will be for the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan to give
consideration to the potential for de-allocation of long-term constrained sites and the
replacement of these sites with the appropriate level of allocations which meet the Rural
Housing Market Areas requirements. The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan will
give consideration to the policies which enable housing in the countryside, and which may
undermine the delivery of allocated sites.
Simply increasing the percentage split of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area due to
under delivery in the Rural Housing Market Area will not resolve rural development
issues. The Strategic Development Planning Authority’s position is evidence based and
holistic as opposed to the representations submitted on this issue which have only
referred to two paragraphs of a Strategic Development Planning Authority’s supporting
document.
If the Planning (Scotland) Bill 2017 (CD 29) is agreed, and the Local Development Plan
period moves from five years to ten years, such a change to the Housing Market Areas
could be in place for an extensive period of time. The Proposed Strategic Development
Plan will be monitored in detail and if the analysis of the monitoring data and any
subsequent Housing Need and Demand Assessment indicate further changes to the
Housing Market Area percentage splits or boundaries are required then a review of such
will be undertaken during the production of the next Strategic Development Plan.
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No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Housing Market Area Split (2016 – 2019)
PP18040, PP18056: Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40) requires
Strategic Development Plans to produce a Housing Supply Target up to year twelve from
the expected year of Plan approval in order to ensure the requirement for each Housing
Market Area is met in full.
Beyond year twelve and up to year twenty, Strategic Development Plans should provide
an indication of the possible scale and location of housing land. The extant Strategic
Development Plan 2014 (CD 40) covers the period 2014-2035. The Aberdeen City Local
Development Plan 2017 (CD 98) and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 (CD
123) cover the period 2017 - 2022. As such, the period 2016-2019 is already covered by
the Strategic Development Plan 2014 and both Local Development Plans.
The Local Development Plans have already made allocations for this Plan Period on the
basis of the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) percentage split of
75%/25% in favour of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. The percentage split of the
Housing Market Areas and the Local Development Plan allocations cannot be
redistributed retrospectively, and it is not the function of a Development Plan to consider
a Plan period which is in the past. In short, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan can
only make amendments to the Housing Market Area percentage from its expected date of
approval.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Figure 6: Housing Market Area
The respondents acknowledge that the diagrams used in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan are for illustrative purposes. The diagrams are designed to illustrate
information at a regional scale. As such only major settlements and trunk roads are
shown in order to give a regional context and sense of the areas covered by the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area, the Rural Housing Market Area, Regeneration Priority
Areas and Local Growth and Diversification Areas.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan diagrams are of a strategic scale and already
contain considerable levels of information. Additional information being included would
not lead to greater clarity but rather a more cluttered presentation and possible confusion.
The Housing Market Areas are considered at a Local Development Plan level when
housing land allocations are being determined. A specific request to map Figure 6 –
Housing Market Areas is therefore better dealt with by the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan.
The town of Newmachar has been located within the Aberdeen Housing Market Area
since the creation of the Housing Market Areas. This is due to its location and proximity to
Aberdeen City and travel to work areas.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. As explained in paragraph 1 in Issue 12 Our Communities – Housing Supply Target
my conclusions on the housing matters have been informed by a hearing session and
further written exchanges.
Support
2. I note the support for the proposed plan’s use of an 80%/20% split between the
Aberdeen housing market area (AHMA) and the rural housing market area (RHMA) and
have taken this into consideration in my findings below.
3. I further note that the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan is due to be consulted
upon in early 2020 which would allow an opportunity to address any under-performing
sites in the rural housing market area and re-allocate where necessary and justified. As
highlighted by the authority, the matter was also addressed at the main issues report
stage for this forthcoming plan. This matter can be addressed at a local level without any
modification to the proposed plan.
Increase the percentage split further
4. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) requires strategic development plans to set the
housing supply target and housing land requirement for the plan area, each local
authority area, and each functional housing market area. There are two housing market
areas in the city region covering Aberdeen and its environs and the rural area. The
extant Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014) allocated housing on
the basis of 75% directed to the AHMA and 25% to the RHMA with allocations also
equally split 50/50 between Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council.
5. The main issues report for the proposed plan issued in 2018 proposed maintaining
the status quo and adopting the 75%/25% split. However, in response to feedback the
authority decided to review the situation and included an 80%/20% split in the proposed
plan from 2020 onwards. Parties suggest revision of this approach to a split of 85%/15%.
I disagree for the following reasons:







The low, principal and high migration scenarios contained in the housing need and
demand assessment (2016) all suggest the greatest need/demand from the AHMA
but even the high scenario only suggested a split of 79.8% to 20.2%. Therefore, a
split of 85%/15% would not reflect the HNDA outcomes.
Although the majority of the region’s population live within the AHMA a
considerable number (30%) live in the RHMA with housing needs – a move to only
allocate 15% to the RHMA would potentially undermine confidence to investment
in the RHMA and provide for its current and expected population.
There would be less opportunity to distribute housing land to affect settlements
within the RHMA that require investment and regeneration, including Peterhead
and Fraserburgh.
There is a risk that allocating more to the AHMA will lead to considerable increases
in allocations in the Aberdeenshire part of the AHMA.

6. I consider that the authority has taken a meaningful step in promoting an adjusted
split in the proportions of allocations directed to each housing market area. There is very
limited evidence from other parties to justify increasing the proportion allocated to the
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AHMA (and reducing that allocated to the RHMA). I agree with the authority’s position at
the hearing session that the move to an 85%/15% would be a major shift in approach
(reducing the proportion by 10% from the RHMA). The authority suggested that elected
members and communities may not be supportive of such an approach and I note that
this matter was not subject to any consultation as the main issues report did not suggest
such a substantial modification.
7. There are known constraints to the deliverability of allocated housing sites in the
RHMA, the majority of sites being constrained due to marketability issues. Investment in
the form of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, the dualling of the route from
Balmedie to Tipperty; dualling of the A96; and rail improvements all have the potential to
unlock sites in the RHMA. I further agree with the authority that amending the split further
would not necessarily aid the delivery of housing land in the RHMA and that it would be
beneficial to monitor the proposed revision to 80%/20% before making any further
adjustment.
8. No change to the housing supply target, housing land requirement or local
development plan housing allowances tables are required to reflect an
amended 85%/15% split. Furthermore, no change to paragraph 4.16 to refer to
an 85%/15% split is necessary.
Housing market area split (2016-2019)
9. Tables 1 and 2 in the proposed plan on housing supply target and housing land
requirement retain a split of 75%/25% in the period 2016 to 2019 to reflect the position of
the extant development plan and the fact that adopted local development plans have
allocated housing sites on this basis. In any case, this period has now passed and
housing delivered. The proposed plan addresses the period 2020 to 2040 and for that
period I have used the 80%/20% split in my recommendations to amend tables 2
(housing land requirement) and 3 (local development plan housing allowances). No
change to the split in the period 2016 to 2019 is required.
Figure 6 – Housing Market Areas
10. Figure 6 (housing market areas) in the proposed plan is of a strategic scale.
Essentially it copies the information from figure 1 (spatial strategy) as a base and
overlays the two housing market areas. The boundary of the housing market areas is
shown in annual housing land audits and within the housing need and demand
assessment. However, it could be further defined in local development plans if
necessary. I do not consider it a requirement for the proposed plan to define the exact
boundaries of the housing market areas.
11. The settlement of Newmachar is included in the AHMA and, as identified by the
authority, has been since the housing market area was created. There is no justification
to remove it from the AHMA.
12. Kinneff and Inverbervie are small settlements on the Aberdeenshire coastline to the
south of Stonehaven. It appears from figure 6 and the 2019 housing land audit that these
settlements are located in the RHMA. For settlements of this scale it would not be
appropriate to label them on figure 6.
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13. Portlethen is within the AHMA to the north-east of Stonehaven. Although one of the
largest towns in Aberdeenshire, I agree with the authority that the labelling of the diagram
should be minimal as a strategic diagram. The settlement does not require to be
identified on the figure.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 16

Our Economy

Section 5: Our Economy
Pages 34 – 37
Development plan
Reporter:
Table 4: Employment Land Allocations
Martin Seddon
reference:
Table 5: Employment Land Allocations by
Strategic Growth Area
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18009 Ythan Community Council
PP18011 Aberdeen Shopping Centre Ltd
PP18012 Standard Life Assurance Ltd
PP18016 Buccmoor LP
PP18019 Dr Tom Straiton
PP18024 Mearns Community Council
PP18034 Bennachie Community Council
PP18041 Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
PP18042 Scottish Government
PP18043 Scottish Environment Protection Agency
PP18044 Professor Carole Gray
PP18052 FCC Environment Limited
PP18058 Union Square Developments Ltd (Hammerson plc)
PP18062 Aberdeen Harbour Board
PP18063 Drum Property Group
Section 5: Our Economy
Provision of the
Pages 34 – 37
development plan
Table 4: Employment Land Allocations
to which the issue
Table 5: Employment Land Allocations by Strategic Growth Area
relates:
This section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
encourages sustainable economic growth across the City Region.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Objective
PP18052: The respondent supports the Objective for the Economy, but considers it
should be clarified that strategic infrastructure can often be subject to specific locational
restrictions e.g. the need to be located beside a main transport corridor, and this should
be acknowledged in the objective. The respondent believes that transport and associated
infrastructure are essential to supporting economic growth and refers to Scottish Planning
Policy.
PP18024: The respondent agrees with the Objective to encourage sustainable growth.
However, they are concerned that developers give this low priority and only set aside
enough land that allows planning conditions to be met.
General
PP18041: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
misses an opportunity to encourage the City Region to flourish, through increasing
sustainable economic growth.
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PP18034: The respondent considers that economic plans should move away from
reliance on the oil and gas sector and instead focus on the historic strengths of the area.
Changing work patterns (e.g. working from home) also need to be recognised, e.g.
through efficient travel and IT infrastructure.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to accord with paragraph 95
of Scottish Planning Policy, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should encourage
opportunities for homeworking, live-work units, micro-businesses and community hubs.
PP18024: The respondent is concerned that there seems to be no plans to promote the
commercial use of railways.
Tourism
PP18044: The respondent notes the importance of tourism and welcomes paragraphs 5.3
and 5.5.
PP18062: The respondent supports the proposals to protect and enhance existing
nationally and regionally important locations for tourism and recreational development.
The new Aberdeen South Harbour and its opportunities for tourism growth (e.g. cruise
industry) should however be referenced in this section. In addition, mention should be
made of the need/opportunity for additional, complimentary facilities to be delivered in
areas surrounding the new Aberdeen South Harbour.
PP18034: The respondent agrees that more focus needs to be put onto tourism, but that
the natural beauty of the area should not be destroyed by over-development.
PP18052: The respondent requests clarification on the appropriate locational
requirements for tourism development and whether sensitively designed tourism
development would be acceptable in the green belt. The respondent further considers
that the redevelopment of brownfield sites for tourism development should be promoted in
areas where there is the best economical re use of this land. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan should clarify that these areas may include locations adjacent the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 5.3, the respondent notes that tourism involves a
very high carbon footprint and queries how this can be mitigated and how a levy on air
travel could affect tourism.
PP18019, PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 5.5, the respondents consider that
building windfarms on the natural environment will not encourage tourism.
PP18019: The respondent considers that offshore windfarms may have unforeseen
impacts on seabird populations, and consequently nature tourism along the coast.
Town Centre First
PP18052: The respondent notes that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should
define what development would be not acceptable in Town Centres and therefore may be
appropriate in transport corridors such as the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and
within the Strategic Growth Areas.
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PP18058: The respondent considers that paragraph 5.6 should be amended to
strengthen the Spatial Strategy position.
PP18009: The respondent considers that the Proposed Plan should consider revisiting
town centre parking charges in order to encourage enterprise.
PP18011: The respondent notes that development proposals that generate significant
levels of footfall should continue to follow the sequential approach and the primacy of
Aberdeen City Centre as the regional centre should continue to be protected. Likewise,
proposals which could in any way negatively impact upon the vitality and viability of
Aberdeen City Centre as the regional centre should continue to be resisted at both
strategic and local levels.
PP18012: The respondent is disappointed that paragraph 5.6 makes no reference to the
Network of Centres that are found throughout the Strategic Development Plan area. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan should clearly identify the region’s network of
centres and explain their particular role and function as part of the established retail
hierarchy. This should include recognition of the Beach Boulevard and Bridge of Don
Retail Parks in Aberdeen.
PP18012: The respondent considers that paragraph 5.6 should acknowledge the
importance of the retail sector to the region’s economy, as highlighted in the Aberdeen
City and Aberdeenshire Retail Study 2013. The respondent considers that the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan does not accord with Scottish Planning Policy paragraphs
61, 63 and 68.
Land For Business
PP18016: The respondent does not consider that the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan is clear in the fact that no further employment land allocations are being proposed in
addition to those already set out in the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014. The
respondent notes it will be important to ensure that sites currently identified for
employment in extant Local Development Plans are carried forward and continue to be
identified for employment purposes.
PP18052: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan does
not make it clear whether consideration has been given to the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route in considering the amount of land required for employment and where
this should be located.
PP18052: Clarification is requested on the percentage split of brown/greenfield land
allocations and future proposals. The respondent considers that priority should be given
to the redevelopment of brownfield land for employment use, over and above those areas
already allocated for employment which are on current greenfield sites.
PP18052: The respondent considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
needs to remain flexible and there should be a large variety of sites for development. The
Proposed Plan should not be too specific in order to allow Local Development to reflect
actual circumstances.
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PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 5.10, the respondent considers that the lack of
business/employment locations in Laurencekirk continues to force residents to seek work
in Aberdeen, which therefore results in additional travelling and air pollution.
PP18016: The respondent considers that greater flexibility should be allowed by the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan in relation to the range of uses permissible on
employment sites. Allocating areas only capable of accommodating Class 4, 5 and 6 uses
is seen as unduly restrictive.
Targets
PP18063: The respondent agrees that ensuring enough of the right type of business land
is available in the right places will support a competitive City Region and Tables 4 and 5
and the Targets are generally supported. However, the respondent is concerned with
Target 3 due to an inappropriate reliance on single locations to provide the 20 hectare
supply, particularly Prime Four Business Park.
PP18063: The respondent considers successful business locations cannot operate as a
single use entity and should remain active during non-office hours and support workers to
travel more sustainably, making joint trips to take advantage of non-office based services.
Flexibility of use and speed of decision making is considered by the respondent as key to
supporting inward investment into the City Region with the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan enabling nimble decision making during short windows of investment
opportunity.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Objective
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should acknowledge the locational
restrictions of certain development types and the need for some to be located beside road
corridors. The Proposed Plan should acknowledge that transport infrastructure and
associated services are an essential element to supporting economic growth which can
assist the economy to grow over the long term.
General
PP18042: Add an additional (fourth) bullet point on page 36 under the heading ‘How to
Meet These Targets’ that states opportunities for home-working, live-work units, microbusinesses and community hubs, and creates new employment in a range of areas that
are both appropriate for, and attractive to, the needs of different industries.
PP18034: Economic plans should focus on the historical strengths of the area and reflect
changing working patterns.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest the following wording be
included in Section 6 “Our Resources” and should also be reiterated in Section 5 “Our
Economy”:
"We will work with the Vacant and Derelict Land Commission and relevant stakeholders
to put land back into reuse, boosting local economic, social and environmental
productivity."
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Tourism
PP18062: An additional sentence should be added at the end of paragraph 5.4 to read
as follows: “a significant opportunity also exists to capitalise on the opportunities from
visiting passengers and large cruise ship vessels visiting the new Aberdeen South
Harbour”.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should provide clarity on
appropriate locational considerations of tourism development, including green belt.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should support a flexible and
positive approach to tourism development and pro-actively support and encourage
tourism related developments in rural locations to boost the rural economy.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should clarify that these areas may
include locations adjacent the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, transport corridors
and strategic growth corridors which may be in contrary to paragraph 3.14.
PP18019: The respondent considers that the potential for conflict between tourism and
the development of windfarms should be made more explicit. Sites that damage
landscape vistas and biodiversity should be strictly avoided. The likely environmental
impacts of both onshore and offshore sites should be carefully researched prior to
approval. Related Targets should be modified as necessary.
Town Centre First
PP18058: Amend paragraph 5.6 to read as follows:
"The Town centre first principle should be applied when considering significant proposals
for retail, commercial leisure, offices and for community and cultural facilities. It is
important that retail services throughout the City Region are directed to guarantee the
vitality and viability of our town centres, while creating opportunities for sustainable and
proportionate growth in the economy. It is particularly important that we continue to
support the transformation of Aberdeen City Centre, and make sure that this key regional
asset fulfils it potential."
PP18009: The Proposed Plan should include a provision to allow for the reconsideration
of town centre parking charges.
PP18012: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should clearly identify the region’s
Network of Centres and explain their particular role and function as part of the established
retail hierarchy. This should include recognition of the Beach Boulevard and Bridge of
Don Retail Parks in Aberdeen and their important roles as part of the Network of Centres.
PP18012: Amend paragraph 5.6 or insert new paragraph to acknowledge the importance
of the retail sector to the region’s economy. This should include reference to the existing
Network of Centres, including commercial centres.
Land for Business
PP18016: Provide clarification that the employment land allocations made through the
extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 are being rolled forward, and that no additional
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allocations are being made. Require that Local Development Plans safeguard and carry
forward existing identified employment sites.
PP18052: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should clarify the locational options
for new development. The Proposed Plan should give explicit priority to the
redevelopment of brownfield land for employment use. This should also include those
areas already allocated for employment which are on current greenfield sites.
PP18016: Local Development Plans should be required to consider and identify
complementary uses which would be acceptable on allocated employment sites with a
view to creating sustainable and mixed communities, whilst growing and diversifying the
economy.
PP18024: A formula should be introduced in the planning conditions where a serviced
business/employment site is provided for every 50 houses.
Targets
PP18063: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan should ensure the 20 hectares of
Business Land is located across the City Region and not concentrated on limited specific
sites. The Proposed Plan should support the concept of flexibility in uses in business
development areas.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Objective
Support for the Objective is noted and welcomed. The wording of the Objective for
Section 5 “Our Economy” is the same as the Objective for “Economic Growth” from the
extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58). The Objective is clear that we need to
improve essential strategic infrastructure at the same time as providing opportunities
which encourage sustainable economic growth. It is not considered appropriate or
necessary for this high-level Objective to include any additional text relating to where or
where not any new supporting infrastructure could be located.
In general terms, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan clearly recognises the
important link between transport and the economy, and this is demonstrated in paragraph
paragraphs 7.1 to 7.7 of Section 7 “Our Connections”. It is for the Local Development
Plans to be site-specific in the allocation of land for new development, and to consider
any specific locational needs for individual proposals. Although efficient transport
connections are undoubtably important, we consider that it would be contrary to the “A
Connected Place - Policy Principles” set out in paragraph 270 of Scottish Planning Policy
2014 (CD 40) for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to presume that any type of
development could necessitate a location which is dependent on road vehicle
transportation.
In responding to the concern that developers treat sustainable economic growth as a low
priority, it is considered that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is appropriate in
terms of the emphasis given to working towards achieving sustainable growth and
provides suitable direction to allow Local Planning Authorities to guide detailed
development to help achieve this.
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No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
General
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is positive about economic growth in general
and the economic benefits it can bring. The main role of the Strategic Development Plan
is to set the context for this rather than the detail of implementation.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is positive about sustainable economic growth
and seeks to facilitate this. As noted above, the Objective for Section 5 “Our Economy”
specifically refers to a need to provide opportunities which encourage sustainable
economic growth in order to allow the City Region economy to grow. The Proposed
Strategic Development Plan sits alongside the Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80)
which, as well as a key vision and notable ambition, provides a long-term plan for the
economic development of the City Region to 2035. This document is referred to in
paragraph 5.2 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and it is not considered
appropriate for the Proposed Plan to replicate what is already set out within this Strategy
and its accompanying Action Programme (CD 81).
In terms of a need for the City Region to move away from a reliance on oil and gas, we
consider that Proposed Plan paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2 make it clear that the economy
should be diverse and should build on our existing assets. This will include the energy
sector, but also a broadening and diversification of the economy across other sectors
such as renewables, tourism, life sciences and the creative industries, as promoted by
the Regional Economic Strategy.
The need to ensure our connections support this shift is recognised in the last sentence
of paragraph 5.1, and this would encourage opportunities for home working and other
innovative ways of working. We recognise that paragraph 95 of Scottish Planning Policy
(CD 40) encourages Development Plans to encourage opportunities for home-working,
live-work units, micro-businesses and community hubs, but also note that this paragraph
does not specify that such matters should be in a Strategic Development Plan. Given that
Strategic Development Plans are designed to be concise and have strategic focus, a
more prescriptive approach on this matter would not be appropriate, and no additional
bullet point under “How To Meet the Targets” on page 36 is necessary. This matter is
better addressed through the Local Development Plans.
In responding to the point on the promotion of the commercial use of railways in Section
5, we consider that the term “transport” in the last sentence of paragraph 5.1 should be
taken as referring to both road and rail, and the definition for the term “Strategic Transport
Network” in the Glossary (Proposed Plan, page 53) supports this. Paragraph 7.2 of the
Proposed Plan makes it clear that transport infrastructure needs to be protected and
improved, and this could include supporting freight being transported by rail. Given that
paragraph 1.5 of the Proposed Plan makes it clear that the document should be read as a
whole rather than as individual sections, we do not think it necessary to repeat the
commitment to commercial rail in Section 5.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest (PP18043) that the following
wording be included somewhere in Section 6 Our Resources and that it should also be
reiterated in Section 5 - Our Economy: "We will work with the Vacant and Derelict Land
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Commission and relevant stakeholders to put land back into reuse, boosting local
economic, social and environmental productivity."
The Scottish Land Commission and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency are
working together to transform how vacant and derelict land is dealt with. The Commission
and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency are spearheading a taskforce bringing
together leaders from the public, private and social enterprise sectors to challenge and
reshape the approach to bringing sites back into use which will have both economic and
social benefits for all of Scotland. Underpinning the taskforce will be a programme of
research and analysis led by the Commission to provide a strategic approach to
addressing barriers to use, identifying potential uses and ensuring experience of
successful projects is shared across Scotland.
While we welcome this work progressing between agencies and its potential help to local
authorities in addressing this long-established challenge, we do not believe that it is
necessary or appropriate to identify this active initiative within the Proposed Plan. On this
basis no change to the Proposed Plan wording is considered necessary.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Tourism
Support for the focus on tourism is noted and welcomed. The matter of Tourism
Development was considered as Main Issue 7 in the Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic
Development Plan’s Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73).
We note the request by Aberdeen Harbour Board (PP18062) to insert specific text
relating to opportunities to capitalise on cruise ships operating out of the new Aberdeen
South Harbour. Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City on page 13 of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan identifies the opportunity for a Cruise Terminal at
Aberdeen South Harbour. Further, Proposed Plan paragraphs 3.22 and 3.23 highlight the
existing and new harbours in Aberdeen and paragraph 3.23 in particular states that the
Aberdeen City Local Development Plan will need to consider how to maximise the
opportunities presented by both the existing and new harbour, and how sustainable
tourism proposals could contribute to this. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan
therefore already duly recognises the potential opportunities resulting from the new
Aberdeen South Harbour, and there is no need for an additional sentence at the end of
paragraph 5.4 to repeat this.
In responding to the need to ensure that tourism proposals do no detrimentally impact on
the natural environment, we refer to the last sentence in Proposed Plan paragraph 5.5
which states that the importance of the historic and natural environment must be properly
recognised.
The Proposed Plan is also clear in paragraph 5.4 that significant opportunities exist to
grow this sector in line with the ambitions of the Tourism Destination Strategy for
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire (2018 – 2013) (CD 94). It is not necessary or
desirable to provide any additional guidance under the Tourism heading on page 34 of
the Proposed Plan on locational requirements for tourism or to set restrictions on where
such development may or may not be appropriate. Allocations for the development of
land are made through the Local Development Plan rather than the Strategic
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Development Plan. The Strategic Development Plan should be a concise and visionary
document, as per paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning (CD 7).
In responding to the comment on the carbon footprint of tourism associated with air travel,
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan recognises the opportunities to enhance
sustainable tourism (Proposed Plan paragraph 5.5) and the sustainable growth of the
visitor economy (Proposed Plan paragraph 5.3). The opportunity to capitalise on direct
flights to and from Aberdeen International Airport is important in this regard, but air travel
is not the only mode of transport which will bring visitors to this area. The planned
improvements to rail links to the Central Belt will be particularly important in this regard
(as highlighted in the Proposed Action Programme – Actions 42 and 43 in particular – CD
78).
We note the opinion of respondents PP18019 and PP18024 that windfarms will deter
tourists from coming to the City Region. A report undertaken by The James Hutton
Institute in 2012 entitled The Impact of Wind Farms on Scottish Tourism (CD 43)
supported the findings of earlier studies that wind farms have little or no adverse impact
on tourism in Scotland. Paragraph 6.16 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
notes a commitment to achieving a diverse mix of renewable energy sources if we are to
meet Scottish Government Renewable Targets. Proposals for offshore windfarms are
considered by Marine Scotland, not the Strategic Development Planning Authority.
Terrestrial planning law extends to the mean low water mark of ordinary spring tides,
whereas marine spatial planning applies from Mean High Water Springs.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Town Centre First
Proposed Strategic Development Plan paragraph 5.6 states that, in line with para 68 of
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40), the Town Centre First principle should be applied
when considering significant proposals for retail, commercial leisure, offices and
community/cultural uses. It would be inappropriate for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan to supplement this paragraph by defining what uses would not be
acceptable in town centres, as this would be for the Local Planning Authorities to
determine at a more local, site specific level. Paragraph 70 of Scottish Planning Policy
2014 makes it clear that “the impact of new development on the character and amenity of
town centres, local centres and high streets will be a material consideration in decision
making.”
The suggested modification from PP18059 to include the words “sustainable and
proportionate” to the second sentence of Proposed Plan paragraph 5.6 is not necessary
as the Objective for this Section makes it clear that the focus is on “sustainable economic
growth”.
In responding to the matter of town centre car parking charges, this is not a matter for the
Development Plan process but for each partner Council to consider individually. The
setting of business rates and their impact is also not a matter for the proposed plan.
The primacy of Aberdeen City Centre as a regional asset is recognised both in Proposed
Plan paragraph 5.6 and in paragraph 3.18 in relation to the Aberdeen City Strategic
Growth Area.
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In line with the sequential town centre first principle approach (as discussed in paragraph
68 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40)), City/Town centres will be the main focus
and the first point of call for Local Development Plans identifying potential sites for high
footfall uses. Paragraph 61 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 notes that “Plans should
identify a network of centres” but does not specify that this should be within the Strategic
Development Plan. As per the current approach taken in the extant Strategic
Development Plan 2014 (CD 40), the Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not
define a Hierarchy of Centre as it is felt this is better dealt with by the Local Development
Plans. No issues with this approach were identified in undertaking the review of the
extant Plan and therefore no substantive change has been made to the approach
established by the current Strategic Development Plan.
The importance of retail to the regional economy is recognised in the second sentence of
paragraph 5.6 which recognises that retail can create growth opportunities for the
economy. It is not considered that any more explicit wording would improve the Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Land For Business
In responding to the concern that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is not clear
that no further employment land allocations are proposed to those set out in the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014, we refer to paragraph 5.10 which states that “Table 4
sets out the existing Employment Land Allocations for the area” (additional emphasis
added). It is not considered necessary for the Proposed Plan to be any more explicit than
this. As outlined in a Report to the Strategic Development Planning Authority on 24
August 2018 (CD 82) which recommended the approval of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, sufficient allocations for employment land from the Aberdeen City and
Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60), and the extent Strategic Development Plan 2014
(CD 40), have been “rolled forward” into the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and,
as a result, no additional employment allocations are proposed at this time. The
Aberdeen City & Shire Employment Land Audit 2015/2016 (CD: 67) is the Audit relevant
to the “base date” for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and confirms that the
City Region continues to have a generous supply of employment land. The Audit
identifies over 860 hectares of employment land, almost 60% of which (510 hectares) will
be available within the next five years, and 131 hectares is available immediately. This is
on top of the 52 hectares which was under construction at the start of the Audit. As well
as this, the supply of existing vacant land and buildings is currently at a very high level.
As such, there is no strategic need for additional employment allocations on top of those
identified in the Proposed Plan.
In responding to PP18016, it is for the Local Development Plans to consider which sites
are effective and deliverable and to determine what sites are rolled forward into the
next round of Local Development Plans. Guidance to Local Development Plans is
provided in the first bullet under “How To Meet The Targets” on page 36 of the Proposed
Plan, which states that “Local Development Plans must protect all Employment Land
Allocations from other uses”.
As discussed in Issue 3, the Spatial Strategy set out in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan has been successfully pursued for almost ten years, having originated
from the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60). Preparation of the
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Structure Plan 2009 was informed by detailed consultation on, and technical
consideration of, a range of Options in order to develop a Preferred Strategy (CD 93).
This assessment included consideration of the route of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route, the preferred corridor for which was announced in December 2005.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan makes provision for substantial areas of land
for employment purposes throughout the area. In terms of a percentage split between
brownfield and greenfield land for delivery of employment land allocations, no such split is
proposed or considered necessary. Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) is clear (e.g.
in paragraph 40) that the re-use of re-development of brownfield land should be
considered before new development on greenfield land, and it is not necessary to repeat
that here. The principle of development of brownfield sites, be this for housing or another
appropriate use, is clearly in line with the Proposed Plan’s Vision and the Aim to
efficiently use existing resources. Applications for Planning Permission will be assessed
by the Local Planning Authorities on a case-by-case basis, and it would not be practical
for Development Management Officers to hold the determination of planning applications
for greenfield sites allocated in the Local Development Plan until all brownfield sites have
been redeveloped.
With regards to the flexibility offered by the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and
the need to allow a large variety of sites for development, this is a matter for the Local
Development Plan, not the Strategic Development Plan. As stated in paragraph 5.10 of
the Proposed Plan, the allocations set in Table 4 will allow the Local Development Plans
the flexibility to identity an appropriate range of locations for different business throughout
the Strategic Growth Areas, whilst also providing appropriate amounts to be developed in
order to meet local need.
In terms of employment opportunities in Laurencekirk, this is a matter for the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
2017 (CD 123) allocated eleven hectares of employment land, as part of site OP1, and
although this land remains undeveloped, in 2016, Aberdeenshire Council built five small
business units on vacant land at Laurencekirk Business Park. In 2016, planning
permission was granted for a mixed use development to the south of Laurencekirk, which
included eight commercial units (APP/2010/2822 and APP/2010/2823). This development
has not yet commenced due to the need for a new grade separated junction at
Laurencekirk, which is being progressed by Transport Scotland and Nestrans. The
preferred location of the A90(T)/A937 junction is to the south of the Laurencekirk, next to
the approved 2016 planning application, and work is ongoing by Transport Scotland to
finalise the route and complete surveys.
The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan Main Issues Report 2019 (CD 108)
acknowledges the need for employment land in Laurencekirk, and it states at the end of
its Vision statement that “Business-ready employment units also need to be in place,
along with larger plots to allow existing firms to expand.” In addition, land to the south of
Laurencekirk with planning permission for a mixed use development has been identified
as a preferred site by the Main Issues Report, as site KN073 for 77 homes, 2370 square
metres of commercial office and 5375 square metres of industrial/warehousing. The Main
Issues Report also proposes breaking up the current OP1 allocation, and the Draft
Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (CD 115) that accompanies the Main
Issues Report divides OP1 into housing, employment and reserved land.
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In relation to the type of uses that are suitable on employment land, it is important that the
Strategic Development Planning Authority continue to ensure a healthy supply of
employment land in order to meet the Vision of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
and to support the Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80).
Business and industrial development rates are monitored by an Employment Land Audits
in order to ensure continuity of employment land supply. This approach is in line with
paragraphs 93 to 105 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan requires that Local Development Plans protect employment land
allocations from other uses (first bullet under “How To Meet The Targets” on page 36).
This is to ensure that land identified for employment is not “lost” to another land use, thus
resulting in supply of land being reduced and opportunities for new employment being
restricted. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not, however, require that
Local Development Plans allocate sites which are only capable of accommodation Class
4, 5 and 6 uses (as per The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Scotland) Order
1997, CD 47) as is suggested by Respondent PP18016. Where this may be acceptable
in some instances, there will equally be examples where Local Development Plans
consider “mixed use” allocations in order to support sustainable mixed communities, and
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan would clearly support this. This is a
fundamental aim discussed throughout the Proposed Plan, and there is no need for any
additional text to make this more explicit.
It would also not be appropriate for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to set a
strict formula (as suggested by Respondent PP18024) in order to ensure a serviced
employment site is provided for every 50 new homes. The Employment Land Allocations
are calculated to ensure a healthy supply of employment land across the City Region. It
is for the Local Development Plans to determine at settlement level where there is a
specific locational need for residential or employment land, and what scale of
development would be appropriate.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Targets
General support for the Targets are noted and welcomed. The third Target states a
requirement for the Local Development Plans to ensure at least 20 hectares of
marketable land in the Strategic Growth Areas to be of a standard to attract high-quality
businesses or be suitable for company headquarters. This Target has been rolled
forward from the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014. The Target does not specify
on which sites this land should be related, as it would be inappropriate for it to do so.
This is instead a matter for the Local Development Plans to address.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
Objective
1. I note the support for the objectives of providing opportunities for sustainable
economic growth and enough of the right type of business land in the right places, but
these require no examination.
2. Section 7: Our Connections recognises that good connections are critical to the future
health of the region’s economy. A cumulative transport appraisal has been carried out
and has generated several potential transport intervention options for appraisal, as listed
in schedule 1 of the proposed plan (and addressed in Issue 18). I consider that any
detailed locational options for business associated with the highway network would be a
matter for consideration in the respective local development plans. Paragraph 3.14 of the
proposed plan sets out the principles on which any developments which impact on the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route should be assessed. I consider that this approach,
which seeks to ensure that the capacity of this new strategic route and its junctions will be
retained, is reasonable and appropriate. Therefore, no change to the proposed plan is
required.
3. The proposed plan does not provide a percentage brownfield/greenfield split for
employment land allocations or sites. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) advises the re-use
or re-development of brownfield land before new development takes place on greenfield
sites. This is a material consideration which would guide the allocation of employment
land in local development plans and the preferential use of brownfield land where
possible.
4. Once employment sites have been allocated in local development plans it would likely
not be reasonable, and against the interests of encouraging economic growth, to prevent
greenfield allocations from being developed in favour brownfield sites. Several sites are
already allocated for employment use in the two local development plans which cover the
area, as set out in tables 4 and 5 of the proposed plan. I consider that the assessment
and allocation of any new sites would be a matter for local development plans having
regard to Scottish Planning Policy. The proposed plan advises that local development
plans should ensure that the Strategic Reserve Land for Employment should be provided.
This will allow flexibility in the land supply within a context of changing economic
circumstances. On that basis, no change is required to the proposed plan to promote
brownfield over greenfield employment sites.
5. The proposed plan seeks to ensure that the right type of land is available for business
uses in the right places. Whilst the proposed plan sets the development framework, local
development plans must translate this into sufficient sites in the right location which are
capable of infrastructure provision and development. Local planning authorities have the
ability to influence the phasing of the development of employment land within mixed use
sites when granting planning permission. However, whilst employment land may be
made available in local development plans, whether development commences would
likely depend upon a number of factors including location, land value and demand.
Overall, I consider that the proposed plan provides a suitable basis for the two planning
authorities to guide the availability and development of employment land in their area
through their local development plans. Consequently, no change is required.
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General
6. The proposed plan reflects the Regional Economic Strategy for the North-East
published by Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire and Opportunity North East (2015) by
building upon the reputation of the area as an international operations base for oil and
gas and to become a world-leading offshore technology base. It also recognises the
need to broaden and diversify the economy across other sectors, including renewables,
food and drink, fisheries, agriculture, life sciences and creative industries. Therefore, I
consider that the proposed plan does not just rely on the oil and gas sector to promote
economic growth.
7. Although paragraph 5.1 of the proposed plan refers to the need for high speed digital
communications networks it does not reflect the new ways of working that this may
facilitate. I consider that it would be appropriate to add a reference to new ways of
working, as mentioned in paragraph 95 of Scottish Planning Policy, in the “How to Meet
the Targets” section of the proposed plan in view of the contribution these initiatives may
make to future sustainable economic growth.
8. The Regional Economic Strategy also includes the objective of developing
infrastructure for freight transportation. The proposed plan (in section 7) refers to the
need to protect transport infrastructure, including, where appropriate, supporting freight
being transported by rail and sea. I consider that this objective need not be repeated in
Section 6: Our Economy as the proposed plan and its policies must be read as a whole.
On that basis no change to the plan is necessary.
9. Scottish Planning Policy includes policy principles for sustainable patterns of
development which give priority to the use of brownfield land. In addition, that
consideration should be given to the greening of sites which could contribute towards
green networks and which are unlikely to be developed for some time or are unsuitable
for development due to location or viability issues. I note the initiative of the Scottish
Land Commission regarding the transformation of vacant and derelict land. However, in
view of the planning policy principles which favour the use of brownfield land, I consider
that it is unnecessary to include a reference in the proposed plan to particular actions
such as the joint working between agencies to encourage re-use of previously developed
land. No change to the proposed plan is required to address this matter.
Tourism
10. Aberdeen South Harbour/Cruise Terminal is identified on proposed plan Figure 2
showing the Strategic Growth Area for Aberdeen City. Moreover, paragraphs 3.22
and 3.23 recognise the area’s importance as a national development and the need for the
next Aberdeen Local Development Plan to look at opportunities and potential for both
harbours through a detailed masterplanning exercise. I consider that the proposed plan
sufficiently recognises the importance of the harbours for tourism and other opportunities
and, therefore, no change to the plan is needed.
11. Having regard to the need to avoid detrimental impacts on the natural environment
from tourism, paragraph 5.5 of the proposed plan refers to opportunities for sustainable
tourism and recognises the importance that the historic and natural environment makes to
sustainable tourism. The proposed plan also recognises the importance of tourism to the
economy and gives specific support to protecting and enhancing existing strategic
locations for tourism and recreational development. The Tourism Destination Strategy for
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Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire (2018-2023) sets principles for tourism growth including
that this should be sustainable for the environment, society and the economy. I consider
that this emphasis on sustainable tourism is appropriate because it embraces an inherent
sensitivity for the environment. Therefore, no change to the proposed plan is necessary.
12. As mentioned above, paragraph 3.14 of the proposed plan sets out the principles on
which any developments that impact on the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route should
be assessed. I consider that this approach, which seeks to ensure that capacity of this
new strategic route and its junctions will be retained, is reasonable and appropriate. The
location for sustainable tourism development, whether rural or urban, brownfield or in the
green belt, will be determined through the local development plans and in response to
relevant planning applications. The proposed plan provides a strategic overview rather
than allocating sites or setting planning restrictions where tourism developments should
be supported or resisted. Therefore, no change to the proposed plan is needed.
13. Tourism inevitably involves travel, including air travel, with a resulting carbon
footprint (the total amount of greenhouse gases produced directly and indirectly to
support human activities). The potential impact of a levy on air travel is not a matter for
consideration as part of the proposed plan. The plan supports sustainable tourism and
section 7 seeks that new developments (including tourist-related) encourage people to
walk, cycle or use public transport. I note that the improvements to rail links would assist
tourism. Although the plan cannot influence travel modes through fiscal measures, I am
satisfied that it supports active travel and alternatives to the use of private transport which
would contribute towards the objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Therefore, no change to the plan is required.
14. Scottish Planning Policy advises that local development plans should set out a
spatial framework identifying those areas that are likely to be most appropriate for wind
farm development, taking into account several factors including landscape and visual
impacts, and impacts upon tourism and recreation. The James Hutton Institute produced
a report for the Scottish Government entitled ‘The Economic Impacts of Windfarms on
Scottish Tourism’ (2008). This was a detailed assessment, including case studies and
visitor surveys. The research set out to establish if meeting targets on renewables would
significantly impact on the possibility of meeting tourism targets. Overall, it was
concluded that the effects are so small that, provided planning and marketing are carried
out effectively, there is no reason why the two are incompatible. The impact on tourism of
wind farm proposals would be a material consideration, where relevant, when wind farm
applications are under consideration. On the basis of the research, I find that there
should be no change to the proposed plan.
15. The effect of offshore wind farms on seabird populations is a matter, in the first
instance, for Marine Scotland who are responsible for considering any proposals. No
change to the proposed plan is required to address this matter.
Town Centre First
16. The support for the continued primacy of Aberdeen city centre as the key regional
asset is noted, but this requires no examination. The overall objective for the economy
includes “to provide opportunities which encourage sustainable economic growth”. I find
this statement sufficient without the need to add the words “sustainable and
proportionate” in paragraph 5.6 as a further criterion for growth in retail services and the
economy.
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17. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that plans should identify a network of centres,
which is likely to include city centres, town centres, local centres and commercial centres
and be organised as a hierarchy. It does not specify that this action should be included in
strategic development plans. No details of a hierarchy of centres are included in the
extant strategic development plan, although I note that this plan was adopted prior to the
current version of Scottish Planning Policy. I have also taken into consideration the
comments of the reporter for the previous examination on this matter. However, the
strategic planning authority has had the opportunity to review how the matter should be
addressed in the proposed plan. It considers that, in accordance with the approach taken
in the extant strategic development plan, the definition of a hierarchy of centres is better
dealt with by the local development plans. It adds that no issues with this approach were
identified in undertaking the review of the extant plan and therefore no substantive
change was made. I note that the matter was raised on behalf of Standard Life
Assurance in a response to the Main Issue Report consultation and I consider that it
would be appropriate to include a statement in the proposed plan to make the
responsibilities of local development plans clear in this respect. This should help to
ensure that appropriate recognition and protection is given to the existing retail centres
that are an established part of the region’s network of centres and that full consideration
is given to the status of the Beach Boulevard and Bridge of Don Retail Parks in Aberdeen
as part of the hierarchy.
18. The setting of car parking charges is not a matter for the proposed plan and is the
responsibility of the local authorities. The setting of business rates and their impact is
also not a strategic consideration for the proposed plan.
19. I consider that it is unnecessary to acknowledge the importance of the retail sector to
the region’s economy because paragraph 5.6 of the proposed plan already recognises
that retail services create opportunities for growth in the economy.
Land for Business
20. I consider that it is not necessary for the proposed plan to state that no additional
employment allocations are proposed. The proposed plan sets out the existing
employment land allocations from the adopted local development plans. Moreover,
based upon the Aberdeen City and Shire Employment Land Audit 2015/16, and the
supply of vacant employment land and buildings, there is currently a sufficiently generous
supply of employment land. In view of the adequacy of supply I agree that there is no
need for the proposed plan to provide any additional employment allocations. I note that
the first bullet point under “How to Meet the Targets” advises that local development
plans must protect all employment land allocations from other uses and hence there is no
further need to safeguard these allocations in the proposed plan.
21. The proposed plan advises that local development plans should ensure that the
Strategic Reserve Land for Employment should be provided. This would allow flexibility
in the employment land supply within a context of changing economic circumstances. On
that basis, no change is required to the proposed plan.
22. As mentioned above, paragraph 3.14 of the proposed plan sets out the principles on
which any developments which impact on the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route should
be assessed. I consider that this approach, which seeks to ensure that capacity of this
new strategic route and its junctions will be retained, is reasonable and appropriate. The
location for employment development, whether rural or urban, brownfield or in the green
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belt, will be determined through the local development plans and in response to relevant
planning applications. The proposed plan provides a strategic overview rather than
allocating sites or setting planning restrictions and, therefore, no change is needed.
23. Laurencekirk is located at the southern end of the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
Strategic Growth Area. The proposed plan advises that there is a commitment to provide
a grade separated junction at the A90 to improve road links to the settlement. The
provision of employment land was a consideration of the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2017 and will be reviewed through the emerging local development
plan. The junction improvement would potentially enable additional development for
employment uses at Laurencekirk. The strategic development planning authority has
confirmed that employment uses are under consideration as part of the local development
plan review. Consequently, the allocation of employment land at Laurencekirk and the
provision of local work opportunities is a matter for the local development plan, rather
than the proposed plan and no change is required.
24. The proposed plan does not restrict employment allocations to only class 4, 5 or 6
uses. The relevant use classes would be a matter to be determined through local
development plans having regard to the particular site circumstances and planning merits
in each case. Mixed-use allocations may also be designated in support of creating
sustainable communities. It would be inappropriate for the proposed plan to set criteria to
ensure that serviced employment land is provided along with residential development.
That is also a matter for consideration in local development plans or individual planning
applications for mixed-uses.
Targets
25. I note that the third target has been rolled forward from the adopted strategic
development plan. The target does not specify that the 20 hectares of marketable land
has to comprise a single site. I consider that it is appropriate that marketable land for
high quality businesses or company headquarters be allocated within the strategic growth
areas rather than across the city region. It is more likely that there would be a greater
availability and access to services for employees in these locations, which have been
identified as the main focus for development in the area up to 2040. I consider that there
is no need for the proposed plan to support the concept of flexibility in uses in business
development areas. Whether complementary business uses would be acceptable in
relation to these high quality sites would be a matter for local development plans and as a
consideration of relevant planning applications.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Add a further bullet point at the end of the “How to Meet the Targets” section on
page 36 to read: “Encourage opportunities for home-working, live-work units, micro
businesses and community hubs.”.
2. At the end of the second sentence of paragraph 5.6 “Town Centre First” on page 35
add: “Local development plans will identify a network of centres, which is likely to include
the city centre, town centres, local centres and commercial centres and be organised as a
hierarchy.”
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Issue 17

Our Resources

Development plan
reference:

Section 6: Our Resources
Pages 38 - 40

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18005
PP18010
PP18014
PP18017
PP18018
PP18019
PP18022
PP18024
PP18038
PP18042
PP18043
PP18044
PP18052
PP18062
PP18064

Braeside & Mannofield Community Council
Scottish Water
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
Woodland Trust Scotland
Fyvie, Rothienorman and Monquhitter Community Council
Dr Tom Straiton
Scottish Natural Heritage
Mearns Community Council
Hatton of Fintray Community Council
Scottish Government
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Professor Carole Gray
FCC Environment Limited
Aberdeen Harbour Board
East Grampian Coastal Partnership

Section 6: Our Resources
Provision of the
Pages 38 - 40
development plan
This Section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
to which the issue
addresses the resources of the area and their use.
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Objective
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest that additional
Objectives are required in Section 6. These objectives should seek to promote a circular
economy where waste generation is minimised and natural resources are protected and
also ensure that developments protect and enhance existing water bodies.
Quality of the Environment
PP18017: The respondent welcomes paragraph 6.2.
PP18019: The respondent considers that some locally designated areas for wildlife are
at risk from encroaching developments. Such areas should be respected by landowners
and given sufficient protection.
PP18019: The respondent notes that the development of core paths has been of real
benefit in enabling access to green networks and promoting health and wellbeing. A
continuous coastal path along the coastline would be good for tourism.
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PP18022: There is a lack of policy and spatial identification of protected sites including
coastal and carbon rich soils. Scottish Natural Heritage recommends strengthening
protection for natural environment areas and clearly identifying areas spatially in the Plan
which are given high protection. They draw attention to Scottish Planning Policy
paragraphs 196 and 89.
Flooding, Water Supply and the Coast
PP18044: The respondent welcomes objectives and statements on the quality of the
environment, protecting biodiversity and the special status/natural asset of the River Dee.
PP18038: The respondent supports the approach to ensure new developments are
future proofed but would like to see paragraph 6.3 recognise that that this also needs to
extend to existing settlements and buildings where the impact of flooding can be
increased due to upstream new developments. The respondent would also like to see
specific mention of the need for the local authorities to work together to protect the River
Don flood plain.
PP18064: The respondent has raised concerns that the Proposed Plan has not
acknowledged the Regional Marine Planning Process, although notes that this is
referenced in both the Strategic Environmental Assessment and the Action Programme.
PP18024: The respondent queries whether there is a need to establish additional
sources of water in the area, and whether rises in sea levels are being monitored in
existing coastal settlements.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency advise that the situation
regarding abstraction from the River Dee for public drinking water is that there will be no
increase in the currently permitted abstraction limits of water from the River Dee. In this
context, in commenting on paragraph 6.6, the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
note that they are keen to work with the Strategic Development Planning Authority in
regard to the issue of finding alternative solutions to providing a public water supply in the
area to meet the needs of the proposed development. An amendment to paragraph 6.6
is suggested on this basis.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency disagree with wording in
paragraph 6.4. They do not agree that strategic options for improved surface water
management should be promoted through the River Basin Management Plan but instead
that this to be promoted through Local Authority Surface Water Management Plans.
Surface Water Management Plans should also ensure that, in addition to managing
surface water flows and provide recharge for rivers and waterbodies, there should also be
a focus to incorporate strong place-making.
PP18010: In commenting on the final sentence of Proposed Plan paragraph 6.6, the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency notes that any variation to The Water
Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (as amended) Licence
applicable to the River Dee would be initiated by the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency.
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Green Belt and Green Networks
PP18005, PP18038: The respondent supports the purpose and function of the Aberdeen
Green Belt.
PP18052: The respondent considers that the Proposed Plan should state that brownfield
land areas within the green belt may be appropriate for redevelopment.
PP18044: The respondent queries whether undeveloped land in rural areas would have
similar status as green belt land, and seeks clarification where this is not the case.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to accord with paragraph
141 of Scottish Planning Policy on the historic environment, the second sentence in
Proposed Plan paragraph 6.12 should be amended.
PP18017: The respondent considers that in paragraph 6.8 the wording " ... we need to
make sure there are no possible effects from proposed development ... ", should be
changed to "... we need to make sure there are no negative effects from proposed
development ...".
Sustainable Development and Climate Change
PP18024: The respondent recognises the issue of global warming aggravated by the
activities of mankind, and notes that it is the right time to address these threats and
introduce solutions. They note the following points which should be addressed:
a) Reducing carbon footprints including in minimising use of oil gas and coal.
b) Minimising commuter distances.
c) Maximising efficiency of transport systems by using alternative power sources.
d) Allowing residents to work at home or closer to home.
e) Recognising anticipated 20% in the area's population increase predicted over next 20
years (Scottish Government) and create models to dramatically reduce their impact on
carbon demands.
PP18019: Although the Proposed Plan makes many good and positive statements, the
diversification promoted is understated and does not reflect anticipated and necessary
change required, i.e. to meet obligations under the Paris Agreement on Climate Change,
implement low-emission zones in town/city centres, phase out new petrol and diesel cars
and vans by 2032. In specific relation to climate change, the importance and impact of
climate change, and the changes that will be required to address it, needs to be more "up
front".
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to accord with paragraph
151 of Scottish Planning Policy on the recycling of secondary aggregates, Proposed Plan
paragraph 6.20 should be amended.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to accord with paragraph 96
of Scottish Planning Policy, the Proposed Plan should support opportunities for
integrating efficient energy and waste innovation within business environments.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to accord with paragraph
162 of Scottish Planning Policy, the Proposed Plan should identify where there is
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strategic capacity for wind farms, and areas with the greatest potential for wind
development, considering cross-boundary constraints and opportunities.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to align with paragraphs 236
and 238 of Scottish Planning Policy, the Proposed Plan should have a narrative and
policy regarding minerals and ensure that an adequate supply of construction aggregates
is available within the Plan area, and that the Plan area always has at least a 10-year
supply of aggregates in all market areas.
PP18019: The respondent considers that the "fabric first" approach is not enough help
tackle climate change over the next 20 years. Developers should aim to incorporate solar
panels into all new properties where orientation would allow the panels to work efficiently.
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that, in order to align with paragraph 203
of Scottish Planning Policy, on natural heritage designations, the third sentence in
Proposed Plan paragraph 6.8 should be amended.
PP18019: The respondent considers that the infrastructure needed to cope with the
move to hybrid, electric or hydrogen-powered vehicles is completely insufficient at
present and will need rapid development.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 6.15, the respondent notes that an assessment
undertaken by Aberdeenshire Council states that there is no further capacity for onshore
windfarms. The respondent further notes that bank guarantees for decommissioning
should be in place for all windfarms otherwise the Council will have to pick up the cost
when a company goes into liquidation. The respondent does not regard biomass as
renewable energy due to emission rates, and also notes that the Proposed Plan does not
include a policy for solar farms.
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 6.18, the respondent considers the waste
collection policy should be the same for Council Tax payers whether in the town or the
countryside.
PP18024: The respondent considers climate change to be the greatest challenge for
civilisation and queries what the Proposed Plan is doing in this regard.
PP18024: The respondent queries what impacts are anticipated of global warming on the
choice of trees grown locally.
PP18019: The respondent notes concern that some developments only incorporate dry
detention basins with limited wildlife value whilst others have created Sustainable Urban
Drainage ponds and other drainage features which will benefit wildlife and biodiversity.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency note that they are generally
happy with the points in the section on Sustainable Development and Climate Change.
They agree that the fabric first approach and energy efficiency measures is a more
sustainable approach, along with proposals for energy from waste. They do however
comment that proposals whereby energy will be sought from e.g. non-waste bio sources,
should be discouraged.
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Targets
PP18062: In commenting on the Targets on page 42, the respondent welcomes inclusion
of all stakeholders in discussions regarding developments impacting the River Dee.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency consider it would be beneficial to
amend the Targets on page 42 to include a target on Flood Risk in order to ensure
consistency between the targets and the actions.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage suggest amendments to targets relating to the Water
Framework Directive and specifically in relation to the River Dee.
PP18022: In commenting on the 3rd Target/bullet on page 42, Scottish Natural Heritage
state their understanding that developments are already licensed to take enough water to
cause the river to be considered ‘moderate’ ecological status under the Water Framework
Directive rather than ‘good’. As such, rather than avoiding increasing the amount they
are licensed to abstract, there is a need to seek to manage the amount that is abstracted
so that ‘good’ status can be met.
PP18017: In the Targets section on page 42, the respondent considers that, in the first
target, the word "natural" should be added.
PP18017: In the Targets section on page 42 include the text "To ensure there will be no
further loss of ancient woodland. Development likely to have a negative impact on
ancient woodland should be located away from this irreplaceable habitat."
PP18017: Although noting that the important contribution of tree planting is well
recognised throughout the Proposed Plan, the respondent considers that specific mention
of such needs to be listed in the Target section on page 42. The Proposed Plan should
set a target for the whole area or ensure that a provision is included requiring both local
authorities to set tree planting targets through their Local Development Plans. The
respondent would encourage local authorities to set native woodland creation to be at
least 40% of the overall target.
PP18014: The respondent welcomes the objective set in Section 6 Our Resources in
relation to the reference to safeguarding and, where appropriate, enhancing the City
Region’s natural assets. The respondent however considers that the associated targets
(set out on page 42 of the Proposed Plan) do not mention biodiversity or the natural
environment more generally. The respondent therefore seeks an amendment to the first
target by adding the words "natural and" before "historic environment".
How to Meet the Targets
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that as Historic Environment Scotland
have their own Climate Change Team they should be referenced in the list of
stakeholders (on Proposed Plan page 42, bullet 6) working to understand the effects of
climate change.
PP18043: In order to meet their suggested amended Targets on page 42, an
amendment to the section bullet point under 'How to Meet the Targets' on page 42 is
suggested.
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PP18018: In the How to Meet the Targets section on page 42, the respondent welcomes
the provision that both Councils will protect and enhance biodiversity.
PP18014: The respondent welcomes the fourth bullet point in the How to Meet the
Targets section on page 42 of the Proposed Plan, however, does not consider it clear
how the Councils will actually achieve this requirement. The respondent recommends
that the bullet point is amended, or a new bullet point added, in order to make clear that
Local Development Plans will include a policy requiring applicants to follow the mitigation
hierarchy; ensure no net loss of biodiversity; and aim to enhance the biodiversity value of
the application site.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Objective
PP18043: Amend the Objective at the beginning of Chapter 6 to read as follows:
"To make sure new development safeguards and enhances the City Region’s historic,
natural and cultural assets and is within the capacity of the environment.” This removes
“where appropriate,” from “after safeguards”.
“To be a City Region which:
takes ownership of its natural environment and works sensitively to maximise
environmental, social and economic benefits;
ensures that development protects and also enhances the natural environment,
including existing water bodies;
takes the lead in reducing the amount of emissions and pollutants released into the
environment;
mitigates and adapts to the effects of climate change and changing weather patterns;
limits the amount of non-renewable resources it uses; and,
supports, protects and enhances our biodiversity".
Quality of the Environment
PP18019: The respondent suggests that where developments encroach on designated
wildlife sites, appropriate "green buffer zones" should be included in plans in order to
protect and enhance them. Where appropriate, developer contributions should be
requested by Councils to help conserve and improve the sites. The Councils should aim
to create a continuous coastal path around the region. Related Targets should be
modified as necessary.
PP18022: Scottish Natural Heritage recommends strengthening protection for natural
environment areas and sites in the Proposed Plan and that these should be clearly
identifying in the diagrams of the plan.
Flooding, Water Supply and the Coast
PP18038: Amend Proposed Plan paragraph 6.3 to recognise that existing buildings and
settlements need to be future proofed to take account of extreme weather where the
impact of flooding can be increased due to upstream new developments. In addition, add
specific mention here of the need for the local authorities to work together to protect the
River Don flood plain.
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PP18064): Chapter 6 (possibly paragraph 6.7) to include a reference to the role of the
Regional Marine Planning Process.
PP18043: Amend paragraph 6.6 to read as follows:
"During and beyond the period of this Plan, the effects of climate change and increasing
water demand from development may affect the river. Both Councils will need to work
together to reduce impacts on the River Dee. Appropriate mitigation and adaptation
measures will have to be taken to deal with this matter."
PP18043: Amend paragraph 6.5 to read as follows:
"Not all water bodies in the City Region currently meet European Union Water Framework
Directive standards relating to the physical structure, ecology and chemical and biological
composition. The water environment includes all wetlands, rivers, lochs, transitional
waters (estuaries), coastal waters and groundwater. The River Basin Management Plans
promote improvements to water bodies not currently meeting the standards of the
Directive, as well as to help maintain the quality of those that currently do. New
development should not adversely impact on the quality of the water environment during
either construction or operational phases. Development should be designed to avoid
fragmentation of existing blue-green networks and further enhance these. This will
require to be considered from land valuation onwards with developer contributions
required to support this work."
Green Belt and Green Networks
PP18052: The Proposed Plan should acknowledge that brownfield areas within the
Green Belt may be appropriate for redevelopment. The Proposed Plan should
acknowledge that sensitive redevelopment can allow for landscape improvement and
habitat enhancement.
PP18022: Insert text in paragraph 6.8 to explain the spatial representation of green
network opportunities and walking/active travel opportunities in Figures 2-5. Suggested
wording as follows:
"The region’s strategic green networks have been spatially identified in Figures 2-5. The
rationale for these networks is provided in X. The Action Programme will identify
opportunities to implement and enhance these frameworks and facilitate an integrated
approach to implementing strategic cross-boundary green networks. In addition Local
Development Plan’s should identify local green networks which meet the functions/
principles for green networks and set out how these will be implemented."
PP18043: Amend paragraph 6.8 to read as follows:
"Quality blue-green infrastructure is critical to the delivery of resilient sustainable
development. Biodiversity, wildlife habitats and landscape can be vulnerable to the
effects of new development. Land should be valued taking account of the requirement to
protect and enhance these assets. These interests will require to be considered from the
visioning stage in determining the location and design of new development. We need to
make sure there are no possible effects from proposed development on internationally,
nationally or locally designated areas. Biodiversity and the natural environment also
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underpin much of the City Region’s rural economy, as well as the quality of life of its
communities."
PP18042: In the third sentence of paragraph 6.8 of the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan, delete the word "possible" and replace with the words "unacceptable adverse" so
that the paragraph reads as follows:
"Biodiversity, wildlife habitats and landscape can be vulnerable to the effects of new
development. When considering the location and design of new development, we need to
focus on protecting and enhancing key features as well as ensuring habitat connectivity.
Most importantly, we need to make sure there are no unacceptable adverse effects from
proposed development on internationally, nationally or locally designated areas.
Biodiversity and the natural environment also underpin much of the City Region’s rural
economy, as well as the quality of life of its communities."
PP18042: Amend the second sentence of paragraph 6.12 to read as follows:
"Structures, sites and areas and their appropriate settings are valued for their contribution
to the historic environment, they also contribute positively to a sense of place, the
economy and the natural environment and should be protected from unacceptable
impacts of development."
PP18017: Paragraph 6.8 should be amended to read "...we need to make sure there are
no negative effects from proposed development...".
Sustainable Development and Climate Change
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest the following wording be
included somewhere in Section 6 Our Resources and should also be reiterated in Section
5 - Our Economy:
"We will work with the Vacant and Derelict Land Commission and relevant stakeholders
to put land back into reuse, boosting local economic, social and environmental
productivity."
PP18042: Amend the third sentence in paragraph 6.20 to read as follows:
"It is also important to achieve recycling of secondary aggregate (materials from
redundant built structures) wherever possible, for example when the conversion of a
traditional building is not feasible."
PP18042: The Proposed Plan should identify where there is strategic capacity for
windfarms, and areas with the greatest potential for wind development, considering
cross-boundary constraints and opportunities.
PP18042: The Proposed Plan should have a narrative and policy regarding minerals and
ensure that an adequate supply of construction aggregates is available within the plan
area, and that the plan area also has at least a 10-year supply at all times in all market
areas.
PP18019: Amend paragraph 6.14 to introduce a new sentence to read as follows:
"Developers should ensure the incorporation of low and zero carbon generating
technologies, including solar panels, wherever appropriate."
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PP18019: The respondent considers that developers should be prepared to fit all new
properties (domestic, commercial and public) with sufficient external charging points after
consultation with the owners. A major programme of works will be needed to retro-fit
older properties and provide suitable charging points on streets and car parks. Related
Targets should be modified as necessary.
PP18019: The respondent considers that, in order to help to promote biodiversity, new
developments should try to incorporate retention ponds and other permanent water
features into their Sustainable Urban Drainage Schemes. Related Targets should be
modified as necessary.
Targets
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest the following changes to
wording of targets on page 42 as follows:
-

Remove existing bullet 2.
Remove existing bullet 3.
Add new bullet: "To identify ways that Scottish Water can meet the water supply
demands of development whilst reducing the demands on the River Dee;"
Add new bullet: "To ensure development supports protection and improvement of the
physical structure, ecology, chemistry and biology of the water environment in
support of the Water Framework Directives"

The amended Target section on page 42 would therefore read as follows:
Targets:
-

To make sure that development safeguards and, where appropriate, enhances, the
City Region’s historic environment, and that development will not lead to its loss or
damage.
To ensure development supports protection and improvement of the physical
structure, ecology, chemistry and biology of the water environment in support of the
Water Framework Directives
To avoid having to increase the amount of water Scottish Water are licensed to take
from the River Dee, as a result of the new developments proposed in the Plan.
To identify ways that Scottish Water can meet the water supply demands of
development whilst reducing the demands on the River Dee
For all new developments to be designed to minimise resource demand and
incorporate water and energy efficiency measures.
To reduce waste going to landfill and support the provision of waste treatment
facilities and the recycling of waste.

PP18022: Page 42 Targets: 1st bullet be amended to read:
"To make sure that development safeguards and, where appropriate, enhances the City
region’s historic and natural environment, and that development will not lead to its loss or
damage."
-

And, Page 42 Targets: 2nd bullet regarding the River Dee - replace with "New
developments should seek to contribute to achieving good ecological status under
the Water Framework Directive."
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-

3rd bullet: amend to reflect that developments should seek to manage the amount
they abstract so that ‘good ecological’ status can be met.

PP18014: Amend the first Target set on Proposed Plan Page 42 to read:
"To make sure that development safeguards and, where appropriate, enhances the City
Region’s natural and historic environment, and that development will not lead to its loss
or damage".
PP18017: On page 42 add a new Target to either a) set a tree planting target for the
whole Plan area or b) ensure that both local authorities to set tree planting targets
through their Local Development Plans. Any such target should encourage local
authorities to set native woodland creation to be at least 40% of the overall target.
PP18017: On page 42 add a new Target to read as follows:
"To ensure there will be no further loss of ancient woodland. Development likely to have a
negative impact on ancient woodland should be located away from this irreplaceable
habitat."
PP18017: Amend the first Target set on Proposed Plan Page 42 to read:
"To make sure that development safeguards and, where appropriate, enhances the City
Region’s historic and natural environment, and that development will not lead to its loss
or damage".
How to Meet the Targets
PP18042: Add an additional (sixth) bullet point on Proposed Plan page 42 under the
heading ‘How to Meet These Targets’ that supports opportunities for integrating efficient
energy and waste innovation within business environments.
PP18042: Under the section, ‘How to Meet the Targets’, in the sixth bullet point, add
‘Historic Environment Scotland’ after ‘Scottish Water’.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest that the 'How to Meet
the Targets' bullet point two on page 42 be amended to read as follows:
"We will work closely with relevant stakeholders to ensure protection and improvement of
the water environment is embedded as a key principle of 'place-making' in the area"
PP18022: On the 5th Bullet under How To Meet The Targets, add that "The SDP will
facilitate the progression of the strategic green networks shown in the SDP with key
stakeholders."
PP18014: The fourth bullet point in the How to Meet the Targets section on page 42 of
the Proposed Plan should be amended, or a new bullet point added, in order to make
clear that Local Development Plans will include a policy requiring applicants to follow the
mitigation hierarchy; ensure no net loss of biodiversity; and aim to enhance the
biodiversity value of the application site.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Objective
We do not agree with the promoted change by the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (PP18043) amending the first bullet with the removal of the words “where
appropriate”. The inclusion of “where appropriate” within the bullet reflects the possibility
that in all instances potential enhancement will not necessarily be appropriate for all
historic, natural and cultural assets. For example, a historical or archaeological feature
may not ‘benefit’ from enhancement. The inclusion of “where appropriate” reflects the
range of assets that we seek to safeguard and the need to consider specific
circumstances and context. Paragraph 139 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40)
states that “Local Development Plans and supplementary guidance should provide a
framework for protecting and, where appropriate, enhancing all elements of the historic
environment”. On the basis of the foregoing we do not agree that the words “where
appropriate” should be removed from the first bullet.
We do not agree with the Scottish Environment Protection Agency’s proposed change to
the final bullet, which adds “enhances", to the bullet “supports and protects our
biodiversity”. Adding the word “enhances” is not considered necessary and adds little if
anything to the existing objective. Enhancement is adequately covered by the word
“supports” within the bullet because when supporting biodiversity this can include, and
certainly does not preclude, taking the opportunity to ‘enhance’ biodiversity. Therefore, no
change to the wording is considered necessary.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency also proposes a couple of additional bullets
to be included as Objectives. The first proposed bullet reads: (the region) “takes
ownership of its natural environment and works sensitively to maximise environmental,
social and economic benefits”. It is not thought that the additional wording adds anything
meaningful or of substance to that covered by the existing bullets. Therefore, no change
is considered necessary.
The second additional bullet proposed by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
reads: (the region) “ensures that development protects and also enhances the natural
environment, including existing water bodies”. This change largely repeats the first
existing bullet, but tags on “including existing water bodies”. It is not considered
necessary to specifically mention water bodies as the water resource is already
considered as a natural asset and no other sub classification is necessary. Therefore, the
proposed change is not considered necessary or appropriate.
Quality of the Environment
PP18019 considers that some locally designated areas for wildlife are at risk from
encroaching developments and that such areas should be respected by landowners and
given sufficient protection. In response, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan makes
clear its support for the natural environment and the protection and enhancement of the
region’s environmental assets. This position confirms the position in the extant Aberdeen
City & Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58) and is reflected in the natural
heritage policies set out in the Local Development Plans. Planning Authorities, in making
decisions on development proposals, refer to their Local Development Plan policies and
refer to GIS databases with Local Wildlife Sites highlighted where nearby when
considering development proposals promoted. The Proposed Plan does include clear
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policy support regarding the need to safeguard of natural heritage assets, including local
wildlife sites, as well as biodiversity. On this basis no change to the wording in the
Proposed Plan is considered necessary.
PP18019 advises that the development of core paths has been of real benefit in enabling
access to green networks and proposes the value of a coastal path for tourism. We would
agree that outdoor recreation, made accessible by the network of core paths benefits the
resident population as well as visiting tourists. The Plan supports the extension of the
path network, along with green corridors and active travel networks, however any new
detailed alignments will be identified through Local Development Plans and within
masterplans. This will ensure that alignments will address issues relating to social and
environmental sensitivities and opportunities as well as in the longer term provide
protection for new alignments, contributing to the development of a coherent path
network. The support for the development of the core path network is welcome and no
change to the Proposed Plan is required.
Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) recommends strengthening protection for natural
environment areas identifying the range of natural heritage areas that they believe should
be included in diagrams within the Proposed Plan. In proposing these changes Scottish
Natural Heritage draws attention to Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) paragraphs
196 and 89. The geographic extent and variety of landscapes within the City Region,
along with the extent of the coast line, of which most is covered by designated nature
conservation sites, would result in the Plan diagrams being dominated by constraints
rather than setting out clearly the strategy for development. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan does not propose new areas of the coast for development.
Defining the coast and the range of natural heritage designations on the diagrams, as
suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage, will in effect result in a constraints diagram within
the Proposed Plan. The Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland)
Regulations 2008 (CD 49) sets out what maps or diagrams are to be included in Strategic
Development Plan, stating simply in Part 2, paragraph 2 “that a Strategic Development
Plan must contain a map or a diagram (or a combination thereof) describing the spatial
strategy set out in the Strategic Development Plan.” Circular 6/2013: Development
Planning (CD 7, paragraph 41) asks that the “spatial strategy should encapsulate the
headline changes that the plan seeks to achieve and provide a locational strategy for new
development up to year 12 from plan approval and a broad indication of the scale and
direction of growth up to year 20.” Circular 6/2013 (paragraph 41) also makes clear that
“the spatial strategy should be specific enough to limit the options available for
subsequent LDPs”. The Spatial Strategy and Strategic Growth Area diagrams included in
the Proposed Plan Figures 1 to 5, have therefore been prepared in line with Scottish
Government guidance and there is sufficient supporting policy framework within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan to afford protection to designated sites.
Accurate maps and supporting information are held by Scottish Natural Heritage in
publicly available databases showing International sites, National sites and Local Nature
Reserves. Scottish Natural Heritage also provide accurate datasets to the constituent
planning authorities, which are included in Local Development Plans and referred to
when development proposals come forward for consideration by the Local Planning
Authority. Local Development Plans can better identify constraints within their more
detailed maps, highlighting the range of designations and other constraints and influence
on the location of any proposed development sites.
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To conclude, were key diagrams included within the Proposed Plan to include too much
detailed information on environmental constraints, these diagrams would become
cluttered and would lose the visual impact they were designed to have in terms of
conveying clear strategic development proposals. In addition, the scale of the diagrams
included within the Proposed Plan would render the smaller sites illegible, to be pointless
with incomplete coverage. On this basis no change to the key diagrams in the Proposed
Plan are considered necessary as Figures 1 to 5 currently meet the requirements set out
in Scottish Government and convey what is required clearly and succinctly within the
Proposed Plan.
Flooding, Water Supply and the Coast
PP18038 suggests changes to paragraph 6.3 in order to recognise that existing buildings
and settlements need to be future proofed and that specific mention should be made to
the local authorities to work together to protect the River Don flood plain. The planning
system already seeks to prevent development that would be affected by flooding or would
increase the probability of flooding elsewhere and this is included in decision making
processes of the constituent planning authorities. Future proofing of new development is
an area where planning can directly influence the design of the built structures promoted
and consider the suitability of a location. The two constituent planning authorities and
flood authorities also work together to take account of increased risk and cross-boundary
issues and promote flood alleviation measures to protect existing settlements. On this
basis no change to the wording in the Proposed Plan is considered necessary.
PP18064 suggests that a reference to the role of the Regional Marine Planning Process
should be included in Section 6 and we respond that regional marine planning will be
undertaken by Marine Planning Partnerships, made up of marine stakeholders who
reflect marine interests in their respective areas. The proposed partnerships will vary in
size and composition depending on the area, issues to be dealt with and the existing
groups. The 11 areas where Marine Planning Partnerships to be established are defined
in the 'Scottish Marine Regions Order 2015’ (CD 45). To date Marine Planning
Partnerships have been established for Shetland (in 2016), and for Clyde (in 2017). For
the City Region there will be two regional marine partnerships cover the marine areas of
Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City, none have as yet been established and no timeframe
suggested. One area will cover the east coast from just north of Montrose northwards and
around to approximately Fraserburgh. The second area covering the north coast of
Aberdeenshire will be included within the Moray Firth regional marine partnership area.
The regional marine partnership work is intended to take forward the National Marine
Plan and allow more local ownership and decision making about specific issues within
their respective areas. As stated, neither of the marine partnerships relevant to the
region have been established and as such it is considered a little premature and possibly
misleading to make reference to the Regional Marine Planning Process within the plan.
On this basis no change is considered necessary to paragraph 6.7 to the Proposed Plan.
PP18024 queries whether there is a need to establish additional sources of water in the
area, and whether sea levels are being monitored in coastal settlements.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) have suggested a change to
paragraph 6.6 as follows: “Appropriate mitigation and adaptation measures will have to
be taken to deal with this matter." The change proposed by the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency replaces the following sentences “Appropriate mitigation and
adaptation measures may have to be taken, and this could include measures to reduce
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the amount of water that Scottish Water is licensed to take from the River Dee.” These
phrases largely reflect the wording in the extant Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic
Development Plan 2014 (CD 58).
Scottish Water (PP18010) have also highlighted that any variation to The Water
Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (as amended) Licence
applicable to the River Dee would be initiated by the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency, advising that they, as the Regulator, are responsible for setting licence
conditions and under the regulations may vary a licence if necessary.
We are in full agreement that it is for the Scottish Environment Protection Agency to
initiate any licence review and changes but are not of the view that the wording in the
Plan, which largely reflect the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014, undermines the
responsibilities of the Regulator.
It should be noted that Scottish Water has advised that there is sufficient supply of water
available within that currently licenced for abstraction to meet the needs of future growth
proposed with the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The wording proposed for deletion from the Proposed Plan by the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (PP18043) is considered to reflect the precautionary approach set out
in the extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 and possibly this wording reflected the
uncertainty relating to modelling availability at the time the previous Plan was drafted.
There is no indication by the respondent as to why it was acceptable in the extant Plan,
but not in the Proposed Plan.
We do however accept that that availability of water resource will depend on many
environmental factors, and not only levels of consumption as a result of development and
on this basis, it is accepted that resource availability currently identified for the Plan
period up to 2040 might change within the 20-year Plan period. However, we also
understand that the Scottish Environment Protection Agency is the Regulator, and that
monitoring by Scottish Water and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency will be
critical to quantifying the resource available and if and when any headroom within
abstracted volume might be compromised, they will formally and timely advise planning
authorities to inform future Plans.
The Memorandum of Understanding between Scottish Water and the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency “Enabling sustainable development growth in Scotland:
Provision of Part 4 Asset Capacity”, July 2017, (CD 21) paragraph 4.1 makes clear the
commitment and responsibilities of the parties and states that “SEPA and Scottish Water
will work together to manage asset capacity and environmental capacity to enable
sustainable economic growth.” Paragraph 4.5 of this same document also states that
“Scottish Water and SEPA will ensure that all decisions identifying where capacity is
limited will be subject to management review to ensure a nationally consistent approach.”
It is not clear at what stage we are in the current management review.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority and constituent planning authorities seek
improved water efficiency in all developments considered through the planning process
but are to a great extent limited by the powers available to them, and this includes
minimum standards as set out in Building Regulations in terms to what can be “required”
within new developments. It is however assumed that it is building regulatory standards
that the Scottish Environment Protection Agency intends by “mitigation and adaptation
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measures” within their submission, although this is not entirely clear. Neither is it entirely
clear on what is intended by their comments on capacity given the volumes of water
currently available through the licence granted to Scottish Water. However, we are clear
that any conditions or planning obligations sought from a developer require to be
evidenced based and we rely on the Scottish Environment Protection Agency and
Scottish Water for that evidence base regarding available water supply. Future reviews of
the Strategic Development Plan will take account of any ‘new’ evidence available at that
time. In the meantime, it is understood that conditions are attached to the licence to
abstract and contingency planning in place to manage abstracted volumes. The Scottish
Environment Protection Agency monitors water scarcity and publishes documents
regularly on river levels.
As background, the Scottish Government in its Climate Change Adaption Plan 2014 (CD
39) identified that a decline in water availability and water quality in some areas may
impact on water resources. This document makes clear that Scottish Water uses climate
projections in longer term water resource planning to ensure that it can make appropriate
choices to ensure resilient service. Climate change is expected to also present risks to
water quality – the expectation for increased variability means there may also be more
runoff of nutrients and soil particles. A key element in managing this will be increased
monitoring to understand how catchments may be changing. Almost the entire length of
the main stem of the River Dee (130 kilometres from source to sea), except the section
between Banchory and Peterculter, is designated a Drinking Water Protection Zone.
Scottish Water and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency monitor river levels and
plan for public water supplies. While the Scottish Environment Protection Agency and
Scottish Water undertake regular reviews of asset capacity and environmental capacity
which includes sharing of information to maximise the use of existing asset capacity and
environmental capacity, it is expected that good information is available from both the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency and Scottish Water regarding additional
measures to inform the building regulatory standards which are set by Scottish
Government and which currently provide for minimum requirements through Building
Control. Scottish Water sets the requirements from Business/Industrial developments and
this includes metering of supply. Scottish Water has a range of mechanisms available to
manage the resource they abstract including the option to bring in by-laws. The Scottish
Environment Protection Agency attaches conditions to the licence to abstract.
The recent publication of the sectoral plan from the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency “Water Supply and Waste Water Sector Plan (draft for consultation, undated (CD
42), which highlights the joint issues of water supply and the waste water sector, stating:
“Over the next few decades, climate change will have increasingly profound effects on
water demand; water availability; raw water quality; the risk of sewer and surface water
flooding during intense downpours; and the operation of waste water treatment works,
including as a result of sea level rise and weather extremes. In parts of the country, some
of these effects will be compounded by population growth. The enormity of the challenge
these effects pose for the sector cannot be understated.” We agree this challenge
requires to be addressed and that planning authorities will have a part to play but
evidence is required in order to ensure effective and proportionate responses can be
made by planning and building control. This issue would be better addressed by Scottish
Government through a review of Building Regulations as water availability is understood
to be an issue pertinent to a wider geographic area than only the north east of Scotland. It
is interesting to note that “town planning” has one mention in this 46-page Scottish
Environment Protection Agency consultation document, investment planning is many
times more frequently referred to within the document.
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In conclusion the Proposed Plan promotes high standards of water efficiency in new
housing developments, and the constituent planning authorities will continue to work with
developers to make development more sustainable. On this basis we do not consider that
the changes to wording as proposed by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency is
required as it is neither necessary nor adds anything to the commitments from each
council on water efficiency and securing good practice in site development. Again it is
important to note that Scottish Water have advised the Strategic Development Planning
Authority that the volume of water currently abstracted from the River Dee is sufficient to
meet the development and growth requirements within the Proposed Plan, and on this
basis there is no need to increase on the volumes of water Scottish Water is licenced to
abstract from the River Dee to meet the development needs identified in the Proposed
Plan.
Regarding the issue of sea level rise and monitoring, the Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment document (CD 86) supports this Proposed Plan as well as Local
Development Plans in guiding development and avoiding flood risk. The Flood Risk
Management (Scotland) Act 2009 introduced a coordinated and partnership approach to
how we tackle flood risk in Scotland in a sustainable manner. To fulfil this the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency have considered all sources of flooding and whole river
catchments when making flood risk management decisions. As part of this approach the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency has been required to identify the most
sustainable actions to manage coastal flood risk. This work is reflected in the North East
Flood Risk Management Strategy (CD 70).
In relation to coastal protection, Aberdeenshire Council’s prime responsibility is to carry
out duties imposed by the Coast Protection Act 1949 and to inspect and maintain coast
protection structures in its ownership with the objective of preventing erosion and
damage, all in the interests of public safety. An equivalent responsibility lies with
Aberdeen City Council. However, the powers given to Aberdeenshire Council under the
Act are permissive, i.e. it is not obliged to protect eroding coastlines. Instead,
responsibility for management and prevention of erosion rests with the landowner of the
site concerned.
On the basis of the foregoing we are satisfied that areas of risk in relation to coastal
flooding have been identified within the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, and this is a
supporting document to the Proposed Plan. We therefore consider no change is required
to the Proposed Plan in relation to flood risk including coastal flooding risk.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) disagrees with the wording in
paragraph 6.4 and do not agree that strategic options for improved surface water
management should be promoted through the River Basin Management Plan but instead
consider that this to be promoted through Local Authority Surface Water Management
Plans. Further, the Agency believes that the Local Authorities Surface Water
Management Plans should also ensure that, in addition to managing surface water flows
and provide recharge for rivers and waterbodies, there should also be a strong focus to
incorporate strong place-making.
While agreeing that there is a clear remit for the local flood authorities to improve surface
water management within our urban areas and to ensure that new development does not
exacerbate flooding locally or elsewhere, there is a wider landscape and catchment that
certainly influences river flows and urban areas within the catchment. The Proposed Plan
does already promote greenspaces, wetlands and other blue-green infrastructure as
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components in the drainage systems within existing and new developments, however
these are largely in response to improving our natural environment and managing surface
water within developments and increasingly across the urban area, where rapid run-off
from impermeable surfaces can lead to localised flooding and potentially overloading of
storm drains. In preparing the Proposed Plan there was a wish to promote a more holistic
approach to managing our potential mitigation and adaption responses to increasingly
frequent extreme climate events as well as high water and low water levels in our rivers in
order to reduce flooding and manage resource availability for communities.
The approach promoted in the Proposed Plan is considered to reflect National Planning
Framework 3 (CD 23), which states in paragraph 4.25 that “Catchment-scale flood risk
management will become more important in response to changing weather patterns.”
National Planning Framework 3 (paragraph 4.19) also identifies “A landscape-scale
approach to environmental planning and management should address the decline in
some ecosystem services by prioritising action across river catchments, as well as in and
around our towns and cities.” Scottish Planning Policy 2014, paragraph 254, (CD 40)
highlights that National Planning Framework 3 supports a catchment-scale approach to
sustainable flood risk management and its “spatial strategy aims to build the resilience of
our cities and towns, encourage sustainable land management in our rural areas, and to
address the long-term vulnerability of parts of our coasts and islands.”
Scotland’s “2020 Challenge for Scotland's Biodiversity” published in June 2013 (CD 34)
refers to the need for Scotland’s ecosystems to be restored to good ecological health so
that they provide robust ecosystem services and build our natural capital. This document
clearly identifies that government and public bodies, including Scottish Natural Heritage,
the Scottish Environment Protection Agency and Forestry Commission Scotland, will
work together towards a shared agenda for action to restore ecosystem health at a
catchment-scale across Scotland. This clearly promotes a balance that can bring a winwin for people and the ecosystems on which we rely and highlights the necessity to
progress this at a catchment level as well as individual site level. This we are seeking to
promote in the Proposed Plan by identifying the importance of River Basin catchment
planning to manage the water flows not only in rivers but across catchments with
potential multiple benefits in terms recharging wetlands and managing extreme climate
events potentially more effectively.
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency has already identified “Priority Catchments”
to address diffuse pollution within their first cycle of River Basin Management Planning
with four catchments identified within the region namely: River Dee (Grampian); River
Ugie; River Deveron; and Buchan Coastal. The Forestry Commission uses 'catchment
management' – planning land and water management in a way that recognises their
interdependence within a river catchment of land management that is now being put into
practice in Scotland. There is also evidence that soil management not only provides
positive effects on the carbon retention capabilities of soils, but also that water retention
capabilities is enhanced. Advice from the James Hutton Institute on “Tackling climate
change through Scotland's soils” states: “Increasing soil carbon as organic matter has
other benefits further helping to reduce the impacts of climate change. And water is an
excellent example here. Scotland’s cultivated soils can currently hold about 3,274 billion
litres of water, the equivalent of 1,300 million Olympic-sized swimming pools, for growing
crops. By increasing their carbon content, this would greatly increase the water storage
capacity of Scottish soils. This additional capacity could not only help reduce the risks of
soil erosion and ‘droughtiness’ but also help to reduce flood risks by slowing down water
moving through the landscape to streams and rivers. Increasing organic matter can also
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increase the abundance of diversity of soil animals such as earthworms which further
improve the soil structure and provide more food for much-threatened farmland birds and
wildlife.” (James Hutton Institute Website News: https://www.hutton.ac.uk/news/tacklingclimate-change-through-scotlands-soils).
The scale of the landscape within Aberdeenshire and the number of significant rivers
crossing the region, for example the River Dee is 130 kilometres long, means that
incremental change in land management at wider landscape scale can have a significant
effect on river levels including those that affect our urban areas and cannot necessarily
be resolved alone through Local Authority Surface Water Management Plans. A more
strategic water catchment level approach is considered appropriate and can provide
multiple benefits. The Scottish Environment Protection Agency published guidance on
natural flood management in 2016 Natural Flood Management Handbook (CD 27) and it
is explained on the Scottish Environment Protection Agency website that a key element
of sustainable flood risk management involves finding ways to manage flooding at its
source, rather than solely focusing on traditional engineering further down the catchment.
This can include, for example, riparian planting, reinstating flood plains, restoring coastal
areas or returning watercourses back to their natural shape.
We therefore conclude in response to the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
proposed change that seeks to direct attention to Local Authority Surface Management
Plans rather than River Basin Management Plans, we believe that what is proposed
within the Proposed Plan relating to water catchment planning is consistent with National
Planning Framework 3 “which supports a catchment-scale approach to sustainable flood
risk management”, and is supportive of the objectives of SEPA who under the Flood Risk
Management (Scotland) Act 2009, have responsibility for co-ordinating the delivery of
sustainable flood management in Scotland, and in particular to set objectives and identify
actions to manage flood risk with relevant partner organisations, including natural flood
management.” We therefore consider that the text as suggested by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency is neither necessary or helpful in enabling a holistic and
partnership-based approach to dealing with the challenges relating to flooding and
‘droughtiness’ of our wider landscapes.
The proposed changes by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency to paragraph 6.5
provide very full explanations as to what European Union standards are, and water
bodies are made up of. However, we are not of the view that these fuller explanations
add anything of value to the current policy position regarding the European Union Water
Framework Directive set out within the Proposed Plan and therefore no changes to the
current wording are considered necessary.
Green Belt and Green Networks
Support is noted and welcomed.
PP18052 suggests that the Proposed Plan should acknowledge that brownfield areas
within the Green Belt may be appropriate for redevelopment and that sensitive
redevelopment can allow for landscape improvement and habitat enhancement.
Developments are treated on their own merits and with consideration to green belt policy
set out in Local Development Plans and there is no need to review green belt policy.
PP18044 queries whether undeveloped land in rural areas would have similar status as
green belt land and seeks clarification where this is not the case. The policy position
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regarding Green Belt designation is well established in Scottish Planning Policy 2014, i.e.
in paragraph 82, (CD 40) and in the Local Development Plan and does not require further
consideration or explanation in this document. Therefore, no changes to text are
considered necessary within the Proposed Plan.
The Scottish Government (PP18042) considers that, in order to accord with paragraph
141 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 on the historic environment, the second sentence of
paragraph 6.12 be amended to add “and their appropriate settings” to the existing text.
Paragraph 141 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 while relating to the historic environment,
specifically relates to Development Management and Listed Buildings. “Structures, sites
and areas” referred to within the green belt and green networks may include “settings”.
However, we do not consider that the proposed additional wording is required because
the historic value is not just attributed to listed buildings but applies to a range of historic
assets within green belt and green networks. The Proposed Plan neither detracts from,
nor is contrary to paragraph 141 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014. Therefore, no change
in wording is considered necessary or appropriate to paragraph 6.12.
The Scottish Government (PP18042) suggests that in the third sentence of paragraph 6.8
of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, delete the word "possible" and replace with
the words "unacceptable adverse". Similarly, Respondent (PP18017) considers that
should be amended to read "...we need to make sure there are no negative effects from
proposed development...".
We do not agree that the wording proposed by the respondents is necessary as the Plan
needs to be read as a whole, and even if paragraph 6.8 is read in isolation, what is set
out in preceding text makes clear as to what the balance of outcome is sought. The two
preceding sentences in paragraph 6.8 read: “Biodiversity, wildlife habitats and landscape
can be vulnerable to the effects of new development. When considering the location and
design of new development, we need to focus on protecting and enhancing key features
as well as ensuring habitat connectivity.” This sets an adequate context and ambition for
the next sentence, which is proposed for change by the respondents. The sentence
should be read in context of the preceding sentences and the Proposed Plan as a whole,
and on this basis, we believe the proposed changes to wording paragraph 6.8 are
unnecessary.
Scottish Natural Heritage (PP18022) suggests that additional text should be included in
paragraph 6.8 to explain the spatial representation of green network opportunities and
walking/active travel opportunities in Figures 2-5. Scottish Planning Policy 2014 within its
Glossary on page 73 defines Green Networks as “Connected areas of green
infrastructure and open space that together form an integrated and multi-functional
network.”
References within the Scottish Planning Policy 2014 and National Planning Framework 3
both make clear the importance of green networks but highlights the Central Scotland
Green Network as a national priority possibly reflecting its urban geography and legacy of
de-industrialisation and opportunities for landscape enhancement and environmental
enhancement, for the economy and local communities. The National Planning Framework
however makes clear the differences between the regions which possibly Scottish Natural
Heritage has overlooked when seeking to impose the same formula on each Strategic
Development Plan irrespective of the geography as well as challenges and opportunities
in each region.
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The Reporter when considering the SESPLAN Strategic Development Plan (page 312,
CD 85) and green networks area gave the following view: “I also consider that Local
Development Plans, rather than the proposed Strategic Development Plan, would be the
appropriate documents in which to address any potential conflicts of objectives in the
development of the green network, such as development within or adjacent to the green
network, in the integration of safe road crossings for wildlife or any potential conflict
between species conservation and the promotion or control of public access and disability
compliant routes and access, amongst other matters.”
We remain of the view that the geography of the Aberdeen City and Shire is such that
focus for green networks should be associated with existing urban areas and growth
corridors and nearby settlements but that Local Development Plans are best placed to
promote the range and extent of green network opportunities taking account of existing
identified green spaces and networks while taking account of placemaking when
protecting and extending existing and promoting new networks.
We consider that the green networks identified within the diagrams are indicative within
the growth corridors as identified in Figures 2 to 5 within the Proposed Plan. Green
networks are multifunctional networks that seek to enhance existing, as some are already
in place and well established, and can create new links and linear landscape features to
meet the needs of existing as well as future communities, many still to be identified and
promoted. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not seek to limit or prescribe
alignments to Local Development Plans as this is best done at the local level. A net (in
network) is not defined by a single line, but connecting lines between communities and
with nature, and on this basis the wording proposed by Scottish Natural Heritage seeks to
overly prescribe at the strategic level what should be progressed at the local level. The
opportunities at the local level are best identified at the local level and there is sufficient
guidance published elsewhere on the value and opportunity associated with green
networks without the Proposed Strategic Development Plan having to spell out the
rationale on a line by line basis. Paragraph 6.11 of the Proposed Plan adequately sets
out the opportunities and expectations for green networks. The advice in paragraph 6.11
is considered sufficient to set out the issues for Local Development Plans. On this basis
the suggested wording by Scottish Natural Heritage is considered overly prescriptive and
unnecessary and no change to wording is considered necessary.
We do not believe that the proposed changed and additional wording from the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) to paragraph 6.8 adds anything of substance
or value to the text currently available in paragraph 6.8. It is considered that paragraph
6.10 adequately refers to the types of green infrastructure and function. This is
considered to adequately cover the matters of water and wider sustainability associated
with green infrastructure. On the basis of the above the proposed changes from the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency to text in paragraph 6.8 are considered
appropriate or necessary.
Sustainable Development and Climate Change
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggest (PP18043) that the following
wording be included somewhere in Section 6 Our Resources and that it should also be
reiterated in Section 5 - Our Economy: "We will work with the Vacant and Derelict Land
Commission and relevant stakeholders to put land back into reuse, boosting local
economic, social and environmental productivity."
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The Scottish Land Commission and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency are
working together to transform how vacant and derelict land is dealt with. The Commission
and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency are spearheading a taskforce bringing
together leaders from the public, private and social enterprise sectors to challenge and
reshape the approach to bringing sites back into use which will have both economic and
social benefits for all of Scotland. Underpinning the taskforce will be a programme of
research and analysis led by the Commission to provide a strategic approach to
addressing barriers to use, identifying potential uses and ensuring experience of
successful projects is shared across Scotland.
While we welcome this work progressing between agencies and its potential help to local
authorities in addressing this long-established challenge, we do not believe that it is
necessary or appropriate to identify this active initiative within the Proposed Plan. On this
basis no change to the Proposed Plan wording is considered necessary.
Scottish Government (PP18042) suggests that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should identify where there is strategic capacity for windfarms, and areas with the
greatest potential for wind development, considering cross-boundary constraints and
opportunities.
The Strategic Development Plan area covers the local planning authority areas of
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire. The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan has
assessed strategic capacity for turbines over 15 metres, taking account of crossboundary constraints and opportunities and mapped those areas assessed as having
strategic capacity within the approved Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017. The
matter of strategic capacity for wind farms was considered by the Reporter through
Examination on the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. There is no need for the
Strategic Development Plan to copy this work within its diagrams, therefore no additional
diagrams within the Proposed Plan are considered necessary.
The Scottish Government (PP18042) has suggested two changes on two related matters
within the Proposed Plan. The first suggested change would amend the third sentence in
paragraph 6.20. Two issues are relevant, the first is that the example is only one example
of the many buildings that can deliver secondary aggregate. The prime issue may well be
the land and the cost of land clearance and using the word “feasible” may imply that what
is of value is the building itself rather than the land. These may be separate
considerations when considering reuse of land and/or buildings. If the scale of the
preferred re-development is greater than that from the current use i.e. replacing a large
single storey brick warehouse with an asbestos roof with a four-storey modern apartment
building offering high quality apartment living of appropriate density to the urban context
then you would still wish to recycle the secondary aggregate. However, feasibility would
not necessarily be the overriding issue, regeneration might be the overriding issue
however recycling of secondary aggregate from a traditional but ‘inappropriate’ type of
building can take pressure off mineral resources as well as avoid landfill.
The Scottish Government has identified that construction and the built environment
generates around half of all waste produced in Scotland, and therefore presents a
significant opportunity to increase resource efficiency. The Government has agreed the
target of 70% recycling and reuse of construction & demolition waste by 2020, as set by
the European Union (Making Things Last - A Circular Economy Strategy for Scotland,
The Scottish Government, February 2016 (CD 20). This document outlines the
government commitment to:
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work with the construction sector to ensure building designs consider waste reduction
in both new build and refurbishment, while also enabling more reuse and recycling at
end of life.
work to avoid depletion of primary aggregates and timber resources through
enhanced recycling of demolition materials.

The wording proposed within the Plan seeks to reflect both the value of the material in
terms of seeking regeneration of a site and allow refurbishment wherever possible. We
therefore suggest in light of the above government commitment that the wording
“possible” is more appropriate than the word “feasible” and on this basis suggest no
change to wording necessary.
The Scottish Government (PP18042) also asks that the Proposed Plan should have a
narrative and policy regarding minerals to ensure that an adequate supply of construction
aggregates is available within the plan area, and that the Plan area also has at least a 10year supply at all times in all market areas.
The Proposed Plan does not emphasise the availability of new materials in terms of tenyear hard rock and sand and gravel supply. It is known that sufficient hard rock is
available across the region with sites identified in local plans for the City and Shire. The
position regarding sand and gravel is less easily gauged as availability of sites, demand
and the monitoring of use for any large infrastructure project less easy to gauge. The
Proposed Plan does not take the Scottish Planning Policy 2014 ten-year supply position
as the starting position because of:





The importance of increasing recycling of secondary aggregate and with this
reducing the volume necessary from mining, leading to depletion of raw materials
e.g. sand resources (for concrete) and minerals;
The Scottish Government having identified that construction and the built
environment generates around half of all waste produced in Scotland and the 70%
recycling target by 2020;
with the focus for development within the Aberdeen City Housing Market Area, the
proximity principle and aggregate;
the availability of resource and identification of search areas within the Aberdeenshire
for both Sand and Gravel and Hard Rock, and Aberdeen City for Hard Rock.

Therefore, while Scottish Planning Policy 2014 promotes a ten-year land bank, it is
considered that this policy position does not adequately reflect more recent policy
ambition from the government in particular that promoting the circular economy and
promoting the responsible extraction of resources. Scottish Planning Policy 2014
reflecting on National Planning Framework 3 asks that Planning should safeguard mineral
resources and facilitate their responsible use. The policy principle is safeguarding
workable resources and ensure that an adequate and steady supply is available to meet
the needs of construction. We rely on the market to bring forward that steady supply and
decisions are made by local planning authorities on new sites or extensions existing
where it minimises the impacts on local communities, the environment and the built and
natural heritage.
Minerals were also considered through the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017
Report of Examination (CD 107). In coming to their conclusions, the Reporter highlighted
that the Local Development Plan “policy makes provision for the periodic review of
mineral planning conditions every 15 years, but the council is proposing a minor
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amendment to allow flexibility to postpone such reviews if appropriate, as suggested in
paragraph 248 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014. This modification was requested in the
representation from the Scottish Government, and I consider that it is appropriate.” In
addition, a recent Planning Appeal (CD 31) and decision from April 2018 confirmed that
at present sufficient sand and gravel consents are available to meet regional
requirements.
To conclude, no change in text is necessary within the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan as there is evidence that sufficient resource is safeguarded within each of the Local
Development Plans to meet regional construction requirements. In addition, the Plan
proposes increased recycling in support of a circular economy.
PP18019 considers that developers should be prepared to fit all new properties with
sufficient external charging points and further a major programme of work to retro-fit older
properties is necessary. The comments relating to older properties is noted and no
change to text required. Regarding new developments the planning authority require to
judge each development on its own merits and consider infrastructure required before
granting consent. It would not be appropriate to apply conditions based on what future
owners might wish from the development. What deal the prospective owner wishes from
the developer / builder is an arrangement between purchaser and developer and is
beyond the planning system. No change to text is considered appropriate or necessary.
PP18019 considers biodiversity can be promoted in new developments with water
features in Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems. Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
are an established water management approach in relation to site development. The
volume of water that remains within a Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems scheme
within the site will depend on weather, water table and local geology. No proposed
changes to the Proposed Plan considered necessary.
PP18019 suggests that paragraph 6.14 should be stronger with a new sentence to read:
"Developers should ensure the incorporation of low and zero carbon generating
technologies, including solar panels, wherever appropriate."
The Proposed Plan encourages developers to incorporate renewable energy generating
infrastructure within all developments. Dependent on the type of development proposed
and its location a range of options may be available. However, the building regulations
prepared by Scottish Government present the minimum requirements from individual
developers. “A Low Carbon Building Standards Strategy for Scotland”, 2013 Update (CD
3) considered the overlapping elements of the Planning and Building Standards systems
and made the following statement: “We noted that concerns can arise from requirements
and prescription on low carbon equipment within the Scottish Planning system, in addition
to provisions under building regulations. In reviewing the staged improvements, we ask
the Scottish Government to examine elements of the Planning and Building Standards
systems which address greenhouse gas emissions. These should offer consistency and
alignment in policy approach and delivery, providing clarity to developers.” The report
writers recommended that Scottish Government aligns the emissions abatement aspects
of both the Planning and Building Standards systems. This we would support because
unwilling developers cannot be required to install renewables technology unless there are
good reasons to compel the developer to do so. In new development the fabric first based
approach to energy efficiency is promoted. On the basis of above no changes to wording
within the Proposed Plan is considered necessary.
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Scottish Government (PP18042) suggests that the third sentence in paragraph 6.8 be
amended to reflect paragraph 203 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40). Scottish
Planning Policy paragraph 194 sets out its “policy principles” regarding valuing the natural
environment, along with the matters to be addressed by Development Plans set out in
paragraphs 196 to 201. Paragraph 203 of Scottish Planning Policy refers to Development
Management, and the Proposed Strategic Development Plan in no way contradicts the
balance of decision making set out in paragraph 203. The Proposed Plan clearly states in
paragraph 6.8 that the focus is “on protecting and enhancing key features as well as
ensuring habitat connectivity”. This reflects the policy principles of Scottish Planning
Policy. On this basis, no change or amendment to Proposed Plan paragraph 6.8 is
considered necessary.
Targets
Three respondents PP180022, PP18017 and PP18014 ask that the first target on page
42 of the Proposed Plan is amended to include the “natural” environment. The current
wording of this Target focuses on the historic environment specifically. Were the natural
environment to be included within the target then it would be less deliverable and
generally it is best avoiding the identification of undeliverable targets. The focus on the
historic environment reflects the need to manage the built environment and its
contribution to place and often the identity of our settlements. Replacing historic buildings
with new buildings rather than conversion and reuse of land and buildings is a continuing
economic pressure within our urban environments. Safeguarding and promoting re-use of
valued buildings is important for a range of reasons.
The natural environment is however very different in that development does not generally
safeguard the “natural” environment but instead inevitably leads to loss of the natural
environment, which may or may not be of low value in terms of biodiversity. Elsewhere in
the plan the commitment to protect and where appropriate enhance both sites and
landscape in support and protect biodiversity.
To conclude the target largely reflects the pressure associated with the presumption in
favour of development where development already exists, along with pressures in urban
areas and the value of land, relative to value of buildings. Therefore, the inclusion of the
natural environment would confuse the target outcome which is specifically included to
address acknowledged pressures affecting the historic environment. On this basis it is not
considered necessary or appropriate to include the “natural” environment within the
target, and therefore no change considered necessary or appropriate. Protective policies
for nature conservation sites and broader biodiversity exist within the plan and the
expectation should be that the policy is effective.
Scottish Natural Heritage (PP180022) has proposed a number of changes to the Targets
on page 42, and also ask that reference is made to the River Dee. Regarding the
requested change to bullet point 2, we suggest that all water bodies are relevant in terms
of the Water Framework Directive, and if identifying that new development should
contribute to achieving good ecological status, this will change the balance of expectation
on development irrespective of proximity and/or relationship to the any water body or
watercourse. Achieving good ecological status for any water body depends on a range of
influences and activities, nearby or within the catchment of the water body, and many of
these are beyond the planning system to influence. For example, agricultural land run-off,
cattle poaching at the side of watercourses or forestry felling practices can all contribute
to and influence the quality of the water environment. Activities beyond the scope of
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planning may contribute chemicals, colour and/or sediment loads to rivers either as point
or diffuse pollution. It is difficult therefore to envisage how any such target within the
Proposed Plan would be measurable or deliverable.
Paragraph 195 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 clearly sets out what planning
authorities, and all public bodies have a duty under the Water Environment and Water
Services (Scotland) Act 2003 to protect and improve Scotland’s water environment.
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 goes on to state that the Scottish Government expects
public bodies to apply the Principles for Sustainable Land Use, as set out in the Land Use
Strategy, when taking significant decisions affecting the use of land. Paragraph 202 of
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 in setting out its expectations from Planning Authorities
states that “Development management decisions should take account of potential effects
on landscapes and the natural and water environment, including cumulative effects.”
Paragraph 202 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 also states that “developers should seek
to minimise adverse impacts through careful planning and design, considering the
services that the natural environment is providing and maximising the potential for
enhancement.”
Development through the planning system is a regulated activity which considers impacts
and effects and applies conditions to manage potential negative environmental impacts.
When considering new development proposals that come forward there are 6 key tests
set out in Circular 4/98: The Use of Conditions in Planning Permissions (CD 8) which
guide the Planning system. Circular 4/98 makes clear that conditions require to be:
necessary, relevant to planning, relevant to the development to be permitted,
enforceable, precise, and reasonable in all other respects.
Beyond conditions attached to a consent, Planning Obligations (CD 5) are available to a
planning authority but equally these require to be reasonable and necessary to allow the
development to be consented and should not duplicate what can be better managed
through conditions. The proposed change to bullet 2 from Scottish Natural Heritage for
“new development to contribute to good ecologicalstatus” is rather open ended, imprecise
and could be considered to be inconsistent with government advice. Further carrying out
its duties planning authorities are asked to not duplicate the effect of other controls
regulated by another regulatory body i.e. Controlled Activity Regulations managed by the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency. On this basis no change to the wording to
bullet 2 in the Proposed Plan is considered neither to be appropriate nor necessary.
The proposed change from Scottish Natural Heritage to the 3rd bullet “to reflect that
developments should seek to manage the amount they abstract so that ‘good ecological’
status can be met” is equally misleading and potentially unenforceable in that it is not ‘the
developer’ that abstracts water from the river, and when it is a business it is licenced
activity managed by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency. It is Scottish Water that
has the licence to abstract as part of a regulated activity licensed by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency as the competent authority. The same issues regarding
the range of activities that might influence the ecological condition of a river applies to this
proposed change. The proposed change therefore does not to reflect the scope and
limitations of the planning system, the regulatory functions and responsibilities of other
agencies for environmental protection and effective resource management. It is
suggested that Scottish Water and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency, who are
responsible to model future water needs and availability, while monitoring volumes
abstracted in line their responsibilities and competencies under a range of European
Union Directives. They will continue to manage the water resource available from water
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bodies to meet the needs of people and businesses and in so doing report to Scottish
Ministers. On this basis no change to the wording in the Proposed Plan as suggested by
Scottish Natural Heritage is considered appropriate or necessary.
It is also worth noting that somewhat contrary to Scottish Natural Heritage’s
understanding that the ‘moderate’ river condition of the main stem between Banchory and
Peterculter is due to drinking water abstraction, the position set out on the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency informed ‘Water Hub’ (CD 95) makes clear that this
condition is based on a number of factors. The ‘Water Hub’ information identifies that by
2027 ‘good’ status is expected to be achieved for Banchory and Peterculter stretch of the
River Dee, and it should be noted that this condition is anticipated when more water is
likely to be being taken to serve development that has come forward in the interim. The
position regarding the link between development proposed and river status under the
Water Framework Directive would appear to be contradictory or at the very least, not as
clear cut as suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage. The Strategic Plan for Biodiversity
includes 20 time-bound, measurable targets to be met by the year 2020 (Aichi
Biodiversity Targets). Possibly the position is explained by Aitchi Target No. 8, which
relates to Pollution (CD 34), and which identifies that diffuse pollution is increasingly
being controlled and regulated using Sustainable Drainage Systems in the urban
environment, and general binding rules in the rural environment.
The focus of the first bullet is the historic environment which due to its ‘built’ character is
often, not always able to accommodate development. Built development in general
conflicts with the safeguarding principle for the natural environment, and this is why the
natural environment is not included in this target. The inclusion of the natural environment
would undermine the target set for the historic environment. The proposed change to the
target text is neither considered necessary nor appropriate. Protective policies for nature
conservation sites and broader biodiversity exist within the plan and expectation is that
policy is effective.
In responding to PP18017, the areas in which the Town and Country Planning is best
able to operate, and influence is largely relating to the built development that requires
planning consent. On this basis, while the planning system seeks to protect the natural
environment and landscape, the potential to influence tree cover across the region is
geographically rather limited. The plan does however support the protection of woodland
and seeks compensation for any woodland or trees lost, as well as encouraging new
indigenous tree planting as part of new developments that come forward. Setting a target
across the region while laudable might be considered difficult given the influence of the
Town and Country Planning system across the geography of the area.
Ancient woodland reflects the antiquity of a woodland and is a sub-set outlined in Scottish
Natural Heritage guidance on ancient woodland (CD 2). This guidance makes clear
government policy in promoting a strong presumption against removing ancient seminatural woodland or plantations on ancient woodland sites, along with other types of
woodland. The Scottish Planning Policy 2014 position is “to protect and enhance ancient
semi-natural woodland as an important and irreplaceable resource, together with other
native or long-established woods, hedgerows and individual trees with high nature
conservation or landscape value.” Protection is therefore the appropriate response with
strong policies in Local Development Plans. Setting a Target for the protection set out to
measure success of policy within development plans suggests something less than 100%
is what should be aimed for. The submission does however highlight the need for good
spatial information and monitoring of the natural environment to deliver well informed
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planning decisions. On the basis of the above no additional target is considered
necessary for ancient woodlands.
How to Meet the Targets
The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (PP18043) suggests that the 'How to Meet
the Targets' bullet point two on page 42 be amended. Local Planning Authorities when
preparing their Local Development Plans, as well as in considering development
proposals that come forward, already work with stakeholders to “ensure protection and
improvement of the water environment”. Local Development Plans rely on up to date
information and input from stakeholders to produce well informed plans. The Scottish
Government is responsible for developing the policy and regulatory framework for the
protection and improvement of Scotland's water environment. The Scottish Government
sets out their objectives and action programmes for protecting and improving Scotland's
water environment in River Basin Management Plans, which the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency produces on our behalf every six years. Local Planning Authorities
refer to these documents in identifying key issues for their development plans. Flooding is
also a key issue requiring up to date ‘evidence’ for Local Development Plans. The
Strategic Plan for Biodiversity includes 20 time-bound, measurable targets to be met by
the year 2020 (Aichi Biodiversity Targets). Aitchi Target No. 8 relating to Pollution (CD
34) has identified that diffuse pollution is increasingly being controlled and regulated
using Sustainable Drainage Systems in the urban environment, and general binding rules
in the rural environment. No change to bullet two on page 42 is considered necessary as
the stakeholders are already engaged within the Plan making process.
In responding to PP18022, Local Development Plans are best placed to identify existing
and opportunities for extended green networks into new development. The Strategic
Planning Authority does not require to be identified as a facilitator between local planning
authorities and stakeholders, given that key agencies and other stakeholders are already
engaged in the ongoing process of plan preparation, monitoring and review.
In responding to PP18014, a bullet is already included which states: “Both Councils will
protect and enhance biodiversity, wildlife habitats, landscape, green and water networks
and other sensitive areas, and prevent habitat fragmentation, in identifying land for
development, preparing masterplans and assessing development proposals.” Each site
within the Local Development Plan is considered on how it might contribute to the green
networks and in relation to its current use and site value in relation to potential
development. It would be premature to include a requirement on local planning authorities
to utilise a methodology for site assessment without proper consideration on how and
where the approach would be best utilised. On this basis it would not be appropriate to
include a policy requirement until an approach/methodology is explored and agreed with
the local planning authorities. Working with the local planning authorities regarding policy
approach to be advanced is the favoured approach to achieving meaningful policy
change, as it allows discussion on not just what the principles are, but also on how it
might be best delivered. No additional target considered necessary or appropriate.
Scottish Government (PP18042) suggests that reference to Historic Environment
Scotland is included in “How to Meet the Targets” bullet point 6 on Proposed Plan page
42. This would be in addition to Scottish Natural Heritage, the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency and Scottish Water and be in relation to understanding climate change
and the River Dee. The bodies currently identified in this bullet point have a clear remit in
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relation to river flows, natural environment and climate change. It is not considered that
this amendment is necessary.
We do not agree with Scottish Government (PP18042) that an additional bullet point is
required under “How to Meet the Targets” on Proposed Plan page 42. The integration of
efficient energy and waste systems within the business environment will be considered
on a case by case basis, on its own merits and with regards to local circumstances. No
additional bullet point is considered appropriate or necessary.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Objective
1. I consider that the inclusion of “where appropriate” in the our resources objective
should be retained because it may not always be necessary or desirable for new
development to enhance historic, natural and cultural assets. The last sentence of the
objective refers to support for biodiversity. “Support” would include the requested action
of “enhancement” and, therefore, no change is needed to refer additionally to
enhancement.
2. The suggested change to the objective regarding taking ownership of the natural
environment and working sensitively to maximise environmental, social and economic
benefits would not, in my opinion, be a necessary addition. As proposed, the objective
would safeguard “water bodies” as part of the region’s natural assets. There are other
assets which would have to be specifically mentioned, such as woodlands and
designated wildlife sites if the modification to include water bodies was accepted. The
objective covers adequately the overall strategy for safeguarding and enhancing the
area’s assets in relation to new development in the city region and, therefore, no change
is needed.
Quality of the Environment
3. The effect of development on locally designated sites, including any encroachment,
would be a matter for the respective planning authorities through preparation of local
development plans and the assessment of planning applications. The proposed plan
indicates that the historic and natural environment is a valuable resource which needs to
be protected. This would include designated wildlife sites in local development plans.
Consequently, no change is needed to the proposed plan.
4. Under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 all authorities in Scotland have a
statutory duty to prepare a core paths plan that would provide the basic framework of
routes sufficient for the purpose of giving the public reasonable access throughout their
area. Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire both have adopted core path plans. Whether a
coastal path is possible or feasible would be a matter for consideration by the two
authorities. The proposed plan supports encouraging people to walk as part of the
objective for section 7 (our connections). In the “How to Meet the Targets” on page 45
the proposed plan indicates that both councils will keep their core path plans under
review. No change is therefore necessary to refer to a continuous coastal path at the
present time.
5. Section 7(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
and regulation 2 of The Town and Country Planning (Development Planning) (Scotland)
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Regulations 2008 require that a strategic development plan contains a map or diagram
describing the spatial strategy. Scottish Ministers also expect strategic development
plans to contain, or be accompanied by, any maps, diagrams, illustrations, aerial
photographs or other graphics and descriptive matter the strategic development planning
authority thinks appropriate. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) indicates that plans should
safeguard unspoiled sections of coast which possess special environmental qualities,
such as wild land. International, national and locally designated natural environment
areas and sites should also be identified and afforded the appropriate level of protection
in development plans. However, their inclusion on maps or diagrams in strategic
development plans is not specifically required.
6. The content of the strategic growth area maps is a matter for the strategic planning
authority. The proposed plan recognises in paragraphs 6.7 and 6.8 the importance of the
city region’s extensive coastline and the need to protect biodiversity and the natural
environment. I consider that it is reasonable not to add details showing the unspoilt
coastline or wildlife sites to Figure 3 (Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead).
Adding planning constraints such as the unspoilt coastline and natural environment
designations would be likely to produce a map which was cluttered with too much
information. The mapping of protected sites and areas is more appropriate for local
development plans, which would be accompanied by more detailed mapping. No change
is therefore required.
Flooding, Water Supply and the Coast
7. Scottish Planning Policy advises that the planning system should prevent
development which would have a significant probability of being flooded or would
increase the probability of flooding elsewhere. The proposed plan was accompanied by a
Strategic Flood Risk assessment (2018) designed to inform the development planning
process and to reduce flood risk by considering and avoiding areas at risk of significant
flooding. The impact of upstream developments along the River Don and flood risk for
existing settlements and buildings would be a matter for further assessment through the
local development plans and at the planning application stage. The proposed plan
recognises the potential increased risk to development from flooding with climate change
and the need for both councils to work together to deliver a coordinated approach to flood
prevention. I find that there is sufficient provision to ensure the protection of existing
settlements and buildings from flooding without the need to modify the proposed plan.
8. Paragraph 6.3 explains the issue of flood risk in the city region. It does not mention
the flood plain for the River Dee and, therefore, I see no reason to include reference to
the flood plain for the River Don as requested. In terms of the council’s endeavours to
aid flood plain control, I note that paragraph 6.4 refers to the options provided by river
basin management planning for improved surface water management, including
opportunities to balance surface water flows.
9. For the city region there will be two regional marine partnerships to cover the marine
areas of Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City, but they have not been established yet. One
area will cover the east coast from just north of Montrose northwards and around towards
Fraserburgh. The second area covering the north coast of Aberdeenshire would be
included within the Moray Firth regional marine partnership area. The regional marine
partnership work is intended to take forward the National Marine Plan and allow more
local ownership and decision-making about specific issues within their respective areas. I
note that there is a reference in the Action Plan under the heading “National Marine Plan
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and Regional Marine Planning” to partnerships. For that reason, it would be logical to
include a reference the proposed regional marine partnerships in paragraph 6.7 of the
proposed plan.
10. The River Dee is the region’s main source of drinking water. Scottish Water has
advised that there is sufficient water available within the volume currently licenced for
abstraction by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency to meet the needs of future
growth set out in the proposed plan. However, I note the pressures on the ecology and
water quality of the river as a water supply. The Scottish Environment Protection Agency
has suggested modifying the wording of paragraph 6.6. The wording in the proposed
plan is similar to that in the extant strategic development plan as both documents mention
the possibility of reducing the amount of water to be abstracted from the river. However,
the representation suggests removing this proposal. I consider that this would be
acceptable because the Scottish Environment Protection Agency are responsible for
water abstraction licensing. The proposed plan emphasises that managing the use of
water from the Dee and increasing water efficiency is vital. This is a matter which
requires the councils, Scottish Water and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency to
work together. In response to the representation from Scottish Water I consider that it
would be appropriate to clarify responsibilities for water abstraction licensing and a
modification is recommended in this respect.
11. Sea level monitoring would not be a specific matter for the proposed plan, but an
action for other relevant authorities. The UK tide gauge network records tidal elevations
at eleven sites in Scotland. These measurements, together with those provided by the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency tide gauge network provide a long time series of
sea level data. No change to the proposed plan is appropriate in response to the
representation.
12. Paragraph 6.4 of the proposed plan concerns how and where new developments
should be built, having regard to strategic options for improved surface water
management and environmental issues. I consider that this is broadly in line with
Scottish Planning Policy because it has regard to River Basin Management Planning.
Surface Water Management Plans are required under the Flood Risk Management
(Scotland) Act 2009, rather than through planning legislation. They will be a
consideration for land uses at the local development plan level as a measure to manage
the risk of surface water flooding. I consider that it is more relevant to refer to River Basin
Management Planning and a catchment level, as is the case in the proposed plan,
because this provides a higher level strategic approach. I recognise the importance of
Surface Water Management Plans but do not accept that they should be the basis for
promoting strategic options as requested. Achieving the highest standards of
placemaking is part of a supporting objective for the aims of the vision for the proposed
plan and will therefore apply to surface water management proposals as well as other
development and provision of infrastructure. No change to the proposed plan is,
therefore, necessary.
13. Paragraph 6.5 of the proposed plan refers to quality standards for water bodies.
Although additions to the wording are suggested I consider that the paragraph covers the
matter and sets policy at an appropriate strategic level. The further detail regarding
quality standards, the definition of water bodies and blue/green networks is therefore
unnecessary.
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Green Belt and Green Networks
14. Green belt policy is set out in Scottish Planning Policy and in the local development
plans. In view of this policy basis I consider that there is no need to highlight that
brownfield sites may be redeveloped in the green belt with the proposed strategic
development plan. Although there may be wider benefits from property redevelopment,
each proposal must be considered on its individual merits, having regard to its site
circumstances, relevant planning polices and all other material considerations.
15. In response to the representation from Professor Gray, undeveloped “greenfield”
land in rural areas does not have the same status as land within the designated green
belt. For such land, local development plan policies, including those regarding rural land
and development in the countryside would be appropriate. No change to the proposed
plan is required to explain this matter.
16. The representation from the Scottish Government refers to paragraph 141 of
Scottish Planning Policy, which concerns listed buildings. Paragraph 6.12 of the
proposed plan concerns structures, sites and areas valued for their contribution to the
historic environment within the green belt and green networks. In view of the generality
of paragraph 6.12 and the importance of the setting of heritage assets I consider that it
would benefit from further detail as suggested in the representation, along with a
separate title of “Historic Environment”.
17. Although paragraph 6.8 should be read in the context of the preceding sentences
and the proposed plan as a whole I agree with the representations that the wording
should be amended because “possible effects” could mean negative or positive effects. I
have therefore recommended a change in wording to “unacceptable adverse effects” to
reflect the objective of paragraph 203 of Scottish Planning Policy.
18. I note that Scottish Natural Heritage welcomes the identification of strategic green
network opportunities in figures 2-5 of the proposed plan for the strategic development
areas. Scotland’s Third National Planning Framework (2014) expects development plans
to identify green networks in all of the city regions. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that
strategic development plans should safeguard existing strategically important assets and
identify strategic priorities for green infrastructure addressing cross-boundary needs and
opportunities. Local development plans should seek to enhance existing green
infrastructure and promote the creation of new green infrastructure. I consider that the
proposed plan adequately sets out strategic opportunities for green networks in its area.
19. Figures 2-5 for the strategic growth areas provide sufficient detail for green network
opportunities as a guide for refinement or the designation of additional networks in local
development plans. The representations seek a level of detail which would be more
appropriate for local development plans which paragraph 6.11 of the proposed plan
actually requires. For this reason, I consider that it would not be appropriate for the
locations and rationale for the individual green network routes to be explained in the
proposed plan, or for a supporting technical note to be provided. Local development
plans may also consider the identification, enhancement and promotion of any other
green networks in addition to those identified as opportunities in the strategic
development areas. Consequently, no change is needed.
20. I see no reason to refer to blue-green networks or additional details in paragraph 6.8
of the proposed plan because it provides a strategic overview in relation to biodiversity,
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habitats and landscape issues. The glossary to the proposed plan also confirms that
“green infrastructure” includes the “green” and “blue” (water environment) features of the
natural and built environments that can provide benefits without being connected.
21. I note the representation from Fyvie, Rothienorman and Monquhitter Community
Council which suggests that the late installation of infrastructure can result in increased
destruction of trees, hedgerows and other valued assets and resources and that good
design should be a holistic process. However, I consider that no change is necessary to
paragraphs 6.2 and 6.8 of the proposed plan as they refer to the important contribution
that trees can make and overall, seek to protect biodiversity and the natural environment.
There is sufficient protection for trees and hedgerows without the need to modify the plan.
Sustainable Development and Climate Change
22. The matters of the greening of sites which could contribute towards green networks
and the initiative of the Scottish Land Commission regarding the transformation of vacant
and derelict land are dealt with at paragraph 9 of Issue 16 (Our Economy).
23. Scottish Planning Policy identifies a need for development plans to include a spatial
framework for onshore wind farms. I note that the adopted Aberdeen Local Development
Plan (2017) does not indicate any capacity for onshore wind within its boundaries. The
adopted Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (2017) provides a spatial framework for
wind turbines over 15 metres high. Although Scottish Planning Policy does not specifically
require strategic development plans to provide a spatial framework (only that “plans”
should), I consider that this is a strategic issue which needs to be addressed. The
strategic planning authority has responded to my request for further information by
providing “Figure 7: Spatial Framework for Wind Farms over 15 metres in height” based
upon the information in the adopted local development plans. It has also agreed
accompanying text. I find that it is appropriate to include figure 7 and the accompanying
text in the proposed plan.
24. Paragraph 6.20 of the proposed plan refers to recycling of secondary aggregate and
provides an example of when the conversion of a traditional buildings is not possible. The
representation from the Scottish Government suggests substituting “possible” with
“feasible”. A decision whether to retain or demolish a traditional building will usually
involve economic viability considerations. Consequently, I agree that the word “feasible”
should be used.
25. Paragraph 236 of Scottish Planning Policy indicates that strategic development plans
should ensure that adequate supplies of construction aggregates can be made available
from within the plan area to meet the likely development needs of the city region over the
plan period. Paragraph 237 advises that local development plans should safeguard all
workable mineral resources which are of economic or conservation value.
26. In view of the Scottish Government’s request for a narrative and policy to ensure the
availability of an adequate supply of construction aggregates, I issued a further information
request to the authority, including a suggested new paragraph 6.21. The authority has
agreed the wording of the paragraph, subject to changes, which I consider are acceptable.
However, I consider that the new paragraph should also refer to areas of search or a
criteria-based approach being included in local development plans. This would accord
with paragraph 238 of Scottish Planning Policy which advises that plans should support
the maintenance of a landbank of permitted reserves for construction aggregates of at
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least 10 years at all times in all market areas through the identification of areas of search.
As an alternative a criteria based approach may be taken where a sufficient landbank
already exists or substantial unconstrained deposits are available.
27. The issue of charging points is increasing in importance as a consequence of the
move towards electric vehicles in the automotive industry. I consider that the market is
likely to respond to this need, whether it concerns retro-fitting for older properties or
incorporation in new developments of all types. As the representation suggests, this will
be a matter for developers when considering new schemes. The proposed plan refers to
developments ensuring the incorporation of low and zero carbon generating technologies
wherever appropriate. I consider that this would include charging points. It would also
include solar panels, and no change is necessary.
28. Paragraph 203 of Scottish Planning Policy states that “planning permission should be
refused where the nature or scale of proposed development would have an unacceptable
impact on the natural environment”. Consequently, I agree that paragraph 6.12 should be
modified to refer to “unacceptable impacts” of development rather than “negative effects” .
Targets
29. The absence of a target for the natural environment seems to be an omission,
particularly as the section on “How to Meet the Targets” includes a reference to protecting
and improving the historic and natural environment. I also note that the extant strategic
development plan has the objective “To make sure new development maintains and
improves the region’s important built, natural and cultural assets” and a target “To make
sure that development improves and does not lead to the loss of, or damage to, built,
natural or cultural assets”. Although it may not always be possible to avoid the loss of
“natural environment” I agree with the representations that it should be included in the
target because the first bullet point of “How to Meet the Targets” will follow logically, by
advising how local development plans will make sure that the natural environment
continues to be protected and improved and that designated sites will be afforded
appropriate protection.
30. Scottish Natural Heritage suggest changing the second target to make it a
potentially more positive statement. I consider that the target in the proposed plan of
avoiding an adverse impact from development on the quality of a water body would be
capable of assessment and control. However, the suggested alternative of developments
having to demonstrate their contribution towards achieving good water quality status is a
benefit that may not always be achievable, or capable of being monitored, because of the
differing influences on water quality. Therefore, the second target should remain
unchanged.
31. The third target seeks to avoid having to increase water abstraction from the River
Dee. Responsibility for the abstraction licence rests with the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency and it is not a matter for the strategic planning authority or local
development plans to directly control. To change the target to seek to manage the
amount that is abstracted so that ‘good’ status could be met would therefore be a
duplication in control. I consider that these targets in the proposed plan already set clear
and realistic expectations in line with the objective of achieving good ecological status
under the European Water Framework Directive. No change is necessary.
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32. Setting a target for tree planting at a strategic level for the proposed plan area would
require research into the scope and feasibility of implementing such a proposal.
Paragraph 6.2 of the proposed plan recognises the important contribution that trees
make, and that trees, forest and woodland cover should be protected and increased
where possible. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that planning authorities should
consider preparing forestry and woodland strategies as supplementary guidance.
Requiring local development plans to set targets is not included in Scottish Planning
Policy and setting targets for woodland planting would not specifically have been
consulted upon in detail for the proposed plan. For these reasons I consider that there
should be no change.
33. Scottish Planning Policy also advises that ancient semi-natural woodland is an
irreplaceable resource and, along with other woodlands, hedgerows and trees it should
be protected from adverse impacts resulting from development. Modification of the first
target to include the natural environment would generally accord with this national policy
to protect ancient woodland and safeguard it from any negative impacts of development.
Therefore, I find that no additional target to protect ancient woodland is necessary. In
addition, I note that – as recommended for modification in Issue 3 Our Spatial Strategy –
General –the protection of woodland is mentioned at paragraph 6.2 of the proposed plan.
How to Meet the Targets
34. The fourth bullet point concerns the protection of the natural environment in
identifying land for development and assessing proposals. I consider that this is an
appropriate strategic objective. The representation from the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds seeks to require local development plans to include a policy requiring
applicants for planning permission to follow a mitigation hierarchy, ensure no net loss of
biodiversity and aim to enhance biodiversity. I note that policy EP3 of the Scottish
Borders Local Development Plan sets criteria for any development that could impact on
local biodiversity through impacts on habitats and species. However, although the policy
refers to no net loss and enhancement of biodiversity, it does not refer to the term
“mitigation hierarchy”. I consider that the fourth bullet point provides sufficient guidance
for the preparation of local development plan biodiversity policies and it is not necessary
to reduce flexibility by requiring the suggested policy. No change is necessary.
35. The sixth bullet point primarily concerns the likely effects of climate change and
development on the river Dee and its water quality. I note that Historic Environment
Scotland has its own climate change team. In view of the main interest being the water
environment, I consider that it is not necessary to name Historic Environment Scotland in
the agencies that the two councils will work with. However, “as other stakeholders” are
included there would be merit in involving Historic Environment Scotland if particular
heritage assets, such as bridges are under consideration at any time. This is a project
management matter rather than warranting a change to the proposed plan.
36. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that development plans should support
opportunities for integrating efficient energy and waste innovations with business
environments. This does not specifically refer to strategic development plans. I consider
that this would be a matter for local development plans and development management
having regard to business development opportunities.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. At paragraph 6.6 on page 40 replace the last sentence with “Appropriate mitigation and
adaptation measures will have to be taken to deal with this matter. Any variation of the
water abstraction licence would be the responsibility of the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency.”.
2. At the end of paragraph 6.7 on page 40 add: “For the city region there is proposed to
be two regional marine partnerships to cover the marine areas of Aberdeenshire and
Aberdeen City, but they have not been established yet. The regional marine partnership
work is intended to take forward the National Marine Plan and allow more local ownership
and decision-making about specific issues within their respective areas.”.
3. Replace the word “possible” with “unacceptable adverse” in the third sentence of
paragraph 6.8 on page 40.
4. Insert the title “Heritage Assets” prior to paragraph 6.12 on page 40 and replace the
current sentence with “Structures, sites and areas and their appropriate settings are
valued for their contribution to the historic environment, they also contribute to a sense of
place, the economy and the natural environment and should be protected from
unacceptable impacts of development.”.
5. At the end of paragraph 6.15 on page 41 add: “Figure 7 identifies, at a strategic scale,
areas with potential for onshore wind farms. Local development plans will provide
detailed spatial frameworks indicating the minimum scale to which the framework relates
and provide criteria to assess wind energy proposals.”.
6. Insert ‘Figure 7: Spatial Framework for Wind Farms over 15 metres in height’ into the
our resources section of the plan. [Note: the plan submitted by the authority in response
to FIR04 should be used.]
7. Replace the final word “possible” with “feasible” in the second sentence of
paragraph 6.20 on page 41.
8. At page 41 add a new paragraph 6.21 as follows: “Sufficient hard rock aggregate is
available across the region with sites identified in local development plans. The position
regarding sand and gravel is less clear as availability of sites, demand and the monitoring
of use for any large infrastructure project is less easy to gauge. There are also
opportunities for recycling of secondary aggregate. Policy should be put in place in the
local development plans to allow supplies of construction aggregates to be made
available within the plan area to support the development needs of the city region over
the plan period. Local development plans should also identify areas of search for
minerals and safeguard where practicable all workable mineral resources which are of
economic or conservation value and ensure that these are not sterilised by other
development. As an alternative, a criteria based approach may be taken.”.
9. Modify the first bullet point of “Targets” on page 42 by adding the words “and natural”
after “historic”.
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Issue 18

Our Connections

Section 7: Our Connections
Development plan
Pages 44 - 45
Reporter:
reference:
Schedule 1 – Summary of Potential
Alasdair Edwards
Transport Intervention Options (Page 49)
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
PP18001 Michael Webster
PP18002 Alexander Watt
PP18005 Braeside & Mannofield Community Council
PP18007 Shell UK Limited
PP18019 Dr Tom Straiton
PP18021 Scottish Hydro Electric Transmission plc and Scottish Hydro Electric Power
Distribution plc
PP18022 Scottish Natural Heritage
PP18024 Mearns Community Council
PP18034 Bennachie Community Council
PP18041 Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council
PP18042 Scottish Government
PP18043 Scottish Environment Protection Agency
PP18052 FCC Environment Limited
PP18063 Drum Property Group
PP18065 Cults, Bieldside & Milltimber Community Council
PP18066 Nestrans
PP18067 Transport Scotland
Section 7: Our Connections
Pages 44 - 45
Provision of the
Schedule 1 – Summary of Potential Transport Intervention Options
development plan
(Page 49)
to which the issue
This section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, and the
relates:
associated Schedule, provides guidance on connections to
infrastructure.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Transport
PP18066: Nestrans supports the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s aim to reduce
the need to travel, ensure that sustainable travel choices are attractive options and modal
shift. However, they also consider there is a need to emphasise the role of towns and
service provision throughout the region, not purely focused on the City Centre and
specific corridors.
PP18052: The respondent considers there should not be a blanket restriction on
development within the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route Corridor and such a
restriction is not supported by the Cumulative Transport Appraisal.
PP18024, PP18066: The respondents support the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan’s aim to reduce the need to travel and ensure that sustainable travel choices are
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attractive options and that modal shift is promoted. However, consideration should be
given to the need to emphasise the role of towns and service provision throughout the
region, not purely focused on the City Centre and specific corridors as this could result in
additional car journeys due to lack of local employment opportunities.
PP18063: The respondent considers the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should
reflect the Regional Transport Strategy (CD 76) in terms of provision of Park and Ride
facilities. Such facilities should be illustrated in the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan’s diagrams. The respondent states that Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should identify where modal shift can be achieved, reflecting the Local Transport Strategy
(CD 116), and identify the land to the south of Goval junction as suitable for Park and
Choose with strategic links to the Formartine and Buchan Way.
PP18002, PP18034: The respondents acknowledge improvements in travel infrastructure
but also state there is a need for direct trains to Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow on a
daily basis, and consideration should be given to improved transport links, such as rail, to
Fraserburgh.
PP18005: The respondent considers that, given the long-term nature of the Strategic
Development Plan, consideration should be given to the reinstatement of the Deeside Rail
Line (Schedule 1).
PP18019: The respondent considers that, given the region’s technical and engineering
expertise there is potential to examine other ways of reducing emissions such as
electrically-powered trams or a monorail system. Given the importance of building a
refuelling network for hybrid, electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles, the respondent
queries why this matter is not included in the Targets.
PP18042: The Scottish Government notes that there is no explicit consideration of
disused railway lines in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan, as is discussed by
Scottish Planning Policy, paragraph 277.
PP18041: The respondent does not consider paragraph 7.3 (page 44) of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan to read as if it is part of the Proposed Plan. The respondent
queries how the Proposed Strategic Development Plan will help to promote the link
between land use and transport.
PP18065: The respondent would like more detail on the transport interventions shown in
Figure 2 and Schedule 1.
PP18067: Transport Scotland considers the Proposed Plan and Cumulative Transport
Appraisal to not fully align with the guidance set out in Scottish Planning Policy and
Development Planning and Management Transport Appraisal Guidance in relation to
identifying transport infrastructure required to deliver the Spatial Strategy. The
Cumulative Transport Appraisal has not tested potential transport interventions in relation
to their feasibility or deliverability. It has not been concluded to identify specific solutions
and means of delivery including providing guidance on how the work can be progressed
to identify appropriate and deliverable strategic mitigation measures for the Local
Development Plans. As such, Transport Scotland notes that they cannot support the
Proposed Plan and does not consider it to be clear what transport interventions will be
needed to assist in the delivery of the Spatial Strategy going forward, their
appropriateness in relation to mitigating the cumulative impact and if they can be funded
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and delivered through a developer contribution mechanism or other financial options
available. The Proposed Plan should provide robust information to enable Aberdeen City
and Aberdeenshire Councils’ to be able to make decisions on the allocation of land in
their respective Local Development Plans. However, this is problematic without a
complete transport appraisal on which to base decision making, encumbering the Local
Authorities and/or Regional Transport body to complete the Cumulative Transport
Appraisal work.
Digital
PP18001: The respondent raises concerns relating to the roll out of 5G technology and
assertions that 5G has potential negative impacts on human health. The respondent
does not believe that enough research has been done into the health risks of using 5G
technology (RD18001A, RD18001B and RD18001C).
PP18024: In commenting on paragraph 7.8 (page 45) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, the respondent notes a concern that fast broadband in rural areas
falls far behind that of city areas.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency considers that there are
synergies with works associated with providing linear infrastructure and the provision for
digital infrastructure at the same time.
Energy Connections
PP18007: The respondent seeks that oil and gas pipelines are appropriately recognised
at a strategic level as national planning policy supports their recognition and
safeguarding. The existing pipeline corridors should be recognised and given appropriate
cross boundary policy-protection. Inclusion of a Policy would ensure consistency
throughout the planning process and would accord with the approach recently
recommended by Reporters at the South East Scotland Strategic Development Plan
(SESPlan) Examination (RD18007A, RD18007B and RD18007C).
PP18007: The respondent requests that if any new, or expanded, strategic development
allocations are to be included in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan that
appropriate assessment and full recognition is given to the existing oil and gas pipelines
that run through the Strategic Development Plan area (RD18007A, RD18007B and
RD18007C.
PP18021: The respondent is supportive of the stance being taken in the Proposed Plan
where it relates to the upgrading of the electricity network to facilitate that national
requirement.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Transport
PP18002: Include reference for improved transport links to Fraserburgh, including
consideration of a new rail link.
PP18005: Include the reinstatement of the Deeside Railway Line as a Potential Transport
Intervention Option for Appraisal in Schedule 1.
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PP18041: Paragraph 7.3 to be amended to read:
“All new development is required to promote the link between land use and transport and
to make sure that it is conveniently located and designed in such a way as to encourage
walking, cycling and the use of public transport. Improving bus and train services and
maximising the opportunities for charging and refuelling network for electric and hydrogen
vehicles will make sure that people will be encouraged to use more environmentally
friendly forms of transport and secure the Region as a world leader in transport and
energy technologies.”
PP18042: The Scottish Government suggest the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
should show consideration of disused railway lines, if this is applicable. This could be
achieved through an overarching statement of intent for Local Development Plans.
PP18043: The Scottish Environment Protection Agency suggests amending paragraph
7.4 by introducing a new second sentence as follows:
"Active travel routes will be designed taking account of local objectives relating to bluegreen infrastructure to ensure these benefits are maximised."
The amended paragraph 7.4 would therefore read as follows:
"Walking and cycling are the most environmentally friendly forms of transport and should
be encouraged as a way to achieve important health, social and environmental benefits.
Active travel routes will be designed taking account of local objectives relating to bluegreen infrastructure to ensure these benefits are maximised. The Plan will help ensure
sustainable land use patterns to reduce the need to travel and promote improved
connections between both local and strategic active travel networks and public transport."
PP18052: The Proposed Plan should acknowledge that future transport networks can
incorporate other infrastructure improvements, and this can include improved road
services and leisure options, and the redevelopment of brownfield land close to road
corridors. The Proposed Plan should provide context of monitoring and evaluating, not a
blanket restriction on all development within the transport corridor of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route and support the opportunity to optimise new infrastructure and
services within road corridors.
PP18063: Amend the Proposed Plan strategic diagrams to reflect the Regional Transport
Strategy proposals in respect of Park and Ride, including the A947 at Goval.
Digital
PP18001: More research should be undertaken on the use of 5G technology before any
decision is taken on whether or not it should be used/promoted.
PP18043: With regard to digital infrastructure, the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency suggest the inclusion of further text in paragraph 7.8 as follows:
"that to maximise the usefulness of works associated with providing linear infrastructure,
opportunities will be sought to make room for digital infrastructure at the same time."
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Energy
PP18007: A "Pipeline Safeguarding Policy" should be included which a) recognises the
existing oil and gas pipelines that run through the Strategic Development Plan area as
strategically significant energy infrastructure, and b) safeguards this existing infrastructure
from development which would compromise its continued operation. This policy should
provide strategic locational guidance for any new development proposed near existing
pipelines which run through the Strategic Development Plan area and include appropriate
references to the Health and Safety Executive’s land use planning guidelines.
Targets
PP18019: The Targets should include the need to build an extensive refuelling network
for electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles.
Related Targets should be modified as necessary.
How to Meet the Targets
PP18022: In order to facilitate integration of active travel routes with green networks,
Scottish Natural Heritage suggest that on the 1st bullet under How To Meet The Targets,
add:
"The Councils will work with Nestrans to make sure that the implementation of this
Strategic Development Plan closely links with the Regional Transport Strategy and Active
Travel Action Plan and implementation of local active travel routes, and their integration
with green networks where appropriate".
PP18022: On the 4th Bullet under How To Meet The Targets, amend to read:
"Both Councils will review Core Path Plans taking account of where new developments
will take place and identify opportunities for new/enhanced provision, and issues which
affect both Council areas and cross-boundary links”.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Transport
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
There is no blanket restriction on new development set by the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, and this is further addressed in Issue 5 – Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route.
Future potential interventions to the Strategic Transportation Network are outlined in
Schedule 1 (page 41) that may be required to mitigate predicted transport impacts and
help accommodate the delivery of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Therefore, it
is acknowledged in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan that interventions to the
transport network may be required to facilitate future development.
Paragraph 3.14 (page 10) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan requires that the
benefits of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route are protected and that this is given
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due consideration by Local Development Plans. Additionally, Local Development Plans
should expressly avoid any new development that would result in a negative impact on
the route of any junction.
Paragraph 7.2 (page 44) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan considers the
impact that future development could have on the transport infrastructure which serves
the City Region. The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route is part of the City Region’s
Strategic Transport Network. It has been long sought after and only recently delivered. It
will take time and detailed studies to fully understand the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route’s impacts on traffic movement across the City Region, and the operational
characteristics at key interchanges.
As such, the functionality of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route should be part of the
consideration of future development, so that it does not impede the primary functions of
alleviating traffic congestion within the boundary of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route and facilitating connectivity between regional settlements and routes such as the
A90 south and north, the A96, the A93, A944 and A947.
It is not the role of the Cumulative Transport Appraisal (CD 65) to state where
development should or should not take place, but rather to inform the evidence base for
the preparation of a Strategic Development Plan and subsequent Local Development
Plans. The modelling of the interim Cumulative Transport Appraisal (Page 15 para 3.2.6)
(CD 125), which accompanied the Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73) indicated that in the
short-term there would be significant reductions in traffic delays once schemes such as
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route were completed.
However, over the longer term, as development is built out and the population increases,
forecasts suggests that, without mitigation, there will be an increase in congestion (CD
125 Page 15 Para 3.2.7). Some of this congestion was forecast to occur at key access
and interchange points onto the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route. It is in this context
that careful consideration needs to be taken regarding the scale and location of future
development and the integrity of the Strategic Transport Network. Given this, it is prudent
to seek to ‘lock in’ the benefits of the most important piece of strategic infrastructure
delivered in the North East in recent memory and such consideration has been included in
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. The evidence-based consideration of the
selection of preferred development sites must therefore come through the Development
Plan process so that potential impacts on the Strategic Transport Network can be properly
ascertained.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Modal Shift
In responding to PP18024 and PP18066, as stated in Proposed Strategic Development
Plan paragraph 1.5 (page 5), the Plan should be read as a whole document rather than as
individual sections. Whilst the actual phrase “Modal Shift” may not be used, there are
plenty of references to promotion of alternative modes, such as in paragraphs 7.3 and 7.4
(page 44) and bullet points 1, 2 and 3 of the Our Connections Section’s Targets (page
45).
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Throughout the Proposed Strategic Development Plan reference is made to ensuring
choice of multiple modes of transport. Paragraph 2.3 bullet point 5 (page 7) refers to
making the most efficient use of the transport network, reducing the need for people to
travel and making sure that walking, cycling and public transport are attractive choices.
The Our Spatial Strategy section and its diagrams (Figures 1-5) illustrate numerous forms
of multi-modal transport proposals and interventions which facilitate a transition away from
private car dependency. The diagrams illustrate trunk roads, rail services, active travel
routes and the need for greater cross boundary linkages for active travel routes from
Aberdeenshire into Aberdeen City and greater cross city connectivity across Aberdeen
City. Paragraph 3.10 (page 10) ensures that new development is to be connected by high
quality active travel networks and public transport. Paragraph 4.18 considers that areas of
new development, particularly those utilising greenfield sites will need to give
consideration to reducing travel distances and making walking, cycling and public
transport more attractive to people. The promotion of multiple forms of transport is a
recurrent theme of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. The Spatial Strategy
enables modal shift by focussing on key corridors which cluster liveable settlements,
building on existing and strong travel services, making it easier for developments to
promote walking and cycling and strategic walking cycling links.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Park and Ride
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan consciously does not make reference to Park
and Ride facilities. The extant Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 40) made reference
in its diagrams for Park and Ride facilities in the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area with
the A96 Craibstone Park and Ride and associated Electric Vehicle Charging Station and
in the Aberdeen to Laurencekirk Strategic Growth Area for the Park and Ride A90 south.
There are currently four bus-based Park and Ride sites in the City Region at Bridge of
Don, Kingswells, Ellon and Craibstone. Planning permission (APP/2011/2662 – now
lapsed) was granted by Aberdeenshire Council for a Park and Ride facility off the A90
north of Portlethen, which is included in both the Local and Regional Transport Strategies
(CD116, 117 and CD76).
The Nestrans’ Regional Transport Strategy Refresh 2013/2035 (CD 76) Table 4.1 makes
reference to mini Park and Ride hubs such as a park and ride site on the A947 in
partnership with Aberdeenshire Council. There is no reference to a Park and Ride facility
at Goval in the Regional Transport Strategy Refresh. Aberdeenshire Council are working
on plans to develop a bus and rail interchange close to Inverurie town centre and on the
development of mini interchange hubs along the A947 and A93 corridors which will
promote interchange between local and mainline bus services and provide park and ride
facilities and cycle parking as well as improved passenger facilities and information. A
mini-hub has been delivered at Fyvie and work is progressing on similar hubs at Crathes
and Oldmeldrum.
Given the Strategic Park and Ride developments referred to in the extant Strategic
Development Plan 2014 (CD 56) have been either delivered or previously consented,
there is no need to show these in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan should also not indicate mini-hubs, which would be
delivered through the Regional Transport Strategy and the Local Development Plan
process, given they are not projects of a regional significance.
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PP18063 considers that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan should indicate a Park
and Ride facility at the Goval Junction. This would seem to be a contradiction given the
representation seeks for the Proposed Plan to reflect the content of the Regional
Transport Strategy refresh 2013/35 (CD76), and yet the Regional Transport Strategy
refresh makes no reference to a Park and Ride Facility at the Goval Junction. Additionally,
no substantial evidence has been submitted which would advance the case of such a
facility. There is no reference to a Park and Ride facility to be developed at Goval in either
the Regional Transport Strategy or the Local Transport Strategy (CD116, 117 and CD76).
The String of mini – park and ride hubs on the A947 (Oldmeldrum, Fyvie) would negate
the need for a Strategic Park and Ride at Goval.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Rail
PP18002 and PP18034 have acknowledged that there has been improvement in the City
Region’s rail network but consider there is need for further improvement. In recent years,
there has been significant investment in improving railways and rail services in the City
Region, which has enabled a substantial increase in rail patronage, this includes:






Incremental rail service improvements achieved by extending central belt services to
provide additional (and through) services to Dyce and Inverurie;
New rail station at Laurencekirk;
Accessibility improvements to stations at Dyce and Inverurie, including new overbridge
with lifts at Dyce;
Car park improvements at Inverurie;
Bike interchange improvements at Stonehaven, Dyce and Inverurie.

Further rail improvements are proposed and committed for delivery in the next few years:






Track dualling, Aberdeen to Inverurie as first phase of upgraded Aberdeen-Inverness
project (A2I);
Rail revolution proposals – local Inverurie to Montrose service overlaid onto the intercity network, enabling additional services stopping at stations such as Laurencekirk
and Portlethen;
New rail station at Kintore;
Rolling stock improvements and capacity enhancements – Refurbished High-Speed
Trains, London North Eastern Railway rolling stock upgrade, Caledonian Sleeper
rollingstock improvement;
Commitment to investigate options to achieve Journey time improvements, Aberdeen
to Central Belt.

Paragraph 3.32 (page 16) of The Proposed Strategic Development Plan states that
Aberdeenshire Council and Nestrans should continue to work collaboratively to
investigate rail links to Buchan. Through the completed, proposed and committed regional
and local rail improvements, the text of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and the
Regional Transport Strategy Refresh 2013/2035 (CD 76) there is sufficient reference to,
and support of, rail improvement.
PP18005 (4): In order to consider the potential benefits or disbenefits of reinstating the
Deeside Railway as an active railway line it would require detailed transportation studies
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to be undertaken which would establish an informed evidence base. To enable a
Cumulative Transport Appraisal to properly consider such impacts; a possible route and
capacity would be required, and these are as yet unknown. Consideration of reinstating
the Deeside Railway would be better carried forward through a refresh of the Local
Transportation Strategy or Regional Transport Strategy rather than through the
Cumulative Transport Appraisal.
In responding to PP18042, paragraph 277 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40)
states “Disused railway lines with a reasonable prospect of being reused as rail, tram, bus
rapid transit or active travel routes should be safeguarded in development plans”. While
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not specifically make reference to the
safeguarding of disused railway lines, Figures 1-5 illustrate the City Region’s existing
railway corridors to the north west towards Inverness and south to the Central Belt. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s Spatial Strategy focuses development where
there is existing and planned improvement to transportation networks.
Proposed Plan Figure 2: Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen City (page 13) indicates
Places, Infrastructure and Connections within the Aberdeen City Strategic Growth Area.
The Deeside Way is indicated on Figure 2. The Deeside Way is a long-distance core path
which runs from the Centre of Aberdeen to Ballater in the Cairngorms National Park. It
follows, in part, the bed of the former Deeside Railway. It is a designated core path in the
Aberdeen City Council Core Paths Plan 2009 (CD 114) and the Aberdeenshire Council
Aberdeenshire Outdoor Access Strategy 2018 - 2021 (CD 110) and Aberdeenshire south
east core path plan (CD 113).
Aberdeen to Peterhead is the only Strategic Growth Area without an active railway line.
Proposed Plan Figure 3 Strategic Growth Area – Aberdeen to Peterhead (page 17)
indicates the Places, Infrastructure and Connections within the Aberdeen to Peterhead
Strategic Growth Area. The Formartine and Buchan Way is indicated on Figure 3. The
Formartine and Buchan Way is a disused rail way line which continued to carry freight to
Fraserburgh until the late 1970s. It is currently a designated core path in the Aberdeen
City Core Path Plan 2009 (cd xx) and the Aberdeenshire Council Aberdeenshire Outdoor
Access Strategy 2018 - 2021 (cd xx) and Aberdeenshire north east core path plan
(CD 111). It creates links from Dyce in Aberdeen City to Ellon, Mintlaw, Peterhead and
Fraserburgh in Aberdeenshire. While not specifically designated as a disused railway line,
it is clearly marked as a Connection in Figure 3.
Both the Deeside Way and the Formartine and Buchan Way are also referred to in the
Nestrans’ Active Travel Action Plan (2014 - 2035) (CD 74) and Scottish Natural Heritage’s
National Walking and Cycle Route (CD 26). These connections provide continuous highquality walking/cycling routes.
While there are other disused railway lines in the City Region it is not necessary nor
possible to indicate all of them on diagrams at the strategic scale. There are legacy issues
of disused railway lines in that many are piecemeal in the connectivity and thus do not
form viable connections. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan maintains its focus
on the Spatial Strategy and its Strategic Growth Areas.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Land Use Planning and Transportation Planning
In response to the assertion by PP18041 that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
does not promote the link between land use planning and transportation planning, the
Strategic Development Planning Authority highlights that a key component of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is to enable the link between land use planning is
the Spatial Strategy. The Spatial Strategy focuses development in areas where it can be
served by existing and planned transport connections. This future development is to be
designed in such a way as to encourage walking, cycling and the use of public transport,
integrating with existing development and maximising use of existing transport services
and infrastructure.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is one component of a collection of regional
strategies which aim to better integrate land use and transportation planning. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan is the land use representation of the Regional
Economic Strategy (CD 80) and the Regional Transportation Strategy Refresh (CD 76).
In November 2016, Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Opportunity North
East successfully agreed a City Region Deal with the United Kingdom and Scottish
Governments. The City Region Deal is one delivery mechanism for the Regional
Economic Strategy (CD 80). Through the City Region Deal, a Joint Working Group
comprising; Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council, Nestrans, Transport Scotland,
Department for Transport and the Strategic Development Planning Authority are
managing the Strategic Transport Appraisal element of the Aberdeen City Region. The
appraisal is considering established policy directives including National, Regional and
Local Transport Strategies along with projects such as the Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route, Balmedie to Tipperty Dualling, Haudagain junction improvement and Aberdeen to
Inverurie Rail upgrade. The Strategic Transport Appraisal will inform the next Regional
Transport Strategy, now being developed by Nestrans, covering the period to 2040.
The City Region Deal envisages that a Strategic Transport Appraisal will take a 20-year
strategic view of the transport implications of the investment unlocked by the deal. The
appraisal will recognise the priorities of local, regional and national transport plans and
programmes. The scope of work will include addressing issues at key gateways into
Aberdeen, enabling safe, reliable and attractive connections (road and public transport)
along key strategic corridors which promote economic growth; tying together transport
infrastructure and development planning/management, on a city/region basis; and
facilitating the city centre masterplan.
One of the emerging Transport Planning Objectives (interim objectives) is TPO4 to
Improve the integration of transport and land use to reduce the need to travel by private
car. Focus is on addressing problems that act as barriers to linking employment, retail/
leisure and residential areas with a sustainable, connected public transport system and
active travel network, to reduce the need to travel by private car. Additionally, a focus will
be on creating a high-quality digital network to reduce the need for travel. By focusing
development in areas which can be better served by new and existing transport and
digital connections the Spatial Strategy is an enabler of a more holistic approach to land
use and transport planning. It is considered that the Proposed Strategic Development
Plan is robust enough to continue to complement this approach.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Alternative Fuels for Transport
Paragraph 275 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) supports the provision of
infrastructure necessary to support positive changes in transport technologies, such as
charging points for electric vehicles, however there is no specific provision in Scottish
Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) that such locations should be identified in Development
Plans or targets as to how they may be delivered. The Proposed Strategic Development
Plan is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) in this regard and promotes
alternative fuels for transportation at a regional level.
The City Region has technical and engineering expertise in the energy sector and is a
leader in emerging energy technologies such as the hydrogen energy storage facilities at
Kittybrewster and Cove which facilitate the fuelling of hydrogen powered vehicles.
Paragraph 6.17 (page 41) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan refers to the City
Regions commitment to pursue the development of hydrogen opportunities. Paragraph
7.3 (page 44) refers to maximising the opportunities for charging and refuelling network
for electric and hydrogen vehicles which will encourage the use of more environmentally
friendly forms of transport and secure the City Region as a world leader in transport and
energy technologies.
With regard Targets, Respondent PP18019 considers that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan should be modified to include a Target to build an extensive refuelling
network for electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles. This is not a necessary Target for
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Work is already underway across the City
Region to develop a charging network for Ultra-Low Emission Vehicles. The Scottish
Government has committed to almost completely decarbonise the road transport sector
by 2040. Information is available at a National level through the National Chargepoint
Register (https://www.national-charge-point-registry.uk/) which provides a public database
of publicly funded chargepoints across the United Kingdom for Ultra-Low Emission
Vehicles the Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy 2016-2021 (CD 117) contains an
objective to facilitate the uptake of ultra-low and low emission vehicles as a contribution to
improving air quality in the City. The Aberdeen City and Shire Local Transport Strategy
2012 (CD 116, page 17) contains actions to “Support new low carbon vehicle initiatives
and implement associated infrastructure where appropriate and feasible”.
Concurrently the Proposed Strategic Development Plan targets to reduce the percentage
of journeys made by car. This will further help the transition to a low carbon transport
sector and travel by private car (Bullet point 3 page 45). The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan seeks to locate future development where there is access to active
travel, public transport and exiting and planned facilities and services in order to reduce
the need to travel. Whether cars are electric, hydrogen or combustion driven they will
generate traffic movements on road networks. Through the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan’s land use planning, as laid out in the Spatial Strategy, promotion of
active travel and the use of public transport in partnership with Nestrans and the two
Councils the need for movement using private vehicles will be reduced.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Cumulative Transport Appraisal
Schedule 1 (page 49) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan summarises the
transport interventions considered by the Cumulative Transport Appraisal (CD 65) which
is a supporting document. Paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning (CD 7)
expects “SDPs to be concise visionary documents that set clear parameters for
subsequent LDPs and inform decisions about strategic infrastructure investment”. As such
it would not be appropriate or practical for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to
describe in detail each of the transport interventions considered in Schedule 1 (page 49).
Tables 1, 2 and 3 (Page 21 - 25) of the Cumulative Transport Appraisal (CD 65) offer
greater detail of possible considered transport interventions.
Transport Scotland has raised concerns that the Cumulative Transport Appraisal which
supports the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is not sufficiently aligned with
Development Planning and Management Transport Appraisal Guidance (CD 14), they
also consider that it has not been demonstrated how strategic interventions required to
facilitate the delivery of the level of development promoted in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan can be delivered as they are without a strategic funding mechanism.
Paragraph 60 of Transport Scotland’s Development Planning and Management Transport
Appraisal Guidelines state that a Transport Appraisal of the cumulative impacts of the
land uses proposed within Strategic Development Plans is recommended to consider how
changes in land use for the preferred spatial strategy would affect the Strategic Transport
Network. Paragraph 274 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) states that any such
appraisal should consider previously allocated sites, transport opportunities and
constraints, current capacity and committed improvements to the transport network.
Additionally, the appraisal should be undertaken at a scale and level of detail appropriate
to the nature of the issues being considered.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan continues the Spatial Strategy of the
Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60) and the Aberdeen City and Shire
Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 56). Many of the allowances from these Plans
have been designated as strategic allocations in the subsequent Aberdeen City Local
Development Plans and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans and have obtained
planning permission and development being delivered. The Local Development Plans
which followed the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 (CD 60), were supported
by the Cumulative Transport Appraisal of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plans 2010 (CD 64). The transportation interventions of the Cumulative
Transport Appraisal 2010 were incorporated into the extant Strategic Development Plan
2014 in order to accommodate the levels of growth proposed in the plan. The funding to
deliver these interventions was in part to be met by the extant Strategic Development
Plan 2014’s Supplementary Guidance on the Strategic Transportation Fund (CD 87), now
quashed.
In light of the significant scale of development planned for the City Region in the
Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 and the scale of cumulative impacts this
would have on the Strategic Transport Network, the Strategic Development Planning
Authority (along with partners including Transport Scotland) decided that a mechanism
was required to secure contributions from new development to deliver the required
transport improvements. However, it was also recognised that this needed to be done in
such a way as to facilitate development by making the contributions at an appropriate
level, providing upfront certainty and transparency about what the level of contributions
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would be. This would remove barriers to development and facilitate the consenting of
significant proposals. As such the Strategic Development Planning Authority produced the
Supplementary Guidance Strategic Transport Fund which accompanied the extant
Strategic Development Plan 2014.
However, within the six-week window following its adoption, a legal challenge was lodged
at the Court of Session (Inner House) by the Elsick Development Company and
Goodgrun Ltd, against the Strategic Development Planning Authority’s Strategic
Transport Fund Supplementary Guidance (CD 87). The Inner House of the Court of
Session issued its decision on 29 April 2016 which allowed the appeal and quashed the
Supplementary Planning Guidance. The Strategic Development Planning Authority
sought leave to appeal and this was granted by the Supreme Court in December 2016.
The appeal hearing was heard by the Supreme Court in Edinburgh in June 2017.
Ultimately on the 29 October 2017 the appeal was unanimously dismissed by the Court.
The Court upheld the previous decision of the Court of Session that the Strategic
Transport Fund Supplementary Guidance (CD 87) was unlawful.
With the Strategic Transport Fund Supplementary Guidance quashed, no further
contributions to the Strategic Transport Fund can be sought. In the absence of a Strategic
Transport Fund both Councils have required developers to undertake their own Transport
Assessments, to demonstrate that they can mitigate any strategic and local transport
issues cause by their developments. This approach has allowed planning applications to
be determined in the absence of the Supplementary Guidance for the wider economic
benefit of the area on the basis of the consistent application of national guidance on
transport assessments.
Scottish Government Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour
Agreements (CD 6) provides guidance on the issue of planning obligations in Scotland.
Before any alternative options could be considered for a future strategic transport funding
mechanism, clarity is required with regard the Planning (Scotland) Bill 2017 (CD 29) (and
Transport (Scotland) Bill 2018) and its proposed infrastructure levy which could require
the amendment or production of a new Circular.
It is asserted by Transport Scotland that the Cumulative Transport Appraisal which
supports the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is not fully aligned with the guidance
set out in Scottish Planning Policy (CD 40) and Development Planning and Management
Transport Appraisal Guidance (CD 14) in relation to identifying the transport infrastructure
required to deliver the Spatial Strategy. It should be noted that the Cumulative Transport
Appraisal which supports the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is an iterative
process and while it has not followed the exact alignment of the Development Planning
and Management Transport Appraisal Guidance it is generally in accord with Figure 1:
Integration of Transport Appraisal within the preparation of Strategic Development Plans.
It has used the most up-to-date and relevant available information at each stage of the
process to produce supporting reports for both the Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73) and
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan with another report to support the subsequent
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans currently under preparation.
Additionally, it has followed the Guidance and Information source, and Key Performance
Indicators laid out in Annex 1 of the Development Planning and Management Transport
Appraisal Guidance, taking a proportionate and pragmatic approach at each stage, with
full consultation with representatives from Transport Scotland.
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Due consideration has been given to Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (CD 40) requirements
to consider previously allocated sites, transport opportunities and constrains, current
capacity and committed improvements to the transport network. Additionally, the appraisal
has been undertaken at a scale and level of detail appropriate to the nature of the issues
being considered.
The evidence base for the reference case for the Cumulative Transport Appraisal was
based on the Transport Economic Land-Use Model of Scotland (TELMoS) and the
subsequently developed Aberdeen Sub-Area Model (ASAM). Nestrans, the Aberdeen City
and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority, Aberdeen City Council,
Aberdeenshire Council and Transport Scotland undertook a review of the outputs of
TELMoS14 (Household, population and employment forecasts) in the context of
Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council areas. Jointly the outputs of
TELMoS14 were reviewed using regional knowledge and refinements were made to the
model to achieve outputs that were more likely to reflect the reality of housing and
employment land use allocations across the City Region. This was an extensive process
which required considerable work and collaboration between all stakeholders. The
TELMoS14 outputs were disaggregated to the finer ASAM zone level and again the
outputs were reviewed in the light of regional knowledge and professional expertise to
ensure that build-out rates and locations for employment and housing land reflect that
which had been allocated in the Strategic Development Plan 2014 and the subsequent
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans.
As discussed in Issues 12 and 13, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets the
Housing Supply Target and resultant Housing Land Requirement, and this is done at both
Council and Housing Market Area level. It does not allocate specific sites for
development, it is for the Local Development Plans to allocate specific development sites
for housing and employment land. As such it was premature for the Cumulative Transport
Appraisal to begin the testing of potential transport interventions given that the most
recent Aberdeen Sub Area Model (ASAM) would not include the quantum of development
within the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Testing of the potential transport
interventions is therefore to be undertaken in the more defined context through the
inclusion of the Bid Sites for both the Aberdeen City Main Issues Report 2019 and
Aberdeenshire Main Issues Report 2019 within the Aberdeen Sub Area Model.
The quantum of future allowances in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is more
accurately tested against Transport Schemes if the Cumulative Transport Appraisal
benefits from the actual location of this development. Specific solutions would therefore
be more accurately tested against a more robust evidence base and this will be the case
as the allowances for the period of the next Aberdeen City Local Development Plan and
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan are added to and represented within ASAM. This
stage of the Cumulative Transport Appraisal will continue to support the Development
Plan, in that the Development Plan is to be considered as a whole; the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan and the Local Development Plans. Were the allowances of
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan (the testing of mitigating transport schemes for
the new allowances beyond those identified to support the scale of historically approved
development) to be added to ASAM to test the transport schemes, which are to support
the scale of historically approved development, they would need to be either; spread prorata across all ASAM zones or the Strategic Development Planning Authority would select
areas where development could be located. The former is considered acceptable for the
Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73) stage of the Strategic Development Plan production
given housing numbers are for discussion purposes rather than the settled view of the
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Strategic Development Plan Authority and the two Councils. The later is a step beyond
the role of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan as it is up to the Local Development
Plans to find the required number of sites to meet the Housing Land Requirement and for
those sites to be deliverable, this is not something which can or should be done at a
Strategic level.
While specific solutions or the means of their delivery are yet to be concluded, the next
stage of the Cumulative Transport Appraisal will define these solutions and they will
include mitigation measures for subsequent Local Development Plans. It is therefore
premature for the respondent to judge the adequacy of the Cumulative Transport
Appraisal given it covers the entire Development Plan and the process has not yet been
completed.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Blue-Green Infrastructure
PP18043 (31): The Scottish Environment Protection Agency has suggested modifications
to Paragraph 7.4 of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan in order to make reference
to blue-green infrastructure. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan makes reference
to blue-green corridors in the Figures 1-5 of the Spatial Strategy’s Strategic Growth Areas
Blue-green infrastructure opportunities run parallel to existing, planned and aspirational
active travel networks. It also promotes new development making a positive impact on
existing blue-green networks.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Digital
PP18001 (1): The roll out of fifth generation mobile networks, commonly referred to as
5G, is not specifically referred to in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Assertions
have been raised that 5G has potential negative impacts on human health. It is not the
function of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to assess if a new digital technology
could potentially have an impact on human health. There is legislation and regulation
outside the Development Planning system, which would address such considerations at a
Development Management application stage. The Development Management Procedure
Regulations 2013 Regulation 9 (3)(f) (CD 46) state that an application must be
accompanied “where the application relates to the installation of an antenna to be
employed in an electronic communications network, by an ICNIRP declaration”. The
Development Management Procedure Regulations 2013 sec 9 (4) defines an ICNIRP
declaration as “means a declaration by the applicant that the antenna is designed to be in
full compliance with the requirements of the radio frequency public exposure guidelines of
the International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection, as expressed in EU
Council recommendation of 12th July 1999 on the limitation of exposure of the general
public to electromagnetic fields (0Hz to 300GHz)”.
It is a Target of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan for all new development to
have the use of modern, up-to-date high-gigabit speed telecommunications networks,
such as fibre optics (Bullet point 4 page 45). This supports the aim of Scotland’s Digital
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Future (CD 38) and the National Planning Framework 3’s Vision of a connected place (CD
23).
It is evident that there is a challenge in providing access to fast broadband in rural areas.
The Rest of Scotland Programme addressed some of these areas with the aim to provide
fast broadband speeds to areas that are poorly served by fibre connectivity. This has
been superseded by the Reaching 100% programme (CD 15) which is set to follow. It is
an unfortunate reality that there will be rural areas that are just not commercially viable for
operators to invest in. However, there are other technologies out there that can address
this. To this end the Proposed Strategic Development Plan supports the development of
high-gigabit speed telecommunication networks through the use of multiple technologies.
It would not be appropriate for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to be supportive
of a specific type of technology given it is a fast-evolving sector through the rapid
emergence disruptive technologies.
In appropriate circumstances consideration should be given to opportunities for synergies
with works associated for providing linear infrastructure and the provision for digital
infrastructure. However, coordination of such works is a commercial consideration and is
outwith the functions of a Strategic Development Plan.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Energy Connections
It is not necessary that the Proposed Strategic Development Plan recognises oil and gas
pipelines at a strategic level. In line with Circular 6/2013: Development Planning (CD 7)
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan is intended to be a concise, visionary, mapbased document which identifies key areas for growth and locations for investment.
Circular 6/2013: Development Planning does not identify pipelines as an expected topic
for Strategic Development Plans.
This issue was considered during the Strategic Development Plan 2014 Report of
Examination (CD 57). Issue 4 Sustainable Development and Climate Change considered
the identification and safeguarding of pipelines. The Reporter’s conclusion (No. 53
page 53) considered the safeguarding of land around existing pipelines to be “more likely
to be an issue for local development plans to address, due to the site-specific nature of
the safeguard required and the absence of obvious cross-boundary implications. I note
that paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013 does not identify this as an expected topic for”.
The respondent makes reference to the Examination of the SESPLAN Strategic
Development Plan (CD 85) and the examinations recommendation to add additional text
“directing local planning authorities to take account of consultation distances for
hazardous installations and safeguard them from development which would compromise
their continued operation or growth” (Issue 17 addendum page 3 SESPLAN examination).
While the Strategic Development Planning Authority notes the above it argues that
considerable consideration of this matter is given in the Aberdeen City Local Development
Plan 2017(CD: 98) and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 123).
Paragraphs 3.28 (page 16), 6.17 (page 41) and Figure 3 (page 17) of the Proposed
Strategic Development make reference to the National Development at Peterhead for the
potential to transport carbon dioxide for the purposes of deploying carbon capture and
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storage. The scale and character of the maps within the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, along with the extent and range of pipelines within the City Region,
would render their mapping on diagrams within the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
illegible. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan seeks to identify where change is
promoted and supported rather than identify constraints.
The Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 98) indicates Pipeline Notification
Areas on its Additional City-Wide Proposals Map. Policy B6 - Pipelines, Major Hazards
and Explosives Storage Sites of the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017 offers
guidance for assessing development proposals within the consultation zones for
pipelines.
Policy P4 Hazardous and potentially polluting developments and contaminated land of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 (CD 123) also offers guidance in relation to
pipelines. The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 is supported by Planning
Advice 1/2017 (CD 105) and a Policy Interpretation Note (CD 106).
Existing pipelines already receive a high level of protection through the application of
detailed development management procedures and the use of the Planning Advice for
Developments near Hazardous Installations (PADHI+) process. Assessment of a
development proposal’s potential impact on an existing pipeline is a localised process
with regard to the dimensions of the site, nature of development and the exact position of
the pipelines which need to be known and accurately plotted. A Geographical Information
System is therefore a better tool rather than the use of an indicative diagram at a City
Region scale.
It is not the role of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to repeat other requirements
and legislation. New development proposals will continue to be assessed at a Local
Development Plan level, in line with National Planning Policy, local landscape
designations and relevant supplementary guidance where applicable. Strategic
Environmental Assessments/Habitat Regulations Assessments will also be used where
appropriate to assess environmental impacts of specific proposals.
In responding to PP18007, the Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not include
new or expanded development allocations. Specific site allocations are made through the
Local Development Plans, therefore there it is not considered that it would enhance the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan by giving full recognition of existing oil and gas
pipelines running through its area.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
How to Meet Targets
Scottish Natural Heritage has sought modifications to promote the integration of green
networks and active travel routes. Paragraph 1.5 (Page 5) of the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan states it should be read as a whole and consideration to the synergies
of integrating active travel and green networks, where appropriate, has been given in in
Paragraph 6.11 and throughout the indicative diagrams (Figures 1-5) illustrating the
Spatial Strategy of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Additionally, the Action
Programme (CD 78) which notes such connectivity under actions 9, 15, 25, 27, 28, 36,
37, 38, 44, 45, 46, and 77.
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With regard the review of Core Path Plans and the identification of opportunities for
new/enhanced provisions, it is considered sufficient that the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan promotes the review of Core Path Plans, consideration of new
developments and cross-boundary links. Both Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire
Council environment teams, when undertaking reviews of their respective Core Path
Plans (CD 114) (Aberdeen City Council) or Outdoor Access Strategies (CD 110)
(Aberdeenshire Council), will identify opportunities for new or the enhancements to
existing paths. Therefore, it is unnecessary for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan
to provide direction to continue such standard practice.
Further detail in provided in Issues 6, 7, 8 and 9 in respect of the Strategic Growth Area
diagrams.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Several of the representations summarised above express support for the aims of the
proposed plan to reduce the need to travel and encourage modal shift together with
support for upgrade of the electricity network. As these representations raise no
unresolved matters I have no remit, or need, to examine their content.
Transport – Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
2. Although suggested by FCC Environment Limited, the proposed strategic
development plan does not place a blanket ban on development adjacent to the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route. At paragraph 3.14, the proposed plan identifies that the
benefits of the route and its capacity should be safeguarded. The cumulative transport
appraisal (2018) does not refer to any specific restrictions in relation to the route but, as
alluded to by the authority, that is not the role of the appraisal. It is for the authority to
determine the land use response in light of the appraisal’s findings and other factors.
Therefore, paragraph 3.14 of the proposed plan reasonably directs that allocations
adjacent to the route should be fully considered through local development plan
preparation. If a development proposal comes forward adjacent to the route that is not
identified in a local development plan then the proposed strategic development plan does
not include a blanket restriction but suggests that proposals “will generally not be
supported” allowing some flexibility.
3. The text of the ‘Our Connections’ section of the proposed plan reflects this approach
by identifying that good connections are vital to the region’s economy and that limitations
on growth (congestion and access to roads) should be avoided. Consequently, there are
options to assess proposals for other infrastructure improvements including road services
and leisure options as well as redevelopment of brownfield land in proximity to the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route without any change required to the proposed plan.
This matter is further addressed in Issue 5 Our Strategy – The Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route above.
Transport – modal shift
4. The spatial strategy of the proposed plan continues the long-term strategy of the
previous Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 and extant Aberdeen City and
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Shire Strategic Development Plan (2014) by focussing growth in a limited number of
places. One aim of this strategy is to encourage “the most efficient use of the transport
network, reducing the need for people to travel and making sure that walking, cycling and
public transport are attractive choices” (paragraph 2.3 of the proposed plan). This aim of
“modal shift” from private motor vehicles to more sustainable forms of transportation is, as
stated by the authority above, embedded in the proposed plan and is particularly evident
in the objective stated in section 7 on ‘Our Connections’ which directs that “all new
developments contribute towards reducing the need to travel long distances and
encourage people to walk, cycle or use public transport by making these attractive
options”.
5. The promoted spatial strategy directs development to existing settlements and growth
corridors where services and employment are generally available or reachable using more
sustainable forms of transport. However, the aims and objectives of the proposed plan
would be applicable to all development promoted in the region meaning that the modal
shift envisaged would be encouraged throughout and promoted by accompanying local
development plans. Therefore, I agree with the authority that the proposed plan provides
sufficient and reasonable provision to encourage modal shift without the need to provide
emphasis on the role of towns and services outwith Aberdeen City and the growth
corridors.
Transport – park and ride
6. The Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy 2008 includes committed, but yet to be
delivered, park and ride projects at the A96, A90 (south), and A947. The 2013 refreshed
regional transport strategy further identifies these proposals but marks the project on the
A947 as a “mini park and ride”. Park and ride facilities have been delivered on the A96;
have been consented on the A90 (albeit that the consent has lapsed); a mini-hub has
been delivered at Fyvie and others are being explored on the A947 at Oldmeldrum and
the A93 at Crathes. While the extant strategic development plan identifies park and ride
facilities on the A90 and A96, I find that the direction in the proposed plan that “local
development plans will safeguard land for transport proposals identified in the local and
regional transport strategies” is sufficient to ensure the safeguarding of land for park and
ride without a need to show the locations in the proposed plan.
7. In addition, there is no mention of a park and ride facility at Goval (on the A947) in the
regional transport strategies. While a facility in this location could usefully link to the
Formartine and Buchan Way there is relatively local provision at Fyvie and another facility
being explored for Oldmeldrum. Consequently, I agree with the authority that the
proposed plan should not identify a site at Goval for park and ride.
Transport – rail
8. The National Planning Framework 3 (2014) identifies an Infrastructure Investment
Plan commitment to “improving rail links from Aberdeen to the Central Belt by 2030”. In
support of this position, the refreshed regional transport study (2013) commits to Nestrans
working with “Transport Scotland and others to promote and support measures to cut
journey times”. The proposed strategic development plan further identifies that good
connections are vital for the region and that infrastructure (including rail) needs to be
protected and improved. Therefore, I find that there is a strong commitment to the
delivery and support of rail connections to Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow without any
further reference required in the proposed plan.
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9. The proposed plan identifies potential transport interventions including new rail
stations to the north and south of Aberdeen and gives a direction at paragraph 3.32 that
Aberdeenshire Council should continue to work with Nestrans to investigate rail links to
Buchan. The proposed plan also includes A952 corridor improvements to Fraserburgh. I
consider that the direction to explore rail links and improve the A952 are reasonable and
sufficient responses to improve links to Fraserburgh without any modification to the
proposed plan.
10. The cumulative transport appraisal which accompanies the proposed plan provides
no mention of any new rail links to the west of Aberdeen along the former Deeside
Railway. I also note that this rail route is now used for active travel as part of a
long-distance core path. Although the proposed plan has a 20 year outlook, I find that
without a robust appraisal and evidence base it would be inappropriate to include the
former Deeside Railway for reinstatement in the proposed plan.
11. Paragraph 277 of Scottish Planning Policy states that “disused railway lines with a
reasonable prospect of being reused as rail, tram, bus rapid transit or active travel routes
should be safeguarded in development plans”. As identified by the authority, former
railway lines in the region are now active travel routes (core paths) including the Deeside
Way and the Formartine and Buchan Way. These routes are shown in the proposed plan
in the strategic growth area figures. The plan also requires a review of core path plans
taking account of development proposals. I consider the identification of these routes and
direction to review core paths means that these route would likely be safeguarded. The
exact routes of these disused railways, and others, could be identified in local
development plans and safeguarded as part of the development plan where there was a
reasonable prospect of them being reused. I find that the response in the proposed
strategic development plan, as a component of the development plan, is reasonable and
consistent with Scottish Planning Policy without any need to direct local development
plans to consider reuse of disused lines.
Transport – land use planning and transportation planning
12. Paragraph 7.3 of the proposed plan begins “this plan will help to promote the link
between land use and transport…” which, as identified by the authority, is a statement of
what the proposed plan aims to achieve. This text is also used in the extant strategic
development plan. The alternative wording promoted by Newtonhill, Muchalls and
Cammachmore Community Council of “all new development is required to promote the
link between land use and transport…” would give a direction to development proposals
which is not the purpose of paragraph 7.3. Read as a whole, the proposed plan provides
a spatial strategy, aims and objectives which direct development to specific locations in
order to integrate land use and transportation. This is reasonably reflected in the wording
or paragraph 7.3. Elsewhere in the proposed plan are statements that would be directly
applicable to development proposals including the target for all developments to be
accessible and the objective that all new development contribute to reducing the need to
travel. I consider that the proposed plan sufficiently promotes the link between land use
and transportation without the need for modification.
Transport – alternative fuels for transport
13. The refreshed regional transport strategy identifies that “the north east seeks to be a
leading player in the development of new energy sources”. The strategy also highlights
investment and trailing of hydrogen fuel cell buses in the region; the introduction of hybrid
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vehicles on Stagecoach services; and the promotion of charging points across the region
in collaboration with the Scottish Government. As identified in the authority’s response
above, the region is also drawing on its energy and engineering expertise by leading
research into hydrogen energy storage. Therefore, there is evidence of alternative fuels
being explored in the region but there is no evidence to support the promotion of
electric-powered trams or mono-rail in the proposed plan as suggested by Dr Straiton.
14. In addition, the proposed plan identifies at paragraph 7.3 that maximising the
opportunities for charging and refuelling for electric and hybrid vehicles are important. It
also directs that local development plans safeguard land for transport proposals set out in
the local and regional transport strategies – which could include land within development
sites for charging/refuelling points as is currently pursued through adopted Aberdeen
Local Development Plan policy T3 (sustainable and active travel) and its associated
supplementary guidance on transport and accessibility. I consider the provision in the
proposed plan sufficient to allow the encouragement and delivery of a refuelling network
without the need to identify a specific target as promoted by Dr Straiton.
Transport – cumulative transport appraisal
15. To further understand the unresolved concerns of Transport Scotland and the
approach of the authority in relation to transport appraisal and the production of the
proposed strategic development plan a hearing was held on Friday 5 July 2019. The
hearing was attended by representatives from Transport Scotland; the strategic
development planning authority; Aberdeen City Council; Aberdeenshire Council; and
Nestrans.
16. Further written information was sought following the hearing session seeking views
on potential changes to the proposed plan arising from the hearing. A single agreed
response was provided by the authority on 20 August 2019 signed by the Chief Officer –
Strategic Place Planning for Aberdeen City Council; the Head of Planning and Building
Standards for Aberdeenshire Council; and the Head of Development and Regional
Transport Planning for Transport Scotland. Details of this response are provided below
but I firstly turn to the provisions of national policy and guidance with respect to
transportation and development planning.
17. Scottish Planning Policy directs that development plans “should take account of the
implications of development proposals on traffic, patterns of travel and road safety”
(paragraph 271). It advises at paragraph 274 that “in preparing development plans,
planning authorities are expected to appraise the impact of the spatial strategy and its
reasonable alternatives on the transport network, in line with Transport Scotland’s
DPMTAG guidance. This should include consideration of previously allocated sites,
transport opportunities and constraints, current capacity and committed improvements to
the transport network. Planning authorities should ensure that a transport appraisal is
undertaken at a scale and level of detail proportionate to the nature of the issues and
proposals being considered, including funding requirements”.
18. Furthermore, paragraph 275 states that “development plans should identify any
required new transport infrastructure or public transport services, including cycle and
pedestrian routes, trunk road and rail infrastructure. The deliverability of this
infrastructure, and by whom it will be delivered, should be key considerations in identifying
the preferred and alternative land use strategies. Plans and associated documents,
infrastructure or services are to be delivered and phased, and how and by whom any
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developer contributions will be made. These should be prepared in conjunction with all of
the parties responsible for approving and delivering the infrastructure”.
19. The Development Planning and Management Transport Appraisal Guidance
(DPMTAG) suggests a proportionate response to transport appraisal. The guidance
further advises that for most transport interventions a SDP need only provide a rationale
and the principle of delivery whereas the requirements for LDPs in SDP areas are far
more detailed.
20. As confirmed at the hearing, Transport Scotland has no concerns about the
methodology or outcomes of the cumulative transport appraisal (2018). Its primary
concern is that the proposed plan is unclear as to whether the transport interventions set
out in schedule 1 are required to fulfil the spatial strategy. The authority confirmed at the
hearing session that the interventions are required at this stage but would require further
appraisal/review meaning that some may not be needed in the future. It is for that reason
that, rather than being definitive, the proposed plan refers to “potential” transport
interventions “that may be required”. I agree with Transport Scotland that the terminology
used in the plan does not provide certainty in relation to what is required and how
interventions may be delivered.
21. However, the written response from the parties suggests a series of changes to the
proposed plan that would clarify the infrastructure required to deliver the spatial strategy
while noting that further appropriate appraisal would be required. I have reviewed the
suggestions and agree with parties that the modified wording and adaptation of the table
in schedule 1 of the proposed plan would provide clarification that the interventions are
required to support the delivery of the spatial strategy. The changes would also identify
where additional appraisal would be required and where interventions are aspirational (rail
stations). Modifying the plan in the way agreed by the parties would align with the
provisions of Scottish Planning Policy and those of the DPMTAG.
22. In relation to how interventions could be delivered, the hearing discussion identified
various sources of potential funding in the absence of a strategic fund for transport
infrastructure. The sources include developer contributions; City Deal funding; local
authority and Nestrans revenue streams; active travel funding (such as from Sustrans);
bus lane enforcement funds; and grants from Transport Scotland. In addition, the
authority suggested that an infrastructure levy as introduced by the Planning (Scotland)
Act 2019 and/or the Transport (Scotland) Bill 2018 (now enacted) could be utilised in the
future.
23. As discussed at the hearing, many of the interventions listed in schedule 1 of the
proposed plan are already on-going while others are yet to start or are, in the case of new
rail stations, aspirational. I consider that there is sufficient information in the proposed
plan to alert developers to the fact that a contribution to the interventions listed in
schedule 1 may be required (as this is clearly stated in paragraph 3.7 of the plan). Other
funding streams are available and provide a reasonable assurance that the interventions
listed in schedule 1 are feasible and could be delivered.
24. A proportionate approach has been taken to cumulative transport appraisal at a
scale appropriate to the strategic development plan level. Implementing the suggested
modifications would ensure that the proposed plan identified needed interventions to
support its spatial strategy and provides a clear indication of these needs for subsequent
local development plans. This approach is agreed by Transport Scotland – the party
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which raised the unresolved matter. Consequently, I recommend that the proposed plan
is modified in accord with the changes agreed by parties.
Transport – blue-green infrastructure
25. Although the ‘modifications sought by those submitting representations’ section
above refers to a modification sought by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(reference PP18043) a summary of its position is not provided under the heading
‘planning authority’s summary of the representation(s)’. Therefore, in summary, the
respondent provides support for the need for sustainable placemaking options for
connectivity and requests that additional wording be added to paragraph 7.4 to ensure
that active travel routes take account of local objectives relating to blue-green
infrastructure to ensure that these benefits are maximised.
26. The illustrations in the proposed plan show blue-green infrastructure and active
travel routes running parallel. Paragraphs 6.10 and 6.11 of the plan also refer to the
benefits of “green infrastructure” and direct that local development plans protect and
enhance green networks (which would include blue-green infrastructure). In addition, the
plan requires the protection and enhancement of green and water networks in identifying
land for development, preparing masterplans and assessing development proposals. I
consider that these provisions would ensure that active travel routes, and development of
active travel routes, take appropriate account of blue-green infrastructure without the
need to include an additional sentence in paragraph 7.4 as proposed by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency.
Digital
27. The proposed plan does not specifically refer to 5G technology or mobile networks
but does direct that local development plans “consider appropriate ways to encourage the
use of modern telecommunication networks in major new developments” which, I
consider, could include 5G apparatus. As identified by the authority, any proposals for 5G
apparatus would require to be accompanied with a declaration of conformity with radio
frequency public exposure levels. On this basis, I do not consider that further research is
required to inform the proposed plan’s position. No changes to the proposed plan are
required to refer to human health in relation to 5G technologies.
28. Paragraph 7.8 of the proposed plan identifies the need for access and significantly
improved broadband speeds across the region. While there is concern that urban areas
have access to greater broadband speeds the authority notes that there are alternative
technologies and programmes which may allow rural areas to gain improved connectivity.
I find that the proposed plan promotes access and improved services equally to urban
and rural areas. No change to the plan is required to further address this matter.
29. While I agree with the Scottish Environment Protection Agency that utilising existing
linear infrastructure for digital infrastructure would be beneficial, as stated by the authority,
the choice of where to provide infrastructure (like fibre cables for broadband) is for
commercial and utility operators to determine. In practice, most utility provision is
permitted development and so would not be constrained by any provision in the proposed
plan to encourage/require shared infrastructure paths/networks. Therefore, I find that no
change to the plan is required to address this matter.
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Energy connections
30. Paragraph 99 of Scottish Planning Policy requires strategic development plans to
“identify any nationally important clusters of industries handling hazardous substances
within their areas and safeguard them from development”. I have considered the
examination findings into the proposed strategic development plan for Edinburgh and
South East Scotland on this matter but conclude that the national policy advises the
safeguarding of particular industries not the safeguarding of pipelines as promoted by
Shell UK Limited. As identified by the authority, there is sufficient provision in the extant
local development plans, and through the development management procedures, to
identify and safeguard pipelines from development proposals. It would also be impractical
to illustrate pipelines at a strategic scale in the spatial strategy mapping included in the
proposed plan. I further note that Scottish Government Planning Circular 6/2013 on
‘development planning’ does not identify safeguarding of pipelines as a principal topic to
be included in strategic development plans. I consider that there is adequate protection in
the wider “development plan” and regulation to ensure that pipelines are safeguarded
without the need for the proposed plan to refer to them or include a policy provision for
their protection.
31. In addition, as explained by the authority above, there are no strategic allocations in
the proposed plan where a particular site could be readily identified. The matter of
identification of sites is delegated to the local development plans which would take into
account any safeguarding of pipelines. No change to the plan is required to address this
matter.
How to meet the targets
32. Although the ‘modifications sought by those submitting representations’ section
above refers to a modification sought by Scottish Natural Heritage (reference PP18022) a
summary of its position is not provided under the heading ‘planning authority’s summary
of the representation(s)’. In summary, the body supports the identification of green
networks but recommends that strategic green networks be more clearly identified and
explained in terms of their location and function together with a stronger direction for local
development plans to help achieve green networks. Modifications are promoted under
the ‘how to meet the targets’ heading of section 7 ‘Our Connections’ to aid the integration
of active travel routes and green networks and opportunities for new/enhanced core
paths.
33. As concluded in paragraph 26 above, the proposed plan includes provision for the
protection and enhancement of blue-green infrastructure and integration with active travel
routes. I find that there is sufficient provision in the proposed plan to allow the integration
of the green network with active travel routes without the need for additional wording to be
provided in section 7.
34. I also find it sufficient for the proposed plan to require a review of core path plans
which could include the identification of any new routes and/or enhancements without the
need for this to be stated explicitly. No change to the proposed plan is required on this
basis.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan as follows:
1. Add the following text to the end of paragraph 3.7 on page 8:
“The proposed interventions listed in Schedule 1 will be subject to further relevant detailed
appraisal and design work which will inform the requirements for developer contributions
for their appraisal and/or delivery.”.
2. Remove the words “where” and “may be required” from the first sentence of
paragraph 7.7 on page 44.
3. Add the following text to the end of the second bullet point under the heading “How to
Meet the Targets” on page 45:
“The interventions listed in Schedule 1 will be considered through Local and Regional
Transport Strategies subject to their appropriate appraisal, review, development and
programming, and included in local development plans as appropriate.”.
4. Add the following text to the end of paragraph 8.7 on page 47:
“The interventions listed in Schedule 1 shall continue to be reviewed, appropriately
appraised, developed and programmed in association with the Regional Transport
Strategy, the Local Development Plans, and other delivery mechanisms.”.
5. Remove the word “potential” from the heading in Schedule 1 on page 49.
6. Remove the words “may be required to” in the introductory paragraph in Schedule 1 on
page 49.
7. Add a new paragraph to Schedule 1 on page 49 as follows:
“The appraisal work undertaken to date has been proportionate and based on the
approach outlined within Transport Scotland’s Development Planning and Management
Transport Appraisal Guidance (DPMTAG). The proposed interventions listed in this
schedule will require further appropriate appraisal and review but are, at this stage,
required to assist the delivery of the spatial strategy.”.
8. Replace the table in Schedule 1 on page 49 with the table below. [Note: the table is
appended on the next page.]
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Summary of Transport Intervention Options
Enhanced bus service provision through developing cross city bus services, bus stop review and optimisation of services with new bus
priority infrastructure
Additional rail station car parking capacity at Dyce, Stonehaven, Portlethen, Laurencekirk and Huntly Rail Stations. Improved
interchange at Inverurie Station
Potential new rail stations to the north and south of Aberdeen which will be required to be considered through the STAG appraisal
process and in accordance with rail station investment guidance
Range of active travel infrastructure initiatives improving accessibility
Package of behavioural change initiatives encouraging car-sharing, public transport use and active travel
Optimisation of the performance of the network and new transport investments following the monitoring and evaluation of post-AWPR
travel conditions
Road traffic signalisation or equivalent capacity enhancement measures at AWPR Cleanhill, A944, A947 and Kingswells North
intersections to be considered following monitoring and evaluation period and through further detailed traffic assessment
Aberdeen City Centre
Urban
Corridors
Wellington Road, Persley Bridge & Parkway, Parkhill, A96, Dyce Drive,
Road Junction and
Bridge of Dee corridors
operational efficiency
enhancements
A90 North Toll of Birness/Ellon, A90 South and A947 corridors
Rural Corridors
Dualling the A96 between the east of Huntly and Aberdeen
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Issue 19

Our Future

Development plan Section 8: Our Future
Page 47
reference:

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
PP18023
PP18040
PP18052
PP18060

Dunecht Estates
Stewart Milne Homes Ltd
FCC Environment Limited
Barratt North Scotland and Dunecht Estates

Provision of the
Section 8: Our Future
development plan Page 47
to which the issue The section of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan sets out
relates:
how the Plan should be implemented, monitored and reviewed.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Future Review of Spatial Strategy
PP18052: The respondent supports further additional studies to support the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan and in particular the impact of the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route on travel patterns and the potential opportunities this corridor provides
the City Region. Additional studies should be consulted upon thoroughly.
PP18060: The respondent notes that paragraph 8.7 allows for a review early in the Plan
period as to whether new locations for growth should be designated. This is supported by
the respondent subject to reference in this paragraph to “for example” being deleted; “the
corridor west of Aberdeen” being extended to specifically include and refer to Westhill; and
there being a firm commitment to such a review being commenced within a maximum
period of 5 years.
PP18040: Given that the Proposed Plan is planning for a period of 25 years, western
growth needs to be tackled now, in order to futureproof the sustainable development and
economic prosperity Westhill provides as a settlement.
PP18023: It is not appropriate to postpone the process of considering opportunities
created by the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route for a period of five years when it has
been argued since 2009 that Westhill should be included within a Strategic Growth Area.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Future Review of Spatial Strategy
PP18060: Amend the second sentence of paragraph 8.7 as follows:
-

Delete the words "for example"
Extend the existing wording "the corridor west of Aberdeen" to specifically include
and refer to Westhill
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-

Insert a firm commitment to such a review being commenced within a maximum
period of 5 years.

PP18023: The Proposed Strategic Development Plan and Action Programme should
clearly specify the assessments, studies or further work to be undertaken, and clearly
specify the timescales for that work, in order to evaluate the scope for a further Strategic
Growth Area to the west of the city or the western expansion of the Aberdeen City
Strategic Growth Area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Future Review of Spatial Strategy
The matter of amending the existing Spatial Strategy to allow focused growth to the West
of Aberdeen is dealt with in Issue 4.
Support for the commitment to undertake additional studies to explore whether any
amendments to the Spatial Strategy will be necessary in the future is noted and welcomed.
Any amendments to the Spatial Strategy would be subject to public consultation as part of
the process of reviewing the Strategic Development Plan, for example within the next Main
Issues Report.
The corridor west of Aberdeen will be one part of this review exercise, but it will not be the
only part of the Spatial Strategy which will be subject to review. As such, the words “for
example” in sentence two of paragraph 8.7 are acceptable.
It is not appropriate to pre-empt the detailed scope of these studies within this Proposed
Strategic Development Plan, or to be any more specific as to which individual settlements
this review would focus on. Therefore, we do not see that specifically mentioning Westhill
would bring any additional benefit to this paragraph.
The Proposed Strategic Development Plan is accompanied by a Proposed Action
Programme (CD 78) which provides a framework outlining the specific actions which must
be undertaken to facilitate the implementation of the Plan. The Proposed Action
Programme will be adopted and published within three months of the approval of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan and, as required by Section 21 (8) of the Planning
etc. (Scotland) Act 2006 (CD 30). The respondent’s suggestion that further detail of the
studies/assessment to be undertaken to review the Spatial Strategy is a sensible one and
will be considered in finalising the Action Programme.
A firm commitment to undertaking these studies within the next five years is already given
within the last sentence of paragraph 8.7, which states that “Over the next five years a
range of studies will be undertaken…” (emphasis added). The period five years is
considered acceptable given the full opening of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route in
February 2019, and the current statutory need under The Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1997, as amended (CD 48)) for the Development Plan to be kept under
regular review.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that further detail of the studies/assessment to be undertaken to review the
proposed plan’s spatial strategy will be considered in finalising the accompanying action
programme. However, the action programme is not a matter for consideration as part of
this examination but the proposed plan, at paragraph 8.4, advises that it will be monitored
and reviewed regularly. No changes are necessary in relation to this issue.
2. The matter of including Westhill as part of an existing, amended or new strategic
growth area in the proposed plan is dealt with in Issue 4 Our Spatial Strategy –
Amendments to SGAs.
3. In relation to including Westhill for strategic growth in the future, paragraphs 8.6
and 8.7 of the proposed plan require monitoring and review of the plan’s spatial strategy
including consideration of whether new locations for growth should be designated.
Paragraph 8.7 commits the authority to carrying out a review within five years and would,
as indicated in the text, include consideration of land to the west of Aberdeen. I note that
changes to primary legislation mean that this review may not inform a future strategic
development plan but it would likely be a consideration for the National Planning
Framework, any future regional spatial strategy and local development plans for the area.
I find that there is a stated commitment to reviewing the success of the spatial strategy
within five years. I consider that it is appropriate and reasonable for paragraph 8.7 to omit
specific reference to Westhill as to commit to a specific settlement in advance of the
planned monitoring, review and studies would be premature. Furthermore, I find that the
words “for example” in paragraph 8.7 in the context of reviewing locations for growth in the
west of Aberdeen appropriate as this location would not be the only area for review. No
changes are required to address these matters.
4. Issue 5 Our Spatial Strategy – The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Road explains that
studies of the impact of the Western Peripheral Route on travel patterns will be undertaken
over the next five years. This will inform the spatial strategy and help determine whether
changes to the growth areas, or if new locations for growth should be designated. I agree
with the authority that the five year period since the opening of the route, and whilst its
impact is assessed, is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 20

Glossary

Development plan Glossary
Pages 50 - 53
reference:

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
PP18042
PP18043

Scottish Government – Place & Architecture Division
Scottish Environment Protection Agency

Provision of the
Glossary
development plan Pages 50 - 53
to which the issue This Section provides a Glossary of key terms used in the Proposed
relates:
Strategic Development Plan.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PP18042: The Scottish Government considers that appropriate wording should be
formulated to define the term “historic environment”, which is referred to throughout the
Proposed Plan.
PP18043: The reference to 'water bodies' should be replaced with 'water environment'
with the SEPA definition as suggested.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PP18042: Provide a definition of ‘historic environment’ in the Glossary.
PP18043: The reference to “water bodies” should be replaced with “water environment”
with the following definition:
“Water environment - all wetlands, rivers, lochs, transitional waters (estuaries), coastal
waters and groundwater”
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
We note that the extant Aberdeen City & Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014 (CD 58)
did not include a definition of the term “historic environment”, and the lack of such has not
been reported to the Strategic Development Planning Authority as proving problematic.
We do not believe that the Glossary requires to cover all terms, only those where an
interpretation might vary or result in a difference of view that creates a difficulty in
interpreting plan policy.
While we would not dispute the definition proposed by the Scottish Environment Protection
Agency, the purpose of the Glossary is to define the terminology used in the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan. The Proposed Plan makes specific reference to “water
bodies” (for example in paragraph 6.5 on page 38) and not “water environment”. As such,
any changes made to the Glossary would require a change of terminology throughout the
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Proposed Plan, and this would not be appropriate for all instances where the term “water
bodies” is currently used.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. There is no definition of “historic environment “ in the extant Aberdeen City and Shire
Strategic Development Plan (2014), the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan
(2017) or the adopted Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (2017).
2. The glossary in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) defines “historic environment” as “the
physical evidence for human activity that connects people with place, linked with the
associations that we can see, feel and understand”. This definition is also provided in
Historic Environment Scotland’s ‘Historic Environment Policy for Scotland’ (2019). Clearly
the historic environment is a broad term which includes a wide range of physical evidence.
The authority has advised that the lack of a definition in the development plan has caused
no problems. I agree that not all terms in the proposed plan need to be defined,
particularly when, such as “historic environment”, they are generally understood and
defined in national policy. Therefore, there is no need to insert a definition of “historic
environment” into the proposed plan.
3. The definition of the “water environment” promoted by the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency is almost entirely consistent with the definition provided in the proposed
plan of “water bodies” – “places where water is found such as rivers, burns, lochs, ponds,
boggy wet land, water held under the ground and coastal waters”. The primary difference
is the use of “environment” rather than “bodies”.
4. The term “water bodies” and its definition has been carried forward from the extant
strategic development plan. In addition to being defined in the glossary, the term is used
twice in the proposed plan in relation to improving water quality. Changing the terminology
to “water environment” would require changes to the text in the proposed plan to enable
the text to read clearly. I agree with the authority that use of the term “water bodies” is
reasonable and provides a clear and appropriate understanding of the term in the context
used in the plan. I find that no benefit would accrue from replacing the term to the “water
environment”.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 21

Miscellaneous

Development plan
Miscellaneous
reference:

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
PP18024
PP18039
PP18041

Mearns Community Council
Michael Robson
Newtonhill, Muchalls & Cammachmore Community Council

Provision of the
development plan
Miscellaneous
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Communication and Consultation
PP18039: The respondent considers that communication between local government and
communities is often very poor. Decision making is also considered to be undertaken
remotely, and notification of such not sufficient.
PP18041: The respondent expresses concern that documents downloaded from the
Strategic Development Planning Authority website on 09 October 2018 do not appear to
match the information received on 20 November 2018 at the Community Council Forum (in
a CD-ROM dated 24 September 2018), and that not all documents were available on the
CD-ROM. Some individuals and organisations may not have had access to both sets of
the documents or may not have been aware of the differences.
Agriculture
PP18024: The respondent questions how agriculture fits in with the Strategic
Development Plan.

Modifications sought by those submitting representations:

Communication and Consultation
PP18039: The respondent considers that communication with communities should be
improved and a better partnership established.
PP18041: The consultation needs to start again and be based on a single set of
documents that are concise, up to date and accurate.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Communication and Consultation
The Strategic Development Planning Authority prepares a Development Plan Scheme (CD
66) and Participation Statement annually which detail how it will consult on the production
of the Strategic Development Plan. The Report of Conformity for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan (CD 83) sets out how the Strategic Development Planning Authority
undertook consultation on the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and how this
consultation met the requirements of the Participation Statement. Extensive consultation
with Community Councils in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Council was undertaken by
the Strategic Development Planning Authority during both the consultation period for the
Main Issues Report 2018 (CD 73) and the statutory period of representations for the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
The Strategic Development Planning Authority has reviewed the documents available on
its website and those on the CD-ROMs which were included with hard copies of the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan. The Strategic Development Planning Authority
confirms that the documentation on its website and on the CD-ROMs match.
Agriculture
PP18024: The Regional Economic Strategy (CD 80) seeks to promote the strength of the
regional economy while diversifying its sectors. One of these sectors is agriculture. While
the actual word “agriculture” is not specifically used in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan its Vision seeks to incorporate diversification of the economy. The
Vision achieves this by stating the City Region will be recognised for its “… food and drink”
which is tied to the agricultural sector.
The importance of agriculture is recognised in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan’s
Local Growth and Diversification Areas. Paragraph 3.34 (page 23) of the Proposed
Strategic Development Plan acknowledges that these areas “include an important supply
of rich agricultural land which is essential for food production”. Primary industries such as
fishing, farming and forestry are important sectors for the Local Growth and Diversification
Areas. Paragraph 3.46 (page 23) of the Proposed Strategic Development Plan promotes
the protection of agricultural land for food production.
No modifications to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan are considered necessary
as a result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Communication and consultation
1. Having regard to the representation from Mr Robson concerning poor communication
between local government and communities, and remote decision taking, the authority has
confirmed that it prepared its annual development plan scheme and participation
statement and involved people in the way it promoted.
2. The authority has advised that the documents available on its website during the plan
preparation process and those on the CD-ROMs match each other. The examination has
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confirmed that the authority’s actions with regard to consultation and the involvement of
the public at large with respect to the proposed plan have conformed with the
requirements of, the participation statement of the authority which was current when the
proposed plan was published. Therefore, it is not necessary to undertake any further
public consultation or issue documentation as requested by Newtonhill, Muchalls and
Cammachmore Community Council.
Agriculture
3. The Regional Economic Strategy (2015) is one of the documents which underpins the
proposed plan. It covers agriculture in the Food, Drink and Primary Industry chapter
noting that, extending to 518,000 hectares, Aberdeenshire has been described as the
largest contiguous block of arable land north of Yorkshire and is renowned for its high
quality livestock and beef industry. It further notes that the region produces 60% of
Scotland’s pig meat and accounts for over 40% of Scotland’s malting barley and oil seed
rape with an increasing share of national soft fruit and vegetable production.
4. The proposed plan (page 6) complements the economic strategy with the vision that
the city region will, amongst other things, be recognised for its food and drink industry.
This is also reflected in the economy section of the plan at paragraph 5.2. Paragraph 3.13
of the plan (Our Spatial Strategy) identifies the need for three key innovative Hub projects,
including an Agri-Food and Nutrition Hub for Innovation. Paragraph 3.34 (Strategic
Growth Area – Aberdeen to Huntly) refers to the expansion of the Thainstone Business
Park to create an agricultural hub for the whole city region. The importance of farming and
a supply of rich agricultural land is also recognised in paragraphs 3.43 and 3.44 (Local
Growth and Diversification Areas). I find that the above references demonstrate
satisfactorily how agriculture ‘fits in’ with the proposed plan without the need for any
modification.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ABERDEEN CITY & SHIRE
STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY
Date: 29 January 2020
Title : SDPA Budget Monitoring position as at 31 December 2019
1

Purpose of Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is for the Strategic Development Planning Authority
(SDPA) to note the budget monitoring position for 2019/20 as at 31 December
2019.
2

Background

2.1 The budget for the SDPA was considered at the meeting on 20 March 2019.
3

Proposal

3.1 The budget monitoring report showing expenditure for 2019/20 is attached as
Appendix 1 to this report for Members’ consideration.
3.2 The Authority will note that, as expected, other than staff costs and costs relating
to the Examination of the Proposed Strategic Development there has been little
other expenditure this year.

4

Recommendations

4.1 It is recommended that the Authority:
a) Notes the budget monitoring position as at 31 December 2019.

Alan Wood, Treasurer
21 January 2020

Report prepared by Kenny Oxton, Accountant
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ABERDEENSHIRE FINANCE

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY

ACTUAL
2018/19
£'000

1
2
3
4

Staff Costs
Salaries and Wages
Superannuation
National Insurance
Other Staff Costs

5

Premises Costs
Other Property Costs

6
7
8
9
10

Administration Costs
Printing, Stationery and Postages
Telephone Costs
Course Expenses
Advertising and Promotions
Other Administration Costs

11

Transport Costs
Travel and Subsistence

12
13
14
15
16
17

Supplies and Services
Purchase of Equipment
Purchase of Materials
Legal Expenses
Other Supplies and Services
External Audit Fees
Work Done by Outside Contractor

ACTUAL
TO
DEC-19
£'000

%

REVISED
FORECAST
2019/20
£'000

105
20
11
0
136

122
25
14
0
161

62
12
7
0
81

50.82%
48.00%
50.00%
0.00%

72
14
8
0
94

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.00%

0
0

3
0
1
1
0
5

1
1
2
1
2
7

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

1
1
2
1
2
7

1
1

2
2

0
0

0.00%

2
2

1
0
0
0
3
0
4

1
1
0
32
4
0
38

0
0
0
18
0
0
18

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
56.25%
0.00%
0.00%

1
1
0
32
4
0
38

146

208

99

47.60%

141

Income
Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeenshire Council
Other Income

0
0
(145)

0
0
(208)

0
0
(71)

0.00%
0.00%
34.13%

0
0
(141)

Total Income

(145)

(208)

(71)

34.13%

(141)

1

0

28

Gross Expenditure

18
19
20

REVISED
BUDGET
2019/20
£'000

Net Expenditure

21/01/2020 15:09

NOTES

0
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ABERDEEN CITY & SHIRE
STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AUTHORITY
Date: 29 January 2020
Report Title: Strategic Development Planning Authority - Bulletin
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 The purpose of this Report is to give Members a brief overview of strategic
planning matters involving or relating to the work undertaken by the Strategic
Development Planning Authority.
2.

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan Update

2.1 The Strategic Development Plan is considered under a separate item on this
Agenda.
3.

Local Development Plan Update
Aberdeen City Local Development Plan

3.1 The Aberdeen Local Development Plan (2017) was adopted by Aberdeen City
Council on 20 January 2017. Under current legislation, Planning Authorities
are required to prepare a new Local Development Plan at least every 5 years.
The Main Issues Report Consultation took place from 4 March to 13 May
2019. Aberdeen City Council is in the process of preparing the proposed
Local Development Plan which is programmed to be considered by Full
Council on 2 March 2020 and to be published for consultation shortly after.
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
3.2 The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (2017) was adopted by
Aberdeenshire Council on 17 April 2017. The Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan is also under review. Aberdeenshire Council’s
Infrastructure Services Committee agreed the Main Issues Report for public
consultation on 29 November 2018, consultation ran from 14 January 2019,
and the consultation period ran until 8 April 2019.
3.3 Aberdeenshire Area Committees and the Infrastructure Services Committee
considered the introduction, strategy and policies of the proposed plan by
Aberdeenshire Area Committees in the latter part of 2019. The proposed
Local Development Plan is programmed to be considered by Full Council on 5
March 2020 and will be published for consultation shortly after.
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4.

The New Development Plan system

4.1

The Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 received Royal Assent on the 25 July 2019.
The Act enhances the status of the National Planning Framework, removes
the requirement to produce Strategic Development Plans, and restructures the
processes for the production of Local Development Plans. The incorporation
of Scottish Planning Policy within NPF4, is intended to provide greater
consistency and avoid the need for national policies to be repeated in Local
Development Plans and Supplementary Guidance. However, where local
variation in policy is justified, this can be included within the plan.

4.2

Work has also commenced on the preparation of National Planning
Framework 4, incorporating Scottish Planning Policy and when published,
National Planning Framework 4 will be part of the Development Plan
hierarchy, setting out the national policy position for land use planning
(Appendix 1 – National Planning Framework 4 Programme for Engagement).
While the final timing of NPF4 will depend on the Scottish Parliament’s
approval, a draft of NPF4 is expected to be published as a draft for
consultation in September 2020 and the final version is expected to be
submitted for Parliamentary approval in 2021. Earlier programming indicated
in Quarter 3, July and September of 2021. Appended as Appendix 1 to this
report is the Scottish Government’s ‘Programme for Engagement’ for the
National Planning Framework (published January 2020). This sets out their
programme for engagement as well as that undertaken since September
2019.

4.3

The National Planning Framework legislative requirements require it to have
regard to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National strategy and action plan for housing
Infrastructure investment plan
National transport strategy
Strategic transport projects review
Land use strategy
Climate change adaptation programme
National strategy for air quality
Land rights and responsibilities statement
National strategy or action plan for the ownership or use of land
National marine plan.

4.4 Approved Strategic Development Plans and any associated Supplementary
Guidance will remain in force until the publication of National Planning
Framework 4. Government has advised that they do not envisage that any
new Strategic Development Plans will now be prepared beyond the Aberdeen
City and Shire Strategic Development Plan, and they have advised that they
intend to remove the requirement for preparation of Strategic Development
Plan’s at an early stage (with transitional arrangements for any still in
progress). All Strategic Development Plans and Supplementary Guidance
issued in connection with them, will cease to have effect once the National
Planning Framework 4 is approved by Parliament and adopted.
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4.5

5.

The Strategic Transport Projects Review 2 is progressing alongside the
National Transport Strategy. This evidence-based review on the performance
of the strategic transport network across all transport modes, will make
recommendations for potential transport interventions for Scottish Ministers to
consider as national priorities from 2022-2042. The review is anticipated to
report early 2020 and is expected to align with the National Planning
Framework 4.
Other Relevant Decisions from Scottish Ministers

5.1 The Scottish Government confirmed on the 19 December 2019 that the Abellio
ScotRail contract will come to an end early, currently expected to be at the end
of March 2022. The rail industry in the UK has been under a full review over
the last few years and is currently awaiting the outcome of the “Williams Rail
Review”, led by the UK Government.
6.

Scottish Government Consultation

6.1 The Scottish Government is currently consulting on updating the planning
performance and fee regimes which will run until 14 February 2020 (Read
more here). This was a key action identified in their work programme which
was published in September 2019. The consultation reflects Scottish
Ministers’ commitment to the principle that any increases to planning fees
must be linked to improved performance.
7.

Planning Applications of Strategic Importance

7.1 Since the last meeting of the Strategic Development Planning Authority in
September 2019, the Strategic Development Planning Authority has submitted
a response to a planning application submitted to Aberdeen City Council. This
related to application 191171/PPP for the erection of residential led, mixed use
development of approximately 550 homes, community and sports facilities,
retail (Classes 1, 2, 3 and Sui Generis) with associated landscaping, open
space and infrastructure at land east of the A92 Ellon Road at Cloverhill,
Murcar, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen.
7.2 The response emphasised that the review of a Development Plan is the
appropriate place to consider the need for new housing allocations and that
there continues to be a robust housing land supply across the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area.
7.3 A Pre-determination hearing for this application was held on the 15 January
2020. The application is programmed to be considered by Full Council on the
24 February 2020.
7.4 The Strategic Development Planning Authority Submission can be read in
Appendix 2.
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8.

Employment Land Audit

8.1 The Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Employment Land Audit provides
information on the supply and availability of employment land. The Audit is
produced annually by officials of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils in
consultation with the Strategic Development Planning Authority. The Audit
has a base date of 1 April 2019.
8.2 The 2018/19 Audit shows that there continues to be a generous supply of
employment land across the area. The Strategic Development Plan (and
Proposed Strategic Development Plan) has a target of 60ha of marketable
employment land being available in both Aberdeen City and the Strategic
Growth Areas of Aberdeenshire at all times. The 2018/19 Audit shows the
supply to be well in excess of this target with 223ha of marketable land in
Aberdeen City, 205ha in the Aberdeenshire Strategic Growth Areas, and a
further 76ha in Aberdeenshire outwith the Strategic Growth Areas. 116ha of
the total marketable land is classed as immediately available, 52ha in
Aberdeen City and 64ha in Aberdeenshire.
Figure 1: Employment Land Supply 2018/19
Constrained Marketable Immediately Under
Available
Construction
Aberdeen City
64
210
52
0
Aberdeenshire
267
281
64
2
Total
331
491
116
2
(all figures in hectares)
8.3 There remains a considerable supply of land which is currently regarded as
constrained (64ha in Aberdeen City and 267ha in Aberdeenshire). Some of
the larger Local Development Plan allocations with more complex
infrastructure requirements in both the City and Shire are expected to come
forward in the medium rather than the short term. As progress is made on
these sites, their status will change from constrained to marketable.
8.4 In 2018/19, just over 3ha of employment land was taken up in
Aberdeenshire, significantly lower than the 10-year average for
Aberdeenshire of around 14ha per annum, and only a further 2ha were
found to be under construction. There has also been a continued fall in
the rate of development in the City over 2018/19 with no new
developments commencing in that period. The first phase of the new
mixed-use development at OP19 Rowett North, covering 12ha, has
completed and is now in use.
8.5 Within Aberdeen City and the nearby towns of Aberdeenshire, market forces
remain closely linked to the fortunes of the energy industry. The take up of
employment land in Aberdeen City had been strong between 2014 and 2016,
as development committed to prior to the downturn in the oil price was built
out but has since fallen back. Take up in Aberdeenshire had remained
relatively steady until this year. There is inevitably a time lag before any
increase in market confidence leads to renewed take up of employment land,
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exacerbated by the current surplus in the supply of both office and industrial
premises.
8.6 More information is available in the full Employment Land Audit report
provided in Appendix 3.
9. Regional Economic Strategy
9.1 In early December the Regional Economic Strategy partnership hosted a
workshop, facilitated by Scottish Enterprise, which aimed to ensure the
Strategy’s 20-year vision for the north east remains on track in the face of
ever-changing drivers. The workshop considered the need to re-focus the
strategy to take account of issues such as carbon net zero, digitalisation and
technology, continuing social and political uncertainties all of which are
occurring at pace, and therefore reflect a north east region that is subject to
economic change and transition.
9.2 The workshop was well attended by organisations and agencies which were
part of the development of the original strategy. The Regional Economic
Strategy partnership is currently compiling and reflecting on the outcomes of
the workshop.
10. Strategic Infrastructure Update
Laurencekirk - Route Options and Design Update
10.1 Draft Orders and the Environmental Impact Assessment Report for the
proposed scheme were published on 19 December 2019 for formal comment.
A public exhibition was held on 10 January 2020 to allow local communities
and road users to view proposals for the junction. The Statutory Consultation
Period closes on 14 February 2020. Detail on the consultation is available
here.
A96 Dualling East of Huntly - Route Options and Design Update
10.2 As previously reported in the June 2019 Bulletin drop-in sessions regarding
Route Options took place at the end of May 2019, and the consultation period
has since closed. Transport Scotland were not able to keep to their published
timetable and announce a preferred route by the end of 2019 and it is
expected to be announced in early 2020.
Rail Network Improvements / Initiatives
10.3 Transport Scotland are acting as principle sponsor/ funder of the new Kintore
Rail Station, with BAM Nuttal appointed as Contractor and the project being
managed by Network Rail. Construction works are ongoing, and the aim is to
complete all works by March 2020. ScotRail will then obtain access for
operational work with an official opening anticipated towards end May 2020.
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Report Prepared By:
Sheena Lamont, Senior Planner
Strategic Development Planning Authority

Gale Beattie
Chief Officer Strategic Place Planning
Aberdeen City Council

Paul Macari
Head of Planning and Environment
Aberdeenshire Council
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Appendix 1
Planning for Scotland in 2050
National Planning Framework 4

PROGRAMME OF ENGAGEMENT
What is the National Planning Framework (NPF)?
The National Planning Framework is a long term plan for Scotland that sets out
where development and infrastructure is needed to support sustainable and
inclusive growth. The current National Planning Framework (NPF3) was
published in 2014. We are reviewing NPF3 and also Scottish Planning Policy
(SPP) which contains detailed national policy on a number of planning topics.
The updated document which integrates SPP and our national spatial plan will
be known as National Planning Framework 4 (NPF4). You can find out the
essentials about the NPF on our website at www.transformingplanning.scot.
Timetable for NPF4
We have begun preparing Scotland’s fourth National Planning Framework
(NPF4). We will carry out intensive early engagement to seek views on the scope
and content of NPF4 from January to March 2020. Over summer 2020 we will
reflect on the early engagement suggestions and start preparing the draft NPF4.
We plan to submit this draft to Parliament for consultation around September
2020. Public consultation will run alongside Parliament’s consideration.
Following this formal consultation, we aim to lay the final version in the Scottish
Parliament in 2021. NPF4 will be approved by Parliament before it is adopted
by Scottish Ministers.
Alongside this process, we will be co-ordinating the preparation of the impact
assessments of the policies, which are required by law, or are seen as good
practice. More information on these assessments can be found in our NPF4:
Integrated Impact Assessments Easy Read Guide on our website.
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NPF Engagement
We are committed to encouraging interest and wide public involvement in the
preparation of Scotland’s fourth National Planning Framework (NPF4). In
preparing NPF4, we want to engage with a wide range of stakeholders in the
public, community, voluntary and private sectors, as well as academics, experts
and professional bodies. We will make a particular effort to reach beyond the
people and organisations normally involved in planning consultations. This
programme sets out details of our Engagement Principles, as well as reflecting
on achievements to date, and opportunities in the next few months for all
interested parties to contribute.
We consider this to be our early participation stage which will inform the
content of a draft NPF4 which we will lay in Parliament and open to general
consultation in September 2020. The key stages for the NPF are:
January to
March 2020
April to August
2020
September 2020

2021

We have a number of legal requirements to fulfil in relation to participation and
will publish our Participation Statement in the summer of 2020. The
Participation Statement will cover the formal consultation stages of the review
of NPF4 and will set out what participation opportunities will take place and with
whom.
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Engagement Principles
In preparing NPF4, we will:
 Proactively engage with a wide range of stakeholders in the public,
community, voluntary and private sectors, as well as academic experts
and professional bodies.
 Make a particular effort to reach beyond the people and organisations
normally involved in planning consultations.
 Respond positively to requests to attend events and meetings.
 Provide regular progress updates through website, blog and twitter
account.
 Provide a range of resources to help facilitate discussion and debate.
 Evaluate our engagement process using VOiCE (Visioning Outcomes in
Community Engagement). Further information in Annex A.
 Report on the Scottish Government’s four participation commitments
and accompanying indicators in our Participation Statement (summer
2020).
Participation Achievements (September to December )
We began work on developing NPF4 in September. The main focus of our work
has been to prepare for the engagement due to begin in January 2020. We have:
 Set up a dedicated email account for all NPF enquiries –
scotplan@gov.scot
 Started to blog about the NPF at https://blogs.gov.scot/planningarchitecture/
 Encouraged stakeholders to follow our blog platform and twitter account
@ScotGovPlanning to keep up to date with progress.
 Begun using a twitter hashtag #scotplan
 Published research into changes to Scottish Planning Policy
(https://www.gov.scot/publications/research-project-adoption-scottishplanning-policy-local-development-plans/)
 Commissioned research on rural planning policy to 2050.
 Agreed to commission or undertake research on lifecycle greenhouse gas
emissions; low car neighbourhoods; planning for air quality; blue and
green infrastructure; and the implementation of section 3F of the Town
and Country Planning (Scotland) Act.
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 Invited people to prepare short ‘Think Pieces’ on the theme of Scotland
2050.
 Invited a range of stakeholders to suggest how to help us frame this
engagement process. Suggestions have included: consideration of the
use of deliberative methods of engagement; offers of roundtable
discussions; techniques to encourage more woman to participate; a
programme of engagement with planning professionals; closer coordination of engagement events with other Scottish Government
consultations; and support for the public to participate in events.
 Undertaken early engagement with planning authorities on the
development of regional working. Summary note and presentations from
2 October event available at https://blogs.gov.scot/planningarchitecture/2019/10/25/regional-spatial-strategies-exploratory-event/
 Attended a number of conferences and events including those organised
by Homes for Scotland, Place Standard Alliance, Scottish Older People’s
Assembly, Scottish Renewables.
 Supported the Scottish Youth Parliament with a Shaping the Scotland of
2050 workshop in October. We published a blog post on this https://blogs.gov.scot/planning-architecture/2019/11/01/scottishyouth-parliament-event-27-october-2019-dunfermline-high-school/
 We have met a range of stakeholders including Age Scotland, Clydeplan,
Crown Estates, Disability Equality Scotland, Engender, Girl Guiding
Scotland, Heads of Planning (Scotland), Improvement Service, Land
Reform Review Group, NFU(Scotland), Scottish Environment Protection
Agency, Scottish Land and Estates, Scottish Natural Heritage, Scottish
Wildlife Trust, Working Group on Gypsy/Traveller Accommodation,
YoungScot, Zero Waste Scotland. The main aim of these meetings has
been to inform organisations about NPF4 and the potential opportunities
for framing the scope and content of the document.
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Upcoming Engagement Opportunities (January to March 2020)
This list contains details of engagement opportunities and events that are
planned at the time of publication. As the programme progresses, we will be
adding to this to ensure we have wide representation of stakeholders and will
publicise further events and opportunities in updates on our website.
 Call for Ideas – Between January and March 2020, we will have an open
call for ideas. We will encourage all individuals and stakeholders to
participate in our engagement events, and we will also invite people to
write to us. Whilst any ideas can be submitted to us at this stage, we will
be particularly interested in responses to a series of questions we have
developed to help frame discussions.
 NPF4 Scotplan 2050 Roadshow - We are organising a programme of
events across the country to give people the opportunity to consider key
questions on the NPF. The events will be informal and participative.
People will have opportunities to consider key questions on the scope and
content of NPF4. We will work with national and local organisations,
partnerships and networks to define the best approach in each area.
Where possible, at each location, we will ensure there is general drop in
opportunity for any individual to ask us about the NPF. Our programme
will be set out on our website at www.transformingplanning.scot and
highlighted through our twitter account.
 Meetings / Seminars / Conferences – we will look to respond positively
to requests for attendance at events to inform and involve stakeholders
in developing the scope and content of NPF4. We will maintain a register
of such opportunities to be published in our Participation Statement.
 Community Grant Scheme – We will support communities to engage
locally through a small grants scheme to assist them in considering the
scope and format of NPF4. Further details on eligibility and how to apply
will be advertised in January.
 Resource pack – to help facilitate discussion we will provide materials
pitched at a range of audiences to help people engage. These resources
can also be used by stakeholders wishing to undertake consultation within
their own groups and networks. We will also make available copies to
each local authority and each local authority Community Council Liaison
Officer to disseminate. Resources will include:
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o general fact sheets on the NPF; trends to 2050; national
developments; regional spatial strategies; and each individual
planning policy topic.
o Questions to prompt thinking and provoke debate.
o A ‘How to’ guide to running community events to generate feedback.
o Think piece papers – we will publish a series of think pieces by a
variety of stakeholders to stimulate debate.
o We will also provide doodle maps to encourage people to draw their
own maps of Scotland in 2050.
o Links to PowerPoint presentations


Working with the planning profession - We will work with the Royal Town
Planning Institute (RTPI) to support a number of events and ways to
disseminate information to the planning profession. These include:
o RTPI Chapter events – we will attend events facilitated by the RTPI’s
7 Chapters.
o International Planning Conference – we have commissioned the
RTPI to host a conference looking at what we can learn from
international practice on spatial planning.
o Scottish Planning Forum – the Forum will meet to discuss key
priorities and emerging themes for NPF4.
o Scottish Young Planners Workshop – the RTPI will facilitate a
workshop for young planners and those new to the profession.
o Scottish Planner – we will provide updates on progress through the
Scottish Planner. We will also promote through the blog.
o Roundtable Discussions –the RTPI will set up 4 roundtable sessions
to discuss key themes.

 The Gathering – we will host a stand at the Gathering on 19 and 20
February at the SEC, Glasgow and invite stakeholders to come to discuss
their ideas with us.
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 Impact Assessment Evidence - During the Call for Ideas stage, we will also
be calling for evidence to support the range of statutory and nonstatutory impact assessments which will accompany NPF4 including
Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment, Children’s Rights and
Wellbeing Impact Assessment, Equality Impact Assessment, Fairer
Scotland Duty Assessment, Habitats Regulations Appraisal, Human Rights,
Island Communities Impact Assessment and Strategic Environmental
Assessment. We will support the Call for Ideas by bringing together a
range of bodies with an interest in the equalities related impact
assessments.
 Impact Assessment Easy Read Guide – we will publish an easy read guide
to help stakeholders understand the purpose and process for impact
assessments for NPF4.
 MSPs - Parliament will have an enhanced role in NPF4. Kevin Stewart
MSP, Minister for Local Government, Housing and Planning will write to
the Convenor of the Local Government and Communities Committee
advising them that this programme has been published and inviting them
to participate in early engagement.
 Planning Convenors - Convenors of local authority planning committees
will be provided briefing on NPF4 at a meeting with the Scottish
Government. They will have the opportunity to contribute their views on
key policy themes. The NPF team is keen to support the Improvement
Service in the preparation of a briefing note providing all elected
members with information on the preparation of the NPF, its role in
decision making and inviting them to contribute their views on key policy
themes.
 Joined up Government - We will continue to liaise with officials within the
Scottish Government and its agencies responsible for a wide range of
relevant policy areas, including those identified in the 2019 Planning Act.
Regular discussions involving officials from across government will also
take place through established policy forums, groups and boards.
 National Developments – we will invite ideas for national developments
that will help deliver the aims of the NPF4.
 Supporting Regional Spatial Strategies – we will liaise with authorities to
support the development of interim regional spatial strategies to feed
into NPF4. We will provide financial resource to assist the facilitation of
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their discussions and will bring authorities together at key stages to
discuss progress and share ideas and experience.
 Consult on Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA) Scoping Reports – we will
make our IIA scoping report available online for comment in early 2020.
 Twitter – our twitter feed allows stakeholders to keep up to date with
progress. As the engagement process commences, we will consider the
scope for twitter forums.
 Email Enquiries - Our email enquiry mailbox (scotplan@gov.scot) allows
individuals and organisations to contact the NPF team with any enquiry
including explaining the participation process and providing assistance
with making representations on the scope and content of the NPF. We
will monitor the inbox during office hours and respond to all enquiries
quickly.

Keep in touch
For more information and other resources
www.transformingplanning.scot
https://blogs.gov.scot/planning-architecture/
@ScotGovPlanning #scotplan
scotplan@gov.scot
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Annex A – WHO WE WILL ENGAGE WITH
The engagement process will be evaluated using the VOiCE (Visioning Outcomes
in Community Engagement) toolkit which was published by the Scottish
Government as part of its support for implementation of the National Standards
for Community Engagement.
Initial engagement will be focused on raising awareness and involving
stakeholders in preparing the scope and content of NPF4 plus drawing together
relevant evidence.
The first stage of the VOiCE analysis identified a number of interests in the
preparation of NPF4. We have supplemented this list with other known
interests and will target the following groups during the early engagement
phase to invite them to participate in the early engagement phase and outline
the programme for formal engagement from September 2020.

Amenity, Community and Environmental Organisations



























2050 Climate Group
Adaptation Scotland
Alcohol Focus Scotland
ASH Scotland
Built Environment Forum Scotland
Climate Ready Clyde
Coalfields Regeneration Trust
Common Weal
Community Councils
Community Energy Scotland
Community Land Scotland
Corra Foundation
Cycling Scotland
Development Trust Association Scotland
FoE Scotland
Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Green
Network
Greenspace Scotland
Housing Options Scotland
John Muir Trust
MacMillan
Mental Health Foundation
Keep Scotland Beautiful
Nesta
Nourish Scotland
Obesity Action Scotland
PAS





























Paths for All
Planning Democracy
Reforesting Scotland
RSPB Scotland
Scotland Against Spin
Scotland’s Towns Partnership
Scotland Against Spin
Scottish Allotments and Gardens Society
Scottish Civic Trust
Scottish Communities Alliance
Scottish Community Development Centre
Scottish Environment Link
Scottish Mediation
Scottish Obesity Alliance
Scottish Rural Action
Scottish Wildlife Trust
Social Farms and Gardens
Soil Association
SPOKES
SRUC
Stop Climate Change Scotland
STUC
SURF
SUSTRANS
Transform Scotland
WWF
Zero Waste Scotland
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Business (and representative bodies)

































Aberdeen Airport
Airport Operators Association
Assoc. for Decentralised Energy
Assoc. Scottish Shellfish Growers
CBI
Centrica
Committee of Scottish Bankers
Confor
Crown Estates Scotland
District Heating Scotland
Dundee Waterfront
EDF Energy
Edinburgh Airport
Energy Catapult
Faculty of Advocates
Federation of Burial and Cremation
Authorities
Federation of Small Businesses
Glasgow Airport
Highlands and Islands Airports Limited
Highland Small Communities Housing Trust
Homes for Scotland
Ineos
Inogy Renewables Scotland
Institute of Directors
National Association of Funeral Directors
National Custom and Self Build Association
National Grid
Network Rail
NFU (Scotland)
Prestwick Airport
Rail Freight Group (Scotland)
Scottish Chambers of Commerce
































Oil and Gas UK
OVO Energy
SCDI
SAC Consulting
Scottish and Southern Electricity Networks
Scottish and Southern Electricity
Renewables
Scottish Association of Young Farmers
Clubs
Scottish Crofting Federation
Scottish Environmental Services Association
Scottish Federation of Housing Associations
Scottish Food Trade Association
Scottish Futures Trust
Scottish Land and Estates
Scottish Planning Consultants Forum
Scottish Power Transmission
Scottish Power Renewables
Scottish Property Federation
Scottish Renewables
Scottish Retail Consortium
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation
Scottish Showmen’s Guild
Scottish Tenant Farmers Association
Scottish Tourism Alliance
Scottish Woodlands Ltd
SGN
Solar Trade Association
Star Renewable Energy
Tilhill
UK Hospitality
UK Mobile Operators Association

Planning authorities



34 planning authorities
Heads of Planning Scotland



4 Strategic Development Plan Authorities

Key Agencies








Key Agency Group
Architecture and Design Scotland
Crofters Commission
Forestry and Land Scotland
Highlands and Islands Enterprise
Historic Environment Scotland
Marine Scotland









Regional Transport Partnerships
Scottish Enterprise
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Scottish Forestry
Scottish Natural Heritage
Scottish Water
Transport Scotland
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Other Public Bodies (and Officers Groups)
 Assoc. Local Authority Chief Housing
Officers
 Big Lottery
 Central Scotland Green Network
 Children and Young People's Commissioner
 Civil Aviation Authority
 Community Council Liaison Officers
 Community Planning Partnership Managers
Network
 COSLA
 Creative Scotland
 Diabetes UK
 Education Scotland
 Equality and Human Rights Commission
 Faculty of Public Health
 Food Standards Scotland
 Health and Social Care Alliance
 Improvement Service
 NHS Health Scotland
 Place Standard Alliance
 Regional Transport Partnerships
 Scottish Agricultural Arbiters’ & Valuers’
Association

 Scottish Canals
 Scotland’s Centre for Regional Economic
Growth
 Scottish Human Rights Commission
 Scottish Land Commission
 Scottish Local Authorities Economic
Development Group
 Scottish Members’ Services Development
Network
 Scottish National Investment Bank
 Scottish Public Health Network
 Scottish Public Health Observatory
 SeaFish Scotland
 Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in
Scotland
 SOLACE
 South of Scotland Economic Partnership
 SportScotland
 Sustainable Scotland Network
 UK Committee on Climate Change
 Veteran’s Commissioner
 VisitScotland

Academic, Professional and other Bodies
 Academy of Medical Sciences
 British Medical Association
 Chartered Institute of Ecology and
Environmental Management
 Chartered Institute of Highways and
Transportation
 Chartered Institute of Housing
 Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation
 Expert Advisory Group on Migration and
Population
 James Hutton Institute
 Landscape Institute
 Law Society of Scotland
 National Council of Rural Advisors













Observatory for Sport in Scotland
RIAS
RICS
Royal Environmental Health Institute for
Scotland
Royal Town Planning Institute
Scottish Association of Social Work
Scotland’s Rural College
Social Work Scotland
UK Collaborative Centre for Housing
Evidence
University of Edinburgh
University of Stirling

Equalities Organisations








Action on Elder Abuse
Age Scotland
Alzheimer's Scotland
Article 12
Barnardo’s
BEMIS
British Deaf Association Scotland









MECOPP
Outside the Box
PAMIS
People First Scotland
Play Scotland
Poverty Alliance
Roar Connections for Life
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Cancer Research UK
Carers' Scotland
Carers Trust Scotland
Carnegie Trust
Children's Parliament
Children in Scotland
Coalition of Carers in Scotland
CRISIS
Crossroads Caring Scotland
Disability Equality Scotland
Engender
Faith in Older People
for Scotland’s Disabled Children
Generations Working Together
Girl Guiding Scotland
Glasgow Disability Alliance
Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living
Glasgow Centre for Population Health
Gypsy/Traveller Women’s Voices
Inclusion Scotland
Independent Living in Scotland
Joseph Rowntree Foundation
LGBT Health and Wellbeing
LGBT Youth Scotland
Lothian Centre for Inclusive Living
MACS



























Save the Children
Scottish Autism
Scottish Council of Jewish Communities
Scottish Older People’s Assembly
Scottish Pensioners Forum
Scottish Independent Living Coalition
Scottish Refugee Council
Scottish Women in Business
Scottish Women's Convention
Scottish Young Carers Services Alliance
Scottish Youth Parliament
Scouts Scotland
Self Directed Support Scotland
Shared Care Scotland
Shelter (Scotland)
Soroptimist International
Stonewall
Together (Scottish Alliance for Children’s
Rights)
Trust Housing Association
Veterans Scotland
VOX Scotland
YoungScot
YouthLink Scotland
YouthScotland
Zero Tolerance
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PLANNING PROPOSAL
Local planning authority: Aberdeen City Council
Proposal: Erection of residential led, mixed use development of approximately 550 homes,
community and sports facilities, retail (Classes 1, 2, 3 and Sui Generis) with associated
landscaping, open space and infrastructure at Land At East Of A92 Ellon Road At Cloverhill,
Murcar, Bridge Of Don, Aberdeen.
Reference No: 191171/PPP
Date received:
Case Officer: Gavin Evans

Target date:

STRATEGIC PLANNING OBSERVATIONS
The Development Plan
The development plan is the most appropriate place to consider the need for new housing and
employment land and the allocation of specific sites. This is in line with the plan-led system
emphasised by Scottish Planning Policy (SPP).
The Strategic Development Planning Authority consulted on its Proposed Strategic Development
Plan in 2018 and its examination commenced in mid-2019. Aberdeen City Council undertook its
call for sites process in 2018 and consulted on its Main Issues Report in 2019. This was the
appropriate opportunity to consider new sites for allocation or rezoning through the review of the
Local Development Plan. Not through an application for planning permission as is the case for
this consultation response.
A bid, B02-20, was submitted for the subject site OP2 (the bid can be viewed here). The bid
promoted the rezoning of OP2 from employment to residential land. This bid was assessed as
part of the call for sites process and it was recommended as undesirable for rezoning. It was
therefore not included in the Main Issues Report 2019 as a preferred site.

Housing Land Supply
The Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan 2009 and Strategic Development Plan 2014 set
ambitious Housing Requirements which were met through housing allocations in subsequent
Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans. The Proposed Strategic
Development Plan 2018 has set a Housing Supply Target and Housing Land Requirement for
subsequent Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans. This has resulted in the
need for the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan to allocate a limited amount of housing land
for the period 2020-2032. Land is required for a total of 4,168 homes in Aberdeen city and 6,668
homes in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. These allocations should primarily come through
brownfield sites and utilise the current “constrained” supply in the first instance. Sufficient
desirable bids have come through the call for sites process to meet the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan 2018’s Local Development Plan housing allowances.
Such historically generous levels of housing land allocations have resulted in a continuously
robust 5-year and post 5-year effective housing land supply across both the Aberdeen and Rural
Housing Market Areas (34,906 homes as per the Housing Land Audit 2019).
The Housing Land Audit 2019 shows that for Aberdeen City this has resulted in:
•
•

A five-year effective land supply of 6,242 homes;
Post five-year effective supply of 10,076 homes;
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•

Total effective land supply of 16,318;

At a housing market area level this has results in:
•
•

The Aberdeen Housing Market Area has a 7.2-year supply;
The Rural Housing Market Area has a 5.5-year supply.

The consideration of land supply in the context of a planning application is measured against the
effective land supply within the Local Development Plan’s area and how this relates to the Housing
Supply Target. However, housing land allocations are made and monitored on a housing market
area basis as opposed to a Council basis.
This focuses the argument on the amount of currently available land or the effective land supply.
Consideration can be given to sites that are capable of starting within the 5 years from the date
of the Housing Land Audit and what rates of completion are programmed. Therefore, the supply
is the land that is made available and the rate that it can be delivered at.
The application’s supporting document, Review of Housing Land and Employment Land Supply
prepared by Halliday Fraser Munro, is predicated to a significant extent that due to a shortfall in
housing completions within the Aberdeen City part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area there is
a requirement for more housing land. This is not accepted and is contradicted by the available
evidence in the Housing Land Audit 2019 and recent previous audits. Taking into consideration
the last four Housing Land Audits (2016-2019) the five-year effective land supply has remained
steady between 10,750 and 12,140 homes. While there have been reductions in the post 5-year
effective land supply, as sites have been moved into the constrained supply, the overall
established land supply has remained stable at between 33,800 and 32,700 homes.
Table 1: Aberdeen Housing Market Area land supply since 2016 (Housing Land
Audits 2016-2019)
Housing
5-year
Post 5-year Total
Constrain Total
Land Audit effective
effective
effective
ed
Established
2016
11,250
18,642
29,892
3,929
33,821
2017
10,753
18,316
29,069
3,935
33,004
2018
12,142
18,595
30,737
3,043
33,780
2019
10,816
17,420
28,236
4,472
32,708
The City Region’s housing market has been affected by the regional economic downturn. Yet
house building in Aberdeen City has steadily increased since 2011 aided by its robust and
generous land supply.

2011
526

Table 2: Aberdeen City housing completions 2011-2018
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016 2017 2018
777
904
686
796
835
1,176 1,21
1

There assertion in para 3.9 of the supporting document that Housing Land Audits are overly
optimistic in their programming of future completions rates. However recent audits indicate a trend
of a reduction in future programming while a robust housing land supply is maintained. This is set
out in table 3 below.
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Tables 1, 2 and 3 make it apparent that delivery has increased in Aberdeen City, programming
has been reduced to lower levels and yet a generous land supply has been continuously
maintained.
Table 3: Housing Land Audit average anticipated housing completions
2016 2017
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Average
HLA 2,309 2,793 3,053 2,829 2,635 2,576 2,420 2,297 2,614
2016
2017 2018
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
HLA 2209 2697
2868 2937 2463 2393 2319 2478 2,545
2017
2018 2019
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
HLA 2,388 3,138 3,246 3,196 2,585 2,420 2,097 1,899 2,621
2018
2019 2020
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
HLA 2127 2586
2854 2936 2564 2186 1943 1747 2,368
2019

Programming of housing delivery
Paragraph 110 of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 requires a minimum of 5-years housing land
supply at all times. This uses programming on all sites and is agreed by Homes for Scotland. This
is a key performance measure as defined by the Scottish Government which reflects the very
generous land supply position in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and Aberdeen City. The
supply in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area in the Housing Land Audit 2019 equates to 7.2
years. This indicates that there is capacity in land supply terms to build well above the housing
requirement if demand exists.
A significant factor which influences the amount of land regarded as effective and indeed the
amount of housing actually delivered on the ground is the rate of delivery and programmed
delivery.
This is an important factor influencing the amount of land regarded as effective, and whilst a
development plan can influence the physical amount of land available for development it has less
influence over its delivery which is subject to wider market influences. In the context of this
proposal the applicant has erroneously conflated two separate measures:
•
•

land available for development; and
the expected or programmed delivery of that land,

Aberdeen City Council can have significant influence over the amount of land available for
development, subject to the willingness of landowners or the ability of the Council to assemble
land. However, Aberdeen City Council has significantly less influence over the second measure,
delivery of the land, which is significantly influenced by the activities of RSLs, private home
builders and the other actors and influences at the sharp end of delivery.
Aberdeen City Council’s role in influencing the timing and rate at which a development is built out,
is limited to those measures that influence the quality, attractiveness and suitability of the through
the development management process.
Given Aberdeen City Council has influence over land availability it has used this to allocated
generous quantities of housing land. In the context of a regional economic down term the
programming and delivery of that land has been influenced by market conditions.
For example, in the period before the regional economic downturn a large site with construction
activity on site delivering for example 100 units per annum would have been regarded as having
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500 units in the 5-year effective supply. The same site post-downturn delivering at a rate of 80
units per year would be regarded as having only 400 units in the 5-year effective supply.
The Housing Land Audit 2019 states an effective land supply of 28,236 homes for the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area. Since the regional economic downturn, the programming of sites in
Aberdeen City, which are classed as having deliverable land in both the 5-year and post 5-year
Effective Land Supply, has seen future anticipated completions reduced or pushed back (as seen
in table 3). These allocations or permissions have therefore not suddenly been removed from the
housing land supply simply because anticipated completions have not transpired or been
reduced. Their delivery rates have been damped to reflect market conditions and thus there is
ample capacity within the housing land supply to react to any surge in demand.

CONCLUSION
On the basis of the above it is considered that it has not been demonstrated that there is
justification for the subject site to be developed for housing land. There is a robust and
generous housing land supply across the Aberdeen Housing Market Area which has come
through the full assessment of the development plan process which has capacity to meet
current and increased demand.
Author: Tom Walsh

Date: October 2019

Note: This is a consultation response provided by the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development
Planning Authority (SDPA) to inform Aberdeen City Council in the exercise of its functions under the Town
and Country Planning Act 1997. The SDPA does not (and cannot) form a view as to whether the application
should be granted or refused. The weight to be attached to this response is a matter for Aberdeen City
Council.
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Executive Summary
Purpose and Background
The Aberdeen City and Shire Employment Land Audit provides up-to-date and accurate
information on the supply and availability of employment land in the North-East of Scotland. The
audit has been produced by officials of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils and the
Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA). The 2018/19 Audit has a base date of 1st April
2019. You can also view the Employment Land Audit document on the councils’ websites:
www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/localdevelopmentplan
www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/statistics/economy

Established Supply
Between April 2018 and April 2019 the established land supply in Aberdeen City decreased by 4%
to 274h. Over the past year one site which was under construction has now been completed. This
is approximately 12ha at The Event Complex Aberdeen (TECA) which replaces the Aberdeen
Exhibition and Conference Centre (AECC), also known as Site OP19 in the Local Development
Plan. Aberdeenshire has seen a small decrease of 5ha resulting in a new established supply total
of 548ha. Over the past year, 3.4ha have been built out and a further 1.9ha are under construction.

Constrained Supply
There has been no change in the constrained supply for Aberdeen City between April 2018 and
April 2019, remaining at 64ha for a fourth year, which equates to 22% of its established supply. In
Aberdeenshire, the constrained supply has increased by 9% over the same period to 267ha,
meaning that almost half (49%) of the established supply in the Shire is constrained.
In general, the relatively high amount of constrained supply in both authorities can be explained
by the fact that some of the larger Local Development Plan (LDP) allocations with more complex
infrastructure requirements are realistically expected to come forward in the medium rather than
short term.

Marketable Supply
The marketable land supply in Aberdeen City has decreased by 6% from April 2018 to April 2019
to 210ha as the first phase of the OP19 Rowett North site has been built out , of which 52ha are
classed as immediately available. In Aberdeenshire, there was a net decrease of 9% in the
marketable supply over the year to 281ha, of which 64ha are classed as immediately available.

1
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The Strategic Development Plan requirements for employment land supply are as follows:




60ha of marketable land available in Aberdeen City
60ha of marketable land available in the Strategic Growth Areas of Aberdeenshire
At least 20ha of this marketable land to be suitable for high quality business use/company
headquarters

The targets for the supply of marketable employment land in both Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire continue to be significantly exceeded and the overall employment land supply
provision is generous. Over 20ha of the total marketable land available is considered suitable for
high quality business use and/or company headquarters. The Proposed Strategic Development
Plan has been out for consultation, in which the employment land supply targets remain
unchanged. The Proposed Plan is still undergoing Examination by the Planning and Environmental
Appeals Division (DPEA) of the Scottish Government at the time of writing.

Figure 1: Employment Land Supply Aberdeen City and Shire 2018/19
700
Established
548ha

600

Hectares

500
400

Established
274ha

300
200
100
0
Aberdeen City

Aberdeenshire

Marketable (ha)

Constrained (ha)

Market Activity 1
Figure 2 below shows the dramatic fall in the oil price towards the end of 2014 from over $100 per
barrel to below $40 per barrel in early 2016. Over the 9 months from January to September 2019
the price has averaged $65 per barrel and it is anticipated that ongoing price stability in the region
of $60 - $65 per barrel will continue in 2020. Oil price stability, together with the vast reduction in
operating costs achieved over the last 3-4 years, may now allow companies to plan for the future.
Whether this could involve new property requirements which would in turn filter through to an
increased take up rate of employment land remains to be seen.
Published Sources: Knight Frank Aberdeen Office Market Activity Report Spring 2019 ; Ryden 84th Scottish Property Review
April 2019; Ryden 83rd Scottish Property Review October 2018, CBRE Marketview Aberdeen Office H2 2018
1

2
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Figure 2: Europe Brent Crude Price January 2012 – September 2019
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Looking back over 2018/19, there has been a significant fall in the take up of employment land in
Aberdeenshire, despite the recent improved stability in the oil price. Development has taken place
on around 3ha of employment land in 2018/19 compared to a 10 year average for Aberdeenshire
of around 14ha per annum. There has also been a continued fall in the rate of development in the
City over 2018/19 with no new developments commencing in that period. The first phase of the
new mixed use development at OP19 Rowett North, covering 12h a, has completed and is now in
use. The second phase of the site, which is to include office space, has yet to commence. Several
of the previously completed sites in the City continue to remain vacant despite reported confidence
returning to the oil and gas industry.
Overall the supply of both office and industrial space has continued to exceed demand, although
a high proportion comprises of older stock and at least a third is regarded as obsolete. The market
is expected to gradually improve but primarily for good quality “Grade A” buildings. Some
occupiers have taken advantage of favourable lease terms and upgraded to modern, high quality
accommodation, often moving out of poorer quality secondary premises. The commercial property
market is currently seen to be lagging behind the reported uptick in the oil and gas sector, although
very limited speculative development has returned to the new build industrial market with smaller
multi-let units at Kingshill Commercial Park at Westhill and City South Business Park at Portlethen.

3
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Issues for the Future
A number of initiatives to support and improve the economy of the regio n have been established
in recent years. Opportunity North East (ONE) is a partnership between the private and public
sectors to respond to the regional economic challenge of maximising the oil and gas opportunity ,
as well as rebalancing the economy of Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire by supporting other important
sectors. Invest Aberdeen is a collaboration between the two councils aiming to attract and deliver
inward investment to the Aberdeen City Region and promote the Energetica Corridor. The
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (A90) opened during this Audit period and is now operational.
This has improved the road links from the south to the north and west of Aberdeen City and beyond
into Aberdeenshire. The completion of key projects in Aberdeen city centre, including the recent
Art Gallery redevelopment and Music Hall refurbishment hope to boost the city centre experience
for residents and visitors alike. Elsewhere, the new TECA at Bucksburn is now open and welcoming
major acts and events to the city. Work continues on the Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project
which is expected to complete in 2020.
The rate at which land is transformed from the marketable to the immediately available supply,
and the subsequent building out of this land, will be determined largely by market forces. Within
Aberdeen City and the nearby Aberdeenshire towns, market forces remain closely linked to the
fortunes of the oil and gas industry. While some confidence is reported to have returned to the oil
and gas industry with the oil price having stabilised over the past two years, it is likely to be some
time for this to lead to any marked increase in the take up of employment land.
Following the Barclay Review of non-domestic rates in Scotland, a number of measures were
announced by the Scottish Government in September 2017 to boost economic growt h through
relief from business rates. Since 1 April 2018 business rates are not payable on a new build
commercial property until a new business tenant has been secured, a nd the tenant benefits from
one year without having to pay rates, known as Business Growth Accelerator Relief. This removes
the risk of vacant rates for speculative new build development for developers and is hoped will
attract occupiers for new offices or industrial properties. Any potential effect of these measures
on the take up of land for new build premises in the North East of Scotlan d has yet to have a
significant impact, although there have been a small number of speculative workshop units built
this year at Kingshill Commercial Park, Westhill and City South Business Park. Portlethen.
Land ownership can also be a significant constraint to the development of employment land,
particularly if the land is allocated for mixed uses and owned by a developer for whom office and/or
industrial space is not a priority compared to housing. The two local authorities have seen
delivering employment space within large new developments as a vital part of ensuring mixed and
sustainable communities. However, within Aberdeenshire in particular, the employment land
element of these mixed use allocations in the LDP has been slow to progress in the short to
medium term. Aberdeenshire also faces the issue of limited demand and a subsequent low take
up of employment land allocations in rural areas and the north compared to sites within settlements
close to Aberdeen. In addition, it has recently been reported that employment land values have
fallen by 45% since the market peak and many owners are said to be willing to wait for better
economic recovery.

4
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1. Introduction

1.1

Purpose of Audit

1.1.1

The Aberdeen City and Shire Employment Land Audit has been prepared to bring together
into one source an up-to-date document with accurate information on the supply and
availability of employment land in the North East of Scotland.

1.1.2

The audit is used to monitor the policies and proposals relating to employment land in the
Strategic Development Plan (SDP) and the Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Councils’
Local Development Plans (LDP). In addition, the information provided in the audit assists
in the preparation of economic strategy and policy making and in the implementation of
action plans, and may highlight areas where further research and analysis is required.
The audit is also of interest to companies, developers and other organisations with a
requirement for, or interest in, employment land in the North East of Scotland

1.1.3

Officials of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Council together with the Strategic
Development Planning Authority have prepared the audit. Reference is also made to
relevant information and research from the private sector. This has helped ensure the
provision of a robust and comprehensive source document for employment land supply to
assist in delivering the future prosperity of the North East of Scotland.

5
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2. Background

2.1

Scotland and North East Scotland Economic Strategies and Policies

2.1.1

The Scottish Government Economic Strategy, published in 2015, sets out the broad
agenda for the Government’s focus on Scotland’s economy. The aim is for a more
cohesive and resilient economy that improves the opportunities, life chances and
wellbeing of every citizen. It identifies four strategic priorities:





Investment in people, infrastructure and assets
Promote inclusive growth
Foster a culture of innovation
Enable Scotland to take advantage of international opportunities

2.1.2

The Scottish Government adopted the National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3) in June
2014. The NPF3 sets out the Government’s development priorities over the next 20 to 30
years. The NPF3 has significant implications for the development of employment land in
Aberdeen City and Shire. The Aberdeen Harbour expansion and improvements to
Aberdeen Airport are included as National Developments. NPF3 also reinforces the
importance of infrastructure provision, particularly improvement to transport links, such as
the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, and major energy-related projects.

2.1.3

NPF3 highlights the potential for both Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire to apply their
energy sector and offshore strengths to the development of renewable and clean energy
technologies. Aberdeen is focusing on strengthening its role as Scotland's northern
gateway and broadening its economic base. Preliminary work and consultation on NPF4
is expected to begin in the coming months following the arrival of the Planning (Scotland)
Act 2019 earlier this year.

2.1.4

In early 2016 the Aberdeen City Region Deal was awarded funding by the UK and
Scottish Governments of £250 million over the next 10 years to improve infrastructure in
the region and attract employment opportunities. 2 Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
Councils work in partnership with the private sector led economic development agency,
Opportunity North East (ONE), which has replaced ACSEF (Aberdeen City and Shire
Economic Future). The focus of ONE is on diversifying oil and gas, tourism, food and drink, and
life sciences to create a sustainable economic future for the area. A Regional Economic Strategy
was published in December 2015 which provides a shared vision and ambition for the future of the
North East of Scotland to align commitment, investment and action in pursuit of its economic growth
and diversification objectives. It is updated and supported by the 2018-2023 Action Plan to
respond to the changing economy and new opportunities. Invest Aberdeen was established in
2018 as a regional investment hub in a partnership between Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
Councils.

2

An additional £254 million was committed by the Scottish Government in parallel with the City Region Deal.
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2.1.5

A new regeneration strategy for Aberdeenshire was approved in March 2016 called “From
Strategy to Action: Developing Excellence in our North Coast Communities” - this sets out
revised proposals for the regeneration of the north coast towns of Fraserburgh, Banff, Macduff and
Peterhead, with each town having its own Vision and Action Plan.

2.1.6

The Energetica project aims to highlight attractive development propositions along the A90
corridor from Bridge of Don and the airport in Aberdeen City, through Ellon, to Peterhead in
Aberdeenshire. Energetica has now transitioned into an overall inward investment programme for
the region known as InvestAberdeen.

2.1.7

The Scottish Government’s planning policy for economic development is set out in Scottish
Planning Policy (SPP) published in June 2014. The SPP requires Councils to allocate sites that
meet the diverse needs of different sectors and sizes of business and to take a flexible approach,
allowing changing circumstances to be accommodated and new opportunities to be realised. SPP
is expected to be combined into the new NPF4, although the timescale for the preparation of this
is currently unknown.

2.1.8

Planning authorities should ensure that there is a range and choice of marketable sites and
locations for businesses allocated in development plans, including opportunities for mixed use
development, to meet anticipated requirements and a variety of size and quality requirements.
Marketable land should meet business requirements, be serviced or serviceable within 5 years, be
accessible by walking, cycling and public transport, and have a secure planning status. The SPP
states that business land audits should be undertaken regularly to monitor sites within the existing
business land supply and to inform reviews of development plans. This audit provides a useful
tool to measure performance against some of the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy
and the Strategic Development Plan (see paragraph 2.2.1 below).

2.2

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan

2.2.1

The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan was approved by Scottish Ministers in March 2014.
The plan, which sets out a strategic framework for the management of land in the North East up to 2035,
requires the Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans to identify land for business and
industrial uses throughout the plan periods. The Proposed Strategic Development Plan has been submitted
to the Planning and Environmental Appeals Division (DPEA) of the Scottish Government for an Examination
in public.

2.2.2

Specific employment land allowances are stated for the four identified strategic growth areas:





Aberdeen City
Aberdeen to Peterhead
Aberdeen to Huntly
Aberdeen to Laurencekirk

There is also flexibility for Aberdeenshire Council to determine an appropriate mechanism for
'local growth and diversification' areas. Business and industrial development rates are to be
monitored to ensure continuity of employment land supply. In this respect the audit contributes to
the monitoring requirements of the Strategic Development Plan.

7
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2.2.3

The targets under the Economic Growth Objective of the Strategic Development Plan include:




To make sure there is at least 60ha of marketable land available to businesses at all times
in a range of places within Aberdeen City
To make sure there is at least 60ha of marketable land available to businesses at all times
within the strategic growth areas in Aberdeenshire
For at least 20ha of the above land available to businesses in the strategic growth areas
to be of a standard which will attract high-quality businesses or be suitable for company
headquarters

These targets remain unchanged in the Proposed Strategic Development Plan.
2.2.3

In the new Planning (Scotland) Act 2019, Strategic Development Plans will be replaced by
Regional Spatial Strategies. This will be implemented in due course with further guidance.

2.3

Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans

2.3.1

The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014 seeks to provide opportunities
which encourage economic development and create new employment in a range of areas that are
both appropriate for and attractive to the needs of different industries. In turn, Local Development
Plans for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire are required to identify employment land allocations
and identify strategic reserve land to meet this objective.

2.3.2

The Aberdeen Local Development Plan was adopted in January 2017 and aims to maintain a
generous supply of employment land to ensure Aberdeen retains its position as a competitive and
sustainable business location. In order to meet the diverse needs of different types of businesses,
a range of allocations have been identified of varying sizes and locations. This will also ensure the
Planning Authority is well equipped to manage future proposals efficiently and effectively during the
Plan period.

2.3.3

The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan was adopted in April 2017. The plan promotes
an ‘open for business’ approach and considers the development of business as being very
important to the economic health of the region. It supports the development of business
and sustainable economic growth in all areas by taking account of the economic benefits
of a proposed development when making decisions in development management.

2.3.4

The new and existing employment land sites allocated in the Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans, both 2017, are included in the Employment Land
Supply tables that can be found in Appendices 2 and 3. In addition, several previously
allocated employment sites have now been removed from the 2017 plans and no longer
appear in the audit. The audit supports the monitoring requirements of the two Local
Development Plans.

2.3.5

Both Councils are working on the review of their current Local Development Plans and
their Proposed Local Development Plans are expected to be approved in 2020.

8
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2.3.5

2.4

Aberdeen City Council approved the City Centre Masterplan and Delivery Programme in June
2015, which focuses on improving the quality of the environment in the city centre and developing
cultural and recreational facilities to create a more vibrant social scene. There is also scope for
attracting more tourists to the city and expanding the service sector, including financial services.
The city's role as a regional media centre is promoted by the Masterplan. This provides the base
for a larger creative sector which supports jobs and businesses and improves the perceptions of
Aberdeen. Some of the projects that have been completed include Broad Street improvements, as
part of the Marischal Square development.

Employment Land Monitoring Arrangements

2.4.1

The audit is a record of the employment land supply in Aberdeen City and Shire at a given
date. It shows the supply of marketable land as required by SPP. Significant non-allocated
brownfield development sites which have been granted consent for use classes 4, 5 or 6
have also been considered. It does not provide information on the range and size of
individual plots within new employment areas, nor does it provide detailed information on
vacant land within existing, completed sites. Aberdeen City Council additionally publishes
a Development Activity Report, which monitors the development of new Class 4 (business)
uses in the City.

2.4.2

Further information on properties and sites in Aberdeen City an d Aberdeenshire is
available from the following sources:
1. The 2018-2019 Aberdeen Industrial Areas Guide:
https://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/services/strategy-performance-and-statistics/statistics-andinformation/place
2. The Aberdeenshire Business and Industrial Areas Guide 2014
https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/media/4742/gdt21982iaguideprintfilev5.pdf

3. The 2018 Scottish Annual Vacant and Derelict Land Survey (published April 2019):
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-vacant-derelict-land-survey-2018/

4. The Aberdeen City Council Vacant and Derelict Land Survey 2018 Report
https://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/sites/default/files/201903/Scottish%20Vacant%20and%20Derelict%20Land%20Survey%202018_0.pdf

5. Scottish Assessors Grampian Valuation Roll:
https://www.saa.gov.uk/grampian/
6. Aberdeen City Council Development Activity Report 2018
https://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/sites/default/files/201907/Development%20Activity%20Report%202018.pdf
9
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3. Employment Land Audit 2018/19
3.1

Preparation of Audit

3.1.1

The audit is prepared from information gathered by officials from both Councils, through
their monitoring of planning approvals and individual site inspections. The information is
kept up-to-date throughout the year and the status of sites checked and reviewed prior to
publication. The base date for the published data is 1 April 2019, and the period monitored
is 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019. (Up until 2009, the base date for the audit had been 1
January each year and the period monitored covered a calendar year.)

3.2

Employment Land Supply

3.2.1

Several categories of land supply are identified in the audit. Appendix 1 provides a list of
definitions used for these categories. Information on established, constrained, marketable
and immediately available employment land supply is given in full in Appendices 2 and 3.
The information has been divided by area (Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire.
Aberdeenshire is further divided by Administrative Area and settlement - see Figure 1). It
includes details of site area and location, developer, constraints and servicing status.
Appendix 4 presents the information for Aberdeenshire by strategic growth areas and
regeneration priority areas. Appendix 5 contains information on historical employment land
take-up rates in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, together with an additional table which
provides a description of the type and size of development that has taken place in the past
year.
Figure 2 - Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Map
Rosehearty

Whitehills
Portsoy

Banff Macduff
BANFF AND BUCHAN

Fraserburgh

Gardenstown

Strichen

Aberchirder
Turriff

Mintlaw

Maud

Peterhead

BUCHAN
Huntly

Fyvie
FORMARTINE
Insch

Rhynie

Ellon

Oldmeldrum

Cruden
Bay

GARIOCH
Alford

Newburgh

Inverurie
Kemnay
Newmachar
Kintore

MARR

Ballater

Westhill

Aberdeen
City

Torphins
Banchory
Aboyne

Portlethen
Newtonhill

Aberdeenshire part of Cairngorms National Park
Braemar

Stonehaven
KINCARDINE
AND MEARNS
Fettercairn
Laurencekirk

Inverbervie

Johnshaven
St Cyrus
Based on Ordnance Survey mapping. © Crown copyright reserved. Aberdeenshire Council 0100020767 2009.
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3.3

Established Employment Land Supply

3.3.1

The established employment land supply for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire is shown
in Figure 3. This includes all undeveloped land that is allocated for industrial and business
uses (Use Classes 4, 5 and 6) in local development plans or has a valid planning approval
for these uses.
Figure 3 - Established Employment Land Supply (in hectares) April 2018 and April
2019
Employment Area

2018

2019

Change

Aberdeen City

286

274

-4%

Aberdeenshire

553

548

-1%

TOTAL

839

822

-2%

3.3.2

In Aberdeen City the level of established land supply has decreased by 4% to 274h
between April 2018 and April 2019. Over the past year no further employment land sites
have been commenced and 12ha was completed at OP19 Rowett North. There have been
no new identifications of employment land, and no additions have been made to the
existing areas.

3.3.3

In Aberdeenshire there has also been a minor decrease in the established land supply
between 2018 and 2019 with a reduction of 5ha to now total 548ha. Completions in the
past year covered 3.4ha and a further 1.9ha were under construction as at April 2019.
Take up of sites has been considerably lower compared to the previous year with
individual small developments spread over Aberdeenshire at Blackburn, Ellon, Westhill,
Huntly, Macduff and Peterhead.

3.3.4

Take up of employment land in Aberdeenshire over the past year of just over 3ha is a
significant drop compared to the average of around 14h per annum over the previous 10
years and is at the lowest level since 2005. In addition, sites totalling only 1.9ha were
found to be under construction as at 1 April 2019. In Aberdeen City there are currently no
new developments under construction on employment land. Despite the recent reduction
in take up, the supply of employment land remains generous and exceeds the
requirements of the Strategic Development Plan. However, any reported improvement in
the local economy, and increase in confidence returning to the energy sector in particular,
may take some time to have an effect on the take up of land for new build projects.
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3.4

Constrained Employment Land Supply

3.4.1

Employment land that is subject to constraints in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire is
shown in Figure 4. The constrained land supply includes sites which are not expected to
come forward in the short to medium term because of difficulties that need to be overcome,
such as ownership issues, planning and phasing issues, insufficient infrastructure in place
and contamination.
Figure 4 – Constrained Employment Land Supply (in hectares) April 2018 and April
2019
2018

2019

Change

Aberdeen City

64

64

0%

Aberdeenshire

245

267

9%

TOTAL

309

331

7%

Employment Area

3.4.2

There has been no change in the constrained land supply for Aberdeen City between April
2018 and April 2019, remaining at 64ha for a fourth year, which equates to 22% of its
established supply. The constrained supply takes into account allocations within the
Aberdeen LDP which do not currently have a Development Framework or Masterplan or
are unlikely to see significant progression in the near future. The figure also takes into
account employment land allocations within larger mixed use land release sites such as
Grandhome and Loirston. The employment land within such allocations will likely be
delivered at a later stage of the overall development and is therefore designated as
constrained within the audit.

3.4.3

The amount of constrained land in Aberdeenshire increased by 9% to 267ha and now
makes up 49% of its established supply. The change is largely due to the recent
development appraisals carried out for the proposed Energetica Industry Park on nearly
17ha of employment land at Peterhead concluding that cost of servicing the site is not
commercially viable in the short to medium term. In addition , several LDP sites remain
constrained either because they do not yet have agreed masterplans or because the
planned phasing means the employment land element is not expected come forward until
a later stage, and so they are not classed as currently marketable. Other sites have
significant infrastructure issues to overcome, in particular the proposed redevelopment of
the former Edzell Air Base.
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3.5

Marketable Employment Land Supply

3.5.1

The marketable employment land supply for Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire is shown
in Figure 5. These figures include land which is both immediately available and land which
is not immediately available but does not face any major constraints to development and
could come forward within 5 years.
Figure 5 - Marketable Employment Land Supply (in hectares) April 2018 and April
2019
Employment Area

2018

2019

Change

Aberdeen City

223

210

-6%

Aberdeenshire

307

281

-9%

TOTAL

531

491

-8%

3.5.2

The marketable land supply in Aberdeen City has decreased by 6% from April 2018 to
April 2019 to 210ha as the first phase of the OP19 Rowett North site has been built out.
In Aberdeenshire there has been a net decrease of 9% in the supply of marketable land,
as a small number of sites have been built out or are under construction and others have
moved into the constrained supply.

3.5.3

The supply of marketable land in Aberdeen City and key Aberdeenshire settlements
remains generous with a wide choice of sites currently available. Aberdeen City and
Aberdeenshire continue to have an adequate choice and supply of marketable land,
following both Councils having adopted their new Local Development Plans in 2017, and
continue to exceed the requirement for the supply of marketable employment land in the
Strategic Development Plan.

3.5.4

The requirement in the Strategic Development Plan for at least 20ha of the total
marketable supply in the strategic growth areas to be of a standard that will attract high
quality businesses or be suitable for company headquarters has also been met. In
Aberdeen City there are still over 16ha at Prime Four, Kingswells available for high quality
business use. In Aberdeenshire sites have been allocated specifically for high quality
business use/company headquarters at both Inverurie and Chapelton. In addition, other
sites in and around Aberdeen have attracted high quality business development, such as
City South, Portlethen and the business parks in the vicinity of Aberdeen Airport.

3.5.5

Demand for land in Aberdeenshire tends to be in those settlements concentrated around
Aberdeen City such as Westhill, Kintore, Ellon and Portlethen. As a result, employment
land in these areas tends to be taken up more quickly while large allocations of land in
the north of Aberdeenshire are often taken up at a much slower rate.
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3.6

Immediately Available Employment Land Supply

3.6.1

The immediately available employment land supply for 2018 is shown in Figure 6. This is
marketable land that currently has planning permission or a secure planning status, is
serviced and has no major constraints to immediate development.
Figure 6 - Immediately Available Employment Land Supply (in hectares) April 2018
and April 2019
Employment Area

2018

2019

Change

Aberdeen City

52

52

0%

Aberdeenshire

68

64

-6%

TOTAL

120

116

-3%

3.6.2

The supply of immediately available land in Aberdeen City has remained unchanged at
52ha in April 2019, with no further sites having commenced over the past year.

3.6.3

In Aberdeenshire there has been a small net decrease of 6% in the supply of immediately
available land to 64ha. Much of the immediately available land is concentrated relatively
close to Aberdeen at Westhill, Portlethen, Marywell, Ellon, Banchory and Oldmeldrum, but
there are also a number of sites in other areas of Aberdeenshire, such as Macduff,
Peterhead, Fraserburgh, Insch and Huntly.

3.6.4

Overall some 45% of all immediately available land is currently located within Aberdeen
City and 55% within Aberdeenshire. 19% of the established supply of land in Aberdeen
City is immediately available compared with 12% in Aberdeenshire, reflecting the stronger
demand in the City. Almost three quarters (47ha) of the immediately available land in
Aberdeenshire is situated within an 18 mile radius of Aberdeen.

3.7

Under Construction

3.7.1

Land under construction is not included in the above categories, as it is neither available
nor considered as developed. On completion it will, however, be reflected in the historical
development rates for next year’s audit. Land under construction is identified in
Appendices 2 and 3 of the Audit. At April 2019 there were no further sites under
construction in Aberdeen City. Within Aberdeenshire new build activity has also fallen
significantly compared to recent years where just under 2ha was found to be under
construction.
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3.8.1

Employment Land Supply Summary
Figure 7 gives a summary of the amount of land in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
which falls into each of the supply categories. NB: The Established Land Supply column
represents the total supply of land in the corresponding area. The marketable supply
includes land which is both immediately available and that which is not considered to be
immediately available, but does not face any constraints to it coming forward within the
next five years. Therefore the immediately available column reflects the proportion of
marketable land which is serviced and awaiting development.

Figure 7 - Employment Land Supply Summary April 2019
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4. Analysis of Trends 3
4.1

Employment Land Take-Up and Market Activity

4.1.1

In 2018/19 just over 3ha of employment land was developed in Aberdeenshire, well below the
average development rate of approximately 14ha per year for the previous 10 years, and less than
2ha are presently under construction. This is a considerable reduction in the development of
employment land compared to recent years, in contrast with the improvement in the oil price and
reported increase in confidence within the oil and gas industry. In Aberdeen City, one large site of
12ha comprising Phase 1 of the OP19 Rowett North development (TECA) has completed over the
past year and no further sites are under construction.

4.1.2

In mid 2018 the price of Brent Crude rose above $70 per barrel for the first time since late
2014 and encouraging signs of improvement in trading conditions in the oil and gas
industry have been reported. (See Figure 12) .It is anticipated that ongoing price stability
in the region of $60 - $65 per barrel, together with the vast reduction in operating costs
achieved over the last 3-4years, has allowed companies to better plan for the future.
Confidence within the energy sector has improved, recruitment is said to be on the rise and more
contracts are being awarded.

4.1.3

The current low levels of new build development in both Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire, despite
an improvement within the local economy, demonstrate the considerable time lag involved before
any increase in market confidence and demand leads to renewed take up of land. For many
occupiers, they already have surplus accommodation that can absorb immediate increased
requirements and commitment to any new build premises is likely to be further into the future should
the cautiously optimistic outlook continue. Similarly, the development of employment land
continued to be strong for a few years following the dramatic fall in oil prices in 2014 as commitment
to new build projects had often already been made.

4.1.4

Within Aberdeenshire the limited new build development has mostly comprised of small industrial
units on employment land sites both close to Aberdeen at Westhill, Blackburn and Oldmeldrum and
further afield at Huntly, Peterhead and Macduff.

4.2

Office Space – Market Activity

4.2.1

Reports from local agents state that the office market in Aberdeen and the North East region is at
a low point with supply continuing to significantly outstrip demand. Although the energy sector is
seen to have stabilised and a degree of confidence within the industry has returned, this has not
yet had a positive effect on the office market which is seen to be lagging behind the economy.
The market is expected to gradually improve as more requirements filter through and supply
decreases, although this is mainly confined to Grade A space. In 2018 several companies within
the energy sector took advantage of the market and attractive lease incentives to move to
recently built higher quality buildings in more desirable locations in the city centre. However, at
present there are no further new office developments in the pipeline which may prompt a trend
towards city centre office refurbishments.

Published Sources: Knight Frank Aberdeen Office Market Activity Report Spring 2019 ; Ryden 84th Scottish Property Review
April 2019; CBRE Marketview Aberdeen Office H2 2018 and Q1 2019.
3
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Approximately one third of available office space is of such poor quality that it is expected to be
demolished or redeveloped for alternative uses.
Figure 9 below shows both the increase in supply of office space and the low levels of take up over
the past five years as a result of the downturn in the oil industry.

Figure 9: Aberdeen Office Supply and Take Up

Source: Ryden, 84th Property Review, pg8, April 2019

4.3

Industrial Space – Market Activity

4.3.1 Local agent reports indicate that the industrial market in and around Aberdeen remains difficult and
supply continues to outstrip demand. Some oil and gas operators are still placing large industrial
premises on the market as they continue to consolidate and reduce costs. Most demand has been
confined to good quality high specification industrial units and a large proportion of current stock
(about 40%) is not regarded as fit for purpose.
Limited speculative development has returned to the market in the form of smaller mulit-let industrial
developments in prime locations, such as at Kingshill Commercial Park, Westhill, and City South,
Portlethen.
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4.4

Trends in Employment Land

Hectares

Figure 10: Employment Land Development Rates 2009/10-2018/19
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Figure 10 shows that Aberdeenshire had dominated the take-up of employment land up to
2012/13. However, this changed over the following 3 years with substantial rates of take
up in Aberdeen City where a period rapid development took place on many of the large
employment sites allocated in the LDP. Most recently, take up of employment land can be
seen to have dropped back in the City during 2016/17, there were no further sites
completed in 2017/18 and the higher completion level for 2018/19 can be entirely
attributed to the TECA mixed use development at Rowett North. However, it is hoped that
take up of employment land will pick up over the next few years as other mixed sites with
employment uses gradually come forward. Development rates in Aberdeenshire had
remained relatively steady over the 10 years to 2017/18, averaging 14ha per annum.
However, 2018/19 has seen a large fall with take up totalling just over 3ha from a number
of small developments spread over Aberdeenshire.
Figure 11: Trends in Marketable Employment Land in Aberdeen City and Shire 20082019
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4.4.2

Figure 11 shows that both Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City had a steady amount of
marketable land supply up until the Structure Plan of 2009 and the release of land
through the subsequent adoption of the two LDPs in 2012, when the supply of marketable
land increased significantly. The totals are expected to remain fairly steady at this higher
level in the near future, as some sites allocated by the LDPs are developed and
subsequently replaced by the progression of other sites into the marketable supply.
However, following the downturn in the oil and gas industry over the past four years,
fewer marketable sites are expected to come forward in the near future and existing sites
are being taken up at a slower rate. Aberdeenshire shows a slight fall in the marketable
supply since 2012 as sites had been taken up and some larger LDP allocations were
moved into the constrained supply as they are not now expected to come forward in the
short to medium term. In Aberdeen City a steady increase in marketable employment
land has begun to tail off with the completion of sites or f irst phases. The progression
(and eventual adoption) of a new Local Development Plan may influence this trend in
the coming years.

Figure 12: Europe Brent Crude Price January 2012 – September 2019
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Source:eia.gov (US Energy Information Administration)

4.4.3

Figure 12 above shows the dramatic fall in the oil price towards the end of 2014 from over
$100 per barrel to below $40 per barrel in early 2016. Over the 9 months from January to
September 2019 the price has averaged $65 per barrel and it is anticipated that ongoing
price stability in the region of $60 - $65 per barrel will continue in 2020. Oil price stability,
together with the vast reduction in operating costs achieved over the last 3 -4 years, may
now allow companies to plan for the future. However, there will be a time delay before
any return of confidence to the energy industry filters through to an uptake in the rate of
development on employment land sites.
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Appendix 1: Glossary

Brownfield Sites
Land which has been built on or used in the past for some development purpose. Brownfield land does
not include private or public gardens, sports pitches, woodlands or open spaces used for leisure and
recreation purposes. The grounds of institutions (such as schools and hospitals) that are no longer used
are not considered as brownfield sites. Brownfield sites have only been included in the audit where
planning permission has been granted for employment land use on sites above 0.1 hectares in size.
Constrained Employment Land Supply
This includes land for example, that has planning difficulties, land subject to ownership difficulties (e .g.
multiple ownership/unwilling sellers), land subject of local plan objections, land with insufficient
infrastructure provision, etc. This category therefore includes much of the land in the Established
Employment Land Supply that is not Marketable (see below). Sites with a constraint shown as “Other” do
not yet have a development framework or masterplan and are considered unlikely to come forward in the
short to medium term.
Development Rates
These refer to the sum of the net area of employment land that has been developed in a particular year.
A site is considered to be developed once the first building has been constructed, even though further
building may take place within the same site at a later date.
Employment Land
This includes land for general industrial and business/office use, storage and distribution uses, business
parks and specialist technology parks including research and development uses. This comprises Classes
4 (Business), 5 (General Industrial) and 6 (Storage or Distribution) of the 1997 Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes) (Scotland) Order, but is not exclusive to these uses.
Established Employment Land Supply
This includes all undeveloped land that is allocated for industrial/business/employment use in finalised
or adopted Local Plans or has a valid planning approval for these uses.
Greenfield Sites
Sites which have never been previously developed, or are fully restored derelict land.
Immediately Available Land Supply
This is marketable land that currently has planning permission or has a secure planning status, is
serviced and has no other major constraints to immediate development. This definition is useful in the
assessment of whether demand for land is being adequately met.
Marketable Land Supply
This is land that as well as meeting business requirements, has a secure planning status, can be serviced
within 5 years, is accessible by walking, cycling and public transport as defined by SPP. It is incumbent
on the two planning authorities to ensure that a supply of marketable land is available throughout thei r
areas at any one time, as set down in the Strategic Development Plan. Land that is restricted to Class
4 (Business) use only is considered marketable. Land that is held as 'option land' for existing companies'
own expansion cannot be considered to be marketable.
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Net/Gross Figures
In general net figures are used where it is known how the site is to be developed or where development
of the site is in progress, which in some cases can be spread over a number of years . The net area is
generally expressed as 80% of the gross site area to account for roads, landscaping etc. Net areas are
also used for completions and sites under construction. LDP allocations that have yet to come forward
have not been adjusted to a net area – this is done once further detail about the how the site is to be
developed becomes available.
Serviced
The area of undeveloped land for which servicing has been provided either on the site itself or the wider
site.
Under Construction
The area of land under construction but not yet complete. This land is not included within the land supply
totals.
Development Rates
Development rates are shown in Appendix 5. Since the 2009 audit, the base date used has altered from
a calendar year to April-March. Annual development rates shown in Appendix 5 since 2009 reflect the
period 1 April of the year indicated to 31 March of the following year.
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Appendix 2

Aberdeen City Industrial and Business Areas
2018-19
From Aberdeen City Council Industrial Areas Guide
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APPENDIX 2: Employment Land Supply in Aberdeen City (all figures in hectares)
Location
Lochside/Newlands
(Balmoral Business Pk)
Aberdeen Gateway
Peterseat
Altens East & Doonies
Aberdeen Science &
Energy Park
Aberdeen Innovation
Park
Findlay Farm
The Core
Berryhill/Cloverhill
Airport Dyce Drive
Dyce Drive
9 Dyce Avenue
Raiths, Dyce
(Kirkton Drive)
Wellheads West
OP9 Grandhome
OP18 Craibstone North
& Walton Farm
OP19 Rowett North
Prime Four
OP33 Greenferns
OP34 East Arnhall
OP38 Countesswells
O48 Oldfold
OP59 Loirston

Developer
Balmoral Group

Constraints

Serviced

Established

Constrained

Marketable

(of which)
immediately
available

Under
Construction

None

Yes

2.2

0

2.2

2.2

0

Halladale Muir
None
Forbes Development Ltd
None
Aberdeen City Council / Esson Properties None

Yes
Yes
Part

2.4
8.6
8.2

0
0
0

2.4
8.6
8.2

2.4
8.6
8.2

0
0
0

Agent

Class 4 Only

Yes

1.5

0

1.5

0

0

Agent

Class 4 Only

Yes

3

0

3

0

0

Aberdeen Science Parks LP

Class 4 Only

No

16.4

0

16.4

0

0

None

No

68.4

0

68.4

0

0

Part

77.35

30.1

47.25

21.5

0

None

Yes

1.1

0

1.1

1.1

0

None

Yes

1.5

0

1.5

1.5

0

Yes

0.9

0

0.9

0.9

0

No

5

5

0

0

0

Private
Miller, Abstract, ABZ
Development Ltd
Morley
Private
Private
Grandhome Trust
Private
Private
Drum
ACC
Private
Countesswells
Consortium
CALA
Private

Infrastructure

Noise & Height
Restrictions
Infrastructure/Phasing
Physical/Other

No

1.5

1.5

0

0

0

None
None
Infrastructure/Phasing
Ownership/Marketability

No
Part
No
No

22.5
16.5
10
1

0
0
10
1

22.5
16.5
0
0

0
5.9
0
0

0
0
0
0

None
Infrastructure/Phasing
Infrastructure/Phasing

No
No
No

10
5
11

0

10

0

0

5
11

0
0

0
0

0
0

274.05

63.6

210.45

52.3

0
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APPENDIX 3: Employment Land Supply in Aberdeenshire (all figures in hectares)
Site Ref No

Location

Settlement

LDP
2017
Code

Main Developer

Constraints

Serviced

Established

Constrained

Marketable
Total

Imm
Available

Under Const

Banff & Buchan
B/AB/E/001 Cornhill Road

Aberchirder

BUS

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Part

1

0

1

0

0

B/FR/E/002

Fraserburgh

BUS1

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

0.27

0

0.27

0.27

0

B/FR/E/003b Land at Watermill Road

Fraserburgh

BUS3

Robertson Property

Infrastructure

No

10.13

10.13

0

0

0

B/FR/E/007

Fairney Business Park

Fraserburgh

BUS1

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

1.18

0

1.18

1.18

0

B/FR/E/008

Phingask

Fraserburgh

OP3

Aberdeenshire Council

Marketability

No

16.5

16.5

0

0

0

B/FR/E/009

Kirkton Development

Fraserburgh

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

4

4

0

0

0

B/IB/E/002

Inverboyndie Industrial Estate

Inverboyndie

BUS

Private Landowner

None

Yes

1.4

0

1.4

1.4

0

B/IB/E/003

Inverboyndie- Phase 2

Inverboyndie

BUS

Private Landowner

None

No

1.4

0

1.4

0

0

B/MC/E/001 Buchan Road - East

Macduff

BUS

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

0.6

0

0.6

0.6

0

B/MC/E/003 Law of Doune and Tarlair Industrial
Estate

Macduff

BUS

Private Landowner

None

Yes

1.9

0

1.9

1.9

0

B/MC/E/004 Buchan Road- West

Macduff

BUS

Private Landowner

Ownership

No

4.01

4.01

0

0

0

B/MC/E/005 Green Hills

Macduff

BUS

Private Landowner

None

No

12

0

12

0

0

B/RH/E/001 South of Ritchie Road

Rosehearty

OP1

Private Landowner

Infrastructure

No

2

2

0

0

0

56.39

36.64

19.75

5.35

0

West Shore

Banff & Buchan Total:
Buchan
U/AD/E/001 Land at Nether Backhill

Ardallie

OP1

Private Landowner

Physical/Marketability

No

0.3

0.3

0

0

0

U/AG/E/001 South of A948

Auchnagatt

OP1

Private Landowner

Marketability

No

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

U/CR/E/001 Land at Aulton Road

Cruden Bay

OP1

Claymore Homes

None

No

2

0

2

0

0

U/HT/E/001 East of A90

Hatton

OP4

A Wyness & Sons

None

No

0.8

0

0.8

0

0

U/LG/E/001 Inverquhomery Road

Longside

BUS

Private Landowner

None

No

1.2

0

1.2

0

0

U/LG/E/002 Land at Skinner Road

Longside

OP1

Unknown

Infrastructure/Other

No

1.7

1.7

0

0

0

U/ML/E/003 Newlands Road

Mintlaw

BUS1

Claymore Homes

None

Part

0.49

0

0.49

0.49

0.13

U/ML/E/005 Land at Nether Aden

Mintlaw

OP1

Bancon Homes

None

No

4

0

4

0

0

U/ML/E/006 Northwoods Business Park

Mintlaw

Colaren Homes

None

No

4.25

0

4.25

0

0

U/PH/E/002 Balmoor Industrial Estate

Peterhead

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

0.87

0

0.87

0.87

0
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U/PH/E/003 Dales Industrial Estate West

Peterhead

LDP
2017
Code
BUS3

U/PH/E/004a Dales Industrial Estate East

Peterhead

BUS3

Private Landowner

None

Part

0.7

0

0.7

0.7

0.6

U/PH/E/005a Damhead/Upperton Industrial Estate
North

Peterhead

BUS3

Private Landowner

None

Part

2.2

0

2.2

0

0

U/PH/E/006 Energetica Industry Park (Upperton Ind
Est)

Peterhead

BUS3

Scottish Enterprise

Infrastructure/
Marketability

No

16.6

16.6

0

0

0

U/PH/E/007 Wellbank (North)

Peterhead

BUS3

Score Group Ltd

Other

Part

26.9

9.9

17

0

0

U/PH/E/008 Burnside Business Park

Peterhead

Private Landowner

None

Part

0.37

0

0.37

0.37

0

U/PH/E/009 Inverugie Meadows

Peterhead

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

4

4

0

0

0

U/PH/E/010 Land at Wellbank (South)

Peterhead

OP6

Score Group Ltd

None

Part

4.5

0

4.5

0

0

79.36

34.75

44.61

3.88

0.73

Site Ref No

Location

Settlement

Main Developer
Aberdeenshire Council

Constrained

Imm
Available

Under Const

Serviced

Physical

Part

7.98

1.75

6.23

1.45

0

Buchan Total:

Established

Marketable
Total

Constraints

Formartine
F/BA/E/001

Land at Balmedie South

Balmeddie

OP1

Aberdeenshire Council

Other

No

5

5

0

0

0

F/BD/E/001 Land at Blackdog

Blackdog

OP1

Private Landowner

None

No

4

0

4

0

0

F/CT/E/001

Cuminestown Industrial Estate

Cuminestown

BUS

Aberdeenshire Council

Marketability

No

0.54

0.54

0

0

0

F/EL/E/005

Ellon Commercial Park

Ellon

BUS

None

Yes

2.97

0

2.97

2.97

0

F/EL/E/006

Balmacassie

Ellon

OP4

c/o Knight Frank

F/EL/E/007

Cromleybank

Ellon

OP1

Scotia Homes

F/FV/E/001

South of Westfield Farm

Foveran

OP1

F/FV/E/002

South of Turin Way

Foveran

F/NB/E/002 Newburgh Industrial Units

Newburgh

F/NB/E/007 West of Airyhall

None

No

9

0

9

0

0

Ownership

No

2

2

0

0

0

Harper & Cochrane Ltd

None

No

2

0

2

0

0

OP3

Private Landowner

None

No

1.5

0

1.5

0

0

BUS

Private Landowner

None

No

1.96

0

1.96

0

0

Newburgh

OP1

Private Landowner

None

No

0.8

0

0.8

0

0

F/OM/E/003b Oldmeldrum Business Park/ Meadows
Industrial Estate

Oldmeldrum

BUS

Private Landowner

None

Part

2.48

0

2.48

2.48

0

F/OM/E/005 West of Coutens Park

Oldmeldrum

OP2

Private Landowner

Other

No

4.2

4.2

0

0

0

F/PM/E/001 Cloisterseat

Pitmedden

BUS2

Norman P Lawie Ltd

Ownership/
Infrastructure

No

1.58

1.58

0

0

0

F/PM/E/002 East of Pitmedden House

Pitmedden

BUS1

Norse Ltd

1.77

0

1.77

0

0

F/RO/E/002 South of Kinbroom House

Rothienorman

BUS

Private Landowner

Marketability

No

1.22

1.22

0

0

0

F/RR/E/001

Rashiereive

OP1

Private Landowner

None

No

2

0

2

0

0
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F/TF/E/001

Markethill North

Turriff

LDP
2017
Code
BUS1

F/TF/E/003

Morrison Motors

Turriff

BUS2

Private Landowner

F/TF/E/004

Markethill Industrial Estate

Turriff

BUS1

Aberdeenshire Council

F/TF/E/005

South Of Markethill Road

Turriff

BUS1

F/TF/E/007

North East of Markethill Industrial Estate Turriff

OP3

F/TF/E/008

East of Markethill Industrial Estate

Turriff

F/TF/E/009
F/TF/E/010

Adjacent to Broomhill Road/Markethill
Industrial Estate
Adjacent to Wood of Delgaty

F/TV/E/003

The Grange

F/US/E/001

Woodlea East

Site Ref No

Location

F/WP/E/001 West Pitmillan

Settlement

Main Developer

Constraints

Serviced

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

None

Established

Constrained

Marketable
Total

Imm
Available

Under Const

0.2

0

0.2

0.2

0

1.16

0

1.16

0

0

None

No

2.02

0

2.02

0

0

Ownership

Yes

0.67

0.67

0

0

0

Private Landowner

Other

No

1

1

0

0

0

OP4

Private Landowner

Other

No

1.7

1.7

0

0

0

Turriff

OP5

Aberdeenshire Council

Other

No

4.5

4.5

0

0

0

Turriff

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

10

10

0

0

0

Tarves

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

3

3

0

0

0

Udny Station

OP1

Private Landowner

Ownership

No

1

0

1

0

0

West Pitmillan

OP1

Private Landowner

None

No

3.1

0

3.1

0

0

71.37

35.41

35.96

5.65

0

Formartine Total:
Garioch
G/BB/E/004 Blackburn Business Park

Blackburn

BUS

Private Landowner

None

Part

0.35

0

0.35

0.35

0

G/IS/E/005

Insch Business Park, Muiryheadless

Insch

BUS

Aberdeenshire Council

Ownership

Part

4.33

2.2

2.13

2.13

0

G/IS/E/007

North of Insch Business Park

Insch

OP4

Aberdeenshire Council

None

No

4

0

4

0

0

G/IV/E/005c Port Elphistone North

Inverurie

BUS10

Private Landowner

Contamination

No

2.5

2.5

0

0

0

G/IV/E/008

Highclere Business Park

Inverurie

BUS3

Private Landowner

None

Yes

0.6

0

0.6

0.6

0

G/IV/E/012

Inverurie Town Centre

Inverurie

OP2

Private/Aberdeenshire Council

Other

No

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

G/IV/E/013

Crichie

Inverurie

OP11

Crichie Dev Ltd/Dandara

Infrastructure

No

19

19

0

0

0

G/IV/E/014

Adj to Axis Business Centre

Inverurie

OP12

ANM Group Ltd

None

No

1.5

0

1.5

0

0

G/IV/E/015

Thainstone

Inverurie

OP13

ANM Group Ltd

None

No

18

0

18

0

0

G/IV/E/016

Port Elphinstone Central

Inverurie

BUS6

Kilbride Resources Ltd

None

No

2.5

0

2.5

0

0

G/IV/E/017

Crichiebank Business Centre

Inverurie

BUS5

Private Landowner

None

Part

0.5

0

0.5

0

0

G/IV/E/018

Kirkwood Commercial Park, Thainstone

Inverurie

OP16

Kirkwood Investments Ltd

None

Yes

5.5

0

5.5

1.7

0

G/KM/E/002 Quithie Road

Kemnay

BUS1

Private Landowner

Ownership

No

4.3

4.3

0

0

0

G/KM/E/004 Fyfe Park

Kemnay

BUS2

Private Landowner

None

Part

2.8

0

2.8

0

0

G/KT/E/002b Kintore North/Bridgend

Kintore

BUS2

Private Landowner

None

No

2.5

0

2.5

0

0
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G/KT/E/003b Kintore Business Park

Kintore

LDP
2017
Code
BUS1

G/KT/E/004 Kintore East

Kintore

OP1

Kintore Consortium

Site Ref No

Location

Settlement

Main Developer

Under Const

Private Landowner

None

Yes

0

0

0

0

0.44

None

Yes

2.77

0

2.77

0

0

G/KT/E/005 Kintore South

Kintore

OP5

c/o Halliday Fraser Munro

Millbank

OP1

Cluny Estates

G/NM/E/003 Land at Redwood Cottage

Newmachar

OP3

G/WH/E/007 Arnhall/Silvertrees Business Parks

Westhill

G/WH/E/008 Arnhall Gateway

Westhill

G/WH/E/009 Former Blockworks Site, Straik Road

Westhill

Constrained

Imm
Available

Serviced

G/MB/E/003 Land at Millbank Crossroads

Established

Marketable
Total

Constraints

Other

No

6

6

0

0

0

Infrastructure

No

1.3

1.3

0

0

0

Kirkwood Homes

None

No

5

0

5

0

0

BUS

Chap Construction

None

Yes

0.95

0

0.95

0.95

0

OP2

Westhill Dev Co Ltd

None

Yes

4.65

0

4.65

4.65

0

Private Landowner

None

Yes
Garioch Total:

0.86

0

0.86

0.86

0

90.41

35.8

54.61

11.24

0.44

1

0

0

0

Kincardine & Mearns
K/AU/E/001 East of Glenfarquhar Rd

Auchenblae

OP1

Kincardineshire Investment Co

K/CH/E/001 Chapelton

Chapelton

OP1

Elsick Dev Co Ltd

K/DL/E/001 Adj Bowling Green

Drumlithie

OP1

K/EW/E/001 Newesk

Edzell Woods

OP1

Carnegie Base Services

K/FD/E/001 Land at Auchenblae Road

Fordoun

BUS

K/GD/E/001 Linton Business Park

Gourdon

K/GD/E/002 East of Linton Business Park

Gourdon

K/LK/E/004

Mart Site West, Market St

Laurencekirk

K/LK/E/005

North Laurencekirk

Laurencekirk

OP1

Kirkwood Homes

K/LM/E/001 The Chapel

Luthermir

OP1

K/LM/E/002 Land at Aberluthnott Church

Luthermuir

Other

No

1

None

No

11.5

0

11.5

0

0

Land Use

No

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

Marketability/
Infrastructure

No

68.7

67

1.7

1.7

0

DLB (Scotland) Ltd

None

No

0.46

0

0.46

0

0

BUS

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

1.29

0

1.29

1.29

0

OP1

Private Landowner

None

No

3

0

3

0

0

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

0.11

0

0.11

0.11

0

Infrastructure

No

11

11

0

0

0

Private Landowner

Other

No

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

OP2

Private Landowner

Other

No

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

K/MK/E/001 Land to the West of Marykirk

Marykirk

OP1

Fotheringham Property Devs Ltd

None

No

0.5

0

0.5

0

0

K/MW/E/006 Cairnrobin

Marywell

BUS

Private Landowner

Other

Part

56.7

37

19.7

12.2

0

K/NH/E/001 West Monduff Farm

Newtonhill

BUS

A&D Developments Ltd

None

No

6.65

0

6.65

0

0

K/NH/E/002 Land to West of A90

Newtonhill

OP2

Elsick Dev Co Ltd

None

No

12.1

0

12.1

0

0

K/PL/E/004

Badentoy Industrial Estate

Portlethen

BUS1

Badentoy Developments Ltd

None

Yes

5.6

0

5.6

5.6

0

K/PL/E/005

City South Business Park

Portlethen

BUS2

Dandara

None

Part

10

0

10

10

0.6
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K/PL/E/008

Land to NW of Badentoy

Portlethen

LDP
2017
Code
OP1

K/PL/E/009

Fairview

Portlethen

OP2

Private Landowner

None

No

4

0

K/SC/E/001

Roadside

St Cyrus

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

1.15

1.15

0

0

0

K/ST/E/003

East Newtonleys

Stonehaven

BUS2

Bancon Developments

None

No

11.5

0

11.5

0

0

K/ST/E/004

East Newtonleys

Stonehaven

OP5

Bancon Developments

None

No

7

0

7

0

0

K/ST/E/005

Redcloak

Stonehaven

BUS3

Private Landowner

None

No

1

0

1

0

0

220.76

118.15

102.61

30.9

0.6

Site Ref No

Location

Settlement

Main Developer

Constrained

Imm
Available

Under Const

Serviced

Dandara

None

No

6.5

0

6.5

0

0

4

0

0

Kincardine & Mearns Total:

Established

Marketable
Total

Constraints

Marr
M/AB/E/004 Land to the west of Tarland Road

Aboyne

OP1

Private Landowner

Land Use

No

1

1

0

0

0

M/AF/E/002b Land at Wellheads

Alford

OP2

Kirkwood Homes

None

No

1

0

1

0

0

M/AF/E/003 School Campus Site

Alford

OP1

Aberdeenshire Council

Ownership

Yes

1.2

1.2

0

0

0

M/BN/E/002 Hill Of Banchory

Banchory

M/BN/E/003 Burn O'Bennie

Banchory

BUS1

Bancon Developments

None

Yes

5.9

0

5.9

4.3

0

BUS2

Bancon Developments

None

No

2.21

0

2.21

0

0

M/BN/E/004 Lochside of Leys East

Banchory

OP2

Private Landowner

Other

No

2

2

0

0

0

M/HT/E/002 Steven Road

Huntly

BUS2

RB Farquhar

None

Yes

2

0

2

2

0.11

M/HT/E/004a Deveron Road

Huntly

BUS1

Private Landowner

None

No

1.75

0

1.75

0

0

M/HT/E/005 Mart

Huntly

BUS3

Private Landowner

None

No

3.28

0

3.28

0

0

M/HT/E/006 Adj Linnorie

Huntly

OP6

Private Landowner

None

No

4.5

0

4.5

0

0

M/KM/E/001 Opposite School

Kennethmont

OP3

Private Landowner

None

No

0.6

0

0.6

0

0

M/KN/E/001 Land at Haugh Farm

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

0.3

0.3

0

0

0

M/LD/E/002 Lumsden

Kincardine
O'Neil
Lumsden

BUS

Private Landowner

None

No

0.27

0

0.27

0

0

M/MF/E/001 Muir Of Fowlis

Muir of Fowlis

BUS

Private Landowner

None

No

0.3

0

0.3

0

0

M/RN/E/001 Rhynie Richmond Avenue East

Rhynie

BUS

Aberdeenshire Council

None

Yes

0.18

0

0.18

0.18

0

M/RN/E/002 Land north of Richmond Avenue

Rhynie

OP1

Other

No

0.6

0.6

0

0

0

M/TL/E/002 Glendeskry

Tarland

OP1

Private Landowner

Other

No

1

1

0

0

0

M/TP/E/001 Station Garage

Torphins

OP1

Private Landowner

None
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Marr Total:

No

29.88

6.1

23.78

6.48

0.11
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APPENDIX 4: Strategic Growth Areas and Regeneration Priority Areas (all figures in hecatres)
Ellon-Blackdog

31.57

7

Marketable
Total
24.57

Peterhead-Hatton

64.92

32.25

32.67

3.39

0.6

96.49

39.25

57.24

6.36

0.6

Huntly-Pitcaple

19.86

2.2

17.66

4.13

0.11

Inverurie-Blackburn

62.22

28

34.22

2.65

0.44

Total

82.08

30.2

51.88

6.78

0.55

Portlethen-Stonehaven

132.55

37

95.55

27.8

0.6

11.57

11

0.57

0.11

0

144.12

48

96.12

27.91

0.6

39.15

16.88

22.27

8.94

0

186.33

132.52

53.81

13.51

0.13

225.48

149.4

76.08

22.45

0.13

548.17

266.85

281.32

63.5

1.88

Immediately
Available
8.14

Under
Construction
0.6

Strategic Growth Area

Total

Sth of DrunmlithieLaurencekirk
Total
Aberdeen HMA Local Growth
Rural HMA Local Growth
Total
Report Total

Established

Constrained

Immediately
Available
2.97

Under
Construction
0

Regeneration Priority Area

118.91

68.89

Marketable
Total
50.02

Outwith Regeneration Priority
Area

429.26

197.96

231.3

55.36

1.28

548.17

266.85

281.32

63.5

1.88

Regeneration Priority Area

Report Total

Established

Constrained
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Appendix 5: Development Rates in Aberdeen City 2005 - 2018/19
NB: The monitored period for the Employment Land Audit changed from a calendar year to April-March in 2009
2005

2006

2007

1.

SITE LOCATION
Altens

-

-

-

3.0

-

-

-

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

2.

Altens East

-

-

0.6

2.4

2.3

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

2.7

-

-

3.

East Tullos/Redmoss

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.

Lochside/Newlands

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.9

-

1.9

-

-

-

5.

Peterseat

-

-

2.4

2.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.

Wellington Road

0.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7.

West Tullos

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8.

Aberdeen Gateway

1.9

1.9

-

-

7.8

2.1

-

-

-

-

Sub Total

2008 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

2018/19

0.7

-

3.0

7.8

4.2

1.9

0.8

-

9.6

3.0

1.9

2.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10. Mastrick

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11.

Northfield

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12.

St Machar

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

13.

Kingswells (Prime Four)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.8

6.8

6.6

0.7

-

-

Sub Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.7

-

-

14. Bridge of Don

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15. Denmore

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16. Newton of Murcar

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17. Aberdeen Energy Park

-

0.2

-

1.4

1.8

-

0.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

18. Aberdeen Innovation Park

-

-

-

-

1.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sub Total

-

0.2

-

1.4

3.1

-

0.7

-

6.8

6.8

6.6

-

-

-

19. Dyce Drive (Morley)

-

-

-

3.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20. Airport South West (Dyce Drive)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.8

0.6

6.1

6.8

-

-

-

21. Farburn/Stoneywood

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

22. Kirkhill

-

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

23. Mugiemoss Road

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

24. Pitmedden Road

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

25. Pitmedden Road East

-

-

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

26. Raiths

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

27. Wellheads

-

-

-

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

28. Wellheads West

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

29. Rowett North

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12.0

Sub Total

-

-

-

5.5

-

0.9

0.6

0.8

0.6

6.1

6.8

-

-

-

0.7

0.2

3.0

14.7

7.3

2.7

2.1

0.8

17.0

15.9

15.3

3.4

0

12

9.

Links Road

TOTALS
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Appendix 5: Development Rates in Aberdeenshire 2005 - 2018/19 (all figures in hectares)
NB: The monitored period for the Employment Land Audit changed from a calendar year to April-March in 2009
Site Location

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2016/17

2017/18 2018/19

Aberchirder

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.22

0

Balmedie

0

0.54

0

0

0

0

1.22

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Banchory

0

0

0

0

0.63

3.26

0.93

0

0

0.1

0

0.1

Blackburn

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.76

2.13

0.35

0

0

Boyndie

0

0

0

0

0.78

0

1.94

3.29

0

3

0

Cuminestown

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

0.37

0

0

0

0

0.06

0

1.7

0

Edzell Woods
Ellon

0.43

0

5.63

0

0

1.79

1.38

1.86

2.18

0

1.1

1.07

2.29

0.9

Fraserburgh

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.96

0.85

1.32

0

0

0

Gourdon

0

0

0

0.44

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.24

0

0

Huntly

0

5.5

0

0

0

0

0

0.61

0

0

0

0.68

0

0.59

Insch

0

0

0.66

0

0

0

0.47

0.67

0

0.23

0

0

0.24

0

Inverurie

1.43

1.15

1.33

0

0

0

0

0.9

0

0

0

1.95

0

0

Kintore

0.24

0

1.12

0

2.7

0

7.79

2.06

2.99

1.48

0.95

1.16

4.9

0

Laurencekirk

0

0.08

0

0

0.4

0

0

0

0

0

0.15

0

0

0

Macduff

0.2

0

0

0

0

0

0.21

0

0

0

0.43

0

3.43

0.12

Marywell

0

0

3.2

1.27

0

2.36

0.28

0.28

0

0

0.62

4.23

0

0

Mintlaw

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.31

0

0

0

0

0.29

0

Newburgh

0

0

0.78

0.46

0.15

0

0.24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Oldmeldrum

1.46

0.36

0

0

0

0

0.31

2.81

1.9

0

0.4

0

0.72

0

Peterhead

4.99

0

0.2

0.65

0.1

0

1.44

1.09

0

2.81

0

0.28

0.91

0.41

Portlethen

0.8

10.6

1.2

0

0.7

0

0

0

0.39

4.32

3

3.1

0

0

Turriff

0.17

0

0

1.53

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Westhill

0.91

4.1

0.6

14.71

3.12

0.32

2.5

2.71

1.53

2.96

1.05

1.4

0

1

15.06

3.39

Report Total:

10.63

22.33

14.72

19.06

8.58

7.73

18.71

17.35

14.08

16.1

9.02

14.21
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Appendix 5: Details of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Completions 2018/19
Plot Planning
Site Ref
Site Name
Settlement Size (h) Permission Description
G/BB/E/004
F/EL/E/005

Blackburn Industrial Estate
Ellon Commercial Park

Blackburn
Ellon

0.37
0.9

2014/1175
2016/2091

M/HT/E/002

Steven Road

Huntly

0.59

2017/0326

B/MC/E/001

Buchan Road East

Macduff

0.12

2017/1878

U/PH/E/004a
G/WH/E/008
G/WH/E/008

Dales Industrial Estate East Peterhead
Arnhall Gateway - Unit 7
Westhill
Arnhall Gateway - Unit 5
Westhill

0.41
0.6
0.12

2017/3257
2014/1065
2017/2784

G/WH/E/008

Arnhall Gateway - Unit 6

Westhill

0.28

2017/2796

Erection of industrial unit (unit 2)
Erection of workshop and office building
with yard
Erection of industrial workshop, office and
yard
Erection of building for storage/repairs of
stock cars (use class 5)
Extension to Spectrum House
Erection of industrial workshop and office
Erection of building for food and drink
(use class 3)
Erection of 5 individual workshops

OP19

Rowett North

Aberdeen City

34.5

150826

12ha completed on Phase 1 2018/19

Building size (sq m)
1366
300
612
216
450
2078
250
1162
TECA 45000 sqm
Subterranean space
33600 sqm
Hotel 1 14600 sqm
Hotel 2 6000 sqm
Anaerobic Digestion
Facility
Landscaping and Parking
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